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Title word cross-reference

(1 + 1) [CL23]. (k1, k2) [Vel04]. (n - k + 1) [BBH14]. (n - r + 1) [BHB18].
(R, Q) [BPS23]. (T, Pj) [Jaw84]. 0 [C.12]. 0.234 [She13]. 10 [HM97]. 2
[Fad74, Had05, MS10]. 2 × 2 [Nei01, Van86]. k [Ors87b]. [CP92, Fall94]. X
[Abr01b, BT73, Con94, LLPC94, LKT90, LS96, Miy90]. Y [BT73, Miy90]. k
[Fin69, HF70, Hok77]. x, τ, M [AHN90]. M [LA98]. m [De 85c, SP92]. r
[ASS85]. α [DN04, Shi06]. α(Pb) > 0 [Mad75b]. AR(1) [BMR16]. B
[MS05a, MR11]. β [MS21, AD13]. C2 [Kan92]. · [Web79]. χ2 [Cam73, Lin89].
cμ [CCPW92]. D [Che81b, Dsh01a, Fer95, RS15, Aff89, CMW16, DH89,
Mar86, Van89b, Van06, Yun00]. D(0, ∞) [Lin73]. d ≥ 2 [FNV11]. E_k/M^b/1/m
[Van22]. EARMA(1, 1) [Ano81e, Che80b]. ℓP [KR18]. ℓ1 [CM98]. ℓP [Oes18]. ε
[MT12]. F [AARJ10, PH88, PR95, SM78]. Fα [HN00]. G
[Ge93, HP95, LF08, KOH23]. γ [HJ14]. Garch(1, 1) [BG05]. GARCH(P, Q)
[Kan23]. h < 1/2 [AG12]. H = λG [Miy95]. i [Tav81]. ∞
[ALRW99, C.12, CP92, Con94, Dvu84, Fal94, FG98, FY83, GW11, GMS96,
GP98b, Huf87, Hun86, IJB18, KS94a, LKT90, LS96, Nar68, OP86, Pre97a, Pre97b, Pre02, Sta85, BNW13. \( \infty + 1 \) [Zha96]. \( K \) [BT73, CK00c, GG91b, San23, AI94, BBH18, BEN98c, CM92, CHO22, CP90, Cse79, Dav86, DJ95, Hai96, Hai84, Hun76b, KBBW07, Kol15, LZ02, LD10, Mad75b, Mii99, Mus00, NE07, Nue10, PH88, PR95, Pri19, Sie89, Sta81, Tho85, VB02, Wan92, WJ95, WX08, Wei99b, ZLB08]. \( km \) [Sud83]. \( \lambda \) [GdlI18]. \( M \) [ABGH00, Bil76, C¸in68, GNRW94, Hun76b, Jan15, Kwe75, LL82, MW08, Pla85, SPS80, Sud83, Whi72c]. \( N \) [JMZ11]. \( R \) [DKP23]. \( Z \) [BR18, DSS11, LSWX20, dL23]. \( L \) [Kla02, Sen95]. \( \mu \) [GPZ05]. \( N \) [CNO 974, Coh88, FH91, FNP19, Kap71, GP98b, Pre97b, Pre02, Sta85, BNW13]. \( L^1 \) [RT01]. \( L^2 \) [GM97, RT01, Sim19, Win90, HL16b]. \( L_p \) [DLMR17, Hun95]. \( L_2 \) [BR95]. \( A \) [CS20a, GIM11]. \( \exp(\mu \sqrt{2 \log(1 + L)}) \) [KOH23]. \( L \log L \) [LRS09]. \( L^k \) [Sud83]. \( L \) [RT01]. \( L \) [GM97, RT01, Sim19, Win90, HL16b]. \( L_p \) [DLMR17, Hun95]. \( L_2 \) [BR95]. \( \Lambda \) [CS20a, GIM11]. \( \log L \) [LRS09]. \( LU \) [Sud83]. \( M \) [ABGH00, Bil76, C¸in68, GNRW94, Hun76b, Jan15, Kwe75, LL82, MW08, Pla85, SPS80, Sud83, Whi72c]. \( M^{[X]} \) [LT04b]. \( M^k/k^1/m \) [Van22]. \( M^X/G/1 \) [KNR05]. \( N \) [JMWZ11]. \( R \) [KP23]. \( Z \) [BR18, DSS11, LSWX20, dL23]. \( L \) [Kla02, Sen95]. \( \mu \) [GPZ05]. \( N \) [CNO 974, Coh88, FH91, FNP19, Kap71, KL17, LLPC94, OS91, Pin71, BBH14, BBH18, BDH93, BHZ81, BEN98c, CM92, CH91, CP90, Dvu84, Gra85, Hai96, Hal82a, IKS70, JM86, Mi99, Mus00, NS08, NE07, PH88, PR95, Pla85, QW84, Rub77, SPS80, Sie89, Sim97, Tam70, WJ95, ZLB08]. \( O((|E| \log |V|)) \) [HWX18]. \( p \) [AAO90, Bie98, BM20, Saw77]. \( p_{ij}(\infty) \) [JK71]. \( P \) [AH00, BKL03, LBL05]. \( PF \) [Ano87f]. \( Q \) [GPZ05, Pol90, WZ07]. \( R \) [Ano93f, FH91, Hen82, Kj92b, Mul72, BJM93, CK00b, CMW16, Mul73, TL69]. \( R^2n \) [PM03]. \( R^d \) [Biel92, Lop14, Tan93]. \( R^X \) [KKPS15, PM03, Ray70]. \( \rho \) [HL13a]. \( s \) [NJS96b, Van06]. \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_k, 2 \leq k < m \) [Kwe75]. \( S_n/n \) [CF22a]. \( T \) [BS98, Ano91f, Dur86, Gue91, Hai92]. \( T^2 \) [Dav82b]. \( \tau \) [De 94]. \( \theta \) [Byt81]. \( U \) [BHTLV20, BS79c, NS22, Owa23, PT23a, RR10]. \( V \) [FHL13, GW17, Mat04]. \( x \log x \) [Olo98]. \( Y_{t+1} = A_tY_t + B_t \) [Hor01]. \( Z \) [Lam14]. \( Z^2 \) [BS08]. \( Z^d \) [Bie98]. \( Z_\pm \) [Sim00]. \( Z_\pm^+ \) [Kot94].

-Runs [WX08]. -SAT [MS10]. -Scan [CK00b]. -Server [Tam70, Tho85].
-Smallest [Wei69b]. -Spacings [GNRW94]. -spectral [HL16b]. -Sphere
[Ors87b]. -spheres [KR18]. -Stability [MS05a]. -Stable [DN04, Shi06].
-Stage [AI94, Fad74]. -star [FNP19]. -Stationary [Byt81]. -Statistics
[Dur86, BS79c, RR10, BHTLV20, Owa23, PT23a]. -Step
[Ano91f, Gue91, Ha91]. -th [BM20, Kol15]. -th-nearest [CHO22].
[De 94]. -Transient [Ano93f, Kij92b]. -Uniformly [Mat04]. -Valued [Fer95].
-Word [KBBW07].

\[1\] [BT73, Bhu06, Fin69, SP92, VB02], \[1/k\] [Miy90]. \[G\] [BT73]. \[G/\]
[Con94, Fal94, LKT90, LS96]. \[G/1\] [HF70, Hok77, LLPC94, LT04b].
\[GI/1/k\] [Miy90]. \[GI/1/n\] [Abr01b]. \[m/\] [CP92]. \[M/1\] [Web79]. \[PH\]
[VB02]. \[s\] [De 85c].

1 [Ano72g, AF83, AT96, AK97, AIH88, BM89a, BT73, BS02, Bäu97, BGT98,
BS76, BKNZ91, Bhu06, BM94, BY97, BFSZ10, BG00, CP01, Cha94, CY90,
CR97, Coh67a, Coh71, CL93, CT76, DN80a, Dal65, DS94a, DT80, Dos85,
DG04, DN99, DS04, Emn69, FF91, FT80, Fin69, FR10, Gil76, GU92, Gre89,
HL76, Hae65, HF70, Hey64, Hey74, HKN89, Hok77, Hoo83, Hoo70, HL04,
HP86, HAP12, Ino19, JS96, Jen66, Jen72, Kat12, KS86b, KR88, KZB05,
Ken74, KKK07, KM93, Kyp72a, LLPC94, Lem74, LZ94, LO95, LSC97, LH02,
LT71, LT04b, Lou78, LN94, MH76a, MT00, Min79, NG95, Neu68a, Neu81,
Neu94a, Ott79, Ott84a, Ott84b, Pak70, Pak73c, Ram84, RL88, RHK90,
Ros87a, Ros73, Ros74, RS99, Rou96, Sch88a, SGC16, SP92, SZ93]. 1
[SDH94, Tak92b, Tan71, Tan79a, Tan94, VB02, VD69, Wak91, Wan99a,
Web79, Whi72a, Wil88c, YC01, YT83, ZZ04]. \[1\]-FIFO [CN86]. \[1\]-Type
[He03, LT00, MNS01, LH06]. \[1/e\] [Pfe89]. \[105D\] [Yan90].

2 [Han87, RS90, Wie89].

= [Van91b].

A. [vDB87]. Abelian [Bin69]. above [Adl76, Bon13, Fro05, Has76].
Abscissa [HTV92]. Absolute
[Bra02, Cha17, DN19, GS79, KNT10, MKN11, ZY08, Luo14]. Absolutely
[CV09, KLP12]. Absorbing
[Bru78, DS65, DS67, HS69a, Kas66, LRS94, Nak98, Nak06, Rus78, Sch92c].
Absorption [DP00, Dir75, Gal66a, Gal93, Gre76a, HS69a, Kem98, Neu78,
Pak78b, PS80, PS83, Pol99, Wal98, AM16, Zhu23]. Abundance [SS83b].
acceleration [DR15]. Acceptable [Pre06]. Acceptance
[AF87, Haw68, Miy92, Rob99, She13]. Accepted [Gil76, The79]. Access
[BFS09, Sto08]. Accesses [LLS84]. Accessibility [Agr91, HLF19]. Accident
[Ano86i, Bar86]. According [KX09]. Account [DDM98]. Accumulated
[FK89, Ris87]. **Accumulation** [BSW07, FKK91]. **Accuracy** [GL83]. **Accurate** [GW85, XS03]. **Accurately** [DFSD01]. **Acid** [SS85b, ZS92].

**Acknowledgement**
[Ano83a, Ano86a, Ano90a, Ano92a, Ano00a, Bau84a, HRF85, Sta87a].

**Acquaintance** [BS13a, BS15b]. **Acquired** [MD96]. **across** [Ano66d, Hor65].

**Acid** [SS85b, ZS92].

**Acidic** [Ano83a, Ano86a, Ano90a, Ano92a, Ano00a, Bau84a, HRF85, Sta87a].

**Adapted** [CJ08b].

**AdapFail** [LR14a].

**Adaptive** [Agr91, BCP00, Dos81, Her94, Her99, Pap05, RR07, Sol04, Sta74, Tam85, VOZ95, Vis86, YT83, AW15, Dai14]. **Added** [Rus83].

**Addendum** [Pia00a]. **Addiction** [BD88a]. **Additional** [FH72, Ott84a].

**additions** [Sim21]. **Additive** [Ano07e, Bre08, Bre10, Che98, CP72, DIKM10, Das96, Eba84, Jac12, KF70, KS02a, Kha77, Liu11, Mac01, PP77, Spo07, Ste06, Zaj95, FVZ19, Iva14, dL23, vdHKPS23]. **additive-increase** [vdHKPS23].

**Adjacent** [SP22]. **adjacent-swap** [SP22].

**Adjustment** [AN95].

**Advances** [PWW12].

**Aduventures** [Gan88a].

**Affects** [SC75].

**Affine** [BR95, CL23, GCZ19, KS17].

**Aftereffects** [Mej56].

**African** [AFP22].

**agent-based** [KADK19].

**Agent** [KA99].

**Age** [Ano78f, APS74, Ber76, BJ79, BBS85, BK73a, Coh89b, CM69, Don76a, Don76b, Ebr97, Fea80, GD74, Gol78b, Gre76c, Kap74, Kap75a, Kap75b, Kat02, KNS73, KMR75, KBBM06, KS02b, LY95, Lev77, M02a, MA69, MJP78, Mur80, Pak78a, Qu78, Rad73a, Sau76a, Sav88a, Sgi01, SR70b, SC81, Tav80a, Wau74a, Wei66b, Wei66a, Wei69a, Wei70, Wei72, Wei74, Wei75a, Wei76, Wol88, AFPP22, AA17, Hon13, ISK18, JL22, KS18, LM20, MC13, OT16].

**age-biased** [AFP22].

**Age-Dependent** [Ano78f, APS74, BBS85, Coh89b, CM69, Don76a, Don76b, Fea80, GD74, Gol78b, Gre76c, Kap74, Kap75a, Kap75b, LY95, MJP78, Qu78, Rad73a, Sau76a, Sgi01, Wei70, Wei72, Wei75a, Wei76, Hon13, OT16].

**Age-Replacement** [Mi02a].

**Age-structured** [JL22].

**Ageing** [Ano78f, APS74, BBS85, Coh89b, CM69, Don76a, Don76b, Fea80, GD74, Gol78b, Gre76c, Kap74, Kap75a, Kap75b, LY95, MJP78, Qu78, Rad73a, Sau76a, Sgi01, Wei70, Wei72, Wei75a, Wei76, Hon13, OT16].

**Aging** [Ano78f, APS74, BBS85, Coh89b, CM69, Don76a, Don76b, Fea80, GD74, Gol78b, Gre76c, Kap74, Kap75a, Kap75b, LY95, MJP78, Qu78, Rad73a, Sau76a, Sgi01, Wei70, Wei72, Wei75a, Wei76, Hon13, OT16].

**Aha** [AH77, Kab83, Yas88].

**Alaska** [Oga80].

**AIC** [Oga80].

**Alabama** [JL12].

**Alarm** [LPU20].

**Aléatoires** [HK94, Ray70].

**Alfréd** [Ken70].

**Algæ** [ML77].

**Algebra** [Gor70, Hou12, Kin66].

**Algebraic** [Daw81, FHTZ10, HMP503, LIT73, SCZ77, Sch86, LLL20].

**Algebras** [Gor70, Hou12, Kin66].
Algorithm [ABR05, BG06, Be92, CD98, DG99, FT78, GG87, KUr87, Mar15, MSS09, Ram81, Rob99, RR07, RS00, Suz10, AW15, KSS16, LR14a, LY20, MRSA21, PLRB23, RR16]. Alignment [Coo89].

Algorithmic [ALH01, Ste03].

Algorithms [AR05b, BG06, B`el92, CD98, DG99, FT78, GG87, Kur87, Mar15, MSS09, Ram81, Rob99, RR07, RS00, Suz10, AW15, KSS16, LR14a, LY20, MRSA21, PLRB23, RR16]. Alligned [Coo89].

Almost [Mor06].

All-Optical [Mor06]. Allele [CG76, Kie88, Saw77, MK15, MK17]. Alleles [Ano77g, Avn79, Eth92a, Eth92b, Fea03, Gla77, Gri92, Joy94, Sch91b, Wat76, Zho15]. Allelic [Moh10]. Allelopathy [Lan05]. Allen [KLL15]. Allocating [Rig96].

Allocation [Cow92, DG93a, ENPS86, Gan04a, Git72, Git74, Gla90, GADL04, HW06, LMS72, LD10, Loi05, Men96, Mi99, MDG09, MWCY01, Rev93, SS97, SG93, Tsi07, Wu88, GR24, KA22, KS16, KSC13, SY19a, YZZ21].

Allocations [CY08, Gri98, MMD11, SM94a, AGP13]. Allowing [Cer88, Kap74, Pak74, Pak76, Rad73a, Rey70, Tes84, Yan72]. Allozyme [GWMO79].

Almost [Bag86a, Ber04, BCF09, Ber13a, CD92, Dav73, GD74, Gre77b, IM10, Iso82, KS78, Kuc82, KK90, KK73, dHR73, HM11]. Almost-Lack-of-Memory [CD92, Lin94].


Alternate [Die82]. Alternating [ACSS11, CY65, May05, Pou92, Yad70, DM18, RDM19]. Alternative [Ano64c, Gla79b, Gla82b, Hos09, Hos86, Kei64a, RV08, Sly07, Wei80a, KL16].

Alternatives [Had05, Yao93]. Always [CSZ04]. AM [Ano04f, GS08, Sen17]. American [Dol10, Eks03, Eks06, Iva07, Pau01]. Amid [Han67]. among [Bha91, Cer88, CM69, ES23, Gra00, Sam71, TK15].

Amount [Ano04g, Ste04]. amounts [Zha21]. Amplitudes [Mc97]. Analogue [Di 99, Hey80, Rit80, Psa22]. Analogues [BD88b, Hey71]. Analyses [Sha80].

Analysing [Lot84, MH76b, Str75a]. Analysis [Agn72, Agn75, AR05b, AS04, AMAKA97, AC02, Ano05e, ALH01, BM89a, BM09, Ber10, KBNZ91, BN01, Bin78, Bla84, BM94, BDO07, BC92, Bre69, BCMW83, Byt81, Car67, CG96, CH97, Cow81, CX01, De 85a, DJ09, DO97, Dshi01b, FS80b, FH95, GM05, GXS12, Ger23, Git73, GP98b, GMD03, GP04b, Hal89, HST83, Hey88, HCK02, ISK95, JC06a, Jen66, KKKL86, KK96a, Kat02, Kim00, KRO97, KG02, LR09, Lan87, LLPC94, Lee97, LSC97, MSS92, MW08, MF01, MP92b, MCN70, Mia13, Miu77, Mal88, Mor79, NSK08, NYC97, Oga01, Ora86, Ozi61, Par86, PS09, PT97, PW96, Pro96, Pur75a, RAS9a, Ress9, Rip76, Rou96, Roy72, RS00, Sch75a, Ses96, SS85b, Bol04, Sta01, Suz10, TTH93, TH11, VK00, VK10, WKS6, WES82, ZS92, Att19, BPS23].

analysis [BJ24, DO16, FS16, KSBK23, KSS16, LN13, LC16, LZ14, LY20, MRSA21, Ros14b, SGC16, SDH16, Spi15].

Analytic [DP10, Mas84, Sri74, SB06, ZY70, But19]. Analytical [BG00, GBG02, Van22]. Analyzed [Aas85]. Analyzing [Fe93]. Ancestor [Fea02]. Ancestors [BM01b, DY97].

Ancestral
Bar72b, BS97, BP99b, Del85, Dur86, Gir82, Her74, KADK19, Ruk00, Whi73. **Approximately** [FW91]. **Approximates** [Gri72]. **Approximating** [AD94, BK12a, Ben98b, BZ09, Cla12, Cra88, DS94a, Hey91, Kur71, MH76a, Wan92, MS23]. **Approximation** [BJ07, Bal95, BB90, BP10, BC72, BP96b, BN05, BGT04, Bre81, Che96, Che98, CV01, CK07, CT90, Dal10, Dan82a, DJ00, EV82, Erh00, FF96, FWL03, GK18, GL83, Har73b, HJ14, Hey74, Hor98, KR92, KPW94, LF08, Lud73, MCC03, Mi86, MH76b, Nak08, NO85, Nor77, O'C93, Pek96, Pek06, PRCS09, PW67, Pós09, Rad76a, RR10, Roo03, Ruz04, Ruz10, RS10, Se91, Sez18, SS96, Sim00, Ski12, SW87, TSCD08, TG99, Tuf99, Twe75b, Vel04, Wan77a, WX08, WM77, Wit90, WPN80, Xia97, AM16, BN17, BY14, BS22, CL14, Dal16b, DJ18, Gan22, GPW22, HM0114, JY21, KLL15, LMS18, LY22, LX20, Pen18]. **Approximations** [Ano74e, AR01b, BR96, CK00b, Cov09, Del78, Delf10, DR81, Gav68, GL76, GGS+95, GNWR94, GR96, Gri73, GG77b, GMS96, HGR90, Hog86, Hyn94, Igl65, Igl69, JC06b, KSF80, LG81, LL90, Maz86, NFK99, NR78, O'N96, QM86, San80, Sie79, SB09, SS80, Spo01, Tho75a, Twe96, VCH69, Wan90, Wan93, Wes82, vHS86, ADPR18, Bro21, Bro15, But19, LOR19, Leh21, LB23, PT23a, SW21, YML17]. **arbitrage** [DN13]. **Arbitrary** [Bar72a, Can74, LS02b, Miy92, Ros07, Sau76a, Ros14a]. **Arc** [BD88b, GS94, Man77]. **Arc-Sine** [BD88b, GS94]. **Arch** [KL03a, Ano06f, GDP04]. **Archaeological** [Nak91]. **Archimedean** [Bal94, FPW19, JP16]. **Arches** [BD88b, GS94, Man77]. **Area** [Bra82, Dow72a, Dow72b, Lef79, RJ65, DPW21]. **Argmax** [RR94]. **Argument** [Wei80a]. **Arguments** [NTW89]. ** ARISING** [Ath71, Bri71, BPR08, Che76b, Cow01, DR81, FI98, GG74, HN01, HS93, Jag69, Jen66, Kar76c, Law79, Mor71a, Mor06, Pap94, PR67, Rout09, VAW04, Vic79, Wil96, YI99, ZR01, CDP19, MN16]. **arithmetic** [Kev17]. **Arm** [FW91]. **ARMA** [Bro04a, HZZG86, Kab83, Lin99, LS92b]. **Armed** [OF89, CL24]. **Army** [Bré93, Kon96]. **Array** [And85, Sri98]. **Arrayed** [LV72]. **Arrays** [AM10, CK00b, Dz86, Kad74, SKF79, KLP22]. **Arrival** [AK93, Bor94, Cha97, DN99, DS04, Eco03, Fal82, Fal94, Gil76, Had74, HW84b, KS08, KUL86, KA03, LR80, Lee80, Li96, NA04, New68c, New68a, New68b, RCLW10, RCC12, RF88, Ros76b, SP92, SDH94, Wau74b, FW21, HL13a, Ros14a]. **Arrivals** [AMR01, AGC99, BM97, BS94, BD94b, CR97, Cin67a, Coh76, De 85a, EF90, GGS91, GR74, HW84a, Hey82b, HCK02, KMS83, Kyp71, Lel05, McN68, MW90a, Nar68, NC72, NR78, OM72, RN80, Ros78, Sha66, SS85a, Sha75, SM97, SG88, Tho85, Tim85, VS90, WT05, YC01, Ros14b, ZL15]. **Arriving** [PRS08, SW21]. **Artificial** [Rob90]. **Ary** [MR11, CMW16, MW08]. **Asadi** [AA15]. **Ashrafii** [AA15]. **Asian** [BRY04, Ger11, HW02, Pat13, R95b]. **Asmussen** [GR12]. **Aspects** [DKS86, DF81a, Ewe82, Ger90, Kin02, Luo00, McD78, SMS94, Sri67].
Assemble [Cha97, Eco00, Eco03]. Assemble-Transfer [Cha97, Eco00, Eco03]. Assembly [Cra74a, Har73a]. Assembly-like [Har73a]. Assessing [Ebr01, Ebr08, Ebr11, EY11, MCC03, NMG00]. Assessment [Bro04b, GXY18]. Asset [BJV12, Hey99, Tan11, Des15, KSC13, SZY19a]. Assets [EJT05]. Assignment [DLR80, Rig90, Web78, BJ14, BJK16, LM24]. Associated [BM05, BLBL10, Ber77b, BS04b, GG91a, GJ78, GN06, Gir82, Gla92, Gue97, HG81, Ito89, JKP11, Ke12, KK69, Lin87, Lit92b, MS94, MV95, Ros80a, SS83a, Wat88, Xu09, Mar16a, Men76, Per23, Wir18]. Association [Ano10e, HNF85, Mar07, Vrb85, Wil82c, LS19, Tu19]. Assumption [Sei16]. Assumptions [PW81, Twe88]. ASTA [MW90b]. Asymmetric [DLR80, Rig90, Web78, BJ14, BKJ16, LM24]. Asymmetric [DLR80, Rig90, Web78, BJ14, BKJ16, LM24]. Asymptotic [Mas82, MRR02, MQ00, MPHL10, MI83, MR03, BD18, Mor79, Nag01, Nag82b, Nar68, NT04, Nic84, Ols67, OS07, PKO16, Pag71, Pic76, Pic79, PC16, Rad73a, Rob05, Roe85, SC75, ST86a, Sch80b, Sel83, Sgl01, SS89, SK98, Srl98, Sta87b, Sta01, Sve95, Sze97, Tan86, TV88, TH72, UB74, Vas82a, Vas84, VGT90, Ver14, Vo96, Vrb85, WF99, Wan14, War76, Wau72, Wau74a, Wei76, Wei69b, Wei82, Wes73, Wil92, XY09, Xs03, Yan73, Vas84, ZJ04, BHTLV20, DN13, FL15, GP13, KP22, LPN13, NR20, PT22, VRK14]. Asymptotically [DN04, Don80b, Fm93, Iso82, Kle94, Rub77, Sen73a, WY22]. Asymptotics [BF08, BCP16, CW96, Dav84, DESM10, DM03, DSZ13, DS13, DY01, Ger11, GW94b, GIM08, Go95, GH22, HM09, JL98, KKK07, Le07, LM99, MS99, MKN11, PZ07, PPBT99, Pia08, Pia09, Pro96, RRS05, THP12, Teh09, VP10, WW06b, YZ06, AB16, DPW21, KY17b, KLY16, KM15b, RN16, SUY21, SWZ18, SRN21, YWK14, Zhe09]. Asynchronous [Sag99]. At-the-Money [Dur08b]. At-the-Money [Dur08b]. atlas [FF20]. ATM [DY01, HW96]. Attachment [Bha68a, Mor71a, Srl67, AFP22, ARS21, BKK19, Bri20, CF22b, Jor18, LM20, SRT+16]. Attainable [Teh10, Tsa94, Tsa96]. Attained [MY91, YM91, Yao13]. Attaining [Abd87]. Attempts [Han87]. Attracted [Res71a]. Attracting [BM90, Mut87]. Attraction [Ano77e, Gre76b, LS00, RVJ68, Gra18, ZZ13]. Attractive [Gen23, MZ20]. Attributes [Sto74]. Auctions [Hin04]. Augmentation [ZL96].
Augmented [GS87]. Author [Ano89e]. Autocorrelation
[DM01, God77, Han82, HT78, Rey68]. Autocovariance [Ren88].
Autocovariances [LZK06b]. Automata [Gra99, Nue08]. Automated
[GS14]. Automatic [BCIM01, ZRU68]. Autopsy [ADH93, G˚as98, Mei81].
Autoregression [GS79, Kan75, McK82]. Autoregressive
[AAO90, And84b, Ano75f, AR89, AP86, BH73, CFZ96, Chr12, Cip88, Col75,
CS82, DC93b, Dur86, Fe91, HK77, HB75, HW83, Hey73, HB99, HCK02,
Hy94, JP93, Kul87, Law80, Law92, MP92b, McK81, Nic96, Oza81, Pap94,
Peg80, Sim90, Sim93, Tho86, Wol75, ZG04, BLM20].
Autoregressive-Moving-Average [McK81]. Autostrada [Con84].
Availability [AB00, Bax81, Bax83, CX01, FH90, FH91, KFM06, KKY02,
Mi95, SM82, GN17]. Available [Tam09]. Avalanches [GMV06, Ste86].
Average [AHN90, AAL77, BKL03, CG97a, CCFG96, CDD05, Cos93, CD09,
FT78, God77, Gro80, GHL03, IJ06, IK70, KPSC08, Ksl89, Lao05, LS87,
Las94b, LL77, Lew01, MW08, MW71, McK81, McK88, Mil81, Nar68, Pea67,
PRS08, PT86, Ros70a, Ros78, Tho86, Yeh85, Zhang14, ADPR18,
CDD05c, CDD05d, GH21, MRSA21]. average-based [MRSA21].
Average-Case [MW08]. Average-Cost [Las94b, Mil81, Yeh85]. Averages
[Bru71, Bul06, MW90a, NP09, PR08, SY72, BS15d]. Averaging
[CS77, Dah85, G¨en23, Sol04, Spi22]. Averse [Sha13]. AVOID [FW19].
Avoidance [OS07]. Avoiding [BJM93, Di 98, KLO99, Law83]. Axes
[Bar75c]. Axymmetric [Ano99a, KL16].

Back [Ano64a, Ano64b, Ano65a, Ano65b, Ano66a, Ano66b, Ano67a, Ano67b,
Ano7c, Ano68a, Ano68b, Ano68c, Ano69a, Ano69b, Ano69c, Ano70a, Ano70b,
Ano70c, Ano71a, Ano71b, Ano71c, Ano71d, Ano72a, Ano72b, Ano72c, Ano72d,
Ano72e, Ano72f, Ano72g, Ano73a, Ano73b, Ano73c, Ano73d, Ano74a, Ano74b,
Ano74c, Ano74d, Ano75a, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano76a, Ano76b, Ano76c,
Ano76d, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano78c, Ano78d,
Ano79a, Ano79b, Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano80d, Ano81a,
Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano83b, Ano83c,
Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano84a, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano85c,
Ano85d, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano87c,
Ano87d]. Back
[Ano88a, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89a, Ano89b, Ano89c,
Ano89d, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d,
Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94a,
Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano96a,
Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano98a, Ano98b,
Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g,
Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano99m, Ano99n, Ano99o, Ano99p,
Ano99q, Ano99r, Ano99s, Ano99t, Ano99u, Ano99v, Ano99w, Ano99x, Ano99y,
Ano99z, Ano99aa, Ano99ab, Ano99ac, Ano99ad, Ano99ae, Ano99af, Ano99ag,
Ano99ah, Ano99ai, Ano99aj, Ano99ak, Ano99al, Ano99am, Ano99an, Ano99ao,
Ano99ap, Ano99aq, Ano99ar, Ano99as, Ano99at, Ano99au, Ano99av, Ano99aw,
Ano99ax, Ano99ay, Ano99az, Ano99ba, Ano99bb, Ano99bc, Ano99bd, Ano99be,
Ano99bf, Ano99bg, Ano99bh, Ano99bi, Ano99bj, Ano99bk, Ano99bl, Ano99bm,
Ano99bn, Ano99bo, Ano99bp, Ano99bq, Ano99br, Ano99bs, Ano99bt, Ano99bu,
Ano99bv, Ano99bw, Ano99bx, Ano99by, Ano99bz, Ano99ca, Ano99cb, Ano99cc,
Ano99cd, Ano99ce, Ano99cf, Ano99cg, Ano99ch, Ano99ci, Ano99cj, Ano99ck,
Ano99cl, Ano99cm, Ano99cn, Ano99co, Ano99cp, Ano99cq, Ano99cr, Ano99cs,
Ano99ct, Ano99cu, Ano99cv, Ano99cw, Ano99cx, Ano99cy, Ano99cz, Ano99da,
Ano17a, Ano18b, Ano19a, Ano19c, Ano19g, Ano20a, Ano20c, Ano20e, Ano21a, Ano21c, Ano21e, Ano21g, Ano22b, Ano22d, Ano22f, Ano22h, FI87. 

Back-off [FI87]. Backbone [KMS12]. Background [AA06, MS85, Sch88a]. 


Backwards [CS85b, Käm89, Möh10]. Bacteria [Bha68a, GKR94, Man74, Sri67]. Bacteriophage [Gan65]. Bak [GMV06]. 

Balance [AG07, Fak90, Kin78, Whi85c]. Balanced [BDM09, BJT20]. Balances [Cha97]. Balancing [HLVM22, LY20, MBvLW16]. 

Bacteria [Bha68a, GKR94, Man74, Sri67]. Bacteriophage [Gan65]. Bak [GMV06]. 


Based [ALS04, Arn75, BBC01, Bas71, BAAB00, BEN98c, BS97, Bon95, Bro04b, CG87, DO12, DJ09, DGNR95, DL02, Drx93, EP95, FPKP98, GR87, GR89, GM05, GNR89, GM11, Hou12, HL05, HS10, Kle83b, L07, Les06, LZ02, Li04, MJP87, Nat90, NSB11, OO07, Oga01, Pla04, SW97b, Sha72b, Sim00, SW87, Sta74, SAS04, Vrb85, War76, Yan74, ZC95, AA23, AHA18, BN13, CC15, GM18, HR15, HM14, HL13b, KMB1, KAD19, MRSA21, NFS20, RN19, Roy14, SK23, WZ18, vD15]. Baseline [Li05]. Basic [MM82, Miy86, MY88, SA72, Sch75a, ZG88]. Baskets [NR11]. Basu [FG12]. Batch [AMR01, BLL80a, BS94, CPS96, Cha97, CP92, CHPT97, Con94, Eco90, Eco94, Fal94, HT91, Kul86, Lan81, Men82, Pea65, Sha66, VS90, vD89, ZK17]. Batch-Arrival [Eco03]. Batch-Ballot [Men82]. Batch-Movement [CHPT97]. Batch-Service [Eco03]. Batches [Moh72, Sha75]. Bathub [BSW08, BLSW10, Sav03]. Bathub-Shaped [BSW08, BLSW10, Sav03]. Battles [Gol77]. Bayes [AES17, JFS12, Nag01]. Bayesian [AMAKAR97, CCH06, EG02, GG77a, Pap96, Win90]. Be [Rus83, VX04, EL19, Sco82, Was69]. Beat [KPSC08]. Been [Tan79b]. Before [Bau09, Del76, PP07]. Behavior [Ail68, AT06, Ano65d, Ano66c, Ano91h, Ano92f, Bha68b, BS93, CG97a, Eva71, HW84b, KBBW07, Kar68a, Kar68b, Kei64b, Kei65, Kle91, LPLG88, LNTZ99, Lo68, Mas86b, Mi95, NT04, OS07, PRS08, Pit87, RR75b, Sah71a, SS89, Sum87, Tan93, Vas82a, Wu93, ZS04, BJ14, Cur22, FLM15, VFU19].
behaviors [BZ08, KHY03]. Behaviours [Ali99, Bal83a, Bal84, BB06, BD94a, BLL0a, BLS03, Boo89, BL09b, BCMW83, DT80, Dez85, DG93b, DF81a, DF88, Eme72, FF03, GN06, GG00, GM96, GMD05, GR94, Gr64, Gru85, Hai78, Ham95, Har81, Hok77, HST75, Hum95, Kal90, Kel77, Kie94, KLM04, KK06, LPSV00, LZ02, Lio71, Mat84, Meh77b, NS84, Red03, SA72, Sau76a, Sch80b, SK98, Sta87b, Sz93, Vas82b, Vas84, WF99, ZJ04, Bel23, BP16, BL15, CLCZ14, GT18, HJL19, Jas15, KMG19, MP14, Neu23, PKO16, VKR14, Ver14].


behind [KW03, WW06a]. Belyaev [Tam70]. Benchmark [Pla04]. Benefit [Dub81]. Benefits [SM82]. Benes [CN86, GM94]. Benford [All97, JdlR04]. Bergomi [GJP+21, JPS18].

behind [KW03, WW06a]. Belyaev [Tam70]. Benchmark [Pla04]. Benefit [Dub81]. Benefits [SM82]. Benes [CN86, GM94]. Benford [All97, JdlR04]. Bergomi [GJP+21, JPS18].

behind [KW03, WW06a]. Belyaev [Tam70]. Benchmark [Pla04]. Benefit [Dub81]. Benefits [SM82]. Benes [CN86, GM94]. Benford [All97, JdlR04]. Bergomi [GJP+21, JPS18].

behind [KW03, WW06a]. Belyaev [Tam70]. Benchmark [Pla04]. Benefit [Dub81]. Benefits [SM82]. Benes [CN86, GM94]. Benford [All97, JdlR04]. Bergomi [GJP+21, JPS18].

behind [KW03, WW06a]. Belyaev [Tam70]. Benchmark [Pla04]. Benefit [Dub81]. Benefits [SM82]. Benes [CN86, GM94]. Benford [All97, JdlR04]. Bergomi [GJP+21, JPS18].
binomials [FS16]. Bioequivalence [YI99]. Biological [BL09a]. Biologie [Jof82]. Biology [Jag69, Jof82]. Biometric [Hol92]. Biomolecular [CK00b]. bipartite [Lop14]. bipolar [CM16a]. Biopower [BNCPW09]. Birds [HS78]. Birthbaum [Raa80]. Birth [AHP75, Adk69, Ale01, Ano65d, Ano66c, Ano74f, Ano74e, Ano83a, Ano86g, BS01a, Bil81, BGJ12, BG79b, Bra86, Bro86, CP04, CL03, CP03, Co95, CT81, CSV01, Cor87, CI78, Dan77, Dan82a, Dav65, DW77, Di 98, Don84b, DKM93, FY82, FDV93, GY65, GR94, Gri72, Gri73, Gri75b, GP99, Hai78, Haj82, HNO1, Iva81, KS86a, KT82, Kei64b, Kei65, Kei71, KS91a, Kij92a, Kle81, LJ78, LR93, LPSV00, Lin79, Lin11, LS74, Man74, MO95, Mit04a, Mor74, MM03b, Nat75, Nat77, Pfe82b, Phe96a, Phe96b, PZC07, Pur68, Pur75b, RD97, RJ94, RJP97, Sau76b, SV97, SZP07, Sum84, Sum87, Tor79, VSW09, Wau72, Wau74a, Zei91, Zie95, Zha01, dSS04, vDZ05, BBN16, BC23, Cur22, HZ22a, HCY21, JF23, KS18, ZZ13, vD15, Cla12]. Birth-and-Death [Ano74f, Ano74e, Ano83a, Co95, Di 98, Gri73, Haj82, Iva81, Mor74, MM03b, Nat75, Nat77, Sau76b, KS18, ZZ13]. Birth-and-Mutation [Man74]. Birth-Death [Ano65d, Ano66c, BS01a, BG79b, CL03, CP03, CSV01, Don84b, GY65, GR94, Gri72, Kei64b, Kei65, Kei71, KS91a, Kij92a, LPSV00, Liu11, MO95, Mit04a, SV97, SZP07, Sum84, Sum87, vDZ05, BC23, HZ22a, vD15]. Birth-Death-Migration [RD97]. Birth-Type [Ale01]. Birthday [GWMO79]. Bisection [Bac01]. Bisexual [Bag86b, Bru84, DHIT86, GM96, GM97, Hul82, Hul84, Hul01, Käm89, Käm91, Möh94, Möh97, MMR02, MMR07, WZ05]. Bispectra [Ros80b]. Bistate [Fu01]. Bit [MZ16]. Bivariate [AB00, Ano90f, BCL09, BKS02, Chu75, Ebr87, GL94, Gol76, Gri72, GG10, HT12, KZ88, KD78, LS87, LL75, MO97, MO99, Roy89, Sch68, Wan90, WY93, Zha94, GK22]. BK [Go23]. Black [Che76a, CH06, CCHY08, CH10, Ketal79, Rut99, Sec97, Do10, FPY04, Wh01]. Blackwell [DM19, JFHL90, LZ08b, Lin08]. Blackwell-Type [Lin08]. Block [Ban07, DKK08, GH90, JKP11, MN82, Sav88a, SZ92, She92, She96, Tan78, ZLA99, LLL20]. Block-Associated [JKP11]. Block-Structured [GH90, ZLA99, LLL20]. Blockages [Kal88]. Blocking [AIH93, A94, BLL84, Fal96, LC84, Lan86b, LR07, Vau91b, Xu98]. Blomqvist [Spe73b]. Blow [LMW98]. Blow-Up [LMW98]. Blue [ML77]. Blue-Green [ML77]. BMAP [DN99, DS04, SGC16]. BMAP/G/1 [SBC16]. BMAP/SM/1 [DN99, DS04]. Bodies [Col69, EE93, Sch19]. Body [EE81, EE88, Kin69b, Sch85]. Bold [CSZ04, CSSY05, CCHY08, Sch05, Yao07b, YC08]. Bolthausen [FSJ14]. Boltzmann [CG90]. bomber [KSC13]. Bond [AW93, Che01, CLS09, DW81, KS84, YW21]. Bond-Decorated [AW93]. Bonds [FNV11, GWS80]. Bonferroni [CS96, CS00, GL94, KS89, MS85, Mör96, Spe94, Wal81]. Bonferroni-Type.
[CS96, CS00, GL94]. Bookie [BH96]. Books [Nel77, Sim14]. Boolean
[AB16, DS17, Sch91a]. Bootstrapping [Sri98]. Borel [Bru80, GZ06, Tas97]. Boris [Kal96]. Borne [Bal90, BC95a, Bec73, DG93a, DD68, GM91, Hen79,
Jer74, KS76, Lef78, Lef79, LM88, Rad73b, Rou82, Sau75b, SLK79, Wic75].
Borovkov [Tan97]. Bose [KP23]. Both
[DD68, LBL05, O'F89, SG89, Tan79, ZZ04]. Bottle [BG02]. Bottleneck
[SD12]. Bound
[Ano86a, Ano95e, Cha04, Che03b, Eco00, Eva78, Gal66b, Gol76, Gra85,
GW87, Gu94, Hun76a, Jan81, Lou78, Pap94, Pla85, Rhe98, Tan79a, Tho11,
Wol77a, AI16, Bis23, Bon13, Bro15, MA14,RY20, YW21, ZZ16].
Boundaries [BWY11, Bö00, Bor94, GSP01, Haj82, KZ88, Mor71b, Mor71c,
Par85, WP97, Whi73, SWZ18]. Boundary
[Ano88h, Bal95, BK64, BN05, BGNR90, C.12, CY65, Dur71a, Dur85, Dur88,
DW92, FW10, FW16, Gal93, GJ88, Hyn94, IKP01, JS04b, NFK99, OC03,
PP73a, Pol78, PW01, RS87, Sch92a, SV19, Smi72, ST86b, Tsi07,
WP97, Wil92, Yao03, BDL19, CD13, Gén23, HNZ22a, LN19, LB23].
Boundary-Crossing [Dur71a, Sch92a, Smi72, Yao93]. Bounded
[Ano64c, Ano82f, BS15d, Bl81, Coh68, Gol75, Har94, Hir16, JK71, Kei64a,
LT72, PSS99, Tr81, Tuf99, CCFM17, KKS15, MB16]. Bounded-hop
[Hir16]. Boundedly [CCH06]. Bounding
[BK86b, BK87a, HS78, Mil08, GPZ17]. Bounds
[Ave85, BMR19, BTH72, BS76, BJV12, BDM21, BCS93, BC01b, BS97, BN05,
BK00, Bov99, Bra75, Bro66, BL98, BD94b, Cha75, CDD91, CS96, CV99,
Coo74, CT95, DN80b, DJ04, DJ95, DR09, Dur92, Eks06, Epi83, FS80a,
FF03, Fret07, GY95a, Gat84a, Gau22, Gla91, Gol05, GWS80, Has82a, He21,
HR88b, Hör03, How00a, HL05, HW79, JNR09, Jia12, Kau85, Kim94a, Kol00,
KS89, Kwe75, LHN86, LX00, LL90, Mas86b, Mi02b, Mit04a, Mit04b, Mun12,
Mus00, Niu00, Pau01, Pek99, PC85, Pin11, Pol69, Qui76, Ros87a, Ros74,
SC02, Sen94, Sen95, Sh81, SZP07, Sud01, Sud05, Tan11, Van99a, Web99,
Wei00, WL94, WL07, Wol87, XL98, XS03, Yu74, ZLW06, Bro15, DIO23,
GN17, HL16b, HLV22, KW13, PR13, RR16, Ros16, Wan14, WBS16]. Box
[Kea67, Nic86, TV04]. Boxes [Col81]. Braess [BKT97a, CSZ97, KLO99].
branch [Yam17]. Branchement [HK94]. Branches [O'B80]. Branching
[ADLN82, Agr75, Ale01, AL12, Ano67c, Ano75g, Ano78f, Ano91h, Ano92f,
AGSC00, Ath71, APS74, AK76, Ath12, Bag86b, Bag86a, Bar75a, BS79a,
BJ79, BZ08, BZ09, BFMO8, Ber11, Big77a, Big77b, BG79a, BG87a, Bin88,
BW19, BV96, BM01b, BK73a, BH75b, Bru78, CG97b, CG02, CG05, Che97,
Che02, CPZ04, CPLZ07, CY84, CS72, Coh77b, CP78, CS80, Coh89b, CS12,
CM69, Cru70, GY06b, DHT86, DLS79, DLS81b, Dsv78, Dek87, Dio74,
DY97, Don71, Don72, Don73, Don76a, Don76b, DF04, Dur71b, Dur74, Dur75,
Dwa69, DLVZ20, Est76, Fan12, FG99, Fca80, GRS9, Gad89, GG91a, G76,
GD74, GL67, Gol78e, GM96, GM97, GMD02, GMD03, GMD05, GMSB10,
Gre77a, Gre81, Gre74, Gre76c, Gre77b, Gre78, GZ94, Ham92, Ham95, Hau12,
Hs66, Hei09, Hey81]. Branching
[Hop75, Hop76, HS77, Hul82, Hul84, Hul01, IM10, Iva80, IS85, Jag69, Jag74a, JS00, JZ02, JK04, JL06, Jon99b, Jon04, Kab12, Kap72, Kap74, KSN75, Kap75a, Kap75b, Kap82, KN75, KK69, KS82, Kle83a, Kle84, Kle85, Kle91, KPS3, Kyp98, KP08, LML06, LS08a, LR09, Lai77, Lam70, LBC81, LY95, Les73, Lew69, Li00b, Li06a, Li06b, LPLG08, Lin72, Lip77, MM09, MW10, MP00, MM03a, May05, Mei10, MY85, MJPS7, MMR02, MMR07, MS79, MS04b, MS10, MS05b, NSS04, Nan79, Ner84, Neu78, O’C93, Olo96, Olo98, Ols77, Pak71, Pak76, PH82, Pak87, Pel07, Pia08, Pia09, Pol09, Pol71, PW07a, Pru85, Qui78, Qui76, QD77, QS99, Rad72a, Rad73a, Rad76a, Raf73, Ry99, Rév04, RR05, Rey70, Rey72c, RVJ68, Sam71, San71, Sau76a, Sch82].

Branching [Sen71, Sen73b, ST83, Sgi01, ST02, Shi06, Slu77, Spa91, SO11, Sri98, SC73, Sud’81, Tai95, TW99, Wan76b, Wan80, WF99, Wan99b, Wei66b, Wei66a, Wei70, Wei72, Wei74, Wei75a, Wei76, Wei84, Wei71, WF80, Wil69, Wil88a, Wu93, XW05, Yan72, Yan73, ZJ04, AH13, BBN16, Ber13b, BY22, BP16, BIMR22, Bra22, BH20, CS20b, CLCZ14, CNZ14, CCGW23, Chu18, DHKP18, Eri16, FFK19, GZ16, GvdH18, GMdP+21, GH16, HM14, HL16a, Hon13, Hon16, HK94, HMY17, IK16, IRS23, JL22, Ker20, LPU20, LP21, M224, MK15, MK17, OS14, PC16, RW21, Rah17, Rob22, Roy24, Sag23, Sim14, VL15, VD17, WY22, Win15, Zha22].


Breakpoint [ST01]. Breeding [Hol68]. Breiman [DZ07, FM12]. Bridge [EW09, LH07]. bridges [Dai14, GLS19, SWZ18]. Bridging [Har80].

broadcast [SK23]. broadcast-based [SK23]. Broken [Hol80b]. Brokered [Rig99a]. Brownian [ADW73, AS12, AG12, AC94b, BDM21, Bis23, BM18, BW19, BM20, Bre12a, Bre12b, Bre13, CD13, CM98, CM24, Cor80, DHM20, DG99, Don93, DY98, DF04, DY01, Dur71a, Dur88, DW92, EW09, ESE84, FI98, Fen93, FKZ13, Fg172, FW10, FW16, FP04, GLS19, GL99, GP97, GP98a, GN96, GS95, GL05, Had05, HL81b, Hel67, HL99, Hon02, HM14, Hor03, LH13b, HK09, Imh78, Imh84, Imh99, Iva10, JP99, KS06, KW78, KS04, Ken76, Kim16, KK24, KMS12, Lac93, LL15, Le94, Lee11a, Lee11b, LH07, Lop16, Lou84, Lou14, MIA10, Mar11, MS94, MS99, Mat90, Met13, Nàd71, NP22, NF99, Par75, Par85, PS01a, PSZ04, Phe96a, Phe96b, PW01, RRT22, RS06, Sch92a, Sch03, Slt07, Smi72, Wan80, WP97, Was69, Wen86, Wil92, Xul17, YCW15].

Brownian [Yor92, Yor95, Zha04, Zha05, Zhu23]. Brownien [Yor92, Lac93]. Brounien [Yor92, Lac93].

Burn-In [BMS93, Cha00, Cha01, Cha03, CS97, Ebr04]. Burst [BMY02].

Busy [Ano74h, ALH01, BKNZ91, BC92, BPSZ10, Coh67a, Coh71, Con74, CT76, Dal69b, DJ69, DS94a, DS98, DT80, DGM04, Dvu84, DKO84, Enn69, FH10, GT74, Gha86, Gha90, GW05, Had74, Hey74, Ken72b, Lan87, LS96, Lou78, NSS04, Nat75, Neu68a, Pak73c, PRX03, PS01a, Pur75a, RS90, Ros75, SS85a, Sha71, Sta85, SZ93, Wie89, IJB18]. Busy-Period [BC92, DKO84, Lan87, SS85a]. Buy [AM08, YYZ09]. Buy-and-Hold [YYZ09]. Buy/Sell [AM08]. Buying [BF97, SKK06]. Buying-Selling [SKK06].

MT00, Rat92, SC73, Sud81, Tai95, Wat97, BBBN14. **Cell-Size-Dependent** [CS72, SC73, Sud81]. **Cells** [AAKR05, Cow04, CM69, Ken93, DGLW17]. **Cellular** [Gra99]. **Censored** [MZ93, WG93, ZL96]. **Center** [BM90]. **Centers** [Bau83]. **Central** [Bal99, BK12h, Bel94, BC09, BCPP11, Bra08, BCMW83, Che03a, Che06, Che76b, CJ99, Cri16, CH71, Eas75, Fat15, Gol05, Han90, Hey71, Hey77, HFPS06, HL99, Hul73, Jol06, Lan84, LPP12, McL70, MP12, Mor73a, Mor79, Pla83, RJ19, Ros76b, Ros76a, Via94, Web80, WW20, WW00, Xu09, Yam17, ZWV10, Zhi13, Bow18, IK16, Lam14, Ry20, Rub23]. **Centre** [Mut87]. **Centred** [CJ98]. **Century** [Bin05]. **Certain** [Ano73e, AG81, BSS72, BCMW83, Cla99, Dal69a, Dal79a, DP00, Dav74, Don77, Ene72, FP94, Gal72, Gav68, Ger90, GC71b, HN01, Hug96, Hol07, Hol08a, Hol90, Hör03, Hul84, Ito89, Kan85, Kat77a, KN90, Klm11, KM92, Mad75a, Mi92, NH82, Ori79, PS84, Pol69, Pol99, RR88, Roe70c, Sie79, Tal80, Tan80b, Tay99, Vit74, Vit76, Wal98, Wol84, DNY16, Teh13, Vid20]. **Certaines** [CTKR83, Yor92]. **Certainty** [Whi86]. **Chains** [CTKR83, Die78, Die78]. **Chain** [Ano77f, AT87, Bal83b, Ban96, BCY97, BD74, Bro72, Car99, CL85, Cra88, Dav75, FN70, GMO05, Gor75, Grui98, Hel70, Hen72, Hen73a, Jen96, Kat77b, KR70, Ken92, Ken78, KG68, Kha70, Kot94, Kou96, Lam68, Leh71, Leh72, Let74, Li68, Li94, MV95, Mei99, Mon82, Neu94a, Nor97, Nue08, O'77, Ols78, Pak78a, PS04, Pur71, QL99, Raj74, RR07, Rob80, Sen82a, Scli92, Suz10, Tan97, Teu72, Ton75, Tor79, TSCD08, TO92, Vas81, Vrb85, Wol77b, YY11, Yun00, ZL96, AM16, AW15, Coh14, Ger23, GH14, Jan21, Kam17, LT23, LB23, PR22, sp2, dL23]. **Chain-Binomial** [Bal83b]. **Chain-Dependent** [Kat77b, O714, TO92]. **Chain-Transformations** [BCY97]. **chaining** [Leh14]. **Chains** [AML82, AM84, Agr91, Ano91i, Ano93f, AP86, BCP00, BY93, Ban88, Bas70, BB80, BS97, BRPS82, BHX98, Buc94, BNS90, Cal74, Ca805, CD07, CCFG96, CCD005, Che91, CDL88, Coh83, DIKM10, Dal69a, DS92, DP00, DS85, DS67, DM67, DM86, DGM08, DP12a, DS80, DKK08, EG02, ELNT11, Eva71, FP05b, FP05a, Fra06, Fra00, GJQ06, Ger83, GKS06, GMO06, GH90, Gril75a, GHL03, GHL05, HK95, Han92, Har91, Har94, HN01, He03, HJ11, Hoo88b, Hoi12, Hsi97, IG01, IT78, IA87, IC82, Jac09, JTO1, Kas89, Kall79, KZ88, Kij87, Kij88, Kij92d, Kij93, Kij98, Klm70a, Kol00, Kisi89, KSH98, Las94c, LT00, Lec97, Led05, Lin87, LH06, Liu11, LS79, LPP12, LL90, LZK06a, Mao04, MV95, Mat04, MDCF78, MIt03, Mit04b]. **Chains** [Mit05, Nag01, Nak74, Nel77, Nie95, Nue08, OA12, Ōsa85, Paw89, Ped71, Peg89, Pen96a, PS92, Pit77, Pol94, Pol99, Pol01, PS02b, PRHL12, PS01b, RM76, Rey72b, Riv95, RRS88, RT01, Ros81a, Ros81b, RS89b, Rui80, Ryd96, SC77, Sch68, SA182, SVJ66, ST85, Sen01, Sen07, Sêv95, Sie36, SV03a, Suo79, Szp85, Tav80a, Teu68a, Tru00, Tve74, Tve75a, Tve83, Tve88, Tve98, VS06, Vit76, Wan92, Wiib12, Wyn73, Yap09, Zei89, ABS15, AFV15, AK23, BS15d, CCOS15, CCCC1D24, CTKR83, Die87, FHL13, GS14, GT14, Gue13,
HL16b, HM17, JS14, KS19, KW14, LR13, Let78, LLL20, MPS21, MZZ16, Mar21, MB16, MV21, MN16, Neu23, PU16, Rub23, dCGG16]. **Chamber** [BM66]. **Chances** [AKM10]. **Change** [AI00, Bra70, BN88, DK01, Dob78, Kle94, MW91, Sie86, Yos84, dSS04, CF13]. **Change-Point** [DK01, Yos84, dSS04]. **Changed** [Miy85]. **Changeover** [DT01]. **Changes** [Ano65e, Bha65a, De 77, Eva71, GER95, Gor75, FH13, GER95]. **Changing** [DW77, GG91b, Wli88]. **Channel** [Ahl73, BMMY93, HD71, HGR90, Lou73, TK84, Wol77a, Wol75]. **Channels** [BMY02, KS72, KA16]. **Chaos** [Fen97, Kim17]. **Chaoticity** [Gra00, Gra08]. **Character** [MP04, Bra14]. **Characterisation** [Hay90, MO92, Whi73, Whi80c, KL16, McK14]. **Characteristics** [ALO05, BS01a, GMS96, Han87, KS80a, KS80b, KS85, MT95, SC81, Wes99]. **Characterization** [Aal98, Acz72, AR72, Als76, Als78b, All97, Ano73f, Ano85g, Ano90f, Aut75, BLBL10, Bas70, Bha80, Bin78, Bre75, CW97, CCCSdO24, CHM+22, Dal74, DH85, Deh84, DK90, DS23, Eat66, EZ80, Fei79a, FPS18, Gal72, GH94, GESK95, GS72, Gup84, GG86, Kad74, KPS81, KT83, KH75, LR90, LR92, Lib85, Luk94, McK82, Meh87, Nie06, PH87, Phi81, Pur82, Roy89, SCZ77, Sth74, Sen01, Sha74a, Sha77, SA73, SS96, Sre83, SS70, Sr71, Tal80, Tol88, VS91, Voo87, Wan76c, Yao96, ZY70, Zuc81, DD15, Dio76, Dio78, Pye21]. **Characterizations** [Ano82g, Arn80, BN06, BL73, Ber77a, Che97, CM98, GJ80, Hin80b, Hua74a, Hua89, HS93, HLS93, Jun94, KR86, KM03, NB03, Pfe82a, Rao79, Sha72b, Sth86, THB23, WD99, Wit93, Xu98, Zij83]. **Characterize** [CP82, Dal87, LO95, PRX03, Teh10, Wes81]. **Characterized** [BS90, New70]. **Characterizing** [CP82, Dal87, LO95, PRX03, Teh10, Wes81]. **Charge** [Gre80b]. **Charges** [BS90, New70]. **Chase** [CHJW24]. **Chase-escape** [CHJW24]. **Chebyshev** [Tur72]. **Chebyshev-Like** [Tur72]. **Checking** [Gou98]. **Chemical** [Ano68d, DR81, Git74, Hal83a, Hal83b, HG80, McQ67, Orr69]. **Chemistry** [BPR08]. **Chemotherapy** [SW88]. **Chen** [Kim00, Ros16, Vel04]. **Chernoff** [Big77a, KW14]. **chi** [Gau22]. **chi-square** [Gau22]. **China** [MZ01]. **Chinese** [SLZ01]. **Choice** [EF90, Gli00, Gne94, Gne96, GM07, Pet81, Pet83, She92, Tam86, Tam09, Yas84, BS17]. **Choices** [ASC00]. **Choosing** [Rog87, AI16]. **Choquet** [FS97]. **Choquet-Deny** [FS97]. **Chord** [Ano93e, Gat82a, Gat87, MS92, Nag93]. **Chords** [EE88, EE93, Gat82b, Gat84a]. **Chris** [Nas08]. **Christopher** [Ano04f, Ano04m, GS08]. **Chromosomal** [Ano04g, Ste04]. **Chromosome** [DFSD01, Hol92]. **Chronic** [Ano67d, Ber65]. **Cigarette** [MC78]. **CIR** [DGK00]. **Circle** [Bin78, CH91, Cre77, Gat82b, Gat84a, Hen86b, Hol80a, HH84, Hu86, HS87b, Hu88b, Hüs82, Hüs86b, Ito89, IMT00, Jan88, Kap78, KPP95, Nea08b, Roy72, Sie78a, SH82, Wak88, Wat82a, YZ82, CM24].
Circles [Aff89, Ors87a, Ros93, Sil78]. Circuit [BLL84, Kal92, Kal93, Sha89a, Zie87]. Circuit-Switched [Zie87].
Circuit-Switching [BLL84, Sha89a]. Circuits [Cho03b, Kal89, Kal90, Kal91a]. Circular [Lit79, PR95]. Circularly [Mak10]. clade [FSJ14]. Claim [HPSV04, IK04, ACVZ20, Zha21]. Claims [Br600, GT06, HT12, IK06, Kar74, OO07, Tan07, Teh10, Ven79, YGN05, DZ13, Rob14, YWK14]. Clarifies [ML85]. Class [And70, Ano65c, Ano66e, BS92a, Bie98, Bro79, CW81, CK00a, Can77, Cao95, CCFG96, Che97, Coh94, Dav73, DJ00, DZ07, DP12b, Don72, Dow66, Eva71, FW07, FH07, GT06, GT5, GESK95, Gla78, GMD02, GMM05, GMM06, GBR75, Gra12, Hav91, HMM93, HM95, H¨op85a, HLZ05, HL05, HM09, JR82a, Joe96, Kal91a, Kel12, Kla02, KM03, KKRT12, Kra64, Lan81, LK01, Lie77, Lie78, LT90, Meh67, Mur89, Nak74, NNS86a, Peg73, PP71, Pis06, Pla04, Res66, Sav85, Sen95, SSSL10, Sum87, Sve95, Ton97, Tor02, TW83, Wan97, WCV05, Wau74a, Wil99, WZ07, XZW09, Zuc81, ACK20, BW23, BHTL20, BM16, Fat15, FX16, Fuj13, GM18, HKT24, JY21, LRS09, MB16, NvdB01d24, NV20]. Classe [Bie98]. Classes [Ano82i, Ano91i, Ano92h, CW91, CF11a, Cha93, Che94, Daw74, FP94, FR91, Gra08, GP04b, Rˆop55b, Kei78, Kij87, KM03, MR02, SAS40, Sto04, Wils2a, Z/W09, BLM20, CF22b, ISK18, KBM21, Mar16a]. Classical [Ano78h, Che91, Cha93, Che94, Daw74, FP94, FR91, Gra08, GP04b, Rˆop55b, Kei78, Kij87, KM03, MR02, SAS40, Sto04, Wils2a, Z/W09, BLM20, CF22b, ISK18, KBM21, Mar16a]. Classical [Ano78h, Che91, Cha93, Che94, Daw74, FP94, FR91, Gra08, GP04b, Rˆop55b, Kei78, Kij87, KM03, MR02, SAS40, Sto04, Wils2a, Z/W09, BLM20, CF22b, ISK18, KBM21, Mar16a]. Classification [Heh93, Kim70a, Po91]. Clearing [AMR01]. Clinical [WZ65]. Clique [LP94b]. Cliques [JLN10, RS10]. clock [LT13]. Clone [Esh73, SC81]. Clone-Selection [Esh73]. Closed [Ano90g, Bam92, Bau84a, Bau84b, BS98, Cao89, DS02, EV82, GXS12, Joe96, LR80, McK99, Ser90, SY86, Sig89, SD12, Tet98, Wan77a]. Closed-Form [Ser90]. closing [EL13]. Closure [CT04, FR01, HMM93, HX02, Les89, MO92, NJS96a, SY91, WCV05]. Clouds [Fox65, Ray70]. CLTs [Rob99]. Clump [MC11]. Clumping [Sud77, Wil77]. Clumps [Ke83]. Cluster [AT79, Bax81, Bau83, Che01, HO74, JZG11, KS83b, Las78, MM10, Tha81, Wes73, Wes77b, Yun00, BMZ23, Ber23, MC18]. Clustered [Amm83, SF83]. Clustering [ARS21, BM09, Boc92, BDLL08, CCGP91, Gla81, KK09, Sap75, SF77, Set03, Str77, VE98, WC95, Che18, DS21]. Clusters [CS08, Les69, Oga01, Ste99, BMZ23, Ber13a]. Co [CJ08b, Jor18]. Co-Adapted [CJ08b]. co-existing [Jor18]. coadapted [Con13]. Coagulation [GK12]. Coalescence [Ath12, CPS96, Cz98, DP12a, Hon13, Hon16, Le14, AH13, GH16]. Coalescent [JS04a, KKL01, KK03, M¨oh98, M¨oh99, Not00, Not01, Pol10, Sag99, Sag03, Sam06, Tri92, AD13, FSJ14, KJS15, KSN16, LM15, Roy14, SP22]. coalescent-based [Roy14]. Coalescents [GIM08, GIM11]. Coalescing [Ana88, Ngu90, LTZ18]. cocktail [M¨oh21]. Codes [Ahl73, Par01, Sut89]. Coding [AS75, CT00, Dek96, IS86, KS72, Rat70]. Coefficient
[Doh87, FZ93, LPS06, LS04, Nic86, Tan82, Vrb85, DS21, He21, Sön23].

**Coefficients** [AN95, Bro79, Dur86, GY95b, GG77b, Hor01, Kul06, PS92, SH03, Tan83a, KY17c].

**Cohesion** [AN95, Bro79, Dur86, GY95b, GG77b, Hor01, Kul06, PS92, SH03, Tan83a, KY17c].

**Coffman** [VE98].

**Cohen** [BS01b, Lan79a].

**Coherent** [Bax83, BK12b, BK00, CDD91, ENPS78, GSS11, GAB12, JNR09, Men96, NSB10, Now90, SN97, Zha10, ASZB18, ASKK20, AIZA18, BB18, BN13, Ery15, ET21, FZL13, Gup13, HF19, KA22, LL24, LSW19, Nat14, NFS20, PB14, PB20, TSN17, YZZ21, YBL23].

**Coiflets** [JS04b, JN05, Lani16, Men89, PS92, SH03, Tan83a, KY17c].

**Coin** [DW72, PP88, FHI17, HK15, Hu16].

**Coin-Tossing** [DW72].

**Coincidences** [IKS70].

**Coincident** [Kar88].

**Coinciding** [KMS83].

**Collapse** [Kel09, LS11].

**Collapsing** [Dal79b, GvdH18].

**Collecting** [Pós09].

**Collection** [AR01a, GT08, MC11, Smy11, BR16].

**Collector** [AOR03, Nea08a, SC75, XT11, ABS15, ABSGS16, BT23, Bau23, SH21, Yu17, KS08].

**Colliding** [Kar76b].

**Collingwood** [Gau71].

**Collision** [CPZL04, Ito79, Nis74a, Nis74b, Nis75, PV88, Wei89, CLC14].

**Collisions** [GM08, Har65, Nak08].

**Color** [BJ20, KS17].

**Colored** [DNW07, Let78].

**Colorée** [LF].

**Coloring** [YY11].

**Colour** [LMS18, Tho16].

**Coloured** [Str77].

**Common** [Ale96, CS75, CS88, Fea02, GR98, Li00a, LS86, WR97, HK19].

**Communicating** [BT12b].

**Communication** [AI94, Top86].

**Communications** [Bau78, Fei79b, Hor80, IN86, Kem94, Tan80a, TPN7, TP79, vDB87].

**Comments** [Bal78, Fei79b, Hor80, IN86, Kem94, Tan80a, TPN7, TP79, vDB87].

**Comparability** [AI94, Top86].

**Comparisons** [Ano02e, BOR01, BAA00, BPS14, Bon89, Cam86, CSC13, CL97, Clae94, Day83, Den85, DM72, DG92, G97, HD80, Hal90, Ino19, Lam84, L98, Les86, L97b, Mac01, MI83, MDG09, Miy90, Niu81, Pe107, PP70, Rig11, Rob91, RU18, Rür82, Rür84, Rür86, Sco82, Sha87, Sim98, Tak71b, UB74, VX04, WR97, BMRRS16, GR21, KR21].

**Comparative** [Hic86, KSS16].

**Comparative-Species** [AM05, AGR06, CH05, DG06a, HP98a, Hal83a, HPSV04, LV12b, CC15].

**Compete** [Dig76, Guo02, RR78, LP21, MZ24, SV19].

**Competitive** [Dig76, Guo02, RR78, LP21, MZ24, SV19].
[BL98, EF90, Pak83]. Complementary [Miy90]. Complements [Whi72a].

Complete
[AS96, Ano89e, DD04, Gat84a, Hea67, KS10, Pla04, PWW12, SW05, Con13].

Completely [LL78, LW19, Loeo9, LL90]. Completion [Git81]. Complex
[Bel66, Bre81, FS08b, Hin80a, Hin82b, SK91]. Complexity [RR16, RRT22].

Complicated [Nak86c]. Component
[Ano83f, Ano87e, Ery15, GIT81, JK87, MDG09, Nat82, Pin80, Rev93, SS97, BB18, De 22, GN17, HE16, LL24, PB20, Ros14b]. Components
[Ano90h, Bax83, BP01, Bor95, Bur09, CDD91, CS97, CS88, Ebr08, ENPS86, Gás98, GR98, Kup90, LA89, LD10, Lin89, LS86, Men96, NSB10, NSB11, Nor86, Pie97, Qui86, ZLB08, ASB21, AA17, AZA18, BBH14, BBH18, BHB18, DFS15, Ery15, FC18, HF19, JKL+20, KA22, NFF20, PB20, Sei16].

Composable [Sch70]. Composite
[Kim94b, KP87, Les67, Ste99]. Composition
[FG87, Mac01]. Compositions
[Kap72]. Compound
[AH00, BKL03, BMZ07, CG99, CV01, Coh89a, CT90, Dal10, Dal16b, Del78, DMZ15, Eco04, Erh00, FS98, FC02, Gal93, GGS+95, HJ02, Hsi97, IA07, Kal75, K01b, LA98, Lin96, LS02a, McN08, Mn78, Möh05, Mol96, Nea05, Pek06, PS01a, PSZ04, Sah83, Ser84, Tan05, VC96, Vu09, WC505, WL94, WL97, Wil02, WC04, ZW02, ZY08, BM14, Ges79].

Compounded [BT92]. Computable
[ADPR18, HL16b, SZP07]. Computation
[FT80, GM11]. Computational
[CL93, KJS15, RN80, SGC16]. Computations
[LBC81]. Compute
[MK73]. Computer
[Neu88]. Computers
[Lew64]. Computing
[Asm09, BS01a, BS13b, BP99b, Dur71a, ET21, Hen86a, RWN02, RS94, SV09b, VT11, Wan76a, GH14, LB23].

Concave
[Reh77, Yu11, Leh21, YCW15]. Concavity
[Ano10e, Kei71, Kei92, KS94b, Mar07, Sze86, AA23, GK22]. Concentrated
[Fra90, Miß92]. Concentration
[Rob90, Rub64]. Conception
[LJ78]. Concepts
[BS04a, Hic86, GK22]. concerning
[Amb65, Dom96, Eng95, Fei79b, Hen73a, Hop76, Huf88b, Kal93].

Concomitant
[KSC12]. Concomitants
[DG74]. Condensation
[Knii71, KP23]. Condition
[AG91, Che81b, CD05, Don77, Don80b, Fer93, Glas82a, GZ06, Har67, Har80, Hos09, Hul82, LM04a, NMG00, Ol098, Pur82, Tal80, TW75, Whi79, CC15, LR14a, SUY21]. condition-based
[CC15]. Conditional
[Ans77, Ano82i, AF83, BLSGS13, Ber77a, BG05, CL05, Cam97, CG02, CK00b, Che07, DS02, DS94a, Don84b, FPW19, FMS99, Fin13, FKZ13, FWL12, GSV11, GST00, Gre77a, GM15, Jam66, Jan01, Kij88, KH75, Lin99, Miz06, OC03, Pak73a, Pak10, Pek99, PW07a, Ser72a, Ser72b, SS88a, SSS93, SK90, Sko87, SAS04, Sum84, Sum87, Wan93, Wei75a, Whi80b, Whi82a, Whi85b, Wil82a, XL98, YA88, Zha10, ZLB08, FZL13, KR18, KL19, KS20, NR22, PB14, WGF13, YML17]. Conditionally
[BG05, CJ98, CS97, Dz86, Gás98, IPR11, Liu04, dSS04]. Conditioned
[CC06, Day83, Don83, Est76, FG98, HJ11, Hoo83, Igl74, JR95, Jac09, Kao78, Ken74, Ken75a, Rob91, RJ94, RJP97, SV97, SK90, ABD17, LW19].

Conditioning
[DH08]. Conditions
[Aba80, Ano71e, BE73, CCFG96, CW86, CD98, DMS08, DNY16, FHT78, FT78, GT06, GR98, Ger83, Ger76, HK95, Hey68a, Hul84, Hyn94, JI88, Kle88, KS01c, KS91b, Leh72, Leh73, Lew69, LT95, MSCZ78, Mor73c, NMG00, Reh79, Rob80, SKF79, Sen87, Szp85, Was69, Whi80c, Wie80, BK21, BCK16, BMRRS16, DJ18, GW17, Jas15, MPS21, MW21, RW20, Zha14].

Conductivity [Ham88].

Confidence [GRD+00, BVW21, BS15c].

Configuration [Ito89].

Configurations [Gir82, Kel85, Les10].

confirmation [CLZ24].

Confusum [Ano81f, Ren80].

Congested [Pre02, Wal11].

Congestion [CK90, Gav68, McN70, McN73, OS07].

Congruential [Law92].

Conjecture [ANW82, BS70, BS82a, ELNT11, Hor79, LU95, PT80, Tan79b, ABSKT19, CLZ24, NR18, Rob14].

Conjectures [Ano86h, Hai83, Hey82b].

Conjunction [AARJ10].

Connected [Ban88, BJ12, Elf67, FS80a, HI77, HPV14, Wat23].

Connection [AGSC00, FW07, KS82, LT81, DT15, FHIM14, Pr19].

Connections [AES17, DSS11].

Connective [Law83].

Connectivity [Dor82, Sla23].

Consecutive [CM92, CP90, FKM10, Hol08b, Hol09, Mus00, NE07, PH88, PR95, Tav81, WJ95, WCC03].

Consecutive- [CP90, Mus00, NE07, PH88, PR95].

Consensus [CS77, HI77, SK23].

Consequences [JKM12].

Conservation [Aye07, BG87b, Bz`91, FL91, MTV99, MKR91, Miy85, Miy94, YSS91].

Conservative [RS69, Sau75a, Sau76c, Rub23].

Conserving [Miy01, Wol70].

Considered [CG76].

Consistency [DS80, RS95a, Sha13, Shi86, Sol84, Hen18, JP16].

Consistent [Cra11, Kol82, Loc82, BPS15, FPY20, HS22].

Consistently [NTXY04, WW07].

Consisting [Bec73].

Constant [Ano73e, BS72, BH12, CZ99, CK81, De 85b, ES11, Fro05, Hal79a, Ham95, Har90a, KM01, KNT10, Law83, Lin04, Lu10, Sch96, Tan05, XS03, Ahl20, BHL+18, HJ13b, WY22, CW69].

Constant-Elasticity-Of-Variance [BH12].

Constants [Bar72a, Tet98, DHM22].

Constrained [Fö12, HW88, Ken82b, Sah78, KY17b].

Constraint [CNO+84, Cen93, LR09, RT91, Sta04, Dal16b, HBHH23, HM23].

Constraints [CPT99, KR80, RO99, Owa23].

Constructed [Sha79, Sut89].

Construction [Ano86a, Gra85, Ish77, JL22, JGR91, Ma04, MM71, Moy10, NH82, Par01, Whi90, AD13, HS14].

Constructive [DGNR95, GNR89].

Consulting [Rus01].

Consumers [Rig99a].

Consumption [BMP87, CCFM17, Mos18].

Contact [And03, Ano93e, Ber83, DS17, Lan05, Lan11, MSZ94, MS92, Ren79, Sud01, Sud05, Tzi11, ZG88, Ber23, Fox15, Fox16, FL20, Tzi16].

Contacts [DDM98].

Contagion [M093].

Contagious [Cha83, RW21].

Containment [SO11, LR14a, SBM22].

Contaminated [CH97].

Contamination [GWMO79].

Content [GAS03, LM04b, Mas95, Tak67].

Context [San71].

Context-Free [San71].

Contingent [OO07].

Continuation [But19].

Continued [GP98b, GP99, Han92].

Continuity [BG79a, CS80, CK81, GMSB10, Jon99b, Ken72a, Sar97, Sha88, Zha96].
Continuous
[AI89, And12, Ana88b, AB86b, BDM12, Bal95, BY93, Bat66, BKMS04, BFM08, BMP87, BLSW08, BLSW10, BP96a, Bro04a, Bro00b, BS09, Car99, Che91, Che07, CV09, CT81, CD06, CD09, DP00, DS67, DM67, DM68, Dat85, De 85c, Dur85, Fle78, FP05b, FWL12, GT85, Gao04, GG87, Ger90, Ger83, GC71b, Gre76a, Gre74, GZ02, GHL03, GHL05, Hal70, HC07, Her74, He84, HJ11, HLZ05, Hyn94, IK04, Irl03, IA78, JZG11, Kap10, KZ88, Ken92, Kij88, Kij93, Kij98, KT01a, KLM04, KPT99, Kro97, KP08, KLP12, LS04, LMS76, Li06a, LBL05, Lin82, Loc96, Ma03a, Mac01, Mao04, Mcc76, McC78, MS04a, Meh77a, Meh79, MT70, Mit03, Mit04b, Mor67, Mor69, MM03b, Pak73a, Pak78b, Pen96a, Pir80, Pol94, Pol99, PS02b, PRHL12, PS01b, Pru83, Ram81].
Continuous
[Rit80, RT00, Ros93, Ryd96, Sah83, SA182, Sha75, Sob73, Sta91, Ste03, Tsa96, Tsa99, VS06, XY09, Yap09, Yt83, Zep89, ZPR08, Zue83, Zuc86, ADPR18, BVW21, BS16a, BEER15, BPS15, BP16, DS21, FFK19, GvdH18, GMdP+21, GPZ17, GH21, HM14, HL16a, LL13, LP21, MZ24, MFS21, MK17, MV21, Pm14, WGF13, YML17, Zha14].
Continuous-Review
[Ram81, Sah83].
Continuous-State
[BFM08, KP08, Li06a, BP16, FFK19, HL16a, LP21, MZ24].
Continuous-State-Dependent [XY09].
Continuous-Time
[BDM12, BY93, BKMS04, Bro04a, BS09, Car99, CD06, DP00, DS67, DM67, DM08, Dat85, FP05b, GT85, Gao04, GZ02, GHL03, GHL05, Hc07, Hj11, HLZ05, Hyn94, Irl03, IA78, Kap10, Kij98, KT01a, KLM04, KPT99, Lin82, Ma03a, Mac01, Mao04, Mcc76, McC78, MS04a, Mit03, Mit04b, MM03b, Pol94, PS02b, PRHL12, PS01b, Rit80, Ryd96, SA182, Sta91, Ste03, Tan07, Vs06, Yap09, Yt83, Zep89, ZPR08, BVW21, BS16a, BEER15, GvdH18, GPZ17, GH21, HM14, MV21, Zha14].
Continuous/Discrete [Sha75].
continuously [MC13].
Continuum [Bax84, BK86b, BK87a, FM06, JZG11, KB87, Mee95, Ort08, Sar97, Tan93, YCG11, DP18].
Continuum-Time [Ort08].
Contracting [JT01].
Contractive [Ben98a, ABI17, DN19].
Contracts [DJ05, RZ08].
Contrast [Lan79b].
Contributions
[Jam66, LMS72, MM07].
Control
[Aas87, AHN90, AH00, Ab70, Agr91, AT74, AB82, Att87, Att89, BC77, Bat68, CL11, Cos93, CD09, Cow78, Dav75, Dav82a, De 85a, DJ09, Dos81, Dsh89, ES11, Fad74, FS71, Ger76, GM73, GMD02, GMD03, GMD05, HW84a, HS04, Jac99, KL12, KA89, Kyr99, Leh72, Les06, Lew01, LAF04, LR04, MW96, MPH10, MP04, Mor71b, Mor71c, PRHL12, Sel97, Sha80, VGT90, VAK92, Wak91, Wan76a, WR74, Vic75, Ye07, YT83, Yeh85, YH87, ZY70, ZRU68, Zuc81, Des15, Gag17, Kan23, Les89, OT16, PS19, SL21, YCW15, ZC14].
Control-Limit [Ger76].
Controllable [RS09].
Controller
[Tit74, CCCCdO24].
Controlling [McN85].
Controls [LT95].
Convergence
[AB18, ADY07, And75, AS96, AB01, An06, Ana83a, AT96, BCP00, Bag86a,
BD90, BHZ22, Bar88a, BB84, Bêl92, BCF09, BL01, Big77b, BP01, BGSS03, BNT02, BRPS82, B79c, BR95, CCFG96, CS77, CG90, Che96, CC01, CK00c, Coh77b, Coh81b, CMS06, CSV01, CD98, CS82, DMS08, Dav78, Dav86, DM01, DS86a, Del98, DR00, Dur08b, FRT99, Gab16a, GD74, Gne98, GM97, Gor75, Gou97, Gre77b, Gre91, Gut75, GKL85, Hal79b, HTV92, HN01, Hea67, Hey70, Hey77, Hol00, HKQ88, HLZ05, Hua95, HK70, IM10, Iva81, JR95, Jag74a, JS04a, Jan01, JOC13, JW90, JT92, Kal92, KF70, KMR75, Ken75b, Khm11, Ko00, KSN16, KR97, Lan81, Lie77, Lie78, Lin95, Lin97, Lin72, Lin73, Loc96, Lóp16, Loy88, LS97b, LUN97, Mac01, MSS09, Mit03, Mit04a.

Convergence [Mit05, Möh99, Möh05, Mur80, Nei01, Or08, PS86a, PRHL12, PS01b, Pur87, RT90, Rad76a, RV00, R94, RRS98, RT00, RT01, Rod95a, RR98, RS15, Sad01, Sag03, San80, Sar97, Sau76b, SV97, Sen81, SS96, Sim97, SP99, SD12, Tan97, Tom72, Tor02, Tro83, Unk79, VT89, VT75, VT76, Vo00, Wan80, WCC03, Whi71a, Win79, Zei91, ZNF10, AV15, BJT20, BJ24, Che18, DI20, FPR20, GPW22, GS19, HZ22a, HK19, IK18, Jan21, Jan20, Joh24, Kim17, MN16, NP22, Ry02, ST16]. Convergent [Dip98, Pap05, Men23]. Converging [Fin10]. Converse [Hey68b].

conversion [Man13a, Mar15]. Convex [AFGP91, BTH72, Bla92, BDH87, CH91, CV09, Col69, DM10a, DP10, Dwy88, Edd80, EE81, EE78, EE88, EE93, EV82, G075, Gro80, Ham05, Hen83c, Jan78, JR82b, K25, Kin65, Kin69b, KX09, Mak94, Mas95, Mat90, MN79, MY91, Mol86, Nag93, Rog78, Sca98, Sch85, SS87, Van89b, Wei89, AHO20, ESC15, FV18, MO23, PL17, Ray70, Sch19]. Convex-Ordered [CV09]. Convexe [Ray70]. Convexifications [DZ03]. Convexity [AL00, Gra83, HZ87, Har90a, Kei71, LC83, MP92a, SY91, SG88, WW02].

Convoy [Naw83]. Convolution [CT04, HX96, Les89, MS92, Pak04, Pak07, Wal76, WC05, X11, BM19, BLS15, RN16, RN17, SR21]. Convolution-Closed [Joe96].


Coordination [CCH06]. Copula [KR08, AA23, DFST15, FPW19]. Copulas [Bal94, HJL14]. Core [Wes82, DDS20]. corner [FHIM14]. Corollaries [Pak07]. Corpuscle [Zäh90]. correct [GP13]. Corrected [Sie79, YML17, HOG86]. Correcting [Ano87i, Par01, VJO84]. Correction [Ano64c, Ano65c, Ano65d, Ano65e, Ano66d, Ano66e, Ano66e, Ano67e, Ano67d, Ano70d, Ano70e, Ano72a, Ano72f, Ano72g, Ano73a, Ano73b, Ano73e, Ano74e, Ano75e, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano78e, Ano78f, Ano78h, Ano80e, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82i, Ano83f, Ano84e, Ano85g, Ano85e, Ano85f, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87e, Ano87f, Ano88h, Ano88g, Ano88h, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano90f, Ano90e, Ano90h, Ano90h, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano93e, Ano93h, Ano93h, Ano94f, Ano95e, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96e, Ano97e, Ano10e, BS15b, BS16b, BL15, Dow72b, Tsu18, Zho08].

Corrections [Ano68d, Ano71e, Ano74f, Ano74h, Ano74g, Ano75f, Ano75g, Ano76g, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77l, Ano77m, Ano77n, Ano77o, Ano77p, Ano77q, Ano77r, Ano77s, Ano77t, Ano77u, Ano77v, Ano77w, Ano77x, Ano77y, Ano77z].
Ano79e, Ano79f, Ano87h, Ano87i, Ano91h, Ano91i, Dio78, Gre78, Hör05, MC71, Mod67b, Pak07, Spo01. **Correlated**

All04a, All04b, AM08, Ano87h, BGM15, BH98, Bie98, Böih00, BC92, CR92, CR94b, CH69, Gan88b, GS06, HRF83, HRF84, Ios86, Iso82, KK01, LB89, Lan86a, Lan87, Lat81a, LX00, ML67, NS80, RH81a, Roe85, RS06, Rou90, SS83a, Sha75, SM97, SDH04, Zha92. **Correlation**

All04a, All04b, AM08, Ano87h, BGM15, BH98, Bie98, Böih00, BC92, CR92, CR94b, CH69, Gan88b, GS06, HRF83, HRF84, Ios86, Iso82, KK01, LB89, Lan86a, Lan87, Lat81a, LX00, ML67, NS80, RH81a, Roe85, RS06, Rou90, SS83a, Sha75, SM97, SDH04, Zha92. **Correlations**

Corréées [Bie98]. **Correspondence**

CHPT97. **Corresponding**

Bel71, Wal81. Corrigendum [GJP+21]. Cosine [Dav01]. **Cost**

AHN90, AH00, All04b, Att87, BBC01, BKL03, BP04, CL97, FS71, FT78, GJ72, GBW92, HST75, Jer70, Jer74, JCM98, KS76, Ks89, LR09, Las94b, LM04b, Mi81, Mor71c, Pra82, Ros70a, Sav88a, Sch98, She96, WP80, Yeh85, CCCSdO24, GH21, Lin14, YCW15. Costa [AA23] **Costly**

Bal75, Mon82, BEG22. **Costs**

CCFG96, Gla80, IKP01, KPT99, KR00, Rob80. Count [AT79, KS01c, Nue10]. **Countable**

CD07, Cox77, JR95, Mil81, Kun22. **Countable-State** [Mi81]. Counter [DO85, KS93a, Tak76]. **Counterexample** [ANW82, Ano91f, Gue91, Wei82]. **Counterexamples**

Ano86h, Hai83, Hai92. **Counterpart** [Bru80, BKK19]. **Counterparts**

Kel09. Counters [Berk81, Pha74, Pha75]. Counting [Ada75, And12, Bad11, BM05, Che94, Ebr93, Kel85, KS86c, McD79, OT15, Pel94, RJ65, Tak64b, VSW09, WW06a, WW93, Wau74b, BS15a, BGM15, DM19, KS16, PLRB23]. **Counts**

AR82, BL09a, Ho10, HS12, RR10, GK18, Kur22, Pri19. Coupled [Fen93, Tzi16]. Coupling [CR17, CJ08b, Gri75a, GKL85, HKQ88, Ken83, LS98, Lin79, Lin82, Lin83, LR96, Mao02, Mei99, Mou93, Nea07, PR08, RR07, Sim14, Bis23, Con13, CM24, DJ18]. **Couplings**

GY04, GR06, LS02b, MO21, OC22. **Coupon**

AR01a, AOR03, DWW11, Nea08a, Pós09, SC75, Sny11, XT11, ABS15, ABSGS16, BT23, BR16, Sau23, SH21, Yu17. **Coupon-Collector** [AOR03, SC75]. Courant [vD15]. **Courtosis** [VE98]. **Cousins** [MW08]. **Covariance**

BD75, Ber81b, Bha90, Dai04, DL96, Kei82, Rey72b, FPKM22, Ps022, UY23. **Covariances** [Cab91, Dal69a, TV88, VG85, V89, AH15]. **Covariate**

Ebr01, Mye81, PS02a. **Covariates** [Ebr04]. **Covariation** [Wil82b]. **Cover**

A017b, A017a, A018a, A018c, A018b, A019b, A019a, A019d, A019c, A019f, A019e, A019h, A019g, A020b, A020a, A020d, A020c, A020f, A020e, A021b, A021a, A021d, A021c, A021f, A021e, A021h, A021g, A022c, A022b, A022d, A022g, A022f, A022i, A022h, Kap78, Leh14, Rob22. **Coverage** [All66, Brf98, BS93, Coo74, Gre80a, HH84, HKQ88, Hu86, Hu86, Hús82, Hús88, JR82b, Sch80a, Sie78b, YZ82, BFP17, LPS17]. **Covered** [Sta81]. **Covering** [Hol80a, HS87b, Lit79, SH82, Att19].
Coverings [Jan88, Kap78]. Cowan [Ano88f, Bru87, Hai03, Liu94]. Cox
[Ano86i, Bar86, Blm06, DJ05, Koo04, Sch96, TV04, Yan88b, Zha14]. Cramér
[BSX19, DM23, God77, TTI22]. Credit
[CJ06, CLS09, DWW11, ZY08, DM21, Fin13]. Criteria [ABD01, Bru84,
FI87, Fra06, Gne94, HL04, IT78, Rob99, Twe81, Kun22, She13]. Criterion
(CCdO05, GZ02, HD80, Ham82, MS02, PP70, Ros80a, Sch82, Ton75,
Wan97, CCdOS15, LRS09]. Critical [Ano78f, Ano91h, Ano92f, Ano92g,
Ath12, Bar74, BZ08, BZ09, Ber11, BS97, BV96, Bri98, BCD93, DL06,
Dur71b, Dur92, Est76, Foa76, Foa80, FMS04, GH95, GL00, GWS00, Ham82,
Hey70, Hey71, Hoo13, Hop82, IS85, JF04, JRS06, JW11, KS86a, Kle89,
Kle91, Lin72, MW10, ML98, Mee95, MN79, MY84, MS04, MM07, MS94,
Mur80, NW07, Ner84, Pak87, Qui78, Rad72a, Sag23, Sau76a, Spa91, Sud01,
The79, Tok08, Wei70, Wei72, Wei74, Wei75a, Wei76, Wei84, Wu93, WDLC09,
ZG88, Ber13b, De 22, DP18, Hon16, VD17]. Criticality [Nan79, PH82]. Criticism
[Tan79b]. Critique [PT80]. Crofton
[Mat76, RR73]. Crop [TG87]. Cross [Rob86, Vrb85, BRRN16, DS23].
Cross-Association [Vrb85]. Cross-Sections [Rob86]. Cross-variograms
[DS23]. Crossing
[Ano73e, BSS72, Bor95, BNO5, Bri79, BNGR90, Dur71a, Ebr99, FP05b,
FP05a, FW10, GJ88, Kat02, Naf71, NFK99, Nyr94, PS76a, PF06, PW01,
Ryc77, Sch92a, Smi72, WP77, Yao93, CD13, DL17, FW16, LB23]. Crossings
[BD12, DR94a, Roe70c, RC80, Sel91, Sha79]. Crudely
[Ser92]. Crump
[OS14, Sag20]. CS [Gol23]. Cubes
[Coo89, Lan11]. Cubic
[YW21]. Culture
[GWMO79, Man74]. Cumulant
[Ano05e, MF01, LR23]. Cumulative
[And88, DM05a, Ebr99, FY83, Sah78, Sta87b, Ste78, Tro83, Bon13, DT15,
TSN17]. Cumulus
[Fox65]. Cups
[Kla94]. Curious
[Fei79b, Pic77]. Curvature
[Bal95]. Curve
[Lie77]. Curved
[Dur88, DW92, AK23]. Curves
[DS03, EV82, GHK04, Mor66b]. Customer
[BPSZ10, Bru71, CPS06, CZ98, Dal65, FG87, Gel93, KS08, KMS83, MW71,
Min79, Miy77, PR08, Ros73, VB02]. Customer-Stationary
[KSS80, KMS83]. Customers
[AN84, Bal72, BE91, CP92, Coh67a, Con94, DT55, Ebr79, Gel91, Gil76,
GO87, Gre89, GP04b, HP93, Hen93, Kei78, Kel75, Lat81b, LR80, LH02,
Nat74, NR84, PRS08, PS99, Van81, Web78, ZZ04]. CUSUM
[Had05]. Cut
[DF04, KB91, Lac05, Lit69, Lit79]. Cut-off
[DF04, KB91, Lac05]. Cutoff
[KM91, MZZ16]. Cuts
[Lit74]. Cycle
[Ale01, Cow81, McN68, MY01, PS01a, Sis70, Woi02]. Cyclies
[Hol78, Tak88]. Cyclical
[AP04, BG87b, Chi68, DMS08, Jac78, Mah03, SD12, Vas84, VW86].
Cyclist
[AP04, BG87b, Chi68, DMS08, Jac78, Mah03, SD12, Vas84, VW86].
Cyclic
[AP04, BG87b, Chi68, DMS08, Jac78, Mah03, SD12, Vas84, VW86].
Cylinders
[Mol86]. Czechoslovak
[ZRU68]. 

D [BG00, Dvu84, FY83, GBG02, Pak70, Reu82, CP01, DC77, Dsh98, KS71,
KT15, Pak70, Poi90]. D-Policy
[CP01, Dsh98]. D.
[Lin16, Wei79]. D/G/1
[Pak70]. D/G/K
[Poi90]. Dagum
[FKP22]. Daley
[Pet90].
Daley-Kendall [Pit90]. Dam [AHN90, AH00, Abo87, ATT87, ATT89, BKL03, Bat68, Bl073, BC75, Her72, KP89, LA99, LBL05, Lun94, Pha69, Pha79, Roe70a, Roe70b, S174, Sta93, TT79, Tur72, Yeh85, YH87, Ye074, Ye075, Zuc77, Zuc81]. Damaged [AH84, An75, BSW07, Ebr99]. Dams [AK96, Bal78, Bir79, BPS80, CP72, Col74, Col75, Fad74, KS01b, Ken78, KGC85, Kha70, Kha77, LS97b, Mor67, Mor69, Pak73b, PM73, Pha93, RC80, Tak64a, Tak67, TP74, TP76, HPP14].

dams [PL03, Ray70]. Darboux [GdlI18]. Darwin [Ald95]. Data [Ana88, Asm09, Ban07, Bin78, Bre69, Bro00b, Car99, DS90, Hen86a, Hou01, JKM12, Jon86, Lee80, LG81, LSC04, OK86, RS95a, RMV97, ST01, Sen04, Smi82, Str75a, SW94, VJ82, CH13, JKL+20]. David [Ano01k, DV08, Phi01]. day [Nea16]. Dead [DO85]. Deadlines [WB03, Ino19]. Death [Adk69, Ano65d, Ano66c, Ano74e, Ano83a, BS01a, Bi81, BG79b, Bra86, Bro86, CP04, CL03, CP03, Co95, CT81, CSV01, Cor87, Dav65, DSR80, Dei10, DW77, Di98, Don84, FE87, FDVF93, GY65, GR94, G172, Gr173, GP99, Hal78, Ha82, HN01, Iva81, KS86a, KT82, Kei64b, Kei65, Kei71, KS91a, Kij92a, LR93, LM87, LPSV00, Lin79, Liu11, LS74, MV95, Mit04a, Mor74, MM03b, Nat75, Nat77, Phe96a, Phe96b, PZC07, Pur88, Pur75b, RD97, RJ94, RP97, Sau76b, SV97, SZP90, Sum84, Sum87, Tor79, VSW09, Wat72, Zey91, Zey95, vDZ05, BBN16, BC23, Cur22, HZ22a, HCY21, JF23, KS18, Se17, Sag23, ZZ13, vD15, Cla12]. Debit [ZY08]. Debt [Guo02]. Debugging [Sie85]. Decay [Cal74, Kij92a, SZP97, Zey98, CNZ14, CCGW23, vD15]. decaying [DN13]. Deceits [MZLSRS02]. Decidability [Mad75b]. Decision [AR05a, Ass83, BR87b, CRS97, CST08, D0s79, Fas90, FT78, Gla78, GBW92, GZ92, GZ92, HST75, JC06a, Kur87, Las94b, Las94a, MT70, Rob80, Ros82, Ros70a, S0b82, TH11, YT83, ZPR08, ADP13, CCDO15, CCO15, FV219, GPZ17, GH21, WG15, Zha14]. Decisions [BC67, BB88, DZ00, FS71]. Decks [Got87]. Decomposable [Hau12, LL78, L95, LL90, VL15].

Delayed [BM97, Bré00, CS08, GT06, HF91, KS85, KM88, LL75, YGN05, DZ13].

Delayed-Claims [YGN05]. Delays [BBK08, BDMZ12, Gav69, LJ78, LP85, Niu80, Rei67, Wan99a, YW64].

Delbrück [Gol95, Kkmn94, Mšeh05, Pak93, Pro96, Zhe09]. Deleted [RR98]. Deletion [RE01]. Delta [Mar00, SS07]. Demand [BD007, DW77, GHL71, Lan87, Sah83]. Demands [De 85a, Fal94, LR07].

demimartingales [KL17]. Demographic [CW69]. Demography [Lan79a].

Demensions [Van06]. Dense [GH10, Pis06, BKK19, BCN24, HM23].

Densities [Ano78a, Ano91i, ASS85, Bor94, Cap02, DGNR95, Di 98, GNR89, GRRT97, IK11, JGR91, Kei77, Mee95, NRS85a, NRS85b, Paul7, RS83, RS84, RS87, SS80, Sut89]. Density [Ano78e, Ano88h, Ant78a, Cab84, CW93, Cra73a, Dahl85, DG93b, DS75, Dur85, Dur88, DW92, FI98, GS72, GL99, Hsi76, Imh84, JRR95, JK81, Kle88, Loe09, Meh67, Mil92, MOT70, Mod67a, New66, Pap71, PP07, RRS05, RS88, Sch91a, Shet91, Tan80b, Tio11, WW06b, Zip11, Zho23]. Density-Dependent [Kle88]. Denumerable [Ano93f, FHT78, FT78, GZ02, HST75, HY94, JK71, Kal89, Kij92b, SVJ66, Tew03, Tew75b].

Denumerable-State [GZ02, HY94]. Deny [FS97]. Departure [BM97, Fal82, Fol86, HPR86, ST73, Tan94, VD69]. Departures [McN74, O’C97, Sha75]. Dependence [AT06, ALS04, BSO4a, BPT89, Bra83, BN92, Cao84, CD07, CJ06, čin67b, CMS06, DS06, Den10, ER88, ER89, Fea80, Fea81, Fer93, Fis82, FH17, Gne00, HY97, Hey99, Hey02, KS01c, Kün86, LM90, Leh72, LS07, LX00, LS09a, Ma02, Maa3b, MW97, Mio06, MR01, RCC12, Rūs04, Sca98, SS99, Seg06, Sub79, BBvdMP23, BS14b, BS16b, BCS23, KS21, MV16, MR23, Tu19].

Dependency [Law71a, BBvdMP23]. Dependent [Ano74, Ano78f, Ano92g, Ano95e, APS74, ALRW99, BCL09, BB05, BG87a, BBS85, Bra80, Bur09, Cai02, CSZ97, CL85, Cz98, CH06, CCN10, Che11, CS72, Coh9b, Con71, Con74, Con75, CM69, Dai04, Dal82, DW72, DO12, Don76a, Don76b, Dsh01b, Ehr87, Eks03, Fal94, Fea76, Fea80, FWL03, FC03, FPY04, GD74, Gao04, Gne94, Gne07, Gol78b, GAS03, Gre76c, GHL71, GMW90, Had74, HH70, Her72, Höp85a, Höp85b, Höp86a, HY92, HB02, Ish80, Jac78, Jac75, JS00, JRS06, Kap74, Kap75a, Kap75b, Kub76a, KP89, Kat77b, KR70, Ke100, KZB05, KN90, Kim94a, Kle84a, Kle84b, Kle88, Kle89, KT08, KM92, KN00, KP83, Ku82, Lai78, LL84, LY95, Leh73, LF08, LPSV00, Li00a, Li06a, Lin89, Lip77, LNTZ99, Llo71, Lon90, Mar05, MF01, Mer80, MY84, MY85]. Dependent [Miy94, MJP87, MMR02, Nag93, New68c, New68a, New68b, O’B74, O’B75, O212, OM72, Pes68, PPD97, Pon07, Pra64, Pra80, PH86, Pus85, QU78, Rad73a, Rad76a, Rah98, RF88, RS95a, Ruz10, Sau76a, SO7, Sel97, Sgi01, SS85a, Sha89b, SD76, STC93, SZ06, SR70b, SC73, Sud81, Tak92b, THP12, Tio85, Ton74, TO92, WGO99, Wau99b, Wan74a, Wei66b, Wei66a, Wei69a, Wei70, Wei72, Wei74, Wei75a, Wei76, XY09, XW05, YH04, YC08, ZJ04, ABI14, ASB21, AA23, AF14, BJ14, BKJ16, BS13b,
Differentiation [Loi05]. Diffusion
[Aas76, Aas77, Al00, An06d, An06c, An07g, Ara04, BMN09, BMT10,
Bal88, Bar72a, Bat68, BH75a, BH75b, BGNR90, Cai11, CFS11, CK07, Dav86,
Dav65, DGNR95, Doh87, Eks06, Est76, Eth79, Eth92a, FW07, FZ93, Gap07,
Gav68, GNR89, GL83, GS06, GG77b, GRRT97, Har65, HRFR94, Hey94, Hey74,
Hog86, Hor98, IK11, IgI65, IgI69, Iva80, JFHL09, Jen74, JGR91, JI06b,
Kao78, KS06, Kei64b, Kei65, Kei71, KN01, Kim64, KPSS96, Lán76b, LK77,
LG81, LP08, LY22, Lin86, McK84, McN73, MII92, Mon67, Mor71b, Mor71c,
NRS85a, Nor77, OC03, Par88b, PlI75, Rad72a, Rub64, SWW21, Sch91b,
ST12, Sie79, SW67, SH70b, Ta96, Wat64, Wat76, WPN80, ZW02, Zuc80a,
ABSKT19, AS17, BS22, CM15, CF13, CdOR16, Dai14, Eri16, GR14, Gor14].
Diffusion [Jia15, JSW19, Kun22, Lef24, LTZ13, LB23, Man13, MBvL16,
Diffusion-Type [Hey94, CF13, GR14]. Diffusions [BR00, BK78a, BGT04,
BHPZ06, Day83, KPS04, Ken74, Lip77, Pau87, Sat83, SL21, Sp15, Yam22].
Diffusive [Sud01]. digital [FH17]. Digits [An085, BT82, BLo82, Blo84, CHM+22].
Digraph [Bha65a, BGJ12, Pen16].
Digraphs [Ber73, Jaw99]. Dilation [Bor96, MPSS90]. Dimension
[Bal88, FNV11, ÏT21, RWZ13]. Dimensional [Ad174, Aff89, Ano78g, BCR11,
BF91, Bê04, Bil81, BD88b, Bla84, BHPZ06, Çin68, Coh88, Coh94, Cox77, Cre74,
Dal71, Dal79a, Dar89, Dav86, Dav76, DGNR95, DF81a, FW07, FG98, GW76,
GW80, GSS12, GNR89, GL99, Gra99, Hal84, HR8F4, IK11, Imh84, Ito80,
JM86, Kars7b6, Kc100, K010, Lai77, Lai86, Lie78, M006, Mar86, McC74,
MII94, Mod67a, MII68b, OW94, Ors86, Pag71, Pau87, PP71, Pic71, QW84,
Sad01, Sha89a, Sta82, Tzi11, Ver98, WM77, WhI72c, Zha92, Zie87, ZG88,
AG16, Cha17, CM15a, Cse79, DHM20, FW16, Gor14, HJ13b, HS14, JP22,
KR18, LTA13, PT22, VR22, Yam22, Zho23].
Dimensioning [BP97]. Dimensions [BS82a, BS97, Coo89, DS86a, ST86a,
Zha96, BO18]. d'Invariance [Bie98].
Diploid [CH84a, CD85, CH90, HIn82b, HB83a, HB84]. Direct
[Jan72, SS85b, ZS92].
Directed [Bri20, Kal91a, LW93, CP14, Gab16a, Ks23b]. Direction [Gor75].
Directional [Bii78]. Directionally [DM10a].
Dirichlet [Car02, Gri88, HL14, Hop86b, LP14, McK14, Rug14, Xu09].
Disaggregation [Ben70]. Disasters [AK76, DN99, DS04, JS96, KSN75, CNZ14].
Disc [Lyl88, FV18].
disc-polygons [FV18]. Discharge [HF71]. Discipline
[AA06, Fak86, Fak87, KR88, Li96, RS92, Sen89, Tan94, WhI71b, Win77].
Disciplines [RSY90, SS85a, SS87]. Discontinuous [Moy65, Sön23].
Discount [All04a, CD09, KR00, WG15]. Discounted
[AHN90, Che76a, Coo98, FF09, Gap07, GA22, Gl91a, GZ02, GHL05, LY22,
MM94, Mor71c, P100, PRHL12, R111, S082, Tan07, Yao07b, YC08, BS22,
Fro15, GPZ17, YWK14].
Discounting [FB88, KSHH98, Mor71b].
Discovering [Nat74, Van81]. Discovering [AI89]. Discret [PL03, PLC03].
Discrete [AC02, And70, AW90, Ano94f, AG87, Bal78, Bal72, BLL80a, BL11, Bli89, BM94, BP99b, BK06, BBS90, C.12, Cao95, CD07, CG96, Cow01, DS65, DM67, Dav01, Daw73, DR09, Die82, DP10, El93, Ery10, Fad74, FF11, FH94, FZ93, FWL12, GT74, Gly89, GL83, GR01, GH90, Her72, Hic83, Hos96, HM90, HCK02, Imh74, Ish04, Kal75, KS72, Kan75, KP96, Kha77, KL77, KL78, KT01b, KPT99, KZ95, LOR19, Li06b, Lit92a, Liu11, MSS92, MS93, MP12, Meh77b, MPHL10, Min78, Mör96, NP91, Oht91, Ols67, PK80, PLC03, QM86, Ren87, Rey70, Ros93, SV97, SVJ66, Set03, Sha75, SV71, Ste03, Tak71a, Tal80, Tru00, Wal83b, Wat88, WGF13, BM14, Gra18, GH13, Gue13, HBHH23, HL16b, KSC13, LL13, Lei23].

Discrete [Mia13, Ott20, PL03, YML17, Tav80a].

Discrete-State [Cao95].

Discrete-Time [AC02, BL11, CG96, DS65, DM67, DR09, DP10, El93, GT74, Gly89, HCK02, Ish04, KT01b, KZ95, Li06b, Min78, Mör96, NP91, Oht91, Ols67, PK80, PLC03, QM86, Ren87, Rey70, Ros93, SV97, SVJ66, Set03, Sha75, SV71, Ste03, Tak71a, Tal80, Tru00, Wal83b, Wat88, WGF13, BM14, Gra18, GH13, Gue13, HBHH23, HL16b, KSC13, LL13, Lei23].

Discretely [JKM12, KPS04].

Discriminating [Nag01, Ros14a].

Discrimination [AEHS05, Kün86, MK73, Nis74a].

discs [FV18].

Discussion [Bar72b].

Disease [Ano67d, Ber65, Dub81, FG99, Gri72, Kat77a, Sap87].

Disjoint [Rog78, Van96].

Disjoint-Occurrence [Van96].

Dissipation [Fox65].

Dissociated [BE87].

Dissociated [BEG22, JW11, Wic79, BM15b].

Disordered [CMY98].

Dispatched [Cra74b].

Dispersal [Ren90].

Dispersion [Ano98f, CG76, Hic86, JS98, Mar86, SM94b].

dispersions [MR15].

Dispersive [Ano85e, BR02, LT81, MP89G90, Sha82].

Dispersiveness [Lyn87].

Dispersion [DW85, LT81].

Displaced [Col76].

Displacements [Man83, NW70].

Distance [Ala76, Bau81, Ber77b, CV09, Daw81, FS71, Gro80, IS86, Li74, Mal74, RP03, SF83, Sha81, Sud77, Tho75b, Web09, Wil77, YCG11, ANT17].

Dissimilarities [ALM06, Dob96, Gil77, Hen82, KS83b, MR11, Ryc87, Sil78, SB78, Ste03, WG93, AB18, BJ24, DDS22b, HH23, Sal13].

Distinguishable [Ito77].

Distinguishable [CI72].

Distorted [Sob67].

Distortion [Ori79].

Distributed [Ano86a, Ano90b, BN06, CCGP91, CT95, DN04, Gra85, KBBW07, KS78, Law92, LM89, Rev93, Sto08, VE98, Wil75c, ZJ04, McK14, MRS21].

Distribution [AH84, Abr94, ALM06, AR72, Ahs76, Ahs78b, Ail68, Ala76, Ala77, Ale01, AARR10, AA90, AT91a, Ano65c, Ano74f, Ano77g, Ano78h, Ano81f, Ano86g, Ano86j, Arn89, Avn79, Bdk93, Bal86, Bal90, BMY93, BO99, Ban96, BLBL10, BM07, BP94, BRY04, BL73, BS76, Ber85, BJ79, Ber92, Bin78, BV96, BK06, Bra83, BBS90, Bro04, Bro04b, BG05, CW81, CP82, CM83, Can74, CCR08, CP01, Cha75, Che76b, CN80, CK00c, Chu75, Ceh67a, CS80, CT76, Cow01, CD81, Dal74, Dal81a, Dal87, Dal16a, Dav86, Dav82b, DFS01, DK11, DH78, DM10b, DK90, Dip98, Dob96, Dom96, DG99, DF81b, DSO4, Ead66, Edd80, Emb83, EZ80, Em69, Ewe64, FN70, FG99, Fea03, FT80,
FY82, Fel66, Fer95, FTV90, Fu01, FWL03, FPY04, Gab16b, Gal71a.

**Distribution** [Gal73, GH94, Gat82a, Ger11, GNRW94, Gol95, GH90, Gri81, Gri88, Gri92, GJK80, GM94, GL84b, GRD+00, Had69, HTW73, Hae88, Hal81, Hal84, Ham92, HST83, HA96, Hen72, Hen82, Hey64, Hey91, HH96, HM99, HKV5, HR88b, Hos06, Hua74a, Hu88a, HB02, JP99, KS01a, KH83, Kap74, Kar77, Kei82, KK69, Kem94, Kem98, Kem79, Ken91, Ken76, KKK07, KT83, Kin77, KS02b, KS83a, Kra64, Kup90, Kyp71, LR90, LR92, LRS94, LP94a, Les10, Lev77, Lew67, LO95, Lit94, Lit69, Lit74, LH02, LT71, LT72, MSS92, Man77, MC78, Mar73b, MO67, MC11, MV95, MQ00, McK82, Mei81, Min78, Miy86, Miy01, Möhl05, Mor74, MZLSRS02, Nar68, Nay87, Neu68a, Nic84, Nis74a, Nis74b, NRS85a, OL65, OV03, Ott84b, Ova01, Pak78a, Pak93].

**Distribution** [PP73a, PP69, Phi81, Pie07, Pod72, PT11, Pro96, Pyk94, Raan80, Rat92, RZ07, Ren80, Res71a, RS90, RD99, Ros74, Ros12, Rud75, Rud76b, Ryc87, Sad01, SC75, San71, SG89, ST86a, Sch88a, Sel83, Ser90, Sha81, Sha74a, Sha77, SK23, SS96, Sim00, Sre83, SS70, Srl86, ST86b, Ste04, Stö74, SAS04, SC81, SBG70, Sze86, Tak67, Tak71b, Tak88, Tam70, Tan79a, Tav81, Ten75, Tol88, VS91, VB02, VP01, Ven79, VT75, VT76, VW05, Wat80a, Wat76, Web99, Web07, Wei66b, Wei69b, Wes81, Wie89, Win79, Xiu98, Xu90, Yan75, Y199, Yor95, Yos84, Zac04, Zij83, ZFN10, BS13a, BS15b, BPPR16, BB18, Bon13, BAR14, CL14, CPN18, DS17, GR13, GKS14, GM20, GWH19, HZ22a, Joh24, KMG19, Lei23, Let19].

**Distribution** [LPN13, MSV14, Mar16a, Möhl21, Per23, Sal13, Wam14, ZZ13, Zha22, ZW17, Ano04g].

**Distribution-Free** [GRD+00, Pyk94].

**Distributional** [EW00, JS08, KP07, McK88, Pap94, ZTO1, Zij83].

**Distributions** [Acz72, AD94, AC94a, AT79, And70, AA93, Ang11, Ano70e, Ano75g, Ano79f, Ano82g, Ano85g, Ano85e, Ano90f, Ano92h, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano98e, Arn75, AL85, AFG11, AM05, ALRW99, BFL05, BCL09, BMZ07, BP10, BB84, BK66a, Bee75, BT92, BL00, Ber83, BM90, Ber77a, Ber77b, BD94a, Bha80, BS90, Bha91, BAAB00, BS69a, BS69b, BSW03, BP99b, BV00, BK73a, Bui75, C.12, CW97, CG99, CT04, CL05, CMW95, CW91, CS86, Cha83, Che81a, Che94, Che03a, Che70, CDL88, CY65, Chr12, CV09, CD92, CP03, Cla12, Coh73, CC96, Cos90, Csa94, CT90, DS65, DS67, DFS01, DT80, Deh84, Del78, DL02, Die82, DT11, DR81, Dur86, Dur74, Eat66, EO84, Eme72, Eng64, Epl83, FHTZ10, FP94, FGL00, Fei94, FPKMP98, FMS99].

**Distributions** [FH72, FH94, FKZ09, FS92, FC02, FC03, GA99, Gas64, GW85, Gat87, Gay04, Gel77, Gol77, Gol88a, Got80, Gra12, Grü85, GG78, HN71, Hal78, Hal83b, HL76, Har90c, HP95, HL16a, Hic83, Hic86, HL05, HS93, HS12, Hüs82, Ish74, JiR04, Jen66, JWR2, Jun94, Kat02, KL03a, KMR75, KN75, Kel12, Kem92, KS91a, Kij92b, Kij93, KD78, KPS81, Kla02, KM03, KKR12, Klü88, KMS83, Koo04, KTW69, Kru04, KP87, Kyp72a, Kyp72b, LS87, Lem74, LT81, LO01, LS09a, Lin94, Lin95, Lin96, Lin97, LS02a, LS09c, LH07, LS86, LV72, Liu04, LS00, LS79, Mac80, Mac81, Mae80, Mah03, MO92, MC70,
MC71, Man74, MM71, MO93, MS94, Mas86a, MS91, Mil67, Miy92, Moh76, MR02, Möh05, Mor93, Mor80, Mór96, MS92, Mul68a, Mur80, Nag82a, Nag93].

Distributions
[NJS96b, Nat81, Neu66, Orr69, Pak75, PP70, PK80, Pfe82a, Pha93, PS86a, Pol99, PG79, QM86, Rao79, Reh77, Ren79, RWN02, RP03, Ros08, RM88, Roy89, RC80, Ryd96, SM78, Sav88b, SVJ66, ST85, SD94, Sgi99, Sha82, SS93, SS85a, SMS94, SS83b, Sim97, Sim98, Ski67, Ski68, Sko87, SV71, Sta82, Ste06, Sto04, SV03b, Tae95, Tak95, Tal69, Tag80, TV04, The79, Tve74, Voi96, Voo87, Wan76c, Wan90, Wat82a, Wat88, Whi85b, Whi68, WL94, WL97, Wil02, Wit93, Wol88, Woo82, Waa83a, XW09, Yu90, Yum00, ZL10, Zie87, AB19, BY14, BLS15, BDG14, Bri20, BCdlP17, Cha17, Cur22, DSS22b, ET21, FKKZ13, Gor14, Gra18, GK22, He21, HS22, HK15, HM15, ISK18, KBM21, KS20, LL13, MB16, MCR02, NvdBo00, Neu23].

distributions
[PD20, ST16, Sei16, SGC16, TK15, VR02, Vid23, Yam22, YML17, Yoon20].

districts
[AM18].

Divergence
[Dob70, VK10, Gau22].

Divergent
[Hai78, Hol67].

Diversify
[Ibr07].

Diversity
[Mar00].

Divided
[CL09, KP07, RZ07, CY16, Jia15, NPYY18].

Dividends
[Do05, Loe09, Fro15].

Divisibility
[AP94, Ano79f, Ano06e, BR77a, BGSS03, Iks04, Pak04, Pak07, PG79].

Divisible
[Joe96, Mil67, VT11, CM15c, RNL16, RN17, SR121].

Division
[AL18].

Dixie
[Kla94].

DMRL
[BK502, FP97].

DNA
[CCG90, Cow91, CC94, CCH95, Cow01, Gri98, Lit69, Lit74, Lit79, Pia00a].

Do
[Kap78, MC71, MC70, PRS08, Yu11].

Dobrushin
[HZ22b].

Dodecahedron
[LT80].

Does
[Ano10e, CNS99, DJ09, Mar07, PS18].

Domain
[LS00, ZZ13, BM20, MO23].

Domains
[Gra18, Kel86, RV68].

Domb
[CR92].

Dominance
[DC10, Luo14, LHT17, MWH22].

Dominant
[CH84a].

Dominated
[Gol78a].

Dominated-Variation
[Gol78a].

dominating
[PW16, Thö16].

Domination
[DH08, Eco03, Hos09, ST86b].

Doney
[De 82, Zho08].

Dobrushin
[HZ22b].

Doubled
[DS11, ELi09, Kar90, KPV21, Lin90, DL18, SW20].

Double-Barrier
[DS11, DL18].

Doubling
[KS05].

Doubly
[GRA71, Gui02, RO06b].

down
[LP21, LVZ19, LH07, SF17, Sag23].

Downcrossings
[Coh77a].

Downtime
[HA96, Pie97, SV03b].

Downtimes
[GA99].

Dowton
[Boo89].

Downward
[MT02, BS23].

Dr.
[Gan84a].

Draft
[Pej75b].

Draft-Patterns
[Pej75b].

Dragged
[Fra07].

Drainage
[CDF09].

Drains
[Di06, Dz07].

draw
[LVZ19].

draw-down
[LVZ19].

Drawdown
[MIAPAM04, ALL21, HBBH23, LLZ17, WZ18].

Drawdowns
[BS22, GR14, LLZ15].

drawings
[LMS18].

drawup
[LLZ17].

Drift
[AH00, Ano78e, Ant78a, AM78, AC94b, BG06, Bro74, Can73, Can74, Dom95, Dom96, DG89, DY98, Fer83, FMS99, Had05, Hale9, Hey67, HL13b, Igl74, Ihn99, Jia12, Kao78, KPS96, Kot94, Lee11a, Lin04, MS94, Pol68, RB05, Rot95, She79, BDM21, KW13, LY23, RWZ13, SWW21, SGS17, Sön23].


E. [Ano86p, Wei79]. Each [Min79, Pol78]. Earlier [Gre86]. Early [BL09b, IRS23, BL15]. Earthquake [Lai77, OK86, Oga01, SLZ01]. Easy [Ros08]. EATA [KK95]. Economic [Agn72, SZY19a]. Economies [Duf96]. Edge [KS10, KL03b, RR77, Ros12, ARS21, DIO23, Ger23]. edge-step [ARS21]. Editor [AH19, Ano73l, Che82, CH84b, Fal89, HS87a, Koo04, KKC82, Lai87, Mad76, Sha72a, TH71, Tod85, Wil88b, Wil77]. Education [Phi01]. Edward [Gan71, Ano94l]. Effect [AB98, Ano84e, BGW83, GT18, Hey82a, HLT00, Ish74, KJ81, KNR05, MA69, Pr694, SM05, Sco82, SY86, TG87, Whi80a, BJMK18, EL19, Mia13, SV19]. Effective [GRD*00, RNR18]. Effectiveness [Con75]. Effects [BSW07, CW69, GT18, KM04, KPSS96, Spe86, Sud77, Wil77, Nea16, WZ13]. Efficacy [Ber10]. Efficiency [APZ11, FKM10, Jen72]. Efficient [ADJ13, AR05b, BL10, BL11, BGTO4, DG06b, IK11, NR22, Sen73a, Lei23, LX18].

Electricity [Hin04]. Electronic [Win05]. Electrons [Ste86]. Elementary [Ano66d, Bré91, Gei99, Hor65, Mak94, Pfe82b, Reh77, Sha74a, De 22, KK24]. Elements [YZ85]. elephant [GS21]. Elimination [FE87]. Ellipses [DS93, EV82]. Ellipsoidal [Meï88]. Ellipsoids [DS93, JM86]. Elliptical [Li04, Sei16, Yin21]. EMA1 [LL77]. Embedded [Bri79, Cao95, EE88, HL04, Whi72b]. Embedding [BR87a, Hal69, Hol08a, LR00, Nue08, RR10, Gue13]. emergence [BCK16]. emergency [BPS23]. Emergent [AR13]. Emerging [Ors89, SO11]. Emigration [Tes84, Bra22]. Emigrations [Tra81]. Emperor [KR08]. Emphasis [Cov09]. Empirical [Ail68, BH91, CT90, De 94, KR92, Ken75b, PP70, PS01b, PS04, Tak71b, Win79, CS20b, Zha22]. Employees [Ber10]. Employer [MC90]. Employer-Candidate [MC90]. Employment [CB83, Pak83, Smi75]. Emptiness [BC75, Lep71, Lep73, Phe69, Ros76b]. Empty [CR97, Ken93, ZL15]. Emptying [FH10]. Encounters [Gar74]. Endemic [Kes08, Rad74b]. Endpoint [HJ11]. Endpoint-Conditioned [HJ11]. Endpoints [Jan88]. Energies [Lai77]. Energy [BC01a, FKM10, Has82a, HK85, JZG11, Tsa99, CGR08]. engineering [Tav20, YL16]. Enrique [Gan98]. ensemble [Ari22, HM23]. Entering [AR82]. entirely [Tzi16]. Entrance [C.12, Coh88, GG78, VK00, HZ22a]. Entrance-Exit [GG78]. Entries [Van86]. Entropies [Eba84]. Entropy [AEHS04, DVJ04, DL02, GJQ06, GL03, JFS12, Kru04, MTV99, Mar21, Rat70, Rob90, Ruk00, Sen82a, Web07, BRRN16, DT15, GT14, LR13, TSN17]. Entropy-Based [DL02]. Entry [CST08, DZ00, Naw83, PS86d]. Enumerative [Dev79]. Envelope [Adl78, Has79, Lin89, EG15, Ray70]. Enveloppe [Ray70]. Environment [Agr75, Bér04, BS99, CM07, CP90, CS88, Dek87, Fal96, Fei78, FG76, GR98, Gla90, GZ94, Ham92, HW84a, KK01, LM90, LS86, MM09, MP00, Nak79b, Nak79a, Nor75, OP86, PT97, PZ90, Pra80, Rác76c, Ra73, Rit80, Tor79, TV93, WF80, WK94, Bar15, DLVZ20, GPSY16, Ker20, Lmn14, LP12, MZ24, PT23b, VL15, VD17]. Environmental [Rad73, CF14]. Environments [Ali99, CT81, Cor87, DP12b, Jag74b, ZJ02, JK04, Jon09b, Kap72, KS82, LN07, Li00a, Nan79, PH82, Pel07, WF99, Wan99b, Wei71, Wul69, WR97, ZJ04, ASZB18, HF19, WY22]. EOQ [Bar15]. Épaisses [Mat76]. Epidemic [Aba73, Abr94, AD97, AB98, AD98, AS96, Ano74e, Ano79e, Bal83a, Bal83b, Bal84, Bal86, Bal90, BB90, BC95b, BC95a, BO99, BB05, BOP07, Bil73, Bil74, Bil75, Bil77a, BLL79, BLL80a, BLL80b, Boo89, BL09b, Cla94, Cla99, CP03, DMM98, DL06, Dow72a, Dwn80, FSS80a, Fad83, GJ72, GM91, Gan94, GY95a, Ger77, GJ80, GMSB10, Gr73, Hen79, Jaw99, Jer70, Jer74, Kes08, Kry72, Kry75, KS76, KL89a, Kru82, Lef78, Lef79, LP05, LPS17, Lul73, ML86, ML98, Nea07, Nac08b, O’N96, Pic80, Pic84, Rad76a, Rad76b, Raj81, RR67, Rou82, Sel83, Sev67, Sta01, Sve95, Wan77a, Wan80, Wat72, Wat80a, Wat80b, Wie79, YC82, Yaq93, BS13a, BS15b, Ber23, BL15, KM15a, LP18, MLB16, Nea16, NNY20, PSK17, WBS16, Win15]. Epidemic [Dow72a]. Epidemics [Bec73, Bri98, BDOLL8, DG39a, Die66, DD68, Dow67,
LL82, Lan81, LM88, Mil08, Nea03, Nea05, Pen96b, PW67, Rad73b, Rad74a,
Sau75b, SLK79, SO11, Ton97, Wic75, BBN16, LP17, Sim23. Epidemiology
RC73). Episodes [Pre02]. Epoch [BR02]. Epochs [Cho94, DF81b]. Equal
Har09, Raf73). Equal-Sized [Har09]. Equalities [Inh99]. Equality
Mee95, Sca98, YM91]. equalized [Rob14]. Equalizer [Had05]. Equals
Fei94). Equation [Aas76, BJ07, AM07, Ath71, Bar82b, Boy69, Boy70, CG87,
CLS09, Del85, Don73, FT78, GK76, GC74, GL84b, Hor01, IS83, Ito89, JS08,
JRR95, Jen74, Keb97, Ken83, KO05, Kyp98, Mil94, Ors86, PT71, RSS84,
Ros87b, Rot94, SW94, SW88, Tol88, VAW04, Wan76c, CRG08, Eri16, KLL15,
LZ14, NNY20, Ver14, Wan15]. Equations [AS09, Ara94, Bar72b, Bot95,
BS98, BE73, CJ08a, Coh67b, DM75, Dar89, DZ07, FDVF93, FL98, GST00,
GY95b, GBR75, GJK80, GG77b, Gue81, GM94, Hai70, HMP03, KN80,
Kol98, Kur70, Les10, Mls86, Mls84, Mal95, Mal96, Mor71a, Nak98, Ors87b,
Ped73, Riis06, Sev67, Sev69, SH03, Tai95, TH72, WD90, YZ06, ABI17, BY14,
ESC15, FX16, FFK19, FFK20, FCKS16, JL22, KP22, MST13, Rek23, Sön23.
Equilibria [Kab12, BPG20, CF17]. Equilibrium
AIGR06, BLBL10, BNT02, CM97, CG90, CC08, DFSD01, Dixo, GH90,
HK85, Kar68a, Kar68b, Kf70, Lew69, LV72, NJS96b, New66, New68a, OL65,
Orr69, Rub64, Sah73, Tn02, Unk79, Voi00, Wes73, Whi86, Wil88c, SDH16].
Equipment [FP66]. Equiprobable [Die82, PK80]. Equivalence
AK86, CT04, Can73, Daw81, Eth92b, HS00, HW02, Hin04, Mat92b, Pak04,
Pak07, Rest1b, Vit74, Vit76, Wai82, Whi86, FVZ19, HM23]. Equivalent
Bla53, Oes18, RT01, Yah75, Cri18, RNJ16, RNJ17, SRN21]. Erased
Law83]. Erdos [AN22, BT76, D86a, Kap77, Ste78]. Ergodic
CD06, GW80, GM84b, Her99, Lan79a, Leit05, Mao04, Mat04, Mit05, Nor75, SL21, S6v95, Tan97,
Tho85, Win90, YY11, Zho15, Ari22, CL23, CF17, FHL13, GW17].
Ergodicity [Ane91g, BS94, Che02, CK05, FI87, FMRR03, Ger91, Her03,
HL04, IT78, IA78, J188, Kan17, KLO6, LS92b, LHO6, Mao02, MZ04, Mor75,
Nak86c, Nor77, OT16, PS92, RR07, Ros81a, SAIS2, SI83, Sen78, Szp85,
Tan82, Tan83a, Teua86, Teuta86, Teu72, TTT9, Tve81, Wan12, Zee89, Zha01,
BJT20, BW23, DNY16, Kun22, MW21, MS21, VR22]. Erlang
BKT98, CI72, FRT99, MH76a, Mej68, ST73, VM21, Voi00, WW76, Yu74].
Erlangian [An074h, Con74, Con75, KTW69]. Erosion
Pur87, TG87, Mat78]. Érosions [Mat78]. Erratum [KZN15]. Error
CFS11, GY95a, Kab83, KST2, Par01, Sch76, ZNF10, BS15d, HLVM22,
VKR14]. Errors [Dei86, Kul87, Rls86, Soi86]. Errors-in-Variables [Dei86].
Escape [AC94b, Ser06, CHJW24]. ESS [Hai89, HH85b]. Esseen
Gol05, Jia12, Jin88, KLIP19]. ESSs [CH90]. Estimate
Br600, CW81, Dah85, DM05a, Eng80, Ham05, Lo86, MK73, Sgi01].
Estimates [Dob70, GT06, GS79, Hal82b, Jen72, Loc82, Mei99, Oga80,
Piao0b, Zee91, ZY08, FV18, Sha13, Piao0a]. Estimating
[BCD93, CO85, DR94b, Dog87, DM05b, FZ93, Hey94, Lhe21, LSC04, McD79,
Tsun17, Tsun18, Var80, ZR01]. Estimation
AB00, ADLN82, ALS04, AR15, Bar82b, BZ04, BS69a, BD74, Bri73, BDY07,
Bur76, Cam97, CG00a, Cor81, DK01, Dio74, DY97, Eli09, EW00, FLP99, GKH04, GLS00, Gra71, Gra72, Han73b, HW83, HS72, Hey73, IK11, JG85, JS04b, Kab81, KS01a, KPS04, KN01, Kol82, Lán79b, LM04a, MW10, McK84, McV08, Mei81, Mul72, Mul73, Nan79, Nan82, NP09, NP00, PHS2, Pap96, Prè94, PW07b, QD77, Ris86, Ros86, Sch91a, Shi86, Sie85, Ska71, ST88, SK91, Tan79c, Tan80b, TT86, Tho86, VAK92, VJ82, Zei95, BNW13, Fuji13, HL13b, JF16, ZZ16, dRdC18, HS74b]. Estimator [Agu03, DL96, DS80, Fer83, RS95a, Sol84]. Estimators [DE11, GR12, Gil77, Jia12, KPSS96, Lie77, Lie78, LS91, Mas82, SW87, AB18, FPY20, Nyq17, RNJ19]. ETAS [MZ01]. Etiologies [Kat77a]. Euclidean [BS82a, How00a, How01, SY72, Sta82, SSE87]. Euler [BGT04, FCKS16, Hol13, Kem92, KLL15, Wan15]. Eulerian [WS96]. Evacuation [BRS75]. Evaluating [CG00b, Rog00, Sur08]. Evaluation [AM07, Gla82b, Gla90, Kij92a, RS83, Sat77, SLZ01]. Evaluations [PS76a, PS80]. Evasion [Sch75b, Sch76]. Event [LR09, NA04, BRNR16, GH14]. Events [ARW94, CJ06, Col76, Dar66, Eag79, Gla81, Heu87, Hsu79, His93, HS96b, Kwe75, Lam68, Les67, Nak06, NW70, Nie95, Pla85, Pod72, SMS80, Sch88b, Seg06, Sp01, Ste99, Tso92, Vel04, Win05, Yun00, ZR01, ADJ13, CRFS22, DL17, Hon17, Owa23]. eventual [PL03]. Éventuelle [PL03]. Every [Ibr07]. evidence [CF22b]. Evolution [CC01, CW69, DK09, GK76, GK12, HS78, JPR95, Kol98, Nor75, Tsa94, Tsa96, FNP19, MK15, Ban07]. Evolutionarily [Aba80, BHS84a, CD85, Hai88, Hau90, Hin81, Hin82a, HB83a, HB83b, HB84, Hin95, Tay79]. Evolutionary [Bac01, CC08, Hol66, Lad05, CDP19]. Evolving [WDLC09]. Ewens [Han90, Joy95, Saw83, Tso17, Tso18]. Exact [Ano86j, BMY93, Bar72b, BM18, BDL19, BJ24, Buc94, CM83, CS86, Dai14, DW72, DQL19, DM03, DS86a, DYY01, Eng64, Fen93, FKL03, GR89, GXS12, JW82, LL82, LGD20, LRS94, LTT+22, Les10, NO85, PR95, Pin11, QDD21, QL96, RD99, SX18, Ste06, TP76, CM16b]. Exact-Order [GXS12]. Exactly [Ino23]. Example [Cox77, GL76, Lai78, Tso72, Tit74]. Examples [HS00, KS99]. Excavation [Nak91]. Exceed [Rus83]. Exceedance [HTW09, Rob05, AF14]. Exceedances [Ano06f, Coh89a, Fer93, GDP04, His93, Ser80]. Exceedences [Zaj95]. Excess [Ano02e, AG81, BOR01, Kap92, Lin96, Whi85a, Wol88, BMRRS16]. excessive [Sez18]. Exchange [HN76, KZ95, NR11, Win05, Gag17]. Exchangeability [Bal94, Gra08, San76c, CD19]. Exchangeable [AG80, BC73, Eag79, Ery10, GIM08, HS22, Hsu79, LU96, MR03a, RR10, TEO83, WEB80, BAR14, Ery15, HJ13a, NFS20, PB20]. Exchanges [BS79b, Hai81]. Excitable [Gra99]. Excited [Bra85]. Exciting [Ada75, HO74, Oak75, CH13, FLM15, HLMOL21]. Exclusion [FF96, FNV11, LV12a, Sud02]. Excursion [GL99, GP98b, Ken76, Lou84, RNJ17, DPW21, Wis20]. Excursions [AD176, AK97, Csa94, GM94, GP99, Har90b, Imh78, LH07, Sch03, SD88]. exemplar [GT18]. Exhaustive [KR88, LZ94, Tak92b, Tan94]. Existence
Extensions [Ben98b, Dio78, FM12, Gne98, HB99, Let78, Miy95, Sha74b, DM19, Sta20].

Extent [LP94a].

External [BNL05, Mer80, KP23].

Extinction [Agr75, Ald95, BG79b, Bro66, Bro84, CP04, DN80b, Est76, FG99, Fea76, Fea80, Fox21, GMSB10, GL83, Hau12, Hei09, Hit86, Höp85a, Hul82, Hul84, Jul10, Käm91, KL89a, LP21, Len81, Li06a, Pol71, PZC07, Qui76, Raf73, RR88, Shi06, Slu77, Sud05, Tok08, Tor79, Wan76b, Wan99b, Wau72, Wil69, XM05, ZJ04, vDZ05, BP16, BH20, CLCZ14, Win15].

Extraneous [PL81].

Extrema [JP22, LM24].

Extremal [AC94a, Alp89, AA90, BR87a, Fer06, GJ78, Hau12, Hul82, Hul84, Hul01, Jir76, Käm91, KL89a, LM08, LP21, Len81, Li06a, Pol71, PZC07, Qui76, Raf73, RR88, Shi06, Slu77, Sud05, Tok08, Tor79, Wan76b, Wan99b, Wau72, Wil69, XM05, ZJ04, vDZ05, BP16, BH20, CLCZ14, Win15].

Extreme [AFGP91, And70, AG16, Ano86g, Ass83, BD90, BRPS82, BR77b, CF11a, DN04, DV87, EM71, FY82, GMW90, Hal78, Hüs86a, KS99, Kar76c, KK06, KP93, KSC12, LZ14, MR15, Nag82a, Res71a, Ski68, Voo87, Yun00, Joh24]. Extreme-Point [Ass83]. Extreme-Value [Ano86g, BD90, DV87, FY82]. Extremes [AC94a, Dan82b, DHSK15, Hal79b, HM95, Jun94, KR97, MP92b, McC97, Voo89, Wei82, ZNF10, BMZ23, HE16, KM15b, LX18, Tan17, VKR14].

Extremum [Titt74]. extrinsic [LLT22]. Extropy [THB23].

F [Mus00, Mak10]. F-S [Mak10]. FAA [Ano04f, GS08, Sen17]. Face [BB88].

Facteurs [Tor69]. Factoid [Pak08]. Factor [Wei00, KMG19, dCGG16].

Factorial [Ber83, Bil73, Eng93]. Factorisation [Lew67]. Factorization [BH98, BKNZ91, FG12, FvLB13, God77, Ken94, Kuz10, LM08, Vid20].

Factorizations [Imh84, Gd118]. Factors [PS86b, Tor69, Xia99, WG15].

Failed [BP01]. Failing [FP66]. Failure [And84a, Ano83f, Asm09, BLS03, BSLW08, BLSW10, Bur09, CM07, CG12, CN80, Ebr01, GE82, Got80, GL84a, Hol07, Ish74, LT76, Lew64, LM04a, MR03, Nat82, Nat90, PS02a, Pie07, RSZ05, She92, AA17, BB18, BL15, Cha13, CC15, Dal16b, DN13, GK22, IS18, KBM21, LC16, Tax20]. Failure-Dependent [Bur09, BB18]. Failure-Prone [LM04a]. Failures [Nad71, Swi08, Yeh97, Lee20]. Fair [DWW11, Fox65, Gal71a, Gre80b, GMDB03]. fake [Mah20]. Families [BF78, BS90, Gla79b, Gla82b, Gri92, LPSV00, MR02, Tes84, Let94]. familles [Let94]. Family [BB84, BS69a, BS69b, Car02, Kuz10, Les89, Lin95, Lin97, Mas86b, MM03b, New70, RY99, Smi82, Yu09, FPKM22, Gau22]. Far [Teh09]. FASSA [Ano04f, GS08, Sen17]. Fast [Ana92, LT23, Räd96, Gén13, MSV14].

Fat [Gay04, IFN19]. Fatal [Sav88b]. Fatigue [BS69a]. Faults [Ano87e, Bel66, JK87]. Favorable [Rut99]. FBM [HJ14]. FCFS [HAPV12, KG02, SS85a, Yao13]. FCFS/LCFS [SS85a]. FCFS/LCFS-P [SS85a]. Features [MCC03, Yor92]. Featuring [BOP07]. Fed [BS02, LM99, LNTZ99]. Feed [KK96b]. Feed-Forward [KK96b]. Feedback [AT74, AN84, BY97, Cor87, KS85, KM88, MWCY01, PJ02, RHK90, TTHH1, Wol75]. Feedforward [Ke97]. Feldman [CLZ24, NR18]. Félix [Coh81a].
Feller [Al00, Ben68, CL23, MN13, Phe96a, Sim23, Tu19]. Ferretti
[DFSD01]. Ferromagnetic [Pic79]. Ferry [Gre80b]. Fever [Rad74a].
Feynman [GI68, Jas15]. Fibonacci [Hey80, Hey81]. Fibre [JK81]. Fibrous
[KP87]. Field [Adl78, Bar88b, BS73, CM97, Fen97, Gra71, Pic79, Ska71,
XY90, YZ85, BDT22, BS14a, Men23, RNJ16, VM21]. Fields
[Adl76, ALS04, CJ08, Cox77, CL92, GK97, Has76, KKP10, Ors87a, PF06,
Ros86, RMV97, Wu93, Yao93, ZZ99, BSX19, BR18, DHSK15, Erh23, FZ17,
FS14, LRM23, LX18, NR22, RNJ17, SX18, SK19, Tan17, Wir18]. Fifo
[LI96, Moy10, CN86, RS92, SS87, VG92]. fighter [KSC13]. Figures
[Ber77b, Ke83, KS85]. Filaments [Sen73a, SBG70]. Files [Ban07, LLS84].
Filling [BCJ04, Mul86b, Sie78b]. Filter [Ell93, Pap05, AB15]. Filtered
[And79, And81, Mar73a]. Filtering
[BC95b, BC95a, BO99, ALS04, CJ98, Cox77, CL92, GK97, Has76, KKP10,
Ors87a, PF06, Ros86, RMV97, Wu93, Yao93, ZZ99, BSX19, BR18, DHSK15,
Erh23, FZ17, FS14, LRM23, LX18, NR22, RNJ17, SX18, SK19, Tan17, Wir18].
Fifo
[LI96, Moy10, CN86, RS92, SS87, VG92]. fighter [KSC13]. Figures
[Ber77b, Ke83, KS85]. Filaments [Sen73a, SBG70]. Files [Ban07, LLS84].
Filling [BCJ04, Mul86b, Sie78b]. Filter [Ell93, Pap05, AB15]. Filtered
[And79, And81, Mar73a]. Filtering
[BC95b, BC95a, BO99, ALS04, CJ98, Cox77, CL92, GK97, Has76, KKP10,
Ors87a, PF06, Ros86, RMV97, Wu93, Yao93, ZZ99, BSX19, BR18, DHSK15,
Erh23, FZ17, FS14, LRM23, LX18, NR22, RNJ17, SX18, SK19, Tan17, Wir18].
First [Vid19, Was69, Whi71a, Wic79, Wie80, Woo82, WG15, Yao85, ZT01, Zip11, Bel23, CdLH +23, DS13, GA22, GLS19, KK24, LT13, Lef24, SW20, Vec15, Lef95]. First-Come-First-Served [VB02]. First-Crossing-Time [BGNR90]. First-Emptiness [Leh73]. First-Exit [Tuc76]. First-Hit [Fel91]. First-Order [Ano82h, GP91, HG80, JP93, Law70a, Law80, Law92, Leh73, PT81, RS69, Sim90, Sim93, ZT01]. First-Passage [Ano87g, Ano88h, ASS85, CW93, CK81, Dom95, Dur85, Dur88, DW92, Gal93, Her85, How00a, How01, Jan81, Lal86, LS97a, NRS85c, Pau87, Reh79, Rog00, Sat77, SS88b, SS76, Ste85, Ste81, Sum87, Tho75a, TW84, Vee15, Lef95]. first-passage-place [Lef24]. First-Passage-Time [Ano91i, Di 98, GRR97, JRR95, JGR91, Kij87, MS91, NRS85a, NRS85b, RS83, RS84, RS88, Yao85, KK24]. First-Served [FR10]. Fischer [vD15]. Fisher [AES17, CR92, GC74, Kle88, Man13b, Web86a]. Fishing [Kar09]. Fit [Hal89, LM12, Vil07]. fitness [CF22b, FL20]. fitnesses [Jor18]. Fitting [OS86, Pap94, ST01, Sen04]. Fix [EW00]. Fix-Points [EW00]. Fixation [Hol76, Kle88, Moh97, PW07a]. Fixed [Adl76, AM07, Cow81, Fea81, HW02, Käm91, KT01a, Lit79, McN68, Möö94, NP09, San80, Si87, Ts96, Tsa96, Tsa99, Yah75, HM15]. Fixed-Cycle [Cow81, McN68]. Fixed-Point [AM07, Fea81]. Fixed-Strike [HW02]. Flag [IK70]. flash [FP919]. Flat [SB78]. Flats [Sch85]. Fleming [CS20a, AFG11]. Flexible [Cai11, PV12, SW05]. flight [KK15]. flipping [DI023, MZ16]. Floating [HW02]. Flooding [MS20]. Flow [AR05b, Ana88, AIF94, Bri71, Cow80, Daw73, Daw74, Gav69, Hut90, KS10, MTO7, PJ02, Phe96a, Phe96b, Sta99]. Flow-Stopping [Gav69]. Flowing [GA74]. Flows [BM82, Dar89, GMY07, Wal82, HM14]. Flowshop [FA85]. Flowtime [Web82, WVW86]. Fluctuation [Coh73, Coh83, DW72, Zho04, Sah16]. Fluctuations [Hal83a, Rub64, Tak64b, Tak70, VM21]. Fluid [AR05b, AS04, Ano95e, APZ11, BS02, Che96, FH10, Gui94, GMDB03, KK96b, KW99, Ke00, KM01, KOS2a, KL00, LT04a, Le05, MT02, PS76b, RS04, Rab06, Rid96, RS94, BCK16, Bar15, Dsz13, GS15, KSBK23]. Focus [BLS12]. Fold [IK70]. Folding [Lad05]. Föllner [Des15]. follow [Jia15]. Following [Ano04g, Ste04, RDM19]. Fonctionnelles [Yor92]. Foraging [MM94]. Force [CM97, HH07, Kar76a, KNT10, Tan05]. Forced [Yas83]. Forcing [BL09b, BL15]. Forecasts [DVJ04]. Foreground [AA06, Sch88a]. Foreground-Background [AA06, Sch88a]. Foreign [Win05]. Foreign-Exchange [Win05]. Forest [Lan11, RR77, CMV23]. Fork [FL97, KW89]. Fork-Join [FL97, KW89]. Form
[BKT97b, Che80a, CHPT97, Gel91, GJ80, Kel00, Lam68, Mas86a, McK89, MT02, RR73, Ser90, Tan82, MB16, MBM21]. **Formal** [Miy79]. **Formation** [BR79, Bor40, CC94, Fox65, Gal71b, Hel73, HMM93, NA04]. **Formed** [Bli89, Cow04, LA98, SY72, Tan83b, Tan83c]. **Forming** [Ken78, KG68, Kha70, Leh71, TP74]. **Forms** [Bou95, Eat66, Rod95b, Pit18, Tu19]. **Formula** [Aas77, AL00, ADLN82, Ano78e, Ant78a, Ber85, BL12, Bre93, BGP80, CL93, CN86, Cow91, DY98, F98, Han90, HA96, IK04, JS96, JZG11, Joy95, Ke12, Ken92, KZ95, Koo04, Las94c, Las94a, Lou84, MT06, Miy95, Miy01, Nag01, Saw83, ST73, WW76, DL18, Let78, Mat76, Mat78, Tsu17, Tsu18, Vee15]. **Formulae** [BVJ00, JM86, Mil79, Whi01, BC23, Jas15, KY17a, Mar15]. **Formulas** [Bac86, CI72, Han87, LL82, Mej68, PH88, PR95, RN80]. **Fortes** [Dio78, Dio76]. **Fortune** [Eth04]. **Forty** [Gan10]. **Forty-Six** [Gan10]. 'Forward' [PR08, CFZ96, Irl06, KK96b, Lam91, Möh94, Rud75, Whi82b, Win89, MV21]. **Forwards** [Käm89, Möh10]. **Foster** [ABD01, Fra06, Gre78, Kun22]. **Foster-Type** [Fra06]. **Foundations** [Res04]. **Founder** [Hey82a, Hol66]. **Four** [BS82a, Kol06, MO23]. **Four-Dimensional** [Kol06]. **Fourier** [BD12, DHHKR19, Ors89]. **Fourth** [Dur08a, Gat82b]. **Fractal** [Dek96, Hey99, Rui08]. **Fractals** [TW99, XY92]. **Fraction** [GP98b, Mas82]. **Fractional** [AG12, BMN09, BM14, BS14b, DYY01, GZ94, GN96, HW79, JL06, Lau80, Lee11a, Lee11b, LHNS6, MS99, MST13, Ros76a, Sy07, BGM15, BDM21, Bis23, CF13, Cur22, DM18, Fin13, FKZ13, GOP15, HJL21, HMBL14, HJL19, HL13b, LST19, MV16, MWH22, Sön23, Ver14, WY22, Xu17, BS16b]. **Fractions** [GP99, Han92]. **Fracture** [Kim94b]. **Fragment** [CC94]. **Fragmentation** [FKM10, BDT22, Rub23, Wat23]. **fragmentation-interaction-aggregation** [BDT22]. **fragments** [HJJL21]. **Frameworks** [BB06, Lit79]. **Framework** [DGK00, DG06a, Rui08, AN22, ALL21]. **Franken** [Ano90m]. **Fréchet** [BJV12, SC02, Tan11, AB18]. **Free** [BJV12, Bor95, FP05b, GRD+00, JZG11, Kat05, Kij93, Kin65, Peg73, Pyk94, San71, Tan11, The69, UW74, Yuk06, DS21, FH13, FM06, HH23, MZZ16, Ste19]. **Freedman** [PT22]. **Freely** [Gar74]. **Freeway** [McN70]. **Freidlin** [Gag17]. **French** [Bie98, CTKR83, Die87, Dio76, Dio78, Hua95, HK94, Jo82, Lac93, Lef93, Lef95, Let87, Let94, Mat74, Mat76, Mat78, PL03, PLC03, Ray70, Ta96, Tor96, Yor92]. **Frequencies** [Cow91, Rad73a]. **Frequency** [Gar74, Han73b, Saw77, VJ82, CS20a, CH13, LLZ15, PC16]. **frequency-dependent** [CS20a]. **Freshness** [LM04b]. **Friedman** [Sah16]. **Fringe** [FM10]. **Frobenius** [Sag20, War99]. **Frog** [FMS04, GR18, Ros18]. **frogs** [HK22]. **Front** [Ano64d, Ano64e, Ano65f, Ano65g, Ano66f, Ano66g, Ano67f, Ano67g, Ano67h, Ano68e, Ano68f, Ano68g, Ano69d, Ano69e, Ano69f, Ano70f, Ano70g,
Ano70h, Ano71f, Ano71g, Ano71i, Ano72i, Ano72j, Ano72k, Ano73h, Ano73i, Ano73j, Ano74i, Ano74j, Ano74k, Ano75h, Ano75i, Ano75j, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano78i, Ano78j, Ano78k, Ano79h, Ano79i, Ano79j, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano81g, Ano81i, Ano81j, Ano82n, Ano82j, Ano82k, Ano82l, Ano83g, Ano83h, Ano83i, Ano83j, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano84h, Ano84i, Ano85h, Ano85i, Ano85j, Ano85k, Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano86i, Ano86j, Ano86k, Ano86l, Ano86m, Ano86n, Ano87j, Ano87k, Ano87l, Ano87m, [Front [Ano88m, Ano88i, Ano88j, Ano88k, Ano88l, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano89i, Ano89j, Ano90i, Ano90j, Ano90k, Ano90l, Ano91j, Ano91k, Ano91l, Ano91m, Ano92i, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano92l, Ano93i, Ano93j, Ano93k, Ano93l, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano94k, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano94k, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano98e, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99k, Ano99l, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano01i, Ano01j, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01i, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano02i, Ano03c, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano04l, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04k, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano05h, Ano05i, Ano06f, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano07g, Ano07h, Ano07i, Ano07j, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Front [Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano09g, Ano09h, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano10i, Ano17b, Ano18a, Ano18c, Ano19b, Ano19d, Ano19f, Ano19h, Ano20b, Ano20d, Ano20f, Ano21b, Ano21d, Ano21f, Ano21h, Ano22c, Ano22e, Ano22g, Ano22i, BP04, Pha94, PP99, PP99, Rod95a, Rod95b, Wie79, Frost [ST86a, Bal83b, LP05], Frozen [Lan05], FRS [Reu82], Fuel [BC67, Jac99], Full [BF93, GSV11, Gha90, GW05, Gne96, GM07, KA03, MT06, Pak10, STC93, Tam86, Tam90], Full-Information [GM07, KA03, MT06, Tam86, Tam90], Function [And79, Ano65c, Att87, BTH72, BKT98, BM90, BS76, Bnu06, BH91, BC75, BHPZ06, BSS81, CS88, Dia73, DM05a, Ebr11, EW88, FMS04, Gan82, GS72, GM73, GM11, GMD03, GZ94, GL84b, HFS1, HT78, HS76, HW79, HAPV12, JS04b, KS94b, Ken75b, KMRV00, Kra64, Kup90, Li04, Li05, Lie78, Lin73, Mar73b, McC85, Pon07, PR67, Rie80, Sab97, Sol84, Tak71b, TK84, ZLW06, ZL10, BBvdMP23, Bon13, BFP17, GM18, GP17, HL23, Kan23, KBM21, MP14], Functional [Ath71, BS79a, BIM17, CG87, Dav64, DL96, Don73, Fin82, GY08, GL84b, Han90, Hea82, HW83, Hey90, IJB18, JKM12, KN80, KPW94, Kyp98, L966, LPP12, McL76, RR75b, SS03, Tai95, Tan82, Wan76c, Yao96, IR20, SB17, Yor92], Functionals [Bor96, CMY98, CCFR00, Dav74, Dur08a, FPY04, Gri89, GS95, Hoo87, Hor03, Hor05, Jag74a, JT92, KO12, Liu11, Loi05, Pur71, RT90, Yun00, FCvS15, HK15, Kim16, LP18, LRM23, Wi20], Functions [Al05, AT70, Ano05c, BK86b, BK87a, BL89, BF08, BK03, BLS03, Bra75, Bro79, Bro66, BG05, Cam73, CH06, Cla99, Cra88, DN80h, DHT86, Dar66, DM67, DM68, Det96, DM72, DGM04, DM05b, EP95, FPKMP98, FC02, GR98, GMD02, GMD05, Hel67, HIR03, HS78, HK90, Hul82, IA07, JT01, Kap72, KPS04, Ken92, KB87, Kuz10, Lau80, Law79, LHN86, LSC04, Lin08, Lin73, MF01, Mch67, Miy90, Møl96, Mye81, OA12, Pap96, PP71, Ren82,
[Lan86b]. **Gammas** [BLSW10]. **Gani**
[Sen17, Bha68a, Boy87, Bra81, Dav64, Pur87]. **Gap**
[Haw68, Mei99, Mit04b, The79, FHI17, HL16b]. **Gap-Acceptance** [Haw68].
**Gapped** [Spo04]. **Gaps** [GH09, Ito80]. **GARCH**
[BPSS14, DN19, HC07, KLM04]. **GARCH-type** [DN19]. **Gas** [Ste86].
**Gases** [BMT10]. **Gated** [BY97]. **Gaussian**
[Adl78, Ano88h, AA23, ALOO5, Bal95, BD75, BNCPW09, BF78, BZ04,
BC01a, Ber70, Ber85, BL11, Bor21, Bre81, CW81, Cab91, Cal03, CD81,
Dav73, De 77, DM03, DIHK15, DJH15, Deh35, DJ00, DDS22b, Deo73, Dri75,
Dur85, Edd80, Em83, Epl83, FCP20, FI08, GA93, Gao04, GSV11, GL76,
Has76, HH07, HZ92, HM99, Hoo13, JP22, JY21, KA16, KP93, KY17c, LRM23,
LX18, LR24, M67, Mas77, MQ00, Mor73b, Mor86, NR22, Ors89, Oza86,
OL01, Ryc87, SWW21, Se91, SS76, THP12, Tan17, Tan79c, Wan77a, Wol75].
**Gaussiannity** [Pap71]. **Gem** [Zeit98]. **Gender** [FS16]. **Gene**
[Hey2a, JP99, Pol66, Man13a]. **Genealogical** [Don86, Mal74]. **Genealogy**
[Kin82, LML06, GH16]. **General**
[Ale01, All10, And87, AF88, Ano75g, Ano88h, Ano95e, AB86a, AJ00, ALL21,
Bad11, Bal79, BO09, Bel71, Bi73, Bi75, Bi76, Bi77a, BM94, Boo89, BC75,
Bro86, CP04, Che8a, CR94b, CT72, CP72, Cla99, Dal65, Dal81b, Dan82a,
DG93b, Don73, Don76b, Dow72a, Dow72b, Dun80, Dur85, Dur71b, Dur74,
Eii93, Fad83, FG87, Fin97, Fra99, Gal93, GJ72, GR98, GESK95, GLK101,
Gly89, GL84a, Gre77a, Gui94, GM94, Haj82, HZ78, Has64, HA96, HN76,
HB83a, Jag74a, JS00, Kap71, Kij89, KN01, Kry75, Kuu82, KZ84, KP07,
KZ09, Ky99, LDL95, Leh73, LS07, LT95, LB88, Lud73, MT95, ML86, Min78,
MW90b, Mi701, MJ787, Mor69, MR01, Nat75, Nat77, Olo96, Olo98, P02,
Pic82a, PZC07, PH86, Raj81, RR73, RC80, Sag99]. **General**
[Sch72, Sch92b, SS83a, SY98, She96, Sko00, Sri74, SZ91, Sta01, Ste93, SC73,
TL69, Tve79, WW06a, WP97, WZ18, War99, WF80, ZNF10, BIMR22,
CS20a, DM19, FS17, HK15, IR20, IRS23, LS19, LC16, LP18, LVZ19, MS20,
MB21, She13, VR14, WBS16, Yun17, ZZ16]. **Generalisation**
[Mej68, Ta96]. **Generalised** [Ano74h, Che92, Con74, CT95, FW91, GM73,
GG95, HM20, Nea80a, NMG00, Rob92, RM88, Rub64, DQL19].
**Generalization**
[Ano80e, Cun80, Dal71, Det94, Fei94, FS98, Kap77, KSS6c, Lan79a, MCK89,
MO71, OM72, RF88, Wil96, DDS20, EDSM15, Lin16, Pyc21, Ta96].
**Generalizations** [Ber77c, BLLL08b, CF11a, CM23, Miy95, Reh77].
**Generalized**
[AL00, Ano73f, AG07, BFL05, Bar82a, Bha91, Bi81, BK00, BDM212, CW97,
Cha01, Cha03, Che96, Con75, CG00b, DIKM10, DZ03, DFS01, DM10a,
DIMZ13, Don76a, Dos79, DG06a, Emb83, Fan12, FKK91, FL20, GWM079,
GS06, GP04b, Gut10, HD71, Han92, Her94, Her99, HMPS06, HK90, Hu16,
Ito89, JK76, Kap75b, Kel12, KSC13, Le05, LZ94, Li09, LT71, LT72, Mar00,
MO67, MM32, NS22, OS70, OS07, PW81, Rat70, Ren82, Sav03, SA73,
Smy11, Spe94, Tal80, VOZ95, VK10, Woo83b, XT11, XS03, Zac04, ASB21,
ABS15, ABSGS16, BSC18, CK13, FHZ15, FZ17, GXY18, HLVM22, KM23, KS20, LGC16, MN13, PL17, RWZ13, Sei16, TTI22. **Generalizing** [KM03].

**Generally** [CT95]. **Generated** [BL03, Cra11, Deh85, EE88, Ery10, Gra72, Ito80, IMT00, Nue10, Smi73, Ste03, Wei75c, FGH+21].

**Generating** [BF08, Bra75, BCIM01, Bro66, DN80b, DM67, DM68, DT96, Dia73, FC02, Gan82, GZ94, HS78, HL71, HW79, IA07, Kap72, LHN86, Li04, Miy90, PP71, ZL10, But19, GM18, Lei23]. **Generation** [ANO04g, BG87a, Can73, Fei93, Fei66, Hol68, Kar68a, Kar68b, Mar69, MSS09, Pol68, Ste04, Suz10, Wat64, WK65].

**Generation-Dependent** [BG87a, Fea76]. **Generations** [Sam71, BIMR22, IRS23]. **Generator** [Phe96a]. **Generators** [BP99b, JK71, Law92]. **Generic** [CM02, BBvMP23, Lehi14]. **Genesis** [BS81].

**Genetic** [Ano78e, Ano04g, Ant78a, AM78, Can73, Can74, CW69, Dai81, Dia73, Fei93, Fei66, Hol68, Kar68a, Kar68b, Mar69, MSS09, Pol68, Ste04, Suz10, Wat64, WK65]. **Genetics** [Aas76, CS85b, Don86, Eth79, Ewe64, Ewe82, FW07, Hol66, Hol79a, Hop86b, Jen74, Kel76, Kim64, Les10, LI68, PW07a, MN16].

**genomics** [FGH+21, Mar16a]. **Genotypes** [CW69]. **Geo** [KMRV00]. **Geo-Stable** [KMRV00]. **geodesic** [AB18]. **Geographical** [Bon02, Rad73b, SC81].

**geographically** [AM18]. **Geom** [CG96]. **Geometric** [Aas87, Arn80, BL01, Ber77b, BO90, Cal74, CG90, CCFR00, Dal74, Dal87, Dal10, Dav83, Del78, Fin10, FMRR03, Fra00, FB88, GL67, GMD03, GM05, GP98a, GL05, HL13a, Hor93, HS93, HLS93, KN75, Kle84, KS02b, Kol00, KM92, LS87, Led97, Lec11a, LS02a, LL90, Lun97, MSS09, Mil79, Mor73a, Neu80, Pek96, Ris95, RT01, SS80, Sre83, Sre86, Teu72, Wil02, WC04, WIT93, WOO82, Yuk06, Zij83, CLH+23, Dal16b, ET21, KK18, LLL20, Met13, Owa23].

**Geometric-Type** [Fin10]. **Geometric/Probabilistic** [Dav83].

**Geometrical** [Ano66d, ALO05, Hor65, Mor66a, Sch80b, Sie78b, Swi76].

**geometrically** [FHL13]. **Geometry** [Pha93].

**Geophysics** [RMV97]. **George** [DVJ08]. **Gerber** [BPPR16, BP17].

**gerrymandering** [AM18]. **Geske** [FS98]. **Geske-Formula** [FS98]. **Geyser** [Boo79, Ste81].

**GI** [Abr01b, Bau97, DS94a, DGM04, Miy86, Miy90, Riz99b, Sim97, Sim00, SDH94, ZZ04, ZAPF06, Abr01a, Ano84e, ALRW99, BS76, BKNZ91, CG96, CY90, CK00c, DN80a, Dal65, De 85c, Dos85, Dnv84, Fin69, Gha89, Gha90, GW05, GU92, HL76, He03, Hea65, Hey64, Hoo70, HL04, Jin88, JW90, KS86b, Ken72b, Kyp72a, LT00, Lem74, LO95, LKT90, LS96, LT71, LT73, Lou78, MH76a, Min79, Miy90, NG95, Nar68, Neu81, Pak70, Pak73c, Ram84, RL88, Ros87a, Ros70b, Ros74, Sim97, Sim98, SP92, SZ93, Sze86, Tan79a, VD69, Whi72a, Whi72b, Whi80b, WC69, vHS86].

**GI/D/1** [Dav84]. **GI/E** [Fin69, SP92]. **GI/G/1** [ALRW99, Nar68].

**GI/G/1** [BS76, BKNZ91, CY90, Dal65, Dos85, GU92, HL76, Hey64, Hoo70, KS86b, Lem74, LO95, LT71, Lou78, MH76a, Min79, NG95, Pak73c, Ros87a, Ros74, SZ93, Tan79a, VD69, Whi72a]. **GI/G/c** [Gha89, Gha90, GW05, vHS86]. **GI/G/I** [Sze86]. **GI/G/K** [Jin88, JW90, Ros70b]. **GI/G/s** [Ano84e, Ken72b, Whi72b, Whi80a].
GI/Geom/1/N [CG96]. GI/H [De 85c]. GI/M [Miy90]. GI/M/1 [DN80a, Heo3, Heo65, Kyp72a, LT00, Ram84, SP92, YC01]. GI/M/1-Type [Heo3, LT00]. GI/M/1/K [CK00c]. GI/M/1/n [Abr01a, Sim97]. GI/M/c [Sim98]. GI/M/c/n [HL04]. GI/M/S [LT73]. GI/PH/1 [Neu81, RL88]. Giant [AFP22, BGJ12, BT12a, Ber13a, KLP120, Pen16]. Gibbs [BN17, BHTLV20, DV20, HJL21, HZ22b, KKP10, WD99]. Gibbsian [GK12, Mas86a]. Gifts [Gal71a]. Gilbert [VE98]. Gillis [CR92, GP05]. Gillis-Domb-Fisher [CR92]. Gini [AES17, BM17]. Ginibre [DFV15]. Goedels [Gal71a]. Goovy [WD99]. Given [Ano85f, BT82, Blo82, Bor94, CG97b, CG05, GPZ05, Miz06, Pol83, SK86, BM20]. Glaser [BLS12]. Global [AIGR06, Bes72, Loc96]. Globally [Dip98]. Gnedenko [Kal96]. Goettge [Gre78]. Goovaerts [ABSKT19, Rob14]. Gordin [IN86]. Girsanov [Phe96b]. Gittins [FH07]. Glues [CR92]. GMD03, GMM05, GMM06, Gre81, Gre76c, Gri75b, HP98a, HS71, HS74b, Hit88, JSS00, KRT70, Kel90, Ker86, Kle83a, Kle84, Klein, LH81, Len81, LPP12, LS11, Mac80, MSZ04, Mon67, Nie85, Pra80, QR90, Qui91, QL99, Ren74, Ren77, Tok08, Tra81, Tzi11, Wau72, Wau74a, Wau74b, ZVV10, BBN14, GOs19, Wat23, YW21]. Growth-Catastrophe [Nie85]. Growth-Collapse [Keo9, LS11]. growth-fragmentation [Wat23]. Growth-Rate [Bro72]. GSMP [MY88]. Guessers [Pit80]. Guesses [H282]. Guessing [HZ82]. Guided [HZ82, KS23a]. Gumbel [Ano90f, Joh24, Roy89].

**H** [Bin92, Cri18, De 85c]. **H-SII** [Cri18]. **H**. [Hört05, Tan79b, Tan80a, TP79]. Hájek [Ano71e, Hey68a]. Half [Bin05, Bre75, Mul68a]. Half-Century [Bin05]. Half-Space [Mul68a]. Halfin [LY20]. Hall [BN17]. Hamilton
[Che03b]. **Hamilton-Type** [Che03b]. **Hamiltonicity** [ELNT11].
**Hamiltonicity-Trace** [ELNT11]. **Hammersley** [OW79]. **Hamming** [IS86].
**Handling** [CW96]. **Hankel** [Sch80a]. **Hannan** [Ano86p, Ano94f]. **Hanski**
[MP14]. **Haploid** [CD85]. **Haplotype** [Fea03]. **Hard**
[War99]. **Harris**
[Ang11, AP86, GMSB10, Hon13, Kuc82, MY85, Mur80, PK74, TW75].
**Hartman** [OW79]. **Harvesting** [Gre84]. **Hashing** [BP97]. **Haskey**
[Kry72]. **Hastings** [BLSW10, CD92, Duf96, LM08, Lin94, PH82, Raa80, ZW17].
**Hawkes**
[BM01b, BNT02, FLM15, KSBM18, LR23, LP23, Zhu13, Zhu14]. **Hazard**
[Bad11, BL01, BMO1a, BEN94, FH95, Kij98, KK18, KL89b, LO5, Mac81, NS06, SS88a, BMR19, Bro15, Leh21, LWM20].
**Hazards** [AES17]. **Head**
[Sch75a]. **Head-of-the-Line** [Sch75a]. **Heaps** [Don91]. **Hearing** [Sud85].
**Heat** [Orr87b]. **Heavy** [AT96, AK97, BLO1, CT04, Che03a, DMS08, DT11, GT06, GN06, GMS96, HGR90, HT12, Har73b, Har73c, HS10, JTW+13, Jin88, JW90, KM97, Köl74, Köl79, Kro97, KUL06, Kyp72b, LS08a, LPS06, LF08, LS09a, Lou73, McC97, O’B80, OV03, Ott79, PS99, PW96, Res04, SW11, SZ93, Tan07, TV04, Tur00, WW06b, Whi72a, ZG04, AB19, ACVZ20, BvdHL17, DPW21, GH14, HLVM22, KS21, Leh17, Zha22].
**Heavy-Tail** [Res04]. **Heavy-Tailed** [CT04, Che03a, DMS08, DT11, GN06, GMS96, HGR90, HT12, Har73b, Har73c, HS10, JTW+13, Jin88, JW90, KM97, Köl74, Köl79, Kro97, KUL06, Kyp72b, LS08a, LPS06, LF08, LS09a, Lou73, McC97, O’B80, OV03, Ott79, PS99, PW96, Res04, SW11, SZ93, Tan07, TV04, Tur00, WW06b, Whi72a, ZG04, AB19, ACVZ20, BvdHL17, DPW21, GH14, HLVM22, KS21, Leh17, Zha22].
**Hedging** [Cai11, KPT99, SS07, DHKR19, Tar15].
**Height**
[BD94a, FS92, Grüt85, Her85, PS09]. **Heights** [Don80a, Tak92a, Ber13a].
**Heine** [Kem92]. **Her** [Van06]. **Heritability** [Wil82d]. **Hermite**
[Bai20, IS83, Mar13]. **Hessenberg** [DKK08]. **Heston**
[AKK20, JS20, dRdC18]. **Heterogeneity** [AB98, Hou91, Ton97, Cha13].
**Heterogeneous**
[CM82, CF11b, CP92, Con94, FAL94, Fal96, Fin04, GST00, GT05, GT08, KAR11, LN07, LM88, LD10, NE81, NE82, NSB11, PS86b, Rig96, Rig99a, Ros12, Sob90, XMKW90, XB11, Yu74, DF913, EGL17, HR15, KA22, Ros14a].
**Heterogeneous-Server** [Yu74].
**Heteroskedastic** [Lin99, Liu04].
**Heterozygotes** [Hol76]. **Heuristic** [LA01, Pol82]. **Heuristics**
[GBW92, PP98, Top86]. **Heyde**
[Ano04f, GS08, Ano04m, MU11, Nas08, Tom71, Won11]. **Hidden**
[Her99, KN01, MLB05, Rui08, ST01, HXX18, HK19, HJL14, Szy19a].
**Hide** [Sub81]. **Hide-Search** [Sub81]. **Hierarchical**
[Arn75, BN94, Car99, Pol67].
**Hierarchically** [SF83]. **Hierarchies** [He73]. **High**
[And84a, Coh89a, DE11, Fer93, Has76, Pap71, Ren88, RV00, Ser80, Sta82, WC95, BO18, CH13, FW16, HS14, KR18].
**High-Dimensional**
[Sta82, FW16, HS14, KR18]. **High-Intensity** [And84a]. **High-Level** [Ser80].
**High-Order** [Ren88]. **High-Quantile** [DE11]. **High-Speed** [RV00].
**Higher**
Higher-Dimensional \([BD88b]\). Higher-Order \([BD88b]\). Highly \([ML67, Tuf99]\). Highway \([Gav69, New66, Rén64]\). Hilbert \([BKNZ91]\). Hilbertian \([Gui02]\). Hill \([Lo86, RS95a]\). Histograms \([Ken93]\). History \([Saw77]\). Hit \([Fel91, BRSC22, RU18]\). hit-and-run \([BRSC22, RU18]\). Hitchcock \([GH92, Gan04b]\). Hits \([Rud76b]\). Hitting \([Ath88, Ber99, BB80, DGM08, DS93, ER88, ER89, ESE84, KS01b, Lac05, Lad05, Le97, LS11, Mei99, MT02, RS99, Met13]\). HIV \([Ber94]\). HNBUE \([BB84, BK86a]\). Hoare \([Grü98]\). Hog \([Sri91]\). Hold \([YYZ09]\): holds \([ABSKT19]\). Home \([DR94b]\). Homing \([Kuh85]\). Homogeneous \([Ano86a, DN04, Gra85, Wei75c, ZJ04]\). Homozygosity \([Kar68b]\). Honest \([Har90b, SD88]\). hop \([Hir16, Pri19]\). Hope \([LM08]\). Hopf \([Ano64c, FCvS15, FG12, Kei64a, Ken94, KMG19, Kuz10]\). Hopfield \([Bov99]\). Hoppe \([HI20, Hol08b, LN13]\). Hori \([Wei80b]\). Horizon \([BL11, Eks04, Emm72, IK06, PLC03, RR12, Zhe91, BDL19, Mar16b]\). Horse \([Hen81]\). Horton \([Yam17]\). Hospital \([SV71]\). Host \([Rad73b, Rad76b, FL20]\). Host-Vector \([Rad73b, Rad76b]\). hosts \([BB14]\). Hot \([Ly188]\). Hotelling \([Dav82b]\). Hour \([New68b]\). Hourglass \([CT00]\). House \([Che76a, CCHY08, MS02]\). House-Selling \([MS02]\). Household \([Nea05, Nea16]\). Hull \([AFGP91, BdH87, CH91, Dwy88, Eds80, Mas95, Van89b]\). Hulls \([Bl2a, JR82b, Rog78]\). Human \([Ben82]\). Hunting \([Aba79]\). Hurst \([BGW83, OA12]\). Hybrid \([DKK08, FMRR03, DSZ13]\). Hydrodynamic \([FN11]\). Hydrology \([Kar76c]\). hyper \([Con13, SMB22]\). hyper-complete \([Con13]\). hyper-recursive \([SBM22]\). Hyperbolic \([SY72]\). Hypercube \([CJ08b]\). hyperfluctuating \([KL22]\). Hypergeometric \([Che76b, VSW09, Cri16, KP21]\). hypergraphs \([BCKK17, Spi22]\). Hyperplane \([CO85, Sch19]\). Hyperplanes \([Lan11, Mat74]\). Hyperplans \([Mat74]\). Hypotheses \([GGS75, Hos86]\). Hypothesis \([Pri00]\).
[DS98, FY83, LO95, FS17, HR15]. Idle-Period [LO95]. If [CNS99]. IFR [BK02, BLSW10, FR01, Sav85]. IFRA [CDD91]. Ignatov [ETV88].

Image [Dek96, Win90]. Imbedded [Bac91, Jen66, KS80a]. Imbedding [BPS80]. Immediate [BBMB08]. Immigration [Abr94, Ano75g, APS74, BRS75, CY84, Coh77b, DD68, Dur74, Eco04, Gre76c, HS72, HS74b, HL99, Hon02, Hop82, Iva80, IS85, Kap74, Kap75a, KP83, Kyr99, Lai77, Lio66, MW10, MY84, MY85, Olo96, Pak71, PK74, Pak76, Pru85, Qui70, Rad72a, Rad73a, Rah98, Rey70, ST83, Wei72, Wei74, Yen72, Zha04, Zha05, D120, DLV20, HL16a, HMY17, RW21, Rah17]. Immigration-Branching [Lai77]. Immunity [MD96]. Immunization [Tzi11]. Impact [And79, DS08a, FG87, JTW*13]. Impatience [BPSZ10, Dal65, Moy10]. Imperfect [BP96b, GM20]. Improving [BR85, GR12, Sch05]. Impulse [Cos93, Gag17]. IMRL [AA06]. in-degree [SRT*16]. in-degrees [HJ13a]. Inaccessible [Mor71b]. Inaccuracy [Ano73f, AS75, SA73]. Inactivity [GAB12, Zha10, Gup13, PB14]. Inanimate [Ano74f, Mor74]. INAR [AAO90, IPV03]. Incidence [MP14]. Incidents [Gav69]. Including [Khn10, Hen18]. Indifference [Sud02]. Indifference-Exclusion [Sud02]. Income [Kee2, ZC14]. Incomplete [BE83, GM73, Moy65, Mos18, Tar15]. Incompressible [PS76b]. inconsistent [LHT17]. Incorporating [Cla05, Nea16]. Incorrect [Oga80]. increase [vdHKPS23]. Increasing [Bal95, BSW03, CV01, DM10a, DY97, GS82, Git81, Gne99, KO99, Mak94, Mor78, PL17, Ros76b, RSZ05, SY86, Son96, Sys94, Wau74b, Yan75, CS23, GK22]. Increasing-Failure-Rate [RSZ05]. Increment [Ano06g, CA98, FS06, IPRI11, Ros72]. Increment-Vector [CA98]. Increments [Ano82g, BNCPW09, Ber85, Bin69, CF09, DLU09, F89, F91, GSV11, Gla92, JKP11, KS94b, KS86c, Pfe82a, RR75b, Ser72b, WW06b, AF14, DPW21]. Independence [Blo86, Gal72, LT00, MRR02, Sri86, B24, FPW19, Sei16]. Independent [AARJ10, And85, Ano75e, Ano75f, Ano80h, Ano91e, Baid11, BdHK93, Bas71, Bin69, BPT92, Bor04, BR77b, BP00, BL03, CF09, CP88, DN04, DLU09, Dri75, F198, GS99, IPRI11, Ish75, KK97, Lam91, LM89, LM99, Meh77b, NP91, Oak79,
Pfe82a, Pie07, Pol75, RR75b, RH81b, Ros72, Ros72b, SSSL10, Sha88, Slu77, SKK06, SR70a, TR65, VG92, VS90, Vas82b, Wei75c, Wei95, Win05, Wit06, XH11, ZLB08, ZJ04, AFP22, AI16, BS15a, Con22, FCP18, GN17, Independently [Cra74b, Leh21], Independently-Dispatched [Cra74b].

Independently [Cra74b, Leh21]. Independently-Dispatched [Cra74b].

Indeterminate [LS09c, Sto04]. Index [Ano89e, Ano13, Ano14, Ano15, Dal01a, FW91, FH11, Fer06, GG95, HM97, OA12, Pau01, Seg06, Smi92, TO92, Tur06, VPT92, WW90, WC95, BM17]. Indexed [TW99, GZ16]. Indication [Kha68]. Indicator [CH97, Eng93].

Indices [FH07, FH13]. Indifference [Kli14]. Indirect [BPT89, Bol01, Cla05]. Individual [CI72, MP12, KS18]. Individually [KW85]. Individuals [BFM08, Cer88, DDM98, GS76, Jag90, Mer80, Sag20]. Induced [Im01, Li00a, MR01, Mye81, Nag82b, BKK19]. Inducing [Par01]. Inductive [Bas10], negro [KP22], negro-differential [KP22].

Inequalities [Abr01a, Agn72, Agn75, Ano67e, ASC00, Bro79, CS00, CZ99, DF81b, FP97, Fra00, GL94, Gol74, Gol75, GP98a, Gri98, HS66, HR87, HL05, Huf87, JR16, KS80b, MSCZ78, MS85, Mor96, O’B75, Pek99, PC85, SP80, Sch96, Sch95, Spe94, Sun92, Tur72, VK85, Van96, Wal81, Wit96, XL98, XH11, KW14, KL17, LR24]. Inequality [Ano71e, Dek96, Durr08a, FF09, Fin88, Hey78a, Kal91b, KK97, Lee11a, Nis75, Pek06, Tom71, Tol85, Wib96, YI99, dSS04, AA23, Gol23, KLP19, Rog23, Zhou15]. Infection [AB98, Ber94, Boo89, CM82, Cla99, Cla05, DD04, FS80a, GM91, GM91, Ren81, Sap87, Sud01, ZG88].

Infections [Kes08]. Infectious [FG99, Sta01]. Infective [BC95b]. Infectives [AB98, Dow72a, Dow72b]. Infectivities [Finn]. Infer [DS92].

Inference [Ano82i, BH75b, BS99, CH13, EG02, Fin64, HT71, IPV03, Pic76, Pic79, Pic82a, Pru85, Toy97, Wan93, Wib92a, BKM19, KJS15, Rah17].

Infimum [Zho07]. Infinite [AS04, AP94, And87, Ano79f, Ano06e, Avn79, BR77a, BS79a, BM97, BM89b, Ber11, BL11, BS99, BR93, Che01, Coh71, CP78, CS80, Con71, Dal82, Der70, Dar89, Dav78, DO12, DP12a, Dsh89, Ell66, FW07, GS87, Gre77b, Gi81, GSt9, Had69, Ham82, HK77, HL81a, He91, Hey95, HS77, HB02, Iko06, Iks04, JZG11, JW11, Joy94, KG68, Kha77, KO05, KSBM18, Leh71, Llo71, MS04a, MY01, Mol86, NC72, OL65, Pak04, Pak07, PL81, PG79, RN80, SC77, Sen73b, Sg96, Sha66, SS96, TP74, Zhe91, AB15, AR15, BN17, BJT20, BvdHK17, BS15d, BDL19, BCDIP17, CGR08, CHR15, CR17, CV20, EOV20, Gab16a, MK15, MK17, SDH16, Tho16, Zho23].

Infinite- [AS04], infinite-allele [MK15, MK17]. Infinite-Alleles [Avn79], infinite-bin [CR17]. Infinite-Dimensional [Dar89, FW07, Zho23].

Infinite-Horizon [IK06, Zhe91]. infinite-order [BN17]. Infinite-Server [BM89b, BS93, HL81a, PL81, RN80, KSBM18]. Infinite-Sites [Gri81].

Ininitely [Ano77g, Ano87h, DKO84, Eth92a, Joe96, Lan86a, Mil67, Niel77, Pha79, Sch91b, SM97, VT11, Wat76, RNJ16, RNJ17, SRN21, Zhou15].

Ininitely-Many [Ano77g, Wat76]. infinitely-many-alleles [Zho15].

Ininitely-Many-Neutral-Alleles [Eth92a]. Inifinestimal [BP99b, Twe73]. Infinity [CK00c, SVJ66, Sim97, HZ22a, LP21, MSV14, SF17, Sag23].
Inflation [CSZ04, CSYZ05]. Inflow [Ben70]. Inflow-Stock-Outflow [Ben70]. Inflows [KM01, Llo71]. Influence [Phi01, Pur75b]. Information [Alp07, Ano64f, Ano65h, Ano67i, Ano68h, Ano69g, Ano70i, Ano71j, Ano72l, Ano73f, Ano73m, Ano74m, Ano75i, Ano76i, Ano77l, Ano78m, Ano79k, Ano80j, Ano81k, Ano82p, Ano83k, Ano84j, Ano85l, Ano86q, Ano87n, Ano88o, Ano89k, Ano90n, Ano91n, Ano92m, Ano93m, Ano94n, Ano94o, Ano95j, Ano96i, Ano97l, Ano98k, Ano99j, Ano00k, Ano01l, Ano01m, Ano02j, Ano03i, Ano04n, Ano05j, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano07j, Ano07k, Ano08i, Ano08j, AEHS05, Aut75, Bal75, BEN98c, BS79b, BF93, DVJ04, Daw73, Daw74, DS75, Fin64, Gne96, GM07, Hai81, Hol79a, Jol24, Kab81, KN80, KD78, Kot66, KA03, MT06, MK73, MWCY01, Mon82, Nat90, Net74a, Sch75b, Sch76, SA73, SAG73, Tam86, Tam99, Ton75, BNW13, EG15, EV16, VI14]. Information-Based [Nat90]. Information-theoretic [Joh24]. Information-theoretically [VI14]. informed [Tar15]. Ingersoll [Zhu14]. Inheritance [BCS23, CH84a, HB83a]. inhomogeneity [Sha23]. Inhomogeneous [AB19, BGJ12, GJQ06, Hou12, Meh77b, MO70, Min78, Pen18, NNY20]. Initial [BN06, BLS03, CRG08, Dio74, Rad73b, Sco82, BCK16, GW17, Mar16a, SK23]. injection [NPYY18]. Injections [ES11]. Innovation [OIO1, CDOR16]. Innovations [ZG04]. Input [AH00, Att87, BBK08, Bha86, Blo91, BC75, BPS80, Ch94, DN99, DS04, DYY01, FH10, GAS03, Has82a, Has64, Has65, Hum86, Ish04, KP89, KK96b, KW92, KS02a, KM93, Lan86b, LA98, Leh72, Leh73, Lem81, Lem89, Lun94, Lun96, MS99, Meh77b, Min78, Mor69, Nat77, Neu66, O591, Pea65, Pha79, Pur75a, Sah71a, Sch75a, Sha88, Sri74, Vas82b, Wal91, YH87, vD89, DSZ13, HJ14, KB13, KSBM18]. Input-Output [Ch94]. Inputs [BKL03, BW89, CP72, Coh75, DM03, Her72, Her74, Kel00, Ken78, KG68, Kha70, Kha77, Leh71, LBL05, Miy77, OL65, Ott84a, Pak73b, PP77, Pha69, PM73, TP74, TP76, Wil97, Wu68]. Insensitive [HR88b, Van89a]. Insensitivity [Br600, BLM84, Fak90, FS92, Hav91, Hen83a, HT89, Wli85c, Zac07]. Insider [HO07]. Insight [Hai03]. Inspected [CX01, KFM06, KKY02, BM23]. Inspection [BBC01, Die99, OKM86, Par94, Qiu91, Yeh95, Yeh03, Zuc80b, Zuc89]. Inspection-Repair-Replacement [Yeh95, Yeh03]. Inspired [P0909]. Instabilities [Jag92]. Instantaneous [CL03, GPZ05, Qu91]. Instants [LR80]. Insurance [ARZ08, BAI01, BBMB08, Che11, KMB97, KK66, KFO7, KZ09, Ven79, Wi966, ZLW06, BP1R16, LPS17]. insurer [L23]. insurers [ZC14]. Integer [AA090, Gue97, IK06, Ruz10, Ver69]. Integer-Valued [AA090, IK06, Ruz10]. Integers [AT70, Det96, Hai82, Neu94b, Rut99, PP14, Sim21]. Integrability [HK95]. integrable [AB15, KOH23]. Integral [BBP03, CLS09, Coh67b, CCFR00, Dal89a, Del85, Gil68, JRR95, JP09, JM86, Mi179, Mol96, PT71, Pur73, Pur71, Rap08, RSS84, Rie80, SW88, Tok08, TH72, Wi20, BFK16, Lac93, LP18].
Integral-Equation [CLS09]. intégrale [Lac93]. Integrals
[Ben98b, BRPS82, HZ92, ML67, Ors87a, Pak10, PS02b, RW64, Ros76a,
Tan80b, AR15, Jan21, NR22, Sim19]. Integrated [AC94b, Dav01, DO97,
EY11, HHT0, Kli88, McN82, Sly07, Zac04, Lef24, Met13]. Integrating
[BM09]. Integration [Mat04, Pri90, PW07b, HS14, PS19]. Intelligence
[Rob90]. Intensities [DM75, Gra72, SI83, YA88]. Intensity [And84a,
BCIM01, CF11b, Dal82, DJ05, Fei94, Gra71, Gra72, Gra83, JI88, Kab12,
LS91, Miy85, Miy01, OK86, Pla04, Pra70, Ros87a, Sch96, dSS04, PLRB23].
Intensity-Based [Pla04]. Inter
[Ano72e, Dig76, Gil76, Sho72a, Sho73, SH70a, Yan75]. Inter-Arrival [Gil76].
Inter-Plant [Dig76]. Inter-Record [Ano72e, Sho72a, Sho73, SH70a, Yan75].
Interacting [Bec70, Fen97, GLS00, IMS98, KS23b, Tor02, BCN24, CLCZ14,
DLM14, JXL22, Men23, MZ20, Sah16]. Interaction
[Bas71, Cer88, CG00a, CC01, CG69, Hol68, Law70a, Law70b, Law71a,
Law71b, Law79, Rad72c, Sch19, SR70a, TR65, BDT22, BN17, DV20]. Interactions
[BFS09, CG90, Ver98, BW23, HZ22b, KP23]. Interannual
[ZR01]. Interarrival
[HB02, KS93a, Lat81a, O'B75, YC82, HL13a]. Interface
[Col81, MC70, MC71]. Interchange [NTW89]. Interchangeability
[KM90, Web79]. Interchangeable [OS91].
Interconnected [Pur68, Ren73]. Interest
[CAI02, ES11, FS98, GCS07,
HH07, KNT10, Mur02, Sch98, Tan05, ZY08, HJ13b]. Interesting
[Hen72, Hen73a, Let74, Neu94b]. Interfaces
[CW93, CH22]. interchange
[SP17]. Interference
[DFM*06, KJ81, VI14]. Interior
[CH90, Mas95, Van89b]. Intermediate
[KR92, Neu68b, BIMR22, CCFM17, IK18]. Intermittent
[ISH74, Nád71]. Internal
[Guo02, MM03a, dL23]. Interparticle
[LM90]. Interpenetrating
[Mor73c]. Interpoint
[KS83b]. interpolating
[HS14]. Interpolation
[Pou92, FHZ15]. Interpolator
[Bha90, Kab81]. Interpretation
[Hal83a, HKO94, Jas15, KY17c]. Interrenewal
[Yu11]. Interruptions
[HT89, Ish04, Sah71b]. Intersecting
[Mas86a, Bai20]. Intersection
[Gat84a, JK81, Kwe75, Lep72, Rei67, RS10, Str75b, Weg76, YW64, MO23].
Intersections
[Cow78, Gat82b, Mor66b, RS22, WG93]. Intershock
[And87]. Intersite
[Ste83]. Intertimes
[OT15]. Interval
[Ada75, Ave09, BV11, Doh70, GHK04, IM03, Llo89, Man83, MW96, Mill92,
MP93, Qui91, Rhe98, Wi92, BGM15, KS13, LW19]. Intervals
[BBC01, Dal82, GL67, GRD-700, Lai78, Lam68, Law71a, Law71b, PSS80,
Ros81b, Tam70, BS15c, JP22]. interruption
[SL21]. Intrinsim
[IM10, Mar00]. Intuitive
[Hai03, NGM00]. Invariance
[AS89, AT79, Bru91, Bro69a, CVW84, Cse79, Gue81, HIR03, Mas95,
Miy82, LSWX20, PU16]. Invariant
[All97, And03, BK12b, Ben68, BPS80, CC96, CD05, ES87, FMS99, GPZ05,
Kal91a, KLO3a, Led97, Lop14, Neu80, Pol94, RS94, Sen71, Suen79, Toy97, Twe88, Twe98, Web07, Let94, Neu23].
Invariant-Sum
[All97]. invariants
[Let94]. Invariants
[BS98, IMS98]. Invasion
[DF81a, Kel77, Sud76]. Inventory
[Agn75, AB86b, Bat66, Boy69, Boy70, De 85a, Dos81, Fel78, GHL71, HNG93, Ram81, Sah83, Zhe91, BPS23, OT16, YCW15]. Inverse
[Amb65, ARM98, BKT98, Bha90, CR72, DC10, DGM08, Emb83, FSW12, KR86, Lag05, Lef97, Pit77, RM76, Ski68, Kli14, KK24]. Inverses
[GG74, Yan88a, KM23]. Inversion [Har90c]. Inversions [CCC03, Ros08].
Inverting [Wak88]. Inverts [Lit92b]. Investigations [CGR08, Cse91].
Investing [DR14]. Investment
[DGK00, DC77, DZ00, ET83, RR12, Zuc80a, CCFM17]. Investments
[HT12, NS05, KP22]. investors [Tar15]. Involving
[BK86a, Don93, Grt72, LK01, Moh72, Mon67, Pet81, RE01, Yas83]. Ion
[BMY93, BMY02]. Irreducibility [Twe88]. Irreducible
[AML84, Bas70, Rab06]. Irregular [CS80]. Ising
[How00b, Pic76, Pic79, Pic82a]. Islands [Spo04]. Isolated [Pic82b, Pen18].
Isolation [Aba73, BOP97, Ols78, SF83, Sud77, Wil77, Ber23]. Isomorphism
[BF09]. Isotropic [CM98, Rub79, FPKM22]. issue
[Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano19b, Ano19a, Ano19d, Ano19c, Ano19f, Ano19e, Ano19h, Ano19g, Ano20b, Ano20a, Ano20d, Ano20c, Ano20f, Ano20e, Ano21b, Ano21a, Ano21d, Ano21c, Ano21f, Ano21e, Ano21h, Ano21g, Ano22c, Ano22b, Ano22e, Ano22d, Ano22g, Ano22f, Ano22i, Ano22h].
Issuing [BS73, EE76]. Itô [BHPZ06, IS83, Ken92, Rap08, TR89]. Item
[Bha69, LA01]. Items [MN82, Tan78]. Iterated [Deo73, Gk96, HI03, Hey86b, Hey73, Hey77, JT01, Jia12, KM04, Par75, Pia09, Sen81, SH70a, WW00, WS04, BIMR22, HL23, IK16, IRS23, Kan23, MC18]. Iteration
[CCFG96, CCF05, Las94a]. Iterative [LL90, TG99]. Iversen [GNN86].
Jump-Diffusion \cite{Gap07, ST12, Jia15}.
Jump-telegraph \cite{DM18}.

Jumps \cite{AR01b, BD12, Bre08, Bre10, CJ08a, Cov09, DWW11, Fra07, GHK04, Hor04, JKM12, KS01b, LM08, LR12, MT02, Par85, Pla04, Zho04, DMZ13, HL16a, KMG19, OT15, SW20, ZW17, Zhu14}.

Jumpwise \cite{LBL05}.
Jumpy \cite{CM24}.

Kac \cite{Ara94, CGR08, Jas15, Lou84}.
Kac-Type \cite{Ara94}.
Kalikow \cite{PLRB23}.
Kalman \cite{AB15, DJ05}.
Karlin \cite{Khm11}.
Kato \cite{RD80}.
Katona \cite{DD15}.
Katz \cite{Olk77}.

Keeping \cite{Jac99}.
Keilson \cite{GR05}.
Kelly \cite{Eth04}.
Kemeny \cite{KJS15, Yao96}.
Kent \cite{CSO80}.
Kernel \cite{Eli09, KS23a}.

Kernels \cite{Sch11, Sag20}.
Kesten \cite{BB80, HWX18}.
Kesten-Spitzer \cite{BB80}.

Kiefer \cite{KW14}.
Kiefer-Wolfowitz-type \cite{KW14}.

Killed \cite{KK24, Mar21, Vid19}.
Killed-resurrected \cite{Mar21}.

Killing \cite{KT82, Wen86, Wen90, vDZ05, HY21}.

Kimura \cite{EH95}.

Kola \cite{AW21}.

Klaus \cite{Sto99}.

Klimov \cite{Cha93}.

Knight \cite{BPS12}.

Known \cite{BF08, Bru05, Saw77}.

Kolmogorov \cite{CHL04, BH73, CSO80, DVJ08, HB75, Pit90}.

Kolmogorov-Type \cite{Pyk94}.

Kroese \cite{GR12}.
Kroese-Type \cite{GR12}.

Kronecker \cite{DD15}.

Kronecker-Based \cite{DD15}.

Kronskal \cite{DD15}.

Kth \cite{Dzi84, Dzi86, Hen86c}.

Kumar \cite{NMG00}.

L \cite{H¨or05, HL05}.
L-Like \cite{HL05}.

Labels \cite{NA04}.

Language \cite{Bra70, Dob70}.

Laplace \cite{AKP91, CT90, GG14, HTV92, Har90c, HL05, Keb97, Kim16, Kle83b, KLY16, Met13, Ros08, ST16, Sen95, SW97b, Ta96, Wil99, ZW17}.

Large \cite{Abr07, AMW88, BC95b, Bon02, Bre69, Bre79, BNS90, BN15, Cal03, CCN10, De 94, Du96, DM05b, DS08b, DMT11, DT11, DNW07, FG08, FLP99, FP03, FS17, FWL03, GY08, Gold76, Hais90, Heu87, Hey75, HS10, JLN10, Jon04, Kin82, KLP22, KM97, leh17, LN23, LM99, Mac01, MS06, MS99, NTY03, NTaYY04, Nyr99, O’C97, O’C98, Pap96, PK17, PS80, Pen96b, PPW67, Red03, RRS05, SYY21, SW87, SB17, Suz10, UY23, Van99, Ver98, WW07, Web07, YCG11, Zanco0, Zaj95, Zho04, Zha05, ADJ13, ACVZ20, AR13, Ber13a, BR18, CHO22, Chu18, GJP+21, JPS18, KLY16, MSWX20, Sall13, SX18, Tsu17, Tsu18, Zha22, Zhu23}.

large-claim \cite{ACVZ20}.

Large-deviation
Large-scale [FS17]. Large-Time [FF03, RRS05].

Largest [DH89, MZ93, ST86b, Ber13b, CMW16, KK18, LWM20, Zha21].

largest-order [LWM20]. Last [Ano86], Ban09, BP00, CS86, DS94a, Fak86, Fak87, FM97, FR10, HY02, Iva16, LYZ17]. Last-Come [FR10].

Last-Come-First-Served [Fak86, Fak87]. Last-Exit [DS94a]. Latent [RS69, Fox16]. Later [FC03, HH03]. Lattice [BMZ82, GR94, KSF79, Ma03b, Mar86, McD80, Mor73b, Mor73c, Mor79, Pic76, Pic77, Pic79, RH81b, RB98, Sha89a, Str75a, Sud04, VS09, Ver69, WG93, Wie84, Yat70, CdOR16, Ga`a20, JX13, KSS16, YW21].

Lattices [Ham88, Hor98, SKF79, Shi02, Str77, CP14]. Law [Aye07, BK12b, BD88b, BT76, Bre10, CG02, Che80a, CCN10, DS86a, Deo73, Duf96, FG08, FR10, GST00, Gne00, Gol77, Gol78b, Hey68b, Hey75, Hos06, JLN10, Jia12, CM85, McD79, McK89, Miy85, Par75, Pfe89, RS94, Set03, Shi12, Ste78, SH70a, Tor69, Ver98, Via94, WH75, YSS91, Yos84, ZZ09, BW21, BSDG20, BCDIP17, DDS22a, DS17, FF20, IK16, Pyc21, All97, JdlR04, Khm11]. Law-Invariant [BK12b]. Laws [Ano90h, BDM09, BG87b, BD88b, BT76, Bre10, CG02, Che80a, CCN10, DS86a, Deo73, Duf96, FG08, FR10, GST00, Gne00, Gol77, Gol78b, Hey68b, Hey75, Hos06, JLN10, Jia12, CM85, McD79, McK89, Miy85, Par75, Pfe89, RS94, Set03, Shi12, Ste78, SH70a, Tor69, Ver98, Via94, WH75, YSS91, Yos84, ZZ09, BW21, BSDG20, BCDIP17, DDS22a, DS17, FF20, IK16, Pyc21, All97, JdlR04, Khm11].


Lebesgue [KY17a]. Leffler [HJL21, JP93, Moh21]. Left [Gre76a, Kij93, LMS76, Pak73a, Pak78b]. Left-Continuous [Gre76a, LMS76, Pak73a, Pak78b]. Lemma [Bes72, Brus80, Mon99, RS66, SD76, Tas97, Wei80a]. Length [Ano93e, CP01, CT76, DS92, DS94a, Enn69, GR87, Gt82a, Gat87, Ha89, HT78, Jin88, JW90, KS85, LMW98, Man77, MN79, Miy86, Miy92, MP04, MS92, Nag93, Nat74, P909, Vax81, Wk91, Wi88c, BR18, FH71, HK19].

Lengths [CK00, Co81, GR89, Hea93, Hol80b, KST99, KN05, L00a, LS86, Lit79, MW71, McK89, O`C98, Ros12, WCC03, BHH14]. Leo [Olk77]. 

Leonard [Sne95]. LEPT [CCPW92, CR94a]. Leslie [Men76]. Less [Ebr93]. Letter [AH19, Che82, CH84b, Fak89, GNN86, HS87a, Hor80, Koo04, Lai87, Mad76, Sha72a, Tod85, Wi88b, Wil77]. Letters [KCC82, RD99, TH71, Tan80a, Wei79]. Level [Adl76, BD12, Br79, Cli83, Coh99a, DO12, Eks03, FP05b, FP05a, Hon04, Kat02, LT00, Nyr94, Roc70c, RC80, Rus83, Ser80, Sha80, Sha79, SS97, BS13b, DR15, GS19, JF23].

Level-Crossing [FP05a, Kat02, Nyr94]. Level-Dependent [DO12, Eks03, BS13b, GS19, JF23]. Level-Phase [LT00]. Levels [Fer93, Has76, IC82, OL65, IK18, KL14, LL24]. Levy
[Kal93, KK06, ARZ08, AHL02, AS09, AB15, AR01b, Bau09, BV11, BPPR16, BS23, BBK08, BM09, BM23, Bra02, BDY07, BIM17, BL21, CC06, Cha17, CS20b, CPN18, CP11, DESM10, DSZ13, DS13, Doo72, DGM04, ESM08, FCvS15, FCKS16, Fin13, Fra07, Fro15, GS94, GM11, GS19, HT12, HK09, Iva07, JP18, KK06b, Ke92, KW92, Ke00, KBM06, KB06, KB20, KM23, KKS15, KLM04, KMG19, Kuz10, KP07, KZ09, KLP12, KO12, KP21, LM12, LP21, LM08, LYZ17, LVZ19, LS20, Lo39, MZ44, MPS15, NPYY18, Pat13, Ped02, Pis06, Rek23, RJ07, Ren14, Rog00, RNJ16, RNJ17, RNJ19, SRN21, Sur08, Tho75b, Vid19, Wan12, WZ18, YSL17, Zho04, Zho07, ZW17, KB13].

Lévy-based [RNJ19]. Lévy-driven [GS19, LS20, Rek23]. Lévy-type [KB13]. Lewis [DMR02, Tor69]. Lexical [Dob78]. Liberation [Dav84]. Libraries [Don91]. Library [Nel77]. Library-Type [Nel77]. Lie [Hou12]. Liées [Hua95]. Life [AH84, Ano92b, AG81, BB84, BS90, Bha91, BAA90, BS69a, BS69b, CW97, CW91, Che94, FP94, GESK95, GS92, GL84b, Jun94, KNS73, Kla02, Li00a, LK01, LQ02, Lin97, LS86, MP70, MO93, MR02, SD94, SS91, SAS04, LZ96, ZL10, BBH14, BLS15, KBM21, LSW19, PB14, Ros14b].

Life-Testing [GESK95]. Lifemonitored [Gås98]. Lifespan [Ben82]. Lifetimes [Ano90h, CG87, CT95, DL02, FGL00, KN05, KM03, KP78, Mei81, Mer80, Nat90, Raa80, BB18, DT15, FZL13]. Lifetimes [Ano90h, An02e, BOR01, Bur09, EE76, GST00, JN09, LM89, Mor78, NE07, NBS08, Pin80, Wei92a, WC04, BU14, BHB18, BM19, BB18, Gup13, HF19, KNS15, MR15, RNR18]. Lifo [Li96, CN86, SS87]. Lift [Kap81]. Light [Cow81, Ken72b, McN68, MO71, NG95, OM72, Sis70]. Like [BB12, H05, Tur72, BDIM18, GK18, Har73a, LS79, OC22]. Likelihood [ADLN82, ALS04, ARW94, BZ04, Bau81, BH75a, DS80, Hey94, Jen72, Joy94, LL77, MK73, Mul72, Mul73, Oga00, Oga01, Whi82a, Yao93].

Likelihood-Based [Oga01]. Limit [ALM06, Agn09, Anm83, AND87, AD97, AD98, Ano72e, Ano81e, AN78b, AK76, Avn79, BKP+22, Bal79, Bal99, Bar75a, BE87, Bas10, BKMS04, BT92, BK12b, Bem98a, Bem04, BCF09, BE08, BCR11, BG79a, Bin88, BP96b, Bra80, CM07, Che76a, Che81a, Che03a, Che06, CCHY08, CHO22, Che80b, CY84, CP88, Clis83, Coh89a, CS80, CFD90, Col76, CJS83, Cov09, CCH95, CH71, DL96, DH98, DY97, Don72, Dur71b, Dz84, Dz86, Eac75, Eac79, Ell66, Eth79, Eva78, FT90, FS07, FSW12, FP20, FNV11, Gal74, GH10, GZ16, Gei99, Gel77, Ger76, Gol78b, Gol05, GM96, Gre77a, GS06, Gut10, Hal78, Han90, Har73c, HL77, HL81b, HM14, Hen82, Hey67, Hey71, Hey77, HMS06, Hol78, Hol79b, HM95, HL99, Hoo83, Hoo70, Höl73, Hoo73]. Limit [HZ82, Ham83, Ham01, JCM98, Joh06, JW11, Kap78, KS06, Kim70b, KSS82, Kle85, KPT99, Kuc82, Kul06, KPS7, KUR71, Lax84, Lel05, LST19, Les73, Lof06, LPG08, Lih99, LPP12, LR95, ML85, ML86, MS94, Mat84, MN13, McL76, MP12, MS04a, Moh76, Mor73a, Mor79, MR11, Nak74, Nyr94, O'B74, O'B80, Ort08, Owa23, Pak73a, Pak76, Pla83, Pös09, Pur70, Pur78, Qui78, QSS99, Rاد72b, RK90, Roo76b, Ros76a, RD80, SF17, Sat83, Saw79, Sel91, Sév95, Sha74b, Sho72a, SB09, Sta81, Sta82, Sza74, Tak88, Tak95, Tan17, Tom72,
TW83, TO92, Tae73, Tae75b, VL15, Via94, Wan81, WJ95, Web80, Whi72a, Wol77b, WW00, WS04, Xu09, Yam89, ZVV10, Zhu14, dHR73, ABSKT19, AG12, BLSGS13, Bow18, Cri16, Fat15, GHW19, IK16, IJB18, IR20, KM15a. limit [KR18, Kur22, Lam14, NS22, RY20, RNJ19, Rub23, SH21, SGS17, Sei16, Sim14, WW20, Xu17, Yam17, Zhu13, dL23]. Limited [AIH87, AIH88, SCZ77, Tak74, Tho86, Yao07a, Yao07b]. Limiting [AB00, AT91a, Ang11, Ano75g, BJ14, Boo89, Bra83, Bri20, BdH87, CM83, Cj06, CF78, CdhL+23, Deh85, Dur74, Ebr08, Eme74, Eng64, FN70, FMS99, Ham92, Ham95, Ig165, Kao78, Kap74, Ken74, Kii93, Kru04, Lip77, LMX04, MM71, Meh77b, Mi95, Nis74a, PF06, Pha93, RWN02, SA72, Sau75b, SKF79, SZ93, Sum87, Tum70, Vas82b, Woo83a, Wyn73, ZIW06, BLS15, Cur22, GT18, MP14, MC18, Vid23]. Limits [AK93, BMZ82, CG00a, DFS08, De74, Est76, Har91, HN01, Kal75, Kat11, Kat12, Kur70, MC73, Nea05, RJP97, SF77, SW11, SB78, SD12, Whi72c, ABD17, BDT22, BCK16, BY22, MK14, RR16]. Lindley [Ano90f, Lun97, Roy89, SS89, VAW04, VP10]. Lindley-Type [VAW04]. Line [Alp07, Bre75, Cre77, CH70, CSE84, Fad83, Fal86, FS78, GM73, Ko98, KS01c, LM04a, Mei10, PC76, Pre06, Sch75a, Win77, BPG20, Gab16b, HKT24, KS16]. Lineage [HB99]. Linéaires [Die87]. Linear [AL00, Ano72f, Ano73g, Ano92g, AGC97, BLN05, Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, Bha90, BSW03, CJ08a, Cha74, CS72, Cof95, DJ05, De85b, Dei86, DG93b, DM72, Eal06, Eho80, FDVF93, Fen95, FW10, GC71b, Gir86, GG00, Gra71, Gre80a, GZ94, GG77b, Hai78, Han71, Han73a, Hea82, Heu87, Hey88, HH85b, Hu88a, HW79, IKP01, Jia12, JC06b, JL06, KT82, KW99, KS01b, KS02a, Kle83a, Kle89, Kle94, Lam84, LHN86, LM90, Lit79, LS92b, LMW00, MJ85, Ma67, MC70, Mas77, MT70, MSZ04, Mor74, NP00, Oza80, Oza81, Oza86, PR95, Pha91, PH86, Pur73, Pur75b, QRR90, QS04, Rob72, Ros80b, SC82, TR89, Ton74, VOZ95, Wei75b, WR74, X11, Die87, FHZ15, FZ17, Hoo13, KS18, NR20, SX18, WY22, WW20, MC71]. linear-fractional [WY22]. Linear-Intercept [MC70, MC71]. Linearization [BW98]. Linearly [Con71, LV72, Mak10, Mor78, OK86, Rey72a]. Lines [Hal81, KMM81, PV12, Pin71, Sag99, SY72, Tan83b, Tan83c, MO23]. Link [DH89, LRS07, ST68]. linkage [ACK20]. Linked [BH01, Feo03, H081a]. Linnik [AA93, Mor73d]. Liouville [CCGW23, HJL21, HM20]. Lipschitz [HL23]. Liquidation [ELTW10, EV16]. List [Ahi73, ANW82, KR80, VOZ95]. Literary [Bra72]. Little [FR10, Mck89]. Littlewood [Agu03]. Litvin [Jof77]. Live [BBH14, BHB18]. Lives [BST3, Ros14b]. Load [HST83, Ldl95, Sch72, HLV02, LY20, MBvLW16]. load-balancing [LY20]. Load-Sharing [HST83]. Local [ABD17, AN95, BD94a, BP99a, Cj08a, CC01, Fer93, GP04a, GL99, HH84, Hop82, JCo6b, Kon96, Lou84, Mor79, NT04, Oza86, Pih15, Qui78, RB98, SS07, S6v95, SB09, SW94, TW01, Tet98, WC05, Wi92, dL23, Bae20, Bre13, HL13b, KADK19, Kur22, Pit18, SDH16]. Locally [Jie01, Kuu82, OC22]. Located [St75b]. Location [Bel66, Dav80, Fer95, SSSL10, She79, Pim14]. Location-Independent

Log-Likelihood [MK73]. Logarithm [Deo73, Hey68b, Hey73, Hey77, Jia12, KM04, Par75, SH70a, IK16].

Logarithmic [GW94b, Gri75b, HLVM22, KM15b, LR93, LS09c, Ros08, Ber13a, HH23, LPN13]. Logistic [Aba79, AD98, AR89, CP03, DM10b, KL89a, Ova01, Pra80, Sim93, Voo87, Fox21]. Loglogistic [Voo87]. Lognormal [BS81]. Loi [Tor69]. Lomax [Ano90f, Nay87, Roy89].

Long-Chain [Ob77]. Long-Memory [AHL02, Ma03a, Par86]. Long-Range [ALS04, BS08, CD07, DSS11, Gne00, GAS03, HY97, Hey02, KS01c, Kin86, Lam70, LS07, LNTZ99, Ma02, Ma03a, Ma03b, MW97, OA12, Ols76, Par86, BS15d, BS16b, BCKS13, LRM23, MV16, Neu23, WW20].

Long-Chain [Ob77]. Long-Memory [AHL02, Ma03a, Par86]. Long-Range [ALS04, BS08, CD07, DSS11, Gne00, GAS03, HY97, Hey02, KS01c, Kin86, Lam70, LS07, LNTZ99, Ma02, Ma03b, MW97, Ga02, BS14b, BS16b, BCKS13, MV16].

Long-Range-Dependent [Dai04, Gao04, OA12]. Long-Run [Ksi89, BS15d]. Long-Tailed [FKZ09]. long-term [Neu23]. Long-time [LS20].

Longest [CS75, CMW16, FWL03, LH07, STC93, Ton85, HK19, KLY16, PW16].

Longest-dominating-queue [PW16]. longest-queue [PW16]. Longtailed [Ols77].

Losses [Abr01b, Er167, PRX03, Rig99b, Tam70, Wol02, GS15]. Lost [KK69]. Lost-Games [KK69]. Lotka [Bill77, Hul01, Ito89]. Low [BC72, MO70, New66, Ros87a, BHZ22].

Lower [Ano06e, Ave85, Bis23, BC01b, BGSS03, Cha75, CCC03, CS96, Che03b, Eco00, GWS80, HST83, How00a, Iks04, Kan85, Pin11, SC02, Sud01, Sud05, Tho11, WW04, AI16, Bon13, GPZ17, MA14, ZZ16].

LU [JRS06, VG92]. Lu [NMG00]. Lu-Kumar [NMG00]. Lukacs [Rob98]. Lumpability [AML82, AML84, BY93, Bu94, Led97, LWB08, RS89b, SR88, GT14, KADK19].

Lumped [Nor97, Tay71]. lumping [KSS16]. Lumpings [GT14]. Lundberg [Br00, DM21, NIE06, Sch06, TTT22, WL94].

Luxia [Gol95, Kem94, MSS92, MÖH05, Pak93, Pro96, Zhe09]. Lyapunov [ABD01, Kub24, Kun22, MW21].

M [Abr01a, Ano72g, ALH01, AIH88, BM89a, BS02, BGT98, BM94, BB12,
[AK23, Hen18]. **Manpower**
[Ano86h, Ano91f, Dav81, Dav82a, Dav83, Dav85, Gue91, Gue99, Hai83, Meh77a, Meh77b, Meh79, Vas81, Vas82b, VG85, Woo83a]. **Manufacturing**
[AIH93]. **Many**
[Ano77g, Ano85f, Ano87h, BT82, CW96, DR84, DM03, DKO84, Eth92a, Ig165, Lan86a, Naw83, Nel77, PS89, Sch91b, SP99, SM97, Wat76, Zho15]. **Many-Server**
[DR84, Naw83, PS89, SP99]. **Map**
[Cha94, CL09, Sk68, BFK16, AW21, DO16, LN94]. **MAP/G/1**
[LN94]. **MAP/PH/c**
[DO16]. **Mapping**
[Fei93, Jaw84]. **Mappings**
[Ber81a, BM90, BGP80, BR95, Eng93, HJ02, Jaw99, Mut87, HJ13a]. **Maps**
[BCIM01, TW01, HL23]. **Marches**
[Bie98]. **Mardia**
[Ken91]. **Marginalisability**
[BY93]. **Marginals**
[SS17, SS93, SM82]. **Marginability**
[AK93, BNT02, Dsh01b, FS80b, Hol08a, KK95, LRS97, Miy94, Riis77, Tor02, Van96, BMZ23, GP13, Ros14b]. **Marker**
[CK00b, Lit79]. **Market**
[Ano99a, FPY04, Rig99a, PS18, SW21, Tar15]. **Markets**
[FG08, Iva07, PR96, Win05, BL13, HBHH23, Mos18]. **Markov**
[AML82, AML84, AC94a, Agr91, AR05a, AS04, AM16, ABS15, And81, AV15, Ano70e, Ano73e, Ano77f, Ano91g, Ano91i, Ano93f, Ano97e, ADPR18, ANT77b, AK23, AT87, Ass83, AW15, Att87, Att89, APZ13, ALL21, BCP00, Bal79, BY93, Bal99, BMY02, BM05, Ban88, Ban96, BW23, Bar75a, Bar82a, Bas70, BR98, BS15d, BSS72, BM82, BR87b, BB80, BR96, BD74, BM01a, BS97, BP01, Bon81, BP99b, Bra83, Bre08, Bre10, Bre12a, Bre12b, Bre13, Bro72, BRPS82, BHX98, Bue94, BT12b, BNS90, Bur76, Cal74, Cam73, Cao95, Car99, CD07, CCFG96, CClD05, CD05S15, CCCSdO24, CL85, Che91, Che02, CPLZ07, CNZ14, CCGW23, Che01, CT72, CDL88, CK07, CdsJ20, CTKR83, Coh14, Coh83, CJ98, Cos90, CD05, CD06, CD09, CDD10, Cox77]. **Markov**
[CT95, Cra11, CM15c, Cr88a, Cra73b, CL92, Cse91, DIK10, DS06, Dal69a, Dal82, DS92, Dan69, DP00, DS65, DM67, DM68, DW72, Dav75, Dav81, Dav82a, Dav83, Dav85, Daw73, DW74, DGM08, DK11, Die87, Dos79, DS80, Du95, DKK08, DP10, EG02, ELNT11, Eva71, EVN70, Fas90, FT78, Fei93, Fei76, Fer95, FHL13, FP05b, FP05a, FH72, FFK91, Fra06, Fra00, FR86, FWL03, FC03, FL98, Fuji13, Gad89, GG91a, Gan82, GT85, GY95a, GY08, GW94a, GS14, GJQ06, GT14, Gén23, Ger23, Ger90, Ger91, Ger83, Ger76, GL03, GKPS06, Gla78, GBW92, GMM05, GMM06, GKS14, GH90, Gre77b, Grit5a, GS85, Grit98, GH14, Gue13, GZ02, GHL03, GH01, GZ06, GPZ17, GH21, GG78, HK95, HH03, Han92, Har90c, Har91, Har94, Haw70, HN01]. **Markov**
[He03, Hei09, He70, Hen72, Hen73a, Her99, Her03, HL16b, HNF85, HJ11, HL00, HST75, HR88b, HLZ05, HK19, Hou12, Hsi97, HY02, HY94, HM17, ISK95, IG01, IT78, IA78, IC82, Ish77, Iva10, Iva14, Jac09, JP16, JC06a, Jan21, JR82a, JS14, JT01, JL98, Jen66, JK71, Jia15, Kal89, Kal90, Kal93, Kam17, KS19, Kao74, KO89, KZ88, KS02a, KS04, KM23, Kem92, Ken90, Ken78, KG68, Kha70, KM66, Kha68, Kij87, Kij88, Kij92b, Kij93,
Kij98, Kim70a, Kin69a, KT01b, KT01a, Kle94, Kol00, Kol82, KW14, KR21, Kot94, Kou96, Ks89, Kur87, KSHH98, Kur70, Kur71, Lai78, LS92a, Lam68, LLZ17, Lar98, Las94b, Las94c, Las94a, LT00, LT04a, LRS94, Led97, Led05, LR13, Leh71, Leh72, LP85, Les73, Let74, Lev77.

Markov
[LT23, LS97a, LPLGO8, LB23, Lk68, Lin87, Lit92b, Lin94, LH06, Lm11, LLL20, LS79, LPP12, LL90, LKZ06a, Mac01, MPS21, Mao02, Mao04, MW21, Mar73a, MV95, M14, Mar21, MS91, Mas93, Mat04, Mat92b, Mc380, MB16, McN85, Mc79, MFPHL10, MR03, MSC78, MV21, Mtt03, Mit04b, Mit05, MLB05, MT02, MN16, Mon82, MP04, Mor86, Mou99, Moy65, Nag01, Nek77, Neu23, Neu66, Neu78, Neu94a, NP22, Nie85, Nie95, Nor97, Nce08, Nde10, Oga80, OA12, OW94, Ols78, Osa85, Pak78a, Pap96, Paw89, Ped71, Peg80, PU16, Pen96a, Per23, Pes68, PS92, Pha88, PPD97, Pin71, Pit77, PS86a, PT11, Pol94, Pol99, Pol01, PS02b, PT94, PRHL12, PS01b, PS04, Pur75a, Pur71, QL99, RS04, Rb06, Raj74, RG88.

Markov
[RM76, Rey72b, Rey72c, Rid96, RB05, Ris95, Rob91, FR98, RT00, RT01, RR07, RR16, Rob80, Rod95a, Rod95b, Ros81a, Ros82, RD80, Ros91b, Ros70a, RS89c, RS99b, Rud76a, Rui08, Rues08, Rus76, Ryd96, Sah78, SC77, ST01, Sar73, Sch11, Sch82, Sch70, Sch68, Sai82, SB3, SV66, Sen82a, ST85, Sen01, Sen87, Ser90, Sve95, Sgi96, SH03, Sie68, SP22, Sni73, Sni92, Sob82, SB09, SK98, Sp07, SV71, Ste06, SR88, Su87, Sul89, Sz74, Szp85, TH11, Tan97, Tav80a, Teu68a, Teu68b, Teu72, Tin85, Ton75, TSCD08, Tru00, TV88, Tsa94, Tsa96, Tsa99, TV93, Tuc76, TV84, TG99, Tve73, Tve74, Tve75a, Tve75b, Tve81, Tve83, Tve88, Tve98, VK00, VS06, Vas81, Vas82a, Vas84, VT89, VQG90, VP92.

Markov
[Vid20, Vit76, Vrb85, Wan76b, Wan81, Wan92, WCC03, WZ65, Wol77b, Wu93, WG15, Wub12, Wyn73, XS03, Yan73, YH04, YY11, Yao85, Yap90, Yas88, YT83, Yun00, ZZ99, Zaj95, Zei89, Zha14, ZL96, ZPR08, Zuc78, dCGG16, dL23.

Markov-Additive [Zaj95]. Markov-Chain [Vrb85]. Markov-Dependent [Dal82, DW72, HY02, Lsw87, Ps68, Tin85, YH04]. Markov-Modulated [BR98, BR96, Brel12a, Brel12b, Du95, GY08, Iva10, JL98, KS02a, KS04, MT02, OW94, PT94, RS04, Rb06, RB05, Ryd96, Bre13, NP22]. Markov-regime [Jia15]. Markov-Renewal [LT04a]. Markov-Type [MP04]. Markovian [Aal98, Alp89, AA90, AK93, AM05, Bar15, Bas71, BEER15, BB14, BP80, BD94b, CSC13, Cn67a, Cn67b, Cra73a, DN99, DS04, GGS+95, Gri75b, GM20, HL13a, KP89, KFM06, KADK19, KKY02, KS86c, Ko98, Ko95, La81a, LOR19, Len81, Lit94, Llo71, LS02b, LS11, MP00, Man69, Man71, Meh77a, Meh77b, Meh79, MT70, Mor73b, Mor73c, NC72, Ne79, NP91, NA04, Oak75, OL65, Pak73b, PM73, Pha79, PT23b, RCLW10, RCC12, Sgi99, Sha99b, Sie81, Tav80b, Tay71, TP76, TW89, Tuf99, TT79, Vas92b, WV95, WF99, Wau72, WF80, WT05, ZTM21]. Marks [Ano74f, Mor74]. Marriage [VJ01]. martensitic [CH22]. Martin [BK64, Yas93]. Martingale [Ara04, Big77b, Hey77, Lyn00, MW90a, Nce06, Pak87, Ph87, Phe96a, Pic80, Pic84, Rou96, San06, Sch93, Sin19, Sto91, Tan09a, Web80, Wes99, WH04, Cri18, DM19, Des15, IK16, KR21, KS17, LR13, SZY19a]. Martingales
[Bac86, BCF09, BD94b, Dek96, HS00, Hey73, Hua95, IM10, KW92, Ric76, Sen82a, KB13, Pih15, Teh13]. **Masking** [Sie85]. **Mass** [CR97, RO99, ZL15]. **Matchbox** [BG02]. **Matched** [Oak79]. **Matches** [KBBW07, MRP04]. **Matching** [Ano74g, CZ99, HS74a, RS00, TW01, MM16, MBM21]. **matchings** [AFP22]. **Matchmaking** [GW11]. **Material** [Ano04g, Ste04]. **Materials** [Kim94b]. **Matern** [DDS20]. **Mathematical** [Hol66, Pur69, Rei67, Ren64, WK65]. **Mating** [Chi68, CD85, DHT86, Ell66, Hin82b, Hu82, Kar68a, Kar68b, MM09, MMRO2, Pol10]. **Matrices** [BF78, Ber73, DSS94b, FHT78, GG74, GS87, Gre84, Hey95, IM74, JI88, KS93b, NS80, Nei01, Peg75a, Pen96a, SS96, Ste95, Tue71, Van86, ZLA99, HL16b, Mck14, Men23, SUY21, UY23, WY22]. **Matrix** [Bha90, DKK08, FDVF93, Har94, HI01, He03, Hey91, Kan79, KS78, LS97a, Mar86, Mil94, MT02, Neu80, Ork72, Pha91, PS04, Pur73, Res66, Sha72b, ST12, SB06, Tay99, ET21, Men76, Per23]. **Matrix-Analytic** [SB06]. **Matrix-Exponential** [ST12, Per23]. **Matrix-Geometric** [Neu80, ET21]. **Matter** [Ano64a, Ano64b, Ano64d, Ano64e, Ano65a, Ano65b, Ano65f, Ano65g, Ano66a, Ano66b, Ano66f, Ano66g, Ano67a, Ano67b, Ano67c, Ano67f, Ano67g, Ano67h, Ano68a, Ano68b, Ano68c, Ano68e, Ano68f, Ano68g, Ano69a, Ano69b, Ano69c, Ano69d, Ano69e, Ano69f, Ano70a, Ano70b, Ano70c, Ano70f, Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano71a, Ano71b, Ano71c, Ano71d, Ano71f, Ano71g, Ano71h, Ano71i, Ano72a, Ano72b, Ano72c, Ano72d, Ano72e, Ano72j, Ano72k, Ano73a, Ano73b, Ano73c, Ano73d, Ano73h, Ano73i, Ano73j, Ano73k, Ano74a, Ano74b, Ano74c, Ano74d, Ano74e, Ano74f, Ano74g, Ano74i, Ano74j, Ano74k, Ano74l, Ano75a, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano75h, Ano75i, Ano75j, Ano75k, Ano76a, Ano76b, Ano76c, Ano76d, Ano76e, Ano76f, Ano76g, Ano76h, Ano77a, Ano77b, Ano77c, Ano77d]. **Matter** [Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano77g, Ano77h, Ano77i, Ano77j, Ano77k, Ano77l, Ano77m, Ano77n, Ano77o, Ano77p, Ano77q, Ano77r, Ano77s, Ano77t, Ano77u, Ano77v, Ano77w, Ano77x, Ano77y, Ano77z]. **Matter** [Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano80d, Ano80e, Ano80f, Ano80g, Ano80h, Ano80i, Ano80j, Ano80k, Ano80l, Ano80m, Ano80n, Ano80o, Ano80p, Ano80q, Ano80r, Ano80s, Ano80t, Ano80u, Ano80v, Ano80w, Ano80x, Ano80y, Ano80z]. **Matter** [Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano81e, Ano81f, Ano81g, Ano81h, Ano81i, Ano81j, Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82f, Ano82g, Ano82h, Ano82i, Ano82j, Ano82k, Ano82l, Ano82m, Ano82n, Ano82o, Ano82p, Ano82q, Ano82r, Ano82s, Ano82t, Ano82u, Ano82v, Ano82w, Ano82x, Ano82y, Ano82z]. **Matter** [Ano83a, Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano83d, Ano83e, Ano83f, Ano83g, Ano83h, Ano83i, Ano83j, Ano84a, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano84e, Ano84f, Ano84g, Ano84h, Ano84i, Ano84j, Ano84k, Ano84l, Ano84m, Ano84n, Ano84o, Ano84p, Ano84q, Ano84r, Ano84s, Ano84t, Ano84u, Ano84v, Ano84w, Ano84x, Ano84y, Ano84z]. **Matter** [Ano85a, Ano85b, Ano85c, Ano85d, Ano85e, Ano85f, Ano85g, Ano85h, Ano85i, Ano85j, Ano85k, Ano85l, Ano85m, Ano85n, Ano85o, Ano85p, Ano85q, Ano85r, Ano85s, Ano85t, Ano85u, Ano85v, Ano85w, Ano85x, Ano85y, Ano85z].
Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94k, Ano94g, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d].

Matter
[Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano00i, Ano01c, Ano01d, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano02i, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano04e, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04l, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano05h, Ano05i, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06h, Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano07h, Ano07i, Ano07j, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h].

Matthes [Sto99].

Maturity [Teh09].

Maurice [Gan02].

Mavis [GH92, Gan04b].

Max [AP94, BR77a, Bal94, CT04, DR94a, Rüs06, DDS20, FHZ15, FZ17, Hoo13, NS22, Oes18, SS17].

Max-Infinite [AP94, BR77a].

Max-linear [FHZ15, FZ17].

Max-plus [Hoo13].

Max-Stability [Bal94].

Max-Stable [DR94a, DDS20, FZ17, Oes18, SS17].

Max-Sum [CT04].

Maxima [AT91a, AT91b, Ano77e, Ano94f, BR87a, BD75, BV96, CM83, Dek78, Deo73, Eme72, Fan12, Gap07, Gre76b, Has76, Hen82, MS93, O'B80, Pak87, Pis06, RT73, RS06, Sel91, SW97a, THP12, TW83, TO92, ZS04, FPR20, GR14, Papi17, Pit18, SK19, VKR14].

Maximal [Ber11, CT76, Deh85, GMV06, GP98a, Häus88, Lam70, SGS15, GM20, KL17].

Maximin [AM07].

Maximization [Mi94, Rev93, Sob90].

maximize [LY23].

Maximizes [Eth04].

Maximizing [BM20, BT12a, JK81, KA09, Rig90, Yos84].

Maximum [Abr94, ADLN82, All04b, All10, AG80, Ano81e, A86a, AEH04e, Ave85, BdHK03, BG06, BF91, Ber85, BL11, Bra02, BO90, CG97a, Che80b, Coh67a, Don93, D80, E92, FN70, Fer95, FH94, Gal73, Gal66b, Gra85, Gre76b, GL05, Haa92, HTW09, Hea65, Hey69, HH96, HM99, Jen72, KS86a, KP92, Ken76, KS82, KNR05, LS11, MIA04, Mat84, MQ00, Mor68, Mul72, Mul73, New88a, Oga80, Ors87a, Ors89, Pak78b, Ped00, RY99, Ros72, She79, SD76, Spa91, Tam79, Tav81, VT75, VT76, Wei84, Yan74, All16, AM14, BDL19, GHW19, JF23, KW13, LP013, PP14, Pim14, Vid20].

May [Sco62].

McArthur [GAN84a].

McKean [BV11, Gir86, Kn71].

McKendrick [WBS16].

MCMC [NP09].

McNeil [Sis70].

McShane [AT74].

Mean
[And87, Ano86a, Ave85, BD75, BS79a, Bas10, Bil77a, Blo82, Bri73, BHX98, CJ73, CP78, CS80, Coh82, Coh89b, CT76, Dal04, Dar70, Dav78, DC06, DC10, Di 99, Dio74, Eva78, Fen97, GD74, GE82, Gra83, Gra85, Gre77b, Haa92, Hal84, Has76, HS77, Hun76b, HZ82, Jen72, Jun94, KS94b, KM87, Kin65, KS93b, KR97, KPSOC8, Lou78, MP70, MS04a, MY01, Mor78, NG95, NE07, Sen67, Sen73b, SS91, Ska71, Ste95, Tho75a, VX04, XY09, BD72, BS14a, Bon13, BCdlP17, CS20b, DLMR17, GP13, He21, ISK18, KBM21, LG16, LSW19, Men23, Psa22, RNJ19, VM21, WY22]. **Mean-Field** [XY09, BS14a, Men23, VM21]. **Mean-Guided** [HZ82]. **Mean-Square** [GD74]. **Mean-Value** [KM87]. **Meander** [Imh84, Tak95]. **Means** [Bar74, Eng93, FS80b, Hol68, RS89a, Sud12, GLS19, Leh17]. **Measure** [AI00, Ano73f, CHL98, CD05, DL02, GER95, GPZ05, HZ87, Mol86, MS04b, MW91, Nor86, Pol94, SA73, ST02, VAK92, Yan73, BBvdMP23, CdSJ20, Des15, DGLW17, Jan21, LR13, RNJ16, RNJ17, SRN21, Wi20]. **Measure-valued** [CdSJ20]. **Measurement** [Che98, GRD70, Han67, Hic82, JPR95, Les06, RJ65]. **Measurement-Based** [Les06]. **Measurements** [BM66, Lee80]. **Measures** [Ali68, And03, Ara04, Ath92, Bax81, Sax83, BK12b, Ben68, Con75, Daw81, De 94, FM12, Gre01, Hop75, KN80, KL89b, LC83, Lin73, Mi95, PST76b, San06, Sen71, SE12, SAG73, Sho75, Suo79, Swi76, Szy19b, Tew88, Tew98, VTK1, Web07, AR15, Che18, Cri18, ESC15, Iva14, Klass15, Li17]. **Measuring** [Wil82c]. **Mechanical** [CH71, Hud73, Wat97]. **Mechanism** [Boo89, Hic01, OBS77]. **Mecke** [Liu94, Miy95]. **Median** [Eth04, GL84b, NP09]. **Medium** [Web99]. **Medium-Sized** [Web99]. **Meeting** [Sch85]. **Meetings** [UW74]. **Mehl** [Erh00]. **Melamed** [BB96]. **Memories** [Ano89f, Han89]. **Memory** [AHL02, CD92, DP12a, GER95, GPZ05, HZ87, Mol86, MS04b, MW91, Nor86, Pol94, SA73, ST02, VAK92, Yan73, BBvdMP23, CdSJ20, Des15, DGLW17, Jan21, LR13, RNJ16, RNJ17, SRN21, Wi20]. **Message** [LG81]. **Metal** [Lyl88]. **metapopulation** [MP14]. **metapopulations** [LM15]. **metastability** [MPS21]. **Meteorology** [Kat77b]. **Method** [AB86b, Bar88a, Cra88, Dal10, Fei93, FDVF93, GR96, He01, Jen66, Kim00, Mar00, Nak06, Not00, Pek96, Pur71, Res66, Sen89, SV03b, Tso71, Vel04, Ari22, BT23, DR15, GR13, Kim17, KR21, Le95, Lei23, MS23, Wir18]. **Méthode** [Lef95]. **Methodology** [CA98]. **Methods** [Aas85, AF87, Ano64c, BS04b, BCIM01, Kei64a, Ken83, Mao02, RN80, Sud02, Tak64a, MPS15]. **Métivier** [Jof89]. **Metric** [Bas10, Dob77, Nis75, ÖT21]. **Metropolis** [BJ24, DJ09, DLMR17, KS23a, Rob99, RU18, Sch13]. **Michel** [Jof89]. **Micropulses** [Mar11]. **Microsatellite** [DK99]. **MIFR** [SS88a]. **MIFRA** [SS88a]. **Migration** [Adk69, Bra85, Dur75, Hol68, Mar69, Not00, Not01, RC73, RD97, Sam06, Saw79, Wat97, Whi68, JXL22]. **Migratory** [Cru70]. **MIL** [Yan90]. **MIL-STD-105D** [Yan90]. **Mild** [New68b]. **Miloslav** [DS12].
Minification \[\text{Kal95, LM91, Lit92a}\]. Minima \[\text{Dal01a, SW97a}\]. Minimal \[\text{Ara04, AJ00, BL89, BB80, BKS85, BEN98c, CF11b, Epi83, Fin04, FSI14, Har67, HST75, MV95, Nat90, Ros12, She96, SSE87, Des15, ET21, JP18, LR13, Yam22}\]. Minimally \[\text{BM97}\]. Minimax \[\text{BH96, Cor81, Gou98, Pyk94}\]. Minimisation \[\text{WG15}\]. Minimising \[\text{Kab83}\]. Minimization \[\text{BP99a, GS99}\]. Minimise \[\text{Pra82, Web82, VW86, WP80}\]. Minimizing \[\text{Ag91, BF93, BS09, KST99}\]. Minimum \[\text{AEHS05, Ave85, Dan69, Ito80, Kru04, Lín79b, MK73, Ru99, Ten75, Yu17, JF23}\]. Minority \[\text{Ort08}\]. Miss \[\text{FS71}\]. Misspecified \[\text{DK01, McK84}\]. Mittag \[\text{HJL21, JP93, Möh21}\]. Mittag-Leffler \[\text{HJL21, Möh21}\]. Mixability \[\text{PW12}\]. Mixed \[\text{Ano86i, Bar86, BMS93, CG12, DH85, Hay00, HS94, JNR09, KS99, Law80, Mah03, PH87, Wie84, BM14, FVZ19, LSW19, MPS15, MR15, Sönn23, TTI22, TSN17}\]. Mixed-exponential \[\text{MPS15}\]. Mixing \[\text{And84b, And85, AP86, BS97, Cha74, Che81b, Díó23, Dzi84, Dzis86, KL06, Las78, Mat90, Tas97, Zaj95, BCS23, HLI13a, HM17, LT23, MS21}\]. Mixture \[\text{Ano90h, BLS12, CY08, JP95, LM89, NBS08, Sha81, Zha10, ASB21, AES19, FZL13, KZN15}\]. Mixtures \[\text{Ano79f, AL85, Bha80, BLS03, BWS03, BLSW10, Die82, Lü05, LS09a, Lyn87, NJS96a, PK80, PG79, Ruo03, RM88, Ta09, Yu99, KS20}\]. Miyazawa \[\text{Bré91}\]. MMAP \[\text{VB02}\]. MMPP \[\text{BGT98}\]. MMPP/M/1 \[\text{BGT98}\]. Mod \[\text{Kan75}\]. Modal \[\text{Whi90}\]. Mode \[\text{OS14, Sag20}\]. Model \[\text{Aal98, Aba79, AAKR05, Ag903, Ald95, Ale01, And84a, AS96, Ano67d, Ano77g, Ano82h, Ano98f, Ano99a, ADH93, AG87, AJ00, Avn79, BDM12, BCR11, Ba17, BMT10, BC95b, BC95a, BB05, Ban07, BN06, Bat66, Bat68, BH01, Bec70, Ber65, BJV12, Bha88a, BD88a, Bit69, Boo92, Bro81, Bro72, Bro09b, BPR08, BK73b, Cai11, Cer88, Cha01, Cha03, CM07, CL11, CPTW85, Cha93, CW05, CK05, CY08, CM98, Cla05, CS85b, CFD09, CT00, CDD10, Cow78, CC94, Cox01, CX01, DG93a, DD04, Dav81, Dav82a, Dav83, Dav85, DFS01, De85a, DT01, DW77, Det94, DDM98, Die66, Dig76, Dob78, Dol10, DWW11, DR00, DZ00, Dun80, DK99, Ebr99, Ebr01, EE11, Eks03, Eks06, Er00, Ery08, Eth92a, FLP99, FMS04, Fox65, FM06, FRT99, Gá89, Gal71a\]. Erhodel \[\text{Gal71b, GT05, GMV06, GNN85, Gri81, GP91, Had05, HP98a, HJ99, HT12, HN76, HRF84, Her99, Hey99, Hey74, HK85, HST75, HRS7, HS96a, HB99, Hús95, JS08, Jof82, JK76, Jón99a, JSH98, Joy94, Kab83, Kal88, Kám89, KF70, Kar74, KJ81, Kes08, Kin78, Kle81, Kol82, Kol95, KNT10, KLO6, KSB9b, KN00, Kry72, Kry75, KZ90, LD05, LR09, Lai77, LM12, Lan05, LN07, LJ78, Law80, LL93, Lee97, LP05, Lew64, LS09b, Lin99, LB88, LS92b, LS74, MZ01, MO93, MW97, Mar69, MM10, MRR02, McC76, McC80, MP12, Möh10, ML77, Mor06, Muc02, NB03, Nat74, Nat75, Nat77, Nea08b, NR84, New86, Nie85, Obs78, Ova01, Pak83, Pap94, Pap10, Peg75a, Peg80, PS02a, PT86, PW96, PW84, PT81, Pit87, Pit90\]. Model \[\text{P007, Pla83, Plt75, Pra80, PW81, QR90, Qu91, Rád72c, Rad76a, RG88, Re67, RZ07, RR67, Rob86, RS94, RR12, Ros73, Rou82, Sah83, SF77, Sav88b, Saw79, Sch96, Sch91a, Sch91b, Sen04, Sev70, Sha73, Shin86, Siv85, Sk000}].
Sol84, SM72, Sri67, Sta91, Sta99, Tan93, Tan94, Tan05, Tan07, Tan11, Tri92, Tur00, Unk79, VG92, Van81, Vas81, Vas82b, Vio00, Vrb85, Wan80, WW04, War99, Wat80b, Wat76, Web86a, WK65, WZ65, Wei95, Wit93, Woo83b, XY09, Yeh91, Yeh03, Yeh05, YGN05, ZT01, ZY08, Zuc78, Zuc80a, Zuc81, Zuc86, vD89, AKK20, AB16, ALL21, Bar15, Ber23, BBBN14, BF817, BPS23, Bra14, CH22, CS23, CHY14, CR17, CDR16, CP17, DZ13, DLM20, DM21, DS17, FNP19, GXY18, GKP20, model [HR15, H¨os19, HJ13b, JP18, JS20, KSBK23, KK16, LGC16, Lee20, LTZ13, LWI18, LWM20, Mah20, MM16, Man13b, MP14, MBM21, Nney20, OS14, PL03, PS16, Pri19, Ros18, Ros14a, Roy14, Rug14, SRT16, SN21, SB17, Tho16, TTT22, Wat23, WBS16, YSL17, Zho15].


Modeling [CS82, Fei93, GKM76, TG87, AA14, AZA18, CF14, CH13, HE16, LC16].

Modelled [Rou90].

Models [AHP75, ADY07, Tan11].

Modelled [Rou90].

Models [CS82, Fei93, GKM76, TG87, AA14, AZA18, CF14, CH13, HE16, LC16].

Modelled [Rou90].
HK19, Ino23, JR16, JF23, Kan23, KADK19, KS17, LC16, LPU20, MPS15, NvdBoDl24, NPYY18, PSK17, Pat13, RNJ19, SST18, Ste19, VM21, YWK14.

Moderate [BL09a, Dav82b, FX16, GY08, Hon02, Li12, LR24, Nyq17, BSX19, FS23, JS20, LX20, SX18]. Modes [Hey02, SD87, Wau74b]. Modification [Arn68].

Modified [Ano87e, Che06, DS80, DK85, DO85, JK87, MH76a, Pak73c, Ron96, SS89, She96].

Modulated [BR98, BR96, Bre12a, Bre12b, BS92b, Du95, GY08, Iva10, JH98, KS02a, KS04, MT02, OW94, PT94, RS04, Rab06, RB05, Ryd96, Bre13, NP22].


Moment [Ano71e, BF08, Bro66, Da01a, Dur08a, FP97, Gut03, Hor05, Jan01, Kim94a, LBC81, Li04, LS02a, LS09c, Mac80, New70, PW81, Pur02, Reh79, Sen94, Ski67, Ski68, Sto04, Wie80, Wol84, ZL10, AB15, BM20, But19, GM18, Ry20].

Moment-Generating-Function [Li04]. Moment-Indeterminate [LS09c, Sto04]. Moments [All66, Ano87i, BR00, BCF09, BS90, Bil73, BBS90, Bro79, Cho94, DS94a, Don95, Don80a, Dun80, Eng93, FY83, FL98, Gat82b, Gha86, Gha89, GW05, GNRW94, GI11, Gra12, Gre80a, Hen86b, Hua16, JG85, Jun94, Kao74, KNS73, KHY03, Kup90, Lag05, Lau80, LV08, Mac81, MC78, MK89, MKN11, NW07, NB03, NSS04, NJS96b, Neu78, Nue10, Pau97, Pin11, Pri19, Rab06, RL88, RS88, ST85, Sgi99, Sg87b, SS83b, Sim00, Ski68, SC82, Ste85, Sg82b, SBG70, Tay71, Tse07, Twe83, VJO84, Wei75a, Wei84, WF80, Wil86a, Wyn73, Yao85, BS23, BM23, Fro15, Leh17, MST13, Vec15].

Momentum [EV16, EL13]. Money [Dur08b]. monitored [MC13].

Monitoring [Bal76, CCH06, CC08, CFS11, LM04a]. Monoecious [Pol10].

Monotone [Ank06, Ave09, BM01a, BS82b, Coh81b, Coh83, GA99, Le07, Lin57, Loe09, Mam87, NS84, PS92, PS86a, RT00, Ros07, SS96, Whi82a, Yeh05, DJ18, GN17, KS19, KM23, LL13, Tam15]. Monotone-Separable [Le07]. Monotonic [FMS04, Kün86, Mac81]. Monotonocities [Kij98].

Monotonicity [Ano91f, Bäut97, BR98, BE91, Bro74, CD95, Du95, EM24, GMSB10, Gue91, Hai02, HF91, How01, LK06b, Oht91, SY89, TW89, ZAFP06, Kol15]. Monro [MD18].

Monte [AW15, BG06, BS81, Br00b, BNS90, DPR19, DR15, FCvS15, Gor70, GH14, IK11, Kam17, NR22, PS92, PW07b, RR07, RR16, RB91].

Moran [Ano92o, Ano89e, Arn68, CS85b, DR00, Han89, HM09, Käm89, Sta93, Wat64].

Mortal [ASC00]. Mortality [Rob92]. Mosaic [Cow04]. Mosaics [Moo74].

Most [Kwe75]. Motion [ADW73, AS12, AC94b, Bre12a, Bre12b, CM97, CMY98, DG89, Don93, DY98, DF04, Dur71a, Dur88, DW92, ESE84, Föl72, FD84, FW10, GP97, GP98a, GN96, GS95, GL05, Had05, HL81b, He67, HL99, Hon02, Hör03, HK09, Imh78, Imh84, Imh99, Iva10, JP09, Kar76a, KW78, KS04, KO05, Kol06, Kol07, KMSP12, Lee11a, Lee11b, MIAPAM04, Mar11, MS94, Mat90]}, 
NFK99, Ors86, Par85, PS01a, PSZ04, PS76b, PW01, Sar73, Sch92a, Sly07, Smi72, SK86, Wan80, WP97, Was69, Wen86, Wil92, Zha04, AG12, BDM21, Bis23, BM18, BW19, BM20, Bre13, CD13, CM24, FKZ13, FW16, HMBL14, HL13b, KK24, Lac93, LLZ15, Met13, NP22, RRT22, Xu17, Yor92, Zhu23.

**Motions** [Car67, FI98, Le94, Ors87b, RS06, Cin23, JP18].

**Motivated** [BRY04].

**Motoo** [EH95].

**Mouvement** [Lac93, Yor92].

**Move** [BP04, Pha94, PPD97, PP98, Rod95a, Rod95b]. **Move-to-Front** [BP04, Pha94, PPD97, PP98, Rod95a, Rod95b].

**Movement** [CHPT97, Fox65, Gel93, HT91, OC03, SCZ77, Wat97].

**Moves** [Ori79].

**Moyal** [Gan98].

**MR** [B¨au97, SDH94].

**MR/GI/1** [B¨au97, SDH94].

**much** [PS18].

**Multi** [AR05a, Ano78g, BJV12, Bha68b, Bui75, Cra74a, Dal71, Dav76, DJ09, DHKP18, Don76b, GL99, GM73, Hin81, Jon99b, Lon73, LTZ18, Mod67a, M¨oh10, NR78, O’C98, PP98, Qui70, Sad01, Tan11, WW07, Wei70, Wei72, Whi90, Wol77a, XMKW90, Zuc89, DR15, JP22, LMS18, PT22].

**Multi-Actor** [AR05a].

**Multi-Allelic** [M¨oh10].

**Multi-Asset** [BJV12, Tan11].

**Multi-Buffered** [O’C98].

**Multi-Channel** [Lou73, Wol77a].

**multi-colour** [LMS18].

**Multi-Dimensional** [Ano78g, Dal71, Dav76, GL99, Mod67a, Sad01, JP22, PT22].

**multi-level** [DR15].

**Multi-Line** [GM73].

**Multi-Modal** [Wei90].

**Multi-point** [LTZ18].

**Multi-Priority** [XMKW90].

**Multi-Proposal** [DJ09].

**Multi-Request** [PP98].

**Multi-Risk** [WW07].

**Multi-Server** [Bha68b, Cra74a, NR78].

**Multi-Species** [Hin81].

**Multi-Type** [Bui75, Don76b, Jon99b, Qui70, Wei70, Wei72, DHKP18].

**Multi-Unit** [Zuc89].

**Multichannel** [Dsh89, Wol87].

**Multiclass** [Gra08, HK89, Klu86, KG02, LAF02, Ye07, Do16, PW16].

**Multicolor** [BCPR11, Ery08, Gou97, Bor21].

**Multicommodity** [FL00, Hei01].

**Multicomponent** [FGL00, Hei01].

**Multiconductance** [BMY02].

**Multidimensional** [BR00, Bau81, Bau83, Bau84a, Bau84b, BL10, Bor95, Cab84, Dol10, GMM06, Isli77, Kap74, Ros80a, Tan97, WZ07, BM18, BN15, Hua16, KM15b, MS23].

**multifactor** [AKK20].

**Multifocal** [EV82].

**Multifractal** [BDM12, MS04b, ST02, Att19].

**Multifrational** [Sly07, HLMOL21, Mar13].

**Multigene** [Gri92].

**Multigrade** [McC78, McC80].

**Multigraphs** [BZ08].

**Multihit** [HKY96].

**Multilag** [Peg80].

**Multilinear** [Fre07].

**Multimodality** [DK11].

**Multinomial** [Bo65, CL85, Gri98, KM66, KT83, Peg75a, LM24].

**Multiobjective** [DP10].

**Multiparameter** [CW81].

**Multiparticle** [Bur76].

**Multiphase** [BK73a].

**Multiple** [AKM10, Ano74g, ASC00, BP97, BFS09, BY97, BF97, CPTW85, CG90, CK00b, Dow98, FH10, GM91, Gl00, GM08, Got87, HS74a, HGR90, HL80a, Ish04, Kni94b, KX11, LMS18, LR80, LLP94, MD96, RS69, Rob72, Sag03, Sch88b, She92, SD12, Wol84, KS17, Mos18, WGF13].

muliplicative-decrease [vdHKPS23]. multiply [LL13]. Multiserver [BE91, Emm72, Git81, Hal79a, HZ87, Har90a, HW84a, Hem90, Mar05, NE81, NE82, SD87, Sig88]. Multiplexors [BD94b]. Multiplication [Lit92b]. Multiplicative [HS72, HS74b, Law92, Moy64, Tam10, MA14, vdHKPS23].

multitrap [And84a]. Multitype [Ano91h, Ano92f, Ano92g, Bri98, CG05, Cla94, Coh98, DS02, Fen97, GR87, GR89, Gad89, Gol78b, GMM05, Hei09, Hop75, JW85, JL06, Jon04, Kle89, Kle91, Lan05, LY95, Lot84, MK17, MV86, Mur80, Nan82, QD77, RW21, Rad73a, Rah98, ST86a, Spa91, SO11, Wei74, Wei71, BC23, Hon16, MK15].

Multiurn [Sev70]. Multivariate [AP94, Ano74e, Arn75, ASC98, BK12a, Bal99, BMY02, BR02, Ber77c, BM82, Bla94, BC01b, BL12, BN88, CL05, CS96, CS00, Che76b, DM75, Dsh01b, ER89, Ehr97, FM12, GM84a, GR96, Grl73, Hos06, Hu96, HM15, JR82a, JK76, LS09a, LS86, MS91, ML67, Nay87, Nic84, NO85, PD20, PT23a, Pru83, RR10, Res04, Roos4, Riis04, Sav85, Sav88b, Sc89, SS88a, SS91, SG92, Sob67, SM94b, Wei75c, Whi82a, Won97, ZS04, AA23, BSC18, BHB18, FCP18, FPR20, Hen18, JP18, PKO16, Yin21].


N [RS90, Ski67, CG96, GBG02, TTH93, Abr01a, Abr01b, CT76, HL04, Rig99b, Sim97, Sim98, Sim00]. N-Like [BB12]. Nano-component [EY11].

Nano-components [Ebr11]. Nanosystem [Ebr08]. Narrow [HT71, Has82b]. Narrow-Band [Has82b]. Nash [CF17]. Natural [Mod66, Mod67b, Mor71c]. Nature [CG87, Hun86, Kha68, VP01]. Natvig [Nor66]. Naveir [He01]. Navigation [FM06]. NBU [FRR01, HX02, HK01]. NBUC
[Ano92h, CW91, HM93, HK02]. NBUE [BS78, KÖ89, KM03]. Near [Ano91h, Ano92f, Ano92g, JK04, Kle89, Kle91, MMR07, BP16, Est76, Gaá20, JKL+20, RR75b, VKR14]. Near-Critical [Ano91h, Ano92f, Ano92g, JK04, Kle89, Kle91, MMR07]. near-neighbor [Gaá20]. Nearest [Bar71, Bar72a, Bar74, Bau81, Bér04, Ben72, Coh94, DH89, GR94, Hen82, Hen86c, Ken90, LA01, Pie82b, Ren79, ST86b, Str75a, BS14a, CHO22, GH19].

Nearest-Neighbor [Bau81, ST86b, Str75a, BS14a]. Nearest-Neighbour [Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, Bér04, Ben72, Coh94, DH89, GR94, Hen90, GH19].

Nearly [And85, IPV03, LL78, LL90, Mal67, ML98, PRS08, SW11, WW20].

Nearly-Completely [LL78]. Necessarily [JGR91]. Necessary...
Necessity [BL21].

Negatively [BS04b, CCN10, GN06, AK23, Wir18].

Negri [IN86].

Neighbor [Bar81, ST86b, Str75a, BS14a, CHO22, JKL +20, PP14].

Neighbors [Pic82b, BK21].

Neighbour [Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, Bér04, Bes72, Coh94, DH89, GR94, Hen82, Hen86c, Ken90, Ren79, GH19].

Nested [Hos86, RB91, Sun92].

Network [Ary72, BKT97a, BKT97b, BN94, BS94, BLT11, BLL84, CSZ97, Cao89, CK90, CFD09, DS08a, Dar89, GH10, GM84b, Gra00, Jac78, Les06, Mad75a, Mas84, Mas86b, MRR02, Nak74, NMG00, PW96, Rab06, RV00, SM05, SY86, Ton85, Wal83b, Ye07, FNP19, GPSY16, PS16].

Networks [Ano90g, Ano05e, AT98, APS04, Bac86, BFL05, Bam92, Bar82a, BM89b, CPS96, Cha97, CZ98, Che96, CHPT97, DS02, Dei10, DG06b, DGM09, DYY01, Eco00, Eco03, FGH98, FM06, Gel91, Gel93, GXS12, GMRY07, HRZ07, HL81a, Har81, HP95, Hem90, HT91, Hen93, HLT00, Hun95, Kan85, KK96b, KS94a, KW96, Ke97, KW99, Ke100, KS02a, Ke175, KW89, KLO99, LR80, LF08, Leli05, Leli07, Lem87, LR07, Mas87, MF01, MCK89, Mil08, Mor66, RWN02, RS92, SD87, Sha89a, SY89, Sig89, SD12, Sto88, Tet98, Top86, TK84, TW89, Van91a, Van91b, Wal82, Wal83a, Wal11, WB03, Wei05, Yok06, ZZ99, Zuc00, Zuc07, Zie87, ACR20, AN22, AR13, AA14, AA17, BG14, CHJW24, CM16a, CMW16, GM15, PW16, Sal13, SDH16].

Neural [AT98, BDG14].

Neuron [CG69, HF71, LS74].

Neuronal [CT00].

Neutral [Ano77g, CG96, EF71, LS74].

Neutral [AT98, BDG14].

Neuron [CG69, HF71, LS74].

Neuroal [CT00].

Neutral [Ano77g, CG76, Eth92a, Gria89, Mön99, Möh10, Saw79, Sch91b, Wat76].

Neuron [Mul86a].

Never [Jac09, Sud85].

Neveu [KZ95].

News [Mah20].

Next [Hal89, PP14].

Next-Fit [Hal89].

Nielsen [GN86].

Nikodym [BD75].

Nikolaevich [Par88a].

Nilpotency [Ano66c, Dow66].

No [CM98, FA85, ABGH00, Ano89e, CCFM17, CNS99, Gri81, Mor71b, Twe88].

No-Aging [CM98].

No-Wait [FA85].

Nobile [IN86].

Node [BJM93, SM05].

Nodes [Hem90, SD12, ABD17, MW15].

Noise [AAL77, AHI02, AS09, BC01a, BD12, Cai03, Che98, Dal71, DJ05, Dri75, DT11, Han67, Hen87, HM95, Hu87, JFS12, Kel09, Ku106, Lan84, LPS06, LS91, LUN96, LBP99, LMX04, Mar73a, McC97, Pap71, Pré69, Sly07, Smi73, Sob67, SW94, Wol75, BN15, Hoo13, IR20, KA16, PT23b, Sp115].

Noise-Distorted [Sob67].

Noisy [JS08, KSC12, RWN02].

Non [AML84, And84b, And85, Ano72f, Ano73e, Ano82g, Ano91e, Ano91g, AHO20, AN77b, Ary72, Ath92, AC94b, BM97, Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, BZ04, BS872, Blo91, Blo86, BGH71, Bre81, Can77, Can73, CA98, Che98, Che76b, CP88, Dav82b, Det96, DG93b, DM72, DF81a, EE76, FI87, Fei94, FFI95, Fen95, Foi86,
GA93, GJ78, Ger90, Ger91, Gir86, Gla78, GM84b, Got87, Gre84, Gri75a, Gri75b, GRRT97, GKR94, Han71, Has64, Hen83a, Hen87, Hey82b, HH85b, Höp82, HR88b, Hor01, Hun86, Hüs86a, Hüs88, Hüs93, Hut90, IK06, IKP01, JP99, Jir76, Joh06, KS23a, Kar86a, Kar86b, KP89, KS94a, Kel00, KS86c, Kim94a, KL77, KS80a, KLO99, Las94b, LU95, Les89, LS92b, Loc82, LW90, Mac81, MJ85, MP92a, Mar69, Mas86a, Mas77, MKR91]. **Non** [Moo73, Neu94b, Nie85, Oht91, Ols77, Oza80, Oza81, Oza86, OI01, Paw89, Pea65, PM99, Pfe82a, Pra82, PH86, Pur73, RG88, Ren79, RJP97, Rot72, Ros78, Rot95, Rud75, Sav88b, SA182, Sen87, Sév95, Sha88, Sha89b, SC82, Sob67, STC93, Sta81, SW94, SG88, Szp85, Tho85, Ton73, Ton74, TV88, TV93, TW89, Tue71, VS90, Van91a, Van91b, VS00, Vas81, Vas82b, Vas84, VT89, VGT90, VP92, Ver98, Weg76, WP80, Wei75c, Wes77b, Wi96, Wit93, Zei89, Ger23, KA16, LOR19, MW21, NFM20, RW21, Yan22, Pic79].

**Non-Additive** [Che98]. **Non-Asymptotic** [DF81a]. **Non-Central** [Che76b]. **Non-Closure** [Les89]. **Non-Comparability** [AHO20].

**Non-Constant** [Ano73c, BSS72]. **Non-Cooperative** [KL909]. **Non-Critical** [Höp82]. **Non-Degeneracy** [Ath89]. **Non-Discr discontinuity** [KL77]. **Non-Ergodic** [GM84b]. **Non-Ergodischen** [FI87, Sen87, Szp85].

**non-exchangeable** [NF820]. **Non-Existence** [LUS20, Loc82].

**Non-Explosion** [LMW00]. **Non-Explosivity** [RJP97]. **Non-Exponential** [VS90, Van91a, Van91b, Wi96]. **Non-Fatal** [Sav88b].

**Non-Full** [STC93].

**Non-Gaussian** [BZ04, FI98, OI01, KA16]. **Non-Homogeneous** [Ano91g, Ger90, Ger91, Gri75a, Has64, Jir76, KS94a, Paw89, SA182, TV88, TV93, Vas81, Vas82b, Vas84, VT89, VGT90, VP92, Wes77b, Zei89, RW21].

**Non-Homogeneously** [GJ78]. **Non-Identical** [EE76, Pra82, WP80].

**Non-Identically** [Wei75c]. **Non-Identifiable** [Can77]. **Non-Imbedded** [KS80a]. **Non-Independent** [Sha88]. **Non-Intersecting** [Mas86a].

**Non-Irreducible** [AML84]. **Non-Linear** [Ano72f, Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, DG93b, DM72, Fen95, Gir86, Han71, Heu87, HH85b, IKP01, LS92b, LW90, MJ85, Mas77, Oza80, Oza81, Oza86, PH86, Pur73, Rob72, SC82].

**Non-Local** [SW94]. **Non-Markov** [Ano73c, BSS72, Gla78, RG88]. **Non-Markovian** [Gri75b, KP89, Sha89b, TW89, LOR19]. **non-minimal** [Yam22].

**Non-Monotonic** [Mac81]. **Non-Nearest-Neighbour** [Ren79].

**Non-Negative** [Det96, Gre84, Hut90, KS86c, MP92a, Neu94b, Tew71, VS00].

**Non-Normal** [JP99]. **Non-Normality** [Dav82b]. **Non-Optimal** [Las94b].

**Non-Overlapping** [Ano91e, Can73, CP88, Joh06]. **Non-Poisson** [F198].

**Non-Product** [Ke00]. **Non-Random** [Got87, Kar86a, Kar86b, Sta81].

**Non-Recurrent** [Pea65]. **Non-Renewal** [Blo91, Hun86]. **Non-Reversible** [HR88b, KS23a, Ger23]. **Non-Serial** [Ary72]. **Non-Singular** [ANT78b, Nie85]. **Non-Singularity** [Blo86]. **Non-Standard** [Hen83a].

**Non-Stationary** [Ano82g, BM97, BGH71, Bre81, CA98, Fei94, Fol86, GA93, Hey82b, Hor01, Hüs86a, Hüs93, Kim94a, MKR91, Moo73, PM99, Pfe82a, Ros78, Rud75, Sob67, SG88, Tho85, Ton73, Ton74, Weg76, Wit93].

**Non-Strong** [And84b, And85, MW21]. **Non-Symmetric** [Ver98].
Non-Symmetrical [Mar69]. Non-Uniform [Hüs88, Ols77].
Non-Uniformly [Sév95]. Non-Uniqueness [GKR94]. Non-Zero
[AC94b, Bar74, Rot95, Pic79]. Non-Zero-Sum [Oht91]. Nonasymptotic
[YZ06]. Nonhomogeneous [BR02, HMY17, LST19, Ros18, Tan17].
Nonidentical [BP01, ZLB08]. Nonidentically [BN06]. Nonidentifiability
[AC94b, Bar74, Rot95, Pic79]. Non-Zero-Sum [Oht91].
Non-Conservative [Sam06]. Non-Constant
[Pon97]. Nondecreasing [Bon13]. Nonergodic [SDH16]. Nonexponential
[YZ06]. Nonhomogeneous [BR02, LMM10, HMY17, LST19, Ros18, Tan17].
Nonidentical [BP01, ZLB08]. Nonidentically [BN06]. Nonidentifiability
[ABI17, AG07, GP91, IC82, CTKR83, Eri16, dL23]. Nulle [CTKR83].

Number [AHBT82, Abr94, AFGP91, Ano91e, AM10, Ave85, AIH87, AIIH88, Blo82, BP01, CP88, Coh67a, DY97, Eng64, Eng80, Enn69, FG84, Fel66, FTV90, Gal73, Gal66b, Gat82b, Gri81, Gri92, Hal82b, Has76, Hol76, Hol80b, JW85, KP92, Ke18, Ken72b, KO05, Kup90, Law92, LM99, LH02, LP94b, Man74, McN74, Mis, Moh76, Mor66b, MZLSRS02, NH82, Nak84, PP69, Pet83, Pod72, Pol78, Red03, Rig90, Roe70c, Rus83, RS10, SLK79, SK91, SP92, SSE87, Tak88, TSCD08, UW74, UB74, Var80, WJ95, Yas84, ABD17, Att19, CR17, IJO81, IK18, JP18, JX13, KS13, PS19, Sau23].

Numberings [Har67].

Numbers [CCC03, FG08, GT08, Hos06, IA07, JW82, LJ78, Ver98, WS96, SYU21, CCN10, Hey75]. Num´eraire [GER95, BP99a].

Numerical [ADW73, BY14, BRY04, Del98, Del78, Dob74, GC74, GKR94, Mat04, ZG88]. NWU [CK00a]. NWUC [Ano92b, CW91]. NWUE [KÖ89].

Obituary [Ano89f, Ano90m, Ano94i, Ano00j, Bin92, BS01b, Coh81a, Doo72, DMR02, EH95, Gan71, Gan84a, Gan84b, Gan98, Gan02, G804, G808, Han89, Jof89, Kal96, KH96, Ken70, Mor73d, Olk77, Par88a, Roh88, Sen17, Sne05, Sto99, Tur92, DS12]. Object [Hel71, KA09, MT06, Nak86b, Web86b].

Objective [HK90]. Objects [Yas84]. Observable [Led05, Mas93, Mon82].

Observables [Hud73]. Observation [All04b, Gil87, HHI5a, IKP01, KR00, MZ93, Maz86, Sch75b, Ser90, Sch76].

Observations [FZ93, Git73, HTW73, Her99, HS89a, KW03, KA09, Neu67, Pet81, Pet83, SKK06, Swe94, Wei95, BS16a, BEG22, BEER15, GW17, VKR14].

Observed [BM193, JK12, KPS04, LT95, Wak91, Yos84, Rah17]. Observer [DS02].

Observing [CG02, CG05]. Obstacles [KN01]. Obtained [Ano85f, BT82, Dau85].

Occasional [KMM93, LAW99, Cha83, DNW07, Fan82, Hol81b, Jan83, JK76, Khm11, Nak08, OC03, Swe88, GKP20].

Occupation [Ber70, Bon81, Bre12b, DF04, GT08, Hsi76, Ped71, Jan21, Xu17]. Occupied [Sud76]. Occurrence [Lai77, Pla85, SPS80, Ste99, Van96, Yeh97].

Occurrences [Ano91e, CP88, Gol05, IA07, Mak10, RD99, Sch88b, Ste03, WJ95].

Occurring [BJ07, Bha65b, Jen74, Pha91, Pod72]. Occurs [Blo82]. Odds [AKM10, Tam10, MA14, MA17, vLR13].

Off [LS07, Ano95e, DF04, DSO8b, FI187, Gui94, KB91, Lac05, LM04b]. Offensive [Cow92]. Offered [The79]. Offers [BF97].

Offspring [Ber11, Can74, Fel66, KN75, KS02b, MM09, SG89, Ber13b]. Oil [BB88].

Okinawa [BB06]. Old [Man74]. Oliveira [Tur92]. Omitted [Gre86].

On-Line [LM04a, Pre06]. On-off [Ano95e, DS08b, Gui94]. On/Off [LS07].

Once [All12, YYY90]. Onchocerciasis [Sap87]. One [Abd87, AH77, AT70, Ano86]. Bal88, Bér04, Boo92, BHPZ06, Cab84, CS86, Cox77, Dav82b, FG98, Gel77, GNR89, GG91b, HE16, IK11, Inhm78, Ito80, IM03, Kab83, Kar76b, Kas66, KS06, MP00, McC74, Mul86b, Nak86b, Ori79.
OT77, Pau87, PP71, Pra70, Pyk94, Rog90, SCZ77, Sen67, Sha89a, Sud76, Tak71a, Tam10, Tzi11, Ver69, Ver98, Yas88, Zha92, Zie87, ZG88, Cha17, CM15a, DvdHS24, Iva14, JSW19, MA17, MZ20, Pat13, RWZ13, VR22, Yam22.

One- [Gel77]. One-Compartment [Boo92]. One-component [HE16].

One-Dimensional [Bèr04, BHPZ06, Cox77, FG98, GNR89, IK11, Ito80, Kar76b, MP00, McC74, Pau87, PP71, Sha89a, Tzi11, Ver98, Zha92, Zie87, ZL88, Cha17, CM15a, VR22, Yam22]. One-Sample [Dav82b]. One-Sided [Ano86j, CS86, Imh78, IM03, KS06, Pau87, Pat13]. One-Step [Yas88]. One-Step-Ahead [Kab83]. One-to-One [AT70]. Online [ACSS11]. Open

[ABGH00, BMY93, Bar82a, CDD10, O’N96, Rig97, SV71, Whi68, WZ13]. Open-Loop [ABGH00]. Operating [RS90, WR97, WK94, HF19]. Operation [Lit92b, Plıt75]. operational [FHC18]. Operations [Sam70].

Operator [Mas84, Whi85a]. Operator-Analytic [Mas84]. Operators [AL00, Att89, KL16]. opportunity [Lin14]. Opposite [Lit74].

Optimal

[ABGH00, BMY93, Bar82a, CDD10, O’N96, Rig97, SV71, Whi68, WZ13].
Käm87, LP00, LT94, MT12, Rob80, VPT92, Win77, Yao07b, YC08, Zhe91, ZPR08, WG15, Zha14. **Optimisation** [Whi82b]. **Optimization** [ABSGS16, BBC01, Cip88, Dip98, DG99, Hei01, LBL05, Loc96, Men76, RB05, Wal11, WZ18]. **Optimized** [Sie81]. **Optimizing** [Swe94]. **Optimum** [AH86, Ano88g, AIGR06, KK16, KR80, KK16, KT01b, KLM04, KX09, KX11, Lam68, Law70a, Law80, Law92, Le97, Li04, Lib85, Ma97, Mar86, Meh67, Mil76, Mul72, Mul73, NSK08, NJ96b, NS06, NO85, Pap96, PM03, PT81, Pol75, Pur82, RS04, RS69, Ren88, Rip76, Ryd96, Sen95, Set03, SK90, SAG73, Sim90, Sim93, S98, Tak64c, Ton75, Wan92, Whi80b, Whi82a, Wil02, YL16, ZLB08, HR15, HCY21, KK18, Kol15, LWM20, LSW19, Ott20, PL17, Sim14, TK15, Wir18, Xu17, Yam17]. **Order** [Ahs76, AAO90, And03, ALS04, Ano75e, Ano82h, Ano85g, AM05, Bal72, BLR91, Bla94, BCS93, BENP94, BF96, Bra83, Byt81, Dal87, DGS74, DC06, DC10, DH85, Deh84, DJ95, DG93b, DH08, DMT11, Dvus4, Dz84, Fei87a, Gal72, Gal74, GXS12, Gil87, GP91, Gup84, Hen81, Her03, HG80, HH85a, Hu96, Hua74a, HCK02, JP93, Kad74, KR80, KK16, KT01b, KT01a, KLM04, KX09, KX11, Lam68, Law70a, Law80, Law92, Liew3, Li04, Lib85, Ma97, Mar86, Meh67, Mil76, Mul72, Mul73, NSK08, NJ96b, NS06, NO85, Pap96, PM03, PT81, Pol75, Pur82, RS04, RS69, Ren88, Rip76, Ryd96, Sen95, Set03, SK90, SAG73, Sim90, Sim93, S98, Tak64c, Ton75, Wan92, Whi80b, Whi82a, Wil02, YL16, ZLB08, HR15, HCY21, KK18, RNR18, YCW15]. **Ordering** [AHS02, AZA18, BN17, BMRSS16, BN13, Ga91, GT14, GM18, HBL14, JR16, KK18, Kol15, LWM20, LSW19, Ott20, PL17, Sim14, TK15, Wir18, Xu17, Yam17]. **Ordered** [CV09, DS06, FC03, GNRW94, Mak10, Naw83, PS88b, Tak77, Tru00, WVW86, BV14, YBL23]. **Orderliness** [AT79, DM75]. **Orders** [BSC02, Bor92, CC79, DC06, DM10a, GS99, SW97b, SSSL10, Won97, BPS23, Lei7, Zha21]. **Ordinary** [Bon89, Buc94, Kur70, Kur71, Sun87, KP22, LZ14]. **Organizations** [Stö74]. **Organizing** [CL97, Lam84, LLSS4]. **Orientation** [Nag93]. **Orientation-Dependent** [Nag93]. **orientational** [Ga91]. **Oriented** [BS97, GWS80, Ito79, IM70, AG16]. **Origin** [Hit88, Jac09, RR75b, CMV23]. **originating** [JR16]. **Orlicz** [SST18]. **Ornstein** [Bee75, BSDG20, BWY11, BSY07, CM97, Dir75, DM72, FLP99, JP99, Jia12, Lac05, L00b, L020, L060, Mia13, NRS85b, Ped02, QDZ21, Ren87, Rs87, Rs88, Tho75a, Tho71, Vee15, Wan12, Wen90, XZW09, ZZ16, ZZ09]. **Orthant** [BS04a, Le11a, Le11b, Mor86]. **Orthogonal** [GP99, RMV97, Sen01, Wat88]. **Oscillating** [KW78, KS86b]. **Oscillations** [HG80, Ott20, Pap10]. **Oscillator** [Lu00, MS23]. **oscillators** [BCN24]. **Oscillatory** [Has79]. **Other** [Ma03b, MW97, GK22, Tu19, vLR13]. **out-degree** [SRT+16]. **Out-Guesses** [HZ82]. **Outbreaks** [FG99, Hol67]. **Outcome** [BC95b, BC95a, Fad83, LP17]. **Outcomes** [Cla99]. **outdegrees**
Outflow [Ben70]. Outlier [KX11, Mat84]. Outlier-Resistance [Mat84]. Output [Aal98, BGT98, Boe69, Box75, Bré78, Cha94, Fad74, GR74, KP89, KG02, Leh73, Nat77, PL73, Zuc77, Zuc81]. Outputs [Col74, Wu68].

Overflow [Ano95c, CW96, DM03, Gui94, HR87, Ken78, Van89a, GHW22]. Overlap [Kel83, LP94b]. Overlapping [Ano91e, Can73, CP88, Joh06]. Overlay [DGM09]. Overload [Kan85]. Overloaded [Les06]. Overshoots [Ber99]. Overtaking [The69, ZPR08]. Owen [Fre07]. Own [Hen86c]. Owning [KA09, MT06].

Paced [BN92, GJ78, HN00]. Packet [GMRY07, NP91, GM15]. Packetized [OS91]. Packing [BSo70, BS82a, Coo89, CW86, Cow93, DSo75, Hal89, Ito80, Kim94b, Rhe98, RB91, ST08, Sut89, TP79, Wei78]. Paid [Fro05]. Painbox [Cra11]. Pair [AIGR06, Bor04, MC18, NA04, Pre06, KP23]. Paired [Lat81b, MI83, UB74]. Pairing [FE87]. Pairs [Dek96, JPR95, Lin14, Oak79, RR10]. Pairwise [CG00a]. Palásti [BSo70, BS82a, Hor79, PT80, Tan79b]. Palm [Bré93, DSo75, KS83a, Kon96, MO21, Sti94]. Palm-Type [KS83a]. Panel [Cat99]. Paper [Bal78, Boy87, Dow67, Gre78, Gre86, IN86, Jof77, MU11, Mod67b, Sis70, Tan79b, vDB87, FHI17]. Parabolic [BJ07, Cab91, GBR75, ML98]. paraboloid [Let94]. paraboloide [Let94]. Paradox [BKT97a, CSZ97, CK90, JL12, KLO99, ML85, Ye07, Ber23]. Paradoxes [SS99]. Parallel [ABGH00, Bar75c, BSR07, Bla87, CCPW92, CR94a, ENPS86, Gla79a, HD71, HA96, HM93, Kám87, KS99, KM01, KK00, KX09, KMM81, KST99, KW85, Lehh88, LX00, MP70, MMD11, Nak79b, Nak79a, Nak84, Pin80, PC85, SZ06, Web78, Web82, WVV86, HMBL14, TK15]. Parallel-Processing [KS99]. Parallel-Series [ENPS86]. parallelism [JTW+13]. Parallelotope [Rub79]. Parameter [BC01a, Bon89, Cab84, Cai03, Car02, FS07, Kab81, Kab83, KS01a, Kij92a, Kli14, KS93b, LM04a, Nan79, PH82, PP73a, PRCS09, Pru83, Ros86, Shi86, SH03, SZP07, VAK92, Xu09, CCGW23, HL13b, Möh21, Rug14, Tso17, Tso18, ZZ16, Zho15, Zho23, vD15]. Parameters [BZ09, BLS12, Che91, FSW12, Hei01, Hey94, Jia12, KPS896, TH11, Tan79c, Tso71, Wi92, YC08]. Parametric [Pru85]. Parametrized [OK86]. Parasite [KN90, MD96]. Parent [Sha81]. Pareto [Ano93h, KS01a, KR08, Pil91, SW87, YAR88]. Parisian [BPR16, CP11, DW11, DL18, DHJ15, LWW18, LY22, Sch03, YSL17]. Parities [Sau76b]. Parity [GS76]. Parking [ARS2, Tam82, Tam88, YH04, Bel23, FHIM14]. Parrondo [EL19]. Part [CS80, Ros73, BP96a, Kar68b, KP96, Kei65, LOR19, VT76]. Partial [AG80, Ano75e, Ano77e, Ara94, BC73, BPT92, Cha97, EP95, Eme72, Epl83, Fak90, FPKMP98, Gha86, GS99, Gre76b, KR80, Maz86, NJS96a, Nei82, PS83, PEP9, Pol75, Pol78, SD70, Tak77, Whi85c, Woo82, BY14, BNW13, EG15, EV16, Eri16, FX16, NNY20]. Partially [Cre74, DS06, Dav82a,
DKS76, Kwe75, Led05, LT95, Mas93, Mon82, Tar15, Rah17. **Particle** [Ano78g, CM97, CG90, Dar89, Dav76, Fen97, FF96, GM05, Gil67, GLS00, IMS98, JG85, Kar76a, Mac80, Mon93, Ori79, Pap05, SS83b, SK86, Zha05, BHTLV20, FL19, GPW22, Hö919, MZ20]. **Particles** [CG05, GR87, GR89, Gan88b, Har65, Kar76b, McD79, Møl88, KP23].

**Particular** [Ano81e, BD75, Che80b, Cov09, Neu94a, Rod95b, SS76, Tan82, Woo83a].

**Partisan** [AM18]. **Partition** [BSC02, Cra11, Hop86b, Joy98]. **Partitioning** [KKLO86, RS00].

**Particles** [CG05, GR87, GR89, Gan88b, Har65, Kar76b, McD79, Møl88, KP23].

**Passage** [Ano87g, Ano88h, Ano91i, AS12, ASS85, BR00, Bel71, BWY11, BH12, Bre08, CR72, CW93, CK81, DIKM10, Dar66, DM67, DM68, Di 98, Dom95, Dom96, Don84b, Dur85, Dur88, DW92, FL98, Gal93, Gut75, GRRT97, HP98a, Ham05, Har90c, Her85, How00a, How01, HK09, IK11, JRR95, Jan81, JGR91, Kei71, Kij87, Kij88, KS93b, Lal86, Le95, Lef06, LS97a, ML98, MS91, Mil67, NRS85a, NRS85b, NRS85c, Par88b, Pau87, Reh79, RS83, RSS84, RS88, Rog00, Sat77, Sch11, SS88b, SS76, Ste85, Ste95, Ste91, Sum84, Sum87, SR88, TR67, Tho75a, Tho11, TW84, Was69, Whi71a, Wie79, Win05, Woo82, Yao85, Zip11, BS23, CdLH+23, DS13, GA22, HJ14, Iva16, KK24, Lef24, LN19, SWZ18, SW20, Vee15, Vid19, WG15].

**Passage-Time** [DM67, DM68, Don84b, Har90c]. **Passages** [BD75, KS13].

**Passing** [Unk79]. **Past** [Ken88, PR08, DT15, DL02, Saw77].

**Past** [Ken88, PR08, DT15, DL02, Saw77]. **Pasta** [Sch93].

**Pat** [Ano89f, Han89]. **Patch** [Saw79]. **Path** [BM89a, DMT11, DT11, FPY04, Gra00, PV12, PS02b, Ros12, SS07, Ses96, SK86, Spo04, Sti94, Ten75, VSW09, VD17, WG93, Wob88, CdOS15, FW21, FCvS15, FH17, Hoo13, KSS16].

**Path-Dependent** [FPY04, SS07, FW21]. **path-length** [FH17].

**Pathological** [Hun95]. **Paths** [Ano66d, Col69, Di 98, EE78, Hor65, Kin65, MN79, PSS76a, AG16, BS17, CMW16, JX13].

**Pathwise** [Bor92, GJP21, JPS18].

**Pattern** [Ano91e, Bel66, CP88, Gol05, Kar83, Moo73, Nue08, Nue10, Ste03].

**Patterned** [BF78, GG74].

**Patterns** [Ant01, AM05, Blo84, BWZ85, BL03, Cov91, CH84a, FC02, GGS+95, GKP06, HH03, HA38a, IA07, KS71, Lot84, Peg75b, Rout00, GS14, RDM19].

**Paul** [Doo72]. **Payment** [EW88, GM15]. **Payments** [GC807, RZ07]. **Payoff** [GHL03]. **Payoffs** [GHL05, OO07]. **PDE** [LMW00]. **PDEs** [GPW22, HS00].

**Pdf** [VT11]. **peak** [Dal16a]. **Peaks** [WS96]. **Peculiarities** [Lit01].

**Pedersen** [Hør05]. **Pedigrees** [Kar86b, Ner84]. **Penalties** [VPT92].

**Penalty** [AHN90, AH00, Att87, BFP17]. **Pensionable** [Sah78].

**percentages** [SGS15]. **Percolation** [AW93, App94, Ari14, BS17, BS97, BS08, Che01, CS08, CK81, DSS11, Dck87, DFM*06, GWS80, HP98a, Her85, How00a, How01, Jan81, JZG11, KZ84, Lam70, McD80, Mee95, Ngu90, OW79, Reh79, Rü82, Sar97, Sch11, Sch80b, Shii02, Smy76, Tan93, VK85, VI14, Wie80, Wie84, Wt93, YCG11, Zha96, AG16, Ber13a, BCKK17, CdLH+23, DS21, DP18, HH23, Hir16, HLF19, LN19, YW21].

**Perfect** [Bov99, DP12a, HS04, Mon82, Sch75b]. **Perfection** [Ken82a].
Performance [BK86b, BK87a, CG96, GW87, HZ87, KL00, LC83, PPF03, PPBT99, Rod95b, JTW+13, Spi15]. Period [Ano74h, ALH01, BKNZ91, BC92, BPSZ10, Coh67a, Con74, CT76, Dal69b, DJ69, DT80, Dvu84, DKO84, Emm9, GT74, Had74, Hey74, Lan87, LO95, LS96, Lou78, LN94, Nat75, Neu68a, Pak73c, Pur75a, RS90, Ros75, Ser90, SS85a, Son96, Sta85, Wie89]. Periodic [Ano91g, AT87, BW89, Ber10, Ger91, H98, ALH01, BKNZ91, BC92, BPSZ10, Coh67a, Con74, CT76, Dal69b, DJ69, DT80, Dvu84, DKO84, Emm9, GT74, Had74, Hey74, Lan87, LO95, LS96, Lou78, LN94, Nat75, Neu68a, Pak73c, Pur75a, RS90, Ros75, Ser90, SS85a, Son96, Sta85, Wie89]. Periodically [BH98, CX01, Iso82, KFM06, KKY02]. Periodogram [Dav74, Ols67, Pag71, Roo76a]. Periodograms [Dah85]. Periods [Coh71, DS94a, DS98, DGM04, FH10, Gha86, Gha90, GW05, NSS04, PRX03, SHY91, Sta01, SZ93]. Peripatric [LM15]. Permanence [DNY16]. Permutation [BPR08, Gla93, Hen83b]. Permutations [Die87, Dom91, Gne98, Mah03, FGH+21]. Perpetual [Eks03, Eks06, Lu10, Pau01, EM24]. Perpetuities [Hit10, AW21, BDIM18, DQH19, HL14]. Perpetual [N'ad71]. Perpetuities [EM24]. Perturbation [FH95, Has65, Mit04b, Not00, Sch68, Sen89, Tit74, FHL13]. Perturbation-Type [Tit74]. Perturbations [Hin82a, Hin95, Las94c, Mer80, Tve75a, Via95, Gag17]. Perturbed [CL09, ELNT11, Els95, Hol78, KO12, LR95, RRS98, SV03a, Win79, ZW02, BIMR22, CTKR83, IRS23, PZ10]. Perturbées [CTKR83]. Pest [KAD90]. Peter [Ano90m, BN17]. 'Petersburg [ML85, Gut10]. PH [DO16, Neu81, RL88, VB02, DO16, KT15, BB12]. PH/M=c [KT15, BB12]. Phag [GY65, Pur69, SR70b]. Phage-Reproduction [Pan98]. Phages [Bha68a, Srg67]. Phase [ANT17, Ary72, AL85, BCL09, Bre08, Bre10, BK73a, CL05, Chr12, CCG96, CM02, Cox77, FHTZ10, Fen95, FH13, Gil68, JHR99, KS99, KS93a, LT00, MO92, MS79, PL81, RN80, Ros75, Ryd96, Shi02, Tan93, Ver98, AB19, Bre13, CH22, He21, PD20]. Phase-Age [BK73a]. phase-dependent [Bre13]. Phase-Type [AL85, BCL09, Bre10, CL05, Chr12, CC96, CM02, FHTZ10, KS99, KS93a, MO92, RN80, Ryd96, AB19, He21, PD20]. Phases [BMT10, HAV82]. Phatarfod [Bal78]. Phenomena [DS75, Ham82, Kin04, Pra88, FL19]. Phenomenon [Imt74, KB91, WDL09]. Philology [NH82]. Photographic [And84a]. Phylogenetic [BS15c, BF09, LS09b]. Physical [Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, BEN98c, CG87]. Pickands [DHM22]. Pickard [Wei79]. picked [KS18]. Piece [Hal89]. Pieces [Hal80b]. Piecewise [BL12, Cos90, Cos93, CD09, Kol95, Lu10, RDM19, Sch96, CDSJ20, Fuj13, Gén23]. Piecewise-Deterministic [Cos90, Fuji13]. pinned [Men23]. Piret [VE98]. Place [AR82, Hen81, Lef24]. Placed [Kel83]. Planar [Kel85, KM87, KO05, Kol07, KS83b, OR86, RS89a, SK90, BM20, MO23]. Plane [App94, AFM95, BS70, DF88, EV82, Kel83, MC70, MC71, Mor66b, Neu82, Rog78, Tan83b, Tan83c, Wei78, Yad70, YZ85, AH15, vLR13, TP79].
Planes [SY72, Wu93]. Planetary [Gal71b]. Planning [Gue99, SV71, Woo83a]. Plant [Dig76, Rou90]. Plate [FS78]. Platoon [BR79]. Play [CSYZ05, CCHY08, Sch05, Yao07b, YC08]. Played [DN04]. Player [Bar64, CD85, SB06, Tay79]. Playing [Yao07a, Yao07b]. plus [Hoo13]. Point [AM07, Amb65, AK93, Ass83, AB86b, Bac91, Bas71, Bau84a, Bau84b, BV11, Bax98, Ber77c, BMZ82, Bor96, BM01b, Bri71, BN88, BHX98, Byt81, Cao95, CL85, CG00a, Çin88, CYF96, DK01, DM75, Dal82, DV04, DM01, DH85, Den85, Elf67, Fea81, Fei79a, FS80b, GK97, Gha90, GBR75, HD80, Hai96, Hen86c, How00a, HS10, His86b, HS96b, IPR11, Imo01, Ish75, Ish77, Ish80, Ito77, Ito78, Kal75, Ken90, KK95, KS80a, KS80b, KS01c, KS91b, Lai78, Las87, Law70a, Law70b, LL77, Law79, LC16, Lie77, Lot84, MZ01, Mas95, Miy94, Mor75, Neu79, New70, OK86, PW07b, PL73, Pru83, Pur78, Pur82, Räd72b, Rao66, Rip76, Rud75, Riis77, San80, Ser84, Sol04, SR70a, Tor02, Van96, VJ82, Vit74, Whi72c, Wil82b, Wil82c, Yah75, Yos84, dSS04]. point [ADJ13, BO18, BK21, BN17, BW19, CH13, DFV15, DV20, Gab16b, GP13, GOP15, Hös19, HZ22b, LS19, LGD20, LTZ18, MC18, MO21, Ros14b, Sie89]. point-catalytic [BW19]. Point-Process [OK86, VJ82]. Point-to-Point [How00a]. Points [Ala76, AFGP91, CH91, Dix93, Dwy88, EW00, Gri88, Ito89, IMT00, KD78, Les69, Man83, Ray70, Ste99, VW86, dHR73, BKP +22]. Pointwise [CCFG96]. Poisson [BS16b, AH00, Acz72, AMR01, AT79, AAL77, Ano79f, Ano93e, BK21, BN17, BKL03, BB90, BE87, Bar88a, BM97, Bau81, Bau83, BM14, Bel71, BR02, Ber77b, BE83, BMS2, BS14b, Bla92, Bon13, BP96b, Bor04, BM23, Bre75, Bro69a, BR09, BS79c, BN92, CG00a, CK00b, CV01, CJ73, Cis89a, CM15b, DK01, DJ18, DH85, DMZ15, DM18, Die99, Dix93, DG06b, Du95, DT11, Dur71a, Dwa67, Eal79, Eeo04, EF90, Erh00, FP94, F198, FCKS16, FMS99, Fol86, Gab16a, Gal66a, Gal93, GKB18, GZ16, GP13, GGS +95, GL67, GRNW94, Gra71, Gri88, GRT74, GG86, Hal83b, Has64, Has65, Hay00, HKT24, Hey82b, HT78, HN00, HKQ88, Hol08a, Hop86b, Hsi97, Hun89, HLS93, HMY17, Jsc75, KR92, KSS1b, KMB06, Kel86, Ken79, Ken93, KP23, KPS81]. Poisson [KT83, KW03, KMS83, KS83b, KA03, KA09, Kyp71, Lan84, Law70a, Law71a, Law71b, LL75, LA98, Lem81, Lem89, LST19, Les69, Lew69, Lib85, Lic78, LS91, LN23, LX20, LMX04, MV16, Mar05, MM10, Mc76, McC80, McN68, Meh77b, Mil76, Min78, Möh05, MS92, Nak08, Nea05, Neu66, NR78, Oak79, PS89, Pwy89, Pj02, Pek06, Pen18, PS01a, PSZ04, PH87, Pha69, PT23a, Pic71, Pol76, Pös09, Pur75a, PG79, Pyc21, QWS4, Räd72c, RW21, Rat92, Rr77, Ruo03, Ros76b, Ros69, Ros78, Rug14, Ruh14, RS10, Ryd96, Sam74, SF77, SH21, Sch19, Ser72a, Sha74a, Sha77, SB78, Ski12, SC82, Spo01, Ss70, Srl71, SP99, Tan05, Tho85, TTT22, TSCD08, UWW4, Van96, Vas82b, VX04, VC96, Vel04, WCW05, Web99, Wes99]. Poisson [Wes73, Wes77b, Wic79, Wit90, Won97, Xia97, Xu09, YZ85, YC01, Yao96, ZW02, ZY08]. Poisson-Binomial [Ski12]. Poisson-Driven [SC82]. Poisson-like [GK18]. Poisson-Paced [BN92]. Poisson-saddlepoint

[AHN90, AH00, Ber76, BR87b, BLS90, BLS93, BS73, CG00b, EE76, Fro93, Gla93, JFS12, JCM98, Käm87, Lan88, Lew01, LAF02, Mi02b, Miy92, NO74, Nak86a, PV12, Pek03, Rig76, Rig96, Sav88a, SZ92, She92, STC93, VPT92, Wan76a, Zhe91, Zuc80b, Zuc81, CCDOS15, HR15]. Policy

[Ab73, Aba79, ADY07, APZ11, BKL03, Bha69, CL11, CP01, Dsh98, Dsh01a, Emn72, Ger76, Jas94a, LLPC94, LA98, LBL05, LT94, McN85, Mi02a, MN82, Nel82, OKM86, Qiu91, RS90, She96, Tan78, Wan77b, WW90, Ys88, Yeh95, ZC95, Zha94, Zuc89. AA17, BFP17, Jia15, SP17, YCW15]. Polish

[ZPR08]. Pollaczek [Coh81a, JS96, Kel12]. Polling

[CNS99, Dow98, Kro97, OV03, TTH91, Van99, AKLL18, KSB23]. Pólya

[AG07, BSC18, BK64, Bor21, CK13, FS14, GR13, Gun97, HMP06, Hol80b, Jan00, MO93, Nak09, Nie06, RW79, SGS15, Siki12, Thö16, Tri92, Wal76]. Polygamy [Can74]. Polygons

[Geo87, MM82, Nag93, Neu82, SY72, Tan83b, FV18]. Polyhedron [Mat90]. Polyhedron [MV86, SM72]. Polymers [JW11, LV72, Ols77]. Polymorphism

[HH85b]. Polymorphisms [Ha90, Kin88]. Polynomial

[BLBL10, Bra75, DM72, Ort08, Ros82, Sen01, CDP19, Kim17, VR22]. Polynomial-Rate [Ort08]. Polynomially [Eba84]. Polynomials

[GP99, Wat88, Mar13, MA17]. Pólyana


[Aas76, Ano92g, BCR95, BG87a, BK64, BLT11, BM66, Bro70, CM82, Chi68, CS85b, CDD10, CH90, CS82, Don86, Eth79, Ewe82, Fel66, FW07, GT86, GST00, GT05, Hey82a, Hey86, Hin80b, Hin81, HB84, Hol67, Hol79a, Hör85a, Hör85b, Höp86a, Hou12, Jag92, JS00, JPR95, JP69, Jen74, JW85, Kör03, Käm91, Kar86a, Kar86b, Kei76, Kim64, Kin69a, Kin77, Kla94, Klee83a, Klee84, Klee85, Klee89, Klee94, KS02b, LH81, Les10, Li06a, Li06b, Lip77, Man74, Mc76, McC78, McC80, MJF87, Mäh94, Mäh97, Möh99, Möh10, MRR02, Mon67, Møy64, O’N96, PW67, Pol66, Pol68, Pol10, Pol67, Pra80, PW07a, RR75a, Ren73, Ren74, Ren77, Sam71, SG89, SF83, ST88, SB09, Staa9, Sud81, Sud83, Sud85, Tes84, Tra81, WF99, Wan99b, Wat72, Wat64]. Population

[Wil88a, Wö03a, XW05, Yan75, ZTML21, ZJ04, BS19, BEER15, BBN14, CFRS22, Cha13, MN16, Roy14]. Population-Size [Lip77]. Population-Size-Dependent [Ano92g, Höp85a, Höp85b, Höp86a, JS00, Kle83a, Klee84, Klee85, Klee89, Li06a, MRR02, WF99, Wan99b, XW05, ZJ04]. Populations

[Ba07, BR85, Bec70, Bld76, BM93, CF11b, CG12, CW69, CH84a, Cru70, Ell66, FF11, Fin04, Gal72, Gla77, Hin80a, Hin82b, HB83a, Hol81a, Jag69, JS04a, Kab12, KN00, Kin82, LM88, Len81, Ner84, Rad74a, Tai95]. Portfolio

[Bro00a, Cy08, CPT99, HBBH23, HO07, RB05, ZLW06]. portfolios [BL13]. POS [CL98]. Position [Rad76a, CS20b]. Position-Dependent [Rad76a]. Positions [AIH87, AIH88, Eng64, Bel23]. Positive [AH00, AL00, AT70,
BS04a, Bre75, Bre08, CMS06, Den10, DKS86, Ebr87, Gel91, GY04, Igl74, IM74, Kao78, Lee11a, Lee11b, LM08, McV08, Miz06, Ros80a, Rüs04, TO92, Twc75a, ZZ04, FPS18, Gra18, KMG19, Pro18, Tu19, Vid20. Positively [SDH94]. Positiveness [Kal93]. Positivity [AP94, CS80, Day83, QS99].

Possible [ALS04, Gre76c, Mas86a]. Posterior [Pia08]. Potential [BNL05, Iva14, KS06, Nat74, Van81, Whi90, KP23, Pit18]. Potentially [Had69]. potentials [Kub24]. Pour [CTKR83, Mat74, Mat76, Mat78, Bie98].

Power [BNGS04, Duf96, Dur71a, Gne00, JLN10, Kal91b, Ma03b, MW97, NW07, Wei95, BVW21, DS17, Gau22]. Power-Law [Duf96, Gne00, JLN10, Ma03b, MW97, BVW21, DS17]. powered [Kol15].

Powers [MSS92, BS17]. Precedence [BSC04, Gla80]. Precise [NP09]. Predation [Che76b].

Predator [Bil77b, CB91, Co, RS86a, MV97, BK16, SB17]. Predators [HJ13a]. Predictable [Ebr93]. Predicting [All10, All12, Dub81].

Prediction [CF96, DM72, GN96, Kab83, LBP99, MM10, Rév04, Ris86, Sob67, SM94b, Torl0]. Predictions [Gue97, SLZ01, Cha13]. Predictors [TR89]. Predicts [DFSD01].

Preemptive [CN64, Fak86, Fak87, FR10, Sah71b, Sch72, Whi71b]. Preemptive-Resume [CN64, Fak86, Fak87, Whi71b]. Preface [Ano88n, Dal01b, GG94a, GH82, Gan86].

Preface [CV10, Dei10, Tor18, ARS21, BKK19, Bri20, CF22b, LM20]. Present [CV10, Dei10, Tor18, ARS21, BKK19, Bri20, CF22b, LM20].


Presence [AT06, AK97, CSZ04, CSZ05, Cre74, DV87, DKS76, FGL00, GKL01, Hos86, Qui66, CY16, Roy24]. Present [CV10, Dei10, Tor18, ARS21, BKK19, Bri20, CF22b, LM20].

Presentation [AL85]. Preservation [AV10, BB04, BCR00, BAAB00, BP94, LSW19, Sav03, Won97, GT14].

Preserve [DG99]. Preserving [SAG73, Cri18]. prespecified [AGP13].

Pressure [Tra81]. Preventance [AN22]. Preventive [LS03, MR03, Nak86a, OA70]. Previous [Hör05]. Prey [Bil77b, CB91, Co, RS86a, MV97].

Prey-Predator [GK76]. Price [JM12, BPS15, JP18]. Prices [BMP87, CLS09, Eks06, Lu10, MKN11, OO07]. Pricing [BRY04, BJ12, BMBB08, BN02, Cai11, DJ05, DW77, DWW11, FP04, Gay04, GER95, Ger11, GS01, Iva07, LR12, San06, Tan11, KL16].

Prices [BBvdMP23]. Prime [Tor69]. Primitive [CSZ05]. Principe [Bie98].

Principle [AV10, Bar72a, Bie98, Br91, Cse79, DS08b, DNW17, Gue81, Hol06, MIV99, Matt95, Mor68, Pir80, Sulz10, Vi107, Whi86, Zha15, Cin23, FX16, LSWX20, PSK17, FUK16]. Principles [AV10, Ano99a, HIR03, Mac01, PR96, KLY16, Nyq17]. prion [OS14]. Prior [Kab81, NvdB0d12]. Priorities [Sha89a, Wol70, Yad70]. Priority [Bau84a, DN80a, DT01, Har73c, Kâm87, Sch72, Sch75a, Whi71b, XMKW90].
prizes [Ano22a]. Probabiliste [Jof82]. Probabilistic
[AALK05, BJ07, BER10, BD007, CGR08, Dav83, DI 99, DO97, EY11,
GKR94, HKO94, He01, Hey80, Hol13, Kal92, KKL086, Lin99, LMW00,
Lu00, Neu80, Xai99, CH22, KY17c, Psa22, Jof82]. Probabilité [PL03].
Probabilities [AF87, Ano78f, AN95, Asm80, BK87b, Bf05, BJM93,
BN05, Bro66, Bro00b, BL98, Bur76, BLL84, CG99, Cai02, CL93, Coo74,
Dal99a, Dal79a, DS94a, Di 98, Dio74, DS93, Dur71a, Fel91, FW10, GAl66a,
GW94b, HT12, HS99a, Hau12, Hen81, Hen83b, Hit86, HPS04, Ios86, Kal93,
Kar88, KM66, KNT10, Koo04, Kry72, Kry75, LL82, LR80, LV12b, LR07,
MM71, My90, MT02, Mor95, Mor86, Nat74, NT04, Nis74b, NFK99, Nyr94,
PS76a, PS80, PS93, PF06, Pha94, Pit80, Pol71, Raf73, Rob05, Rog09, Rog87,
RR12, Rüs82, S mi72, SK86, Sti94, Sud05, Tor79, Twe73, Tew75a, Tw75b,
Vun81, Web99, Wei89, Wei76, Wil69, WW02, Yao93, Zai95, ACVZ20, BH20,
CD13, FW16, GS14, GS19, GH14, HJ13b, KP22, LB23, MO23, PK06].
probabilities [PT23b, Sez18, Zha22]. Probability
[Abd87, Ail68, Ano66d, Ano78h, Ano95e, Ano22a, AC94b, Bal95, BS06,
Bin94, BR96, BCS93, BS97, Bra75, Bra79, Cao89, CR72, CH06, Che11, CD05,
Cra88, CP11, DN80b, DVJ04, DVJ08, Dav84, Dev79, DJ95, DGNR95, DR09,
Dir5, DKK08, Fen76, Fea80, Fin88, FMS04, FC02, GT06, Gau82, Gau88a,
Gau10, Gau84a, GER95, GS72, Gii68, GNR89, GOL75, Gol76, GWS80, CZ94,
Gre01, Gui94, Han65, HH07, Hn86e, HS78, Hu88, Hn85a, Hor65, Hs176,
HS87b, Hul01, Hun76a, IK04, IK06, JRR95, JL12, Käm91, Kan85, Kap72,
Kar77, Ken88, Kwe75, LH86, Leh73, Len81, Les10, Lin73, MZ93, Mas95,
MT00, MI94, Mil92, Mil86, Mil86a, MZLSR202, NS00, Neu88,
New66, PV88, Par88b, PEG75a, Pen96a, Pla85, Pone7, WP01, Qui76, RS83].
Probability [RSS84, RS87, Rog78, Ros08, SP88, Sat77, SMS94, Sie78b,
SS80, SO11, Sto04, Sub79, Tan05, WPK97, Whi85b, Yos84, Zha96, ZY08,
ZJ04, vDZ05, AA17, CDP19, CLC214, Che18, DHM20, DN13, Eri16, ES23,
GHW19, LY22, Ros16, TTT22, Ano15, PLO3, Ano14, Ano89e, Ano13]. Probes
[Col81]. Problem
[AHBT82, AR01a, AOR03, AW90, ARM98, Ano78h, Ano88f, Bal75, Bal76,
BG02, BNL05, Bar64, BKNZ91, Bon02, Boo79,Bru78, BL98, Bru65, BS09,
BGNR90, CR72, CW93, CR93, CB83, Con84, CS97, CST08, Cow81, CCC90,
DK01, De87, Del98, Dev79, Dia76, Din73, DSN86, Dir75, DP10, DOK84,
El67, EF90, Fan82, FDVF93, GWM07, GT05, GC71a, GJ80, Gl00, Gne94,
Gne96, GM07, GI11, Gre84, Guo01, Gtt03, HTW73, Hal85, Has79, Hen86a,
Hö85, Hs176, Hs178, Igl65, Iso82, Jag69, JW85, Kap81, Kar77, Kar09, Kea67,
KS08, Ken92b, KSC12, Kuh85, KAO3, KP07, LAl86, Lef97, LRS07, Loe90,
MSO2, MT06, Maz86, MC90, MCN86, Men82, MM94, Mul68b, Nak79b,
Nak79a, Nak91, Nak08, Ne80a, Oht91, Osh82, OS91, PVS88]. Problem
[Pet83, Pla69, Pha91, Phc96a, Pit77, PL72, QL96, RC73, RR75a, RM76,
RF88, Rev04, Rig90, Rog87, Rot95, Rub85a, Rub85b, Sap75, Shi65, Sis70,
Sm75, SKK06, Ste81, St091, SB06, Swe88, Tan82, Tan86, Tam88, Tam01,
TR67, TUC76, WAV04, WR74, Wic79, XT11, YZ82, YS83, YS84, Ye97,
Problèmes [Lef95, PLC03]. Problems

Procedure [Cha00, Fad74, SKK06, Zuc77, HK94, HK94, RNR18]. Procedures

Process [QW84]. Process

Proces [AHP75, Aal98, AH84, AH00, AB00, ADLN82, Adk69, ARZ08, Ale01, AAO90, And03, Ano74f, Ano75g, Ano78f, Ano79e, Ano83a, Ano86g, Ano87i, Ano88h, Ano06f, AK76, Bac91, Bad11, Bag86b, Bal95, BD75, Bar75a, BS79a, Bar88a, BM07, Bau83, BV11, BGT98, Bee75, Bel71, Ber85, BJ79, BFM08, Ber11, BM82, Bha65b, BG78a, Bil77a, BLL79, BLL80a, BLL80b, Bin88, Bla92, BR03, BN05, Bra70, Bra85, Bra02, BM66, Bro74, Bro86, BRS75, BH75b, Bru78, BDM12, Cab84, Cab91, CP04, Car02, CG79b, CG92, CF09, Cha75, Che94, CPZL04, CFS11, CY84, CJ73, CS72, Cli83, CB91, Co95, CCGP91, CP78, CS80, CT78, CS12, Cra11, Cra73b, CD81, CM69, CG76, CS82, CP11, DIKM10, DK01, DN80b, Dal81b, Dan69, Dan77, Dan82a, Dar70]. Process

Proces [DJ05, Dav78, Dav64, DM01, De 77, DSR80, DW77, DM10b, DR09, Dio74, Dir75, Dixo93, Dom95, Dom96, DM72, Don71, Don76a, Don91, DF81a, Du95, DM05a, DS80b, Dun82, Dur85, DW92, Dur71b, Dur74, Dur75, Dwa69, Eco04, Elf67, Est75, FSS80a, FE87, Fal86, FY82, Fer83, FMS99, FS07, FSW12, FK89, Fos75, FG76, FNV11, Fra07, GR87, GR89, Gad89, GG91a, GW76, GW80, Gnl66a, Gal93, GM05, GS76, GT86, Gw94a, GK96, Ger76, Ger77, GL67, GNRS86, Gl8a1, Gly89, GDP04, GM96, GM97, GHG95, Gra72, GR94, GZ94, GS85, Gri72, Gri88, Gri75b, GG86, Had69, Hal78, Ham92, Ham95, Has82a, Has97, HC07, Haw70, HO74, HH07, HS94, Hey70, HT74, HT78, HNF85, HF71, Hoo87, HLZ05, Hua89, HLS93, HPR86, Hul01, Hun86, HK09]. Process

Proces [HCK02, Imh84, Imo01, Ish75, Ish77, IS83, Iva81, IS85, Jac75, Jag69, Jam66, JP09, JP93, JGR91, Jia12, JW90, JW82, KK03, Koa74, KNS75, Kap75a, Kap75b, Kap10, KP89, KS06, KR70, KR88, KMB06, Ksl86, Kel77, Ken75a, KM66, Kla68, KT83, KS82, Kle83a, KLM04, KP93, Kue82, KP83, KAO9, KP07, Kyr99, Lag05, Lan68, Lan05, Lan11, Lan84, Lan86b, Law70a, Law70b, Law71a, Law71b, LL75, LL77, LY95, LA98, Lee11a, Lee11b, LM90, LP94a, LPS06, LV12a, Li06a, Lib85, Lie77, Lie78, LNZ99, LS00, LR12, LV08, LT73, Lyn00, MZ01, MJ85, MS08, Man74, Mar73a, ML98, Mar86,
MS91, MW96, McD78, ML67, McL76, McN85, Mer80, Mil92, Miu77, Miy94, MSZ04, MMR02, MS79, Mor73b, Mor74, MSZ94, MS10, Muc02]. **Process** [NW07, Nak98, Nan79, Nan82, Neu78, Neu79, NA04, NTYY93, Nis75, Not01, O’C93, OS01, Oak75, OK86, Ols67, OS91, PK74, Pak76, PH82, Pak87, PZ07, PP73a, PS80, PS83, PB83, Ped00, Pel94, PS01a, Pic71, Pic77, Pis06, Pli75, PT11, PZ07, PW07a, PL81, Pur75b, Pur87, Qui78, Qui70, Qui76, Rad72c, RT90, Rad72a, Rad73a, Rad76a, RC73, RClWI10, RCC12, Red03, Ren87, RR75b, RR94, RR05, RS87, RS88, RB05, Ros69, Ros72, Roy72, RV68, Rus78, Ruz04, SA72, Sam71, Sam74, SG89, Sar73, Sat77, Sau76b, ST86a, Sch72, Sch92b, Sch98, Sch92e, Sen81, Sen67, Sen73b, ST83, Ser90, Sgi01, ST73, SS89, Sha79, SS76, She79, Sie81, SZP07, Sni73, Sol04, Spa91, SO11, Sr91, Sr71, Sud76, Sud81, Sud01, Sud04]. **Process** [Sud05, Sys94, Tak76, Tak92b, Tan94, Tay80b, Tay81, Tho75a, Tho11, TP74, TW84, VE98, VJ82, VO84, BD69, WW06a, WCW05, Was69, WW93, Was72, Wei70, Wei72, Wei74, Wei75a, Wei76, Wei84, Wei82, WM77, Wen90, Wes99, West77b, Whi85a, WF80, Whi68, Wil88a, Wil82b, Wil82c, Win89, WDC09, XY90, Xia97, Yan73, YT83, YH87, Yeh05, Yos84, ZRU68, Zhe98, ZW02, ZG88, Zuc80a, vDZ05, AMV21, AM14, AS16, BSC18, Ber13b, BS14b, BS16b, BSDG20, BCKS13, BMR22, Bor21, BM15b, CS20b, CH13, CL23, CP18, DM19, Dal16a, DFV15, DIMZ13, DMZ15, DMI8, FS23, FLM15, Fox15, Fox16, FL20, Fox21, FHM14, GZ16, GR14, GH16, HL16a, HL13a, H¨os19, IR23, Jia15, KM15a, KOH23, KSN16, KS18, Le14, LC16, LST19, LR24, LM24]. **process** [Man13b, MK15, MC13, Mia13, MD18, M¨oh21, OS14, Per23, PT23a, Pim14, RW21, Ren14, Ros14b, Sag23, Spi22, VR22, Vee15, Vid23, Wat23, Win15, YW21, Zhu14, dRdC18, dL23, vD15, HS74b]. **Processes** [Aas77, Aas87, Ada75, Agr75, AR05a, AARJ10, Amb65, AL12, AT79, And79, And81, And70, AA93, ADW73, And84b, Ang11, AHL02, Ano64c, Ano65c, Ano65d, Ano66c, Ano67e, Ano70d, Ano70e, Ano73e, Ano74e, Ano80e, Ano80c, Ano91h, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano93h, Ano94f, Ano94f, Ano06g, Ano07e, Ara04, ANT78b, AS1, AR89, AK93, AR01b, Ass83, AGSC00, AFG11, Ath71, APS74, AP86, Ath88, Ath12, Att89, BPS12, Bac91, BDM12, BK12a, Bag82, Bag86a, BdHK93, Ba99, BS01a, BM05, BR79a, Bar75a, BNY69, BNCWP09, Bar86, Bas71, Bau81, Bae4a, Bau84b, Bau09, Bax98, BS72, BOR01, BR02, Ben68, Ben98b, BH98, Ber83, Ber70, Ber77b, Ber77c, BMZ82, BM82, BR87b, BD12, Bl01, Bin69, Bla94, BL11, Bli89, BM01a, BGH71, BW11, BH12]. **Processes** [BPT92, Bon81, BP99b, Bor96, BV96, Bor99, BVJO00, Bor04, BL12, BG79b, Bra86, Bre75, BM01b, BNT02, Bre81, Bre08, Bre10, Bri71, Bro70, BK73a, Bro04a, BDY07, Bro69a, BH75a, BR77b, BN88, BXH08, BS92b, BS93, Bru78, Bru84, BT12b, BCMW83, Bui75, BGNR90, Byt81, CC06, CW81, Cam73, Cam97, Cae95, CG05, Cha74, CL85, CG00a, CG90, Che79, CK00b, CC01, Che02, CL03, CPLZ07, Che70, CT72, Chr12, Chin8, Chin80, Cip88, CP03, Cla12, CK07, CT81, Coh77b, Coh89b, CG69, Col76, CSV01, Coo98, Cor87,
Cos90, Cos93, CD05, CD06, CD09, CT95, Cru70, CCFR00, Cse91, DS06, DS08a, DM75, Dal82, DHT86, DV04, Dal79b, Das96, Dav73, Dav86, Dav01, Dav65, DR94a, DM01, DOZ3, DO12, DH85, Dek87, DJ00, DLU09, Den85].

**Processes** [Deo73, DGNR95, Di 98, DG93b, DY97, Don72, Don73, Don76b, Don84b, DF04, DKM93, Dos79, Dsh94, Dsh98, Dsh01b, DGM04, DP10, Dur71a, Dur08a, Dzi84, Eag75, Ebr87, ER88, ER89, Ebr93, Epl83, Est76, FG99, Fas90, FS78, Fes76, Fes80, Fes81, Fei79a, Fei93, Fei91, FI98, FW07, Fer95, FL91, FP05a, FH07, Fin07, Fin10, FS06, FH72, Fol86, FKK91, FM10, FS80b, FR86, FW10, GR87, GR89, GG91a, GA93, GW82, GT06, GT85, GY95a, GD74, Gao04, Gap07, GSV11, GJ78, Gei99, GP04a, GS94, Gha90, GL84a, GNR89, GL03, Gir86, Gla92, Gla78, Gla79b, Gla82b, GBW92, Gol78b, GMD02, GMD03, GMD05, GMSB10, GR75, Gor75, GK12, GL83, GPZ05, Gre77a, Gre81, Gre74, Gre76c, Gre77b, Gre78, Gr73, Gvo02].

**Processes** [GM04, GP99, GZ02, GZ06, GRT97, GZ78, HD08, Hij82, Hol69, Ham88, HK77, HL81b, Har90c, Has82b, Hau12, Hay00, HS66, HW83, Hei90, HT89, Hen73b, Her03, Her85, Hey99, Hey71, Hey73, Hey81, Hey88, Hey94, HM99, Hol67, Hol80a, HM95, HZGG86, Hoo83, Hop82, Hop85a, Hop85b, Hop86a, Hop75, Hop76, HY94, HS77, Huf87, Hul82, Hul84, HS10, Hus86b, HS96b, HPSV04, Hyn94, IPR11, IK70, Irl03, Ish80, Iso82, Ito77, Ito78, JR95, Jac75, Jag74a, Jag74b, JS00, JZ02, JK04, JKP11, JC06a, JC81, JR82a, JFHL09, Jaw99, JK71, JP99, JC06b, Jir76, JL06, Jon99b, Jon04, JM11, Kal95, Kal75, Kal92, Kal93, K86a, Kan75, KS93a, Kao72, Kap74, KO89, KT82, K76c, KS73, Kat77b, KR92, KL03a, KN75, Kae44a, Kae45b].

**Processes** [Kei65, Kei71, Kei92, KW92, KS94b, KS08, KeI90, Ken90, KS86c, KS91a, Kij92a, KN01, Kin69a, Kle84, Kle85, Kle91, Kle94, KPS896, KK06, Kni71, KK95, KY03, KS80a, KS80b, KW04, Kra64, KR97, KS83b, KS01c, Kuhl78, Kur87, Kur70, Kur71, KZ84, Kuz10, KS91b, KP08, KPL12, KO12, Lac05, LML06, LS08a, La78, Lam91, Lam92, Lam70, L78, LBC81, L¨an79b, Lur98, Lus78, Las94b, Las94a, LL78, LR93, LA79, LRS94, LK77, LW93, Le97, Lef06, LS07, LPSV00, Les73, Lev77, Lhw69, LM91, LM08, L97a, L10b, Li96b, LPLG08, L09, LS91, Lin89, Lim82, Lin83, LR96, Lin04, Lip77, Lit92a, Lit92b, LH06, Lul11, Lec82, Loc90, L005, LS11, Lot84, L89, L006, LM04, MM09, MW10, Mac01, MS06].

**Processes** [Mal67, Man69, Man71, Mao02, MZ04, ML86, Mas86a, Mas77, Mas93, May05, MKR91, MP92b, MS93, MC97, MQ00, Mc84, McK84, McK81, McK88, McV08, MPH01, Mi76, MY84, MY85, MY01, Mit04a, Miy77, Miy79, MW90b, MP87, M¨oh94, MM07, Mon67, Moo73, Mor73c, Mor86, MH76b, Mor75, Mor71b, Mor71c, Mor99, Moy64, Moy55, MM03b, MS86, Mur87, Mur80, Mye81, Nak09, Nak66, NSS04, Nat77, New70, Nie84, Nie85, Nie06, Nie74a, Nie74b, NRS85a, NP90, O774, Oak79, Olo96, Olo98, Ols77, OCS03, Pak71, Pak74, PC76, Ped02, Pel07, PSVO4, dNPG96, Pfe82b, PH87, Pfe89, Pia98, Pia09, Pia10, Pi91, Pin71, Pin06, PP73b, Pol69, Pol71, PS86a, Pol90, Pou92, PW07b, PL73, Pra83, Pra85, Pur68, Pur71, Pur78, Pur82, QD77].

**Processes** [QS99, Rad72b, RS69, Raf73, Rah98, RY99, Rao66, Ren73, RD97,
Processes [Tho86, Tok08, Ton73, Ton74, Tor02, Tor10, Tsi07, Tuc76, TG99, Tur06, Twe73, Twe75b, Twe81, Tzi11, Van96, VSW09, Via94, Vit74, Wan76b, WF99, Wan99b, Wan12, Wau74a, Wau74b, Wei66b, Wei66a, Wei69a, Wei75b, Wei75c, Wei71, Wes73, Whi71a, Whi72b, Whi72c, Whi90, Wil69, Wil99, WZ07, XW05, XZW09, Yan72, Yan88b, Van88a, Yao85, Yao96, YAR88, Zac04, Zac95, ZG04, Zei91, Zei95, Zha01, ZS04, ZZ09, ZWV10, Zho04, Zho07, ZPR08, ZJ04, dSS04, ADPR18, AB15, AS17, AF14, APZ13, BO18, BS19, BK21, BDT22, BN17, BS15a, Bal20, BBN16, BC23, BW23, BMZ23, BS13b, BPR16, BM14, BGM15, BS23, BPS14, BPS15, BHTLV20, BY22, BP16, BMR16, BLM20, BM23, Bra22, BL17, BL21, BN15, CS20a, Cha13, Cha17, CLCZ14, CNZ14, CCGW23, CM15a]. processes [CF13, Chu18, CdSJ20, CM15b, Cur22, DHJ15, DS13, DV20, DDS20, DHKP18, D19, DLV20, FFK19, FW21, FCvS15, Fin13, FKZ13, FvLB13, Fuj13, Gaá20, GN17, GvdH18, GOP15, Gén23, GS19, Gol23, Gm0P +21, GKS14, GPZ17, GH21, HLMOL21, HJ14, HZ22a, Hon13, Hon16, HZ22b, HM20, HCY21, HMY17, IR20, Iva14, JP16, JF23, JL22, JP22, JY21, KB13, KM23, Ker20, KMG19, KW14, KR21, Kun22, KPV21, LLZ15, LS19, LGD20, LLT +22, LR23, LeS9, LF24, LP18, LP21, LW19, LYZ17, LVZ19, LP23, LBD2, LS20, LN23, LR14b, MZ24, MV16, MW21, MSV14, Mar13, MK17, MC18, MO21, NR20, Oes18, OT15, Ott20, PLRB23, Pro18, QDZ21, Rah17, RMD19, RY20, SS17, SF17, Sag20, Sch9, SV19, Sim20, SW20, TTI22]. processes [Tu19, Tzi16, VL15, VD17, Vid19, Vid20, WZ18, WY22, WW20, WZ13, WG15, ZZ16, ZH13, Zha14, ZTL21, ZW17, Zhu13, vdHKPS23].

Processing [Cha93, FL97, KS99, LEB88, Web82, WVW86]. Processor [Ana88, AF83, Coh84, FK89, GP04b, HRZ07, KMM81, Moy80, Ott84b, Ram84, RKKH0, Sch88a, Sen97, WT05]. Processor-Sharing [AF83, FK89, GP04b, KMM81, Moy80, Sch88a, WT05]. Processors [Gla79a, Pra82, WP80, XMKW90]. Processus [Lef89]. Product [BKT97b, BCS93, BC01b, Bon95, CHPT97, DW77, Gel91, Ke00, Mae80, McK89, McK82, MBM21]. Product-Form [BKT97b, CHPT97, Gel91, McK89]. Product-Type [BC01b]. Production [De 85a, Dos81, GJQ06, KP89, TG87]. Production-Inventory [De 85a, Dos81]. Products [Nei01, NP09, Pak08, Res71a, Van86, YL16]. Professor [Reu82, Wei80b]. profile [BKM19, BM22]. Profiles [Mar00, Sr91]. profit [CCFM17]. profits [FP19]. Progeny
[Don71, Dwa69, GR87, GR89, Ken75a, KP83, Wei74, Let19]. Program
[Ano82f, Pro82]. Programming
[Bel66, Eva71, Gre84, Har80, MT70, Mor68, Rie76, Whi79, Whi80c].

Programs [PZ90, Sha13]. Project [DC77, Zuc80a]. Projected
[Ano78g, Dav76]. Projection [MJP87]. Projections [Pou92]. Projects
[Aas85, KS71, O’F89]. Prolific [BFM08]. Prolonging [DO85]. Promotion
[Kal88]. Prone [LM04a]. Proof [Ano06e, Ber76, Bré69, BN88, Die82, DG92,
ELNT11, ETV88, FG12, GKL85, Har80, Hor79, Iks04, Ken92, Kim70b, KZ95,
Kon96, LMW00, Sha74a, Teh10, Van89a, Wan97, Xia99, Zhe91].

Proofreading [CS85a, FH89, YWR82]. Proofs
[Gei99, Hör05, HX02, LN94, Raj81, Hol13]. Propagation [Fen97, Ren77].

Proper [AL85, Whi01]. Properties
[AH84, Ada75, Aiu03, Ali68, Ano86g, AT98, AP86, Bad11, Bag82, Bag86b,
BM02, BM05, BKS02, Bau81, BMPR07, BE91, BI05, BLT11, Cha74, CD06,
CI78, Cre77, CCFR00, Dav74, Ebr99, FY82, FIN07, GG91a, GW80, GW82,
Gat87, GMSB10, Gue97, HIF91, Hay91, KMW11, Kud91a, KÖ69, KMR75,
KW96, KZB05, Khm11, KL77, KL78, KK93, KM92, LL75, Lew90,
LZ02, Li04, LS91, Lin99, Loc69, LN94, LMX04, Mas82, Mat92b, MR02,
NJ96b, Nya78, New70, Ols67, Pag71, PC76, RS92, RRS98, Roe85, Ros79,
Sbch92, SS88a, SS87, SY91, STC93, SAS04, Tho85, Tw73, UB74, Wil02,
Woo83a, XY09, Yan73, ZG04, ZTO0, ZLW06, Zij83, AMV21, ASB21, BM15a,
BSC18, BBH14, BHTLV20, CNZ14, CL23, Erb23, HM20, Hu16].

Properties [LPN13, MW15, MWH22, TSN17, dCGG16]. Property
[Abr97, Ano91f, Bas70, Bra86, Bré00, Bro69a, CK00a, Che06, CM98, CD92,
CM02, DS20, DP12b, Ers07, Emb83, ES08, Fea81, Fei79a, FS92, Gue91,
GMRY07, Hai92, Hal79a, Hay00, HX02, Ish04, Ken90, Kle83b, LM12, Lin94,
Mej65, Pur82, Saw83, Sch93, Str75a, Tam68, WH04, BS15a, HL13a].

Prophet [ASC00, KK97]. Proportion [Mas95, Sud85, Tan83c, HKT24].

Proportional [BCR11, ET83, FS71, SI83, AES17, BS22, LWM00, LY23].

Proportions [Gou87, Jag69]. Proposal [DJ09, Kam17]. Prospective
[NTY03]. Prospective-Loss [NTY03]. protected [ABD17, MW15].

Protein [Lad05]. Protocol [BFS09, FI87]. Proved [Tan79b]. Pruned
[GH13]. pruning [AD13]. Pseudo [BG87b, Cha83, Ewe64, DS23].

Pseudo-Conservation [BG87b]. Pseudo-Contagious [Cha83].

Pseudo-Transient [Ewe64]. Publications
[Ano82a, Ano86b, Ano94m, Ano01k, Ano04m]. Pure
[AH84, Ano86g, FY82, Kle81, Kur70, Li00a, Pfe82b, Ros71, SS88b, Van89a,
dSS04, SF17, Sag3, Wan15]. Pursuit [MT12, Sch75b, Sch76].

Pursuit-Evasion [Sch75b, Sch76]. Put [Eks03, Lu10, Pau01, EM24, Kol15].

QBD [BS13b, DO12, dNPG96]. Quadratic
[BNL05, Wen86, Wen90, CCGW23, Pit18]. Quadrilaterals [Gat82a, Tan83c].
Quality [MP04, Wan76a]. Quality-Control [MP04]. quantifying [MO21].

Quantile [Cai11, DE11, JF16, Par86]. Quantiles
Quantitative [AFV15].

Quantum [CH71, Fin88, Hud73, Par88b, Par01, MS23].

Quantum-Mechanical [CH71, Hud73].

Quarter [AFM95, vLR13].

Quasi-Bayesian [CCH06].

quasi-Bernoulli [HL14].

Quasi-Birth-and-Death [HN01, VSW09].

Quasi-Birth-Death [FDVF93, LR93, JF23].

Quasi-Ergodicity [Zei89].

Quasi-Infinite [Ano79f, PG79].

Quasi-Input [Hun86].

Quasi-Likelihood [BZ04, Hey94].

Quasi-Likelihood-Based [ALS04].

Quasi-Limiting [Kij93, Cur22].

Quasi-Markov [Bon81].

quasi-regression [Kim17].

Quasi-Renewal [Pia00b, Pia00a].

Quasi-Score [LSC04].

Quasi-Stationary [AFG11, C.12, Cla12, Ova01, PT11, Pol99, MSV14, ZZ13].

quenched [Bow18, DS21, Lam14].

Questions [JFS12].

Queue [Ano72g, Ano74h, Ano87h, AGC97, AGC99, ALH01, ALRW99, Bac86, BM89a, Bal72, BS02, BM97, BGT98, BKNZ91, Bhu06, BJM93, BBP03, BC92, Box75, BY97, BPSZ10, BS93, CP01, Cha94, CG96, CY90, DN80a, Dal65, Dal69b, DJ69, DS92, DS94a, De 85c, Dos85, Du95, DYY01, Duv84, Emm72, Enn9, ESM08, Fac86, Fac87, Fac89, FF91, Fa94, FT80, FG84, FY83, GI76, GW94b, GM11, GU92, Gra00, Gra83, GW11, HN71, Ha85, Han87, HL76, Has64, Has65, Hea65, Hen93, Hey64, Hey74, Hil67, HT78, Hok75, Hok77, Hoo83, Hoo70, HPR86, Huf87, HB02, Hun86, HCK02, Igl65, Ish04, Jen66, Jen72, Jin88, JN90, Kap71, Ken72a, Ken72b, Ken74, KKK07, KMK9].

Queue-Length [KS85, M88, SH81].

Queue-Size [Mor80].
Queueing [AS89, Ano90g, Ano05e, Ary72, APS04, BT73, Bam92, Bar82a, BKT97b, Bha55b, BN94, BK03, Bla84, Bré78, Bro64, CSZ97, Cha97, CC79, Coh67a, Coh67b, Coh73, CHPT97, Con84, DS02, DS08a, DT85, Del78, DT01, DK90, Dsh89, Dsh98, Dsh01a, DN99, DS04, Eco00, Eco03, Emm9, FT80, FG87, Fin69, Ge91, GXS12, GNN85, Gra00, GMDB03, Had69, Har81, Hav91, HP98b, He03, HF70, HT91, Hen93, HS93, Jac78, Jl98, KR86, Kan85, KK9a, KS80a, KS80b, KM88, KJ91, KTW69, Kul83, LC84, Lan86b, LR80, LC83, Le05, Le06, LP00, Lew01, LAF92, LSC97, Lin04, LT71, LT72, LT90, LT04b, MF01, Me89, Me68, MO71, Miy79, Nak86c, Nat74, Nat75, Nat77, Naw83, New86, OM72, Pak70, Pea65, PS99, PS86b]. Queueing [PT94, Pur73, Rao66, RSY90, RS92, Ros80a, Sch86, SY86, SY89, Sha75, Sha89b, Sig89, Sim00, Sob90, SG93, SS92, Sta85, Sze97, Tan94, Tet98, Tin85, TT79, VS90, Van90, Van91b, Van81, Vis86, Wal83b, Wal11, WB03, Wie89, Wil96, Wil99, Xu98, Yad70, Ye07, ZY70, BvdHvL17, GPSY16, HR15, JTW+13, PW16, Ros14a, SGC16]. queueing-time [SGC16]. Queues [Abr01b, AS04, Ali70, Ano95e, AT87, AT96, AIH87, Aye07, BF95, BW89, Bau97, BR98, BKK08, Bha68b, BE91, Bha87, BC72, BM94, BB12, Br79, BR69, BS92b, Bru71, BG00, Cao84, CPS96, CZ98, CK00c, Çın67a, Çın67b, Con75, CL93, Cra73a, Cra74a, Cra74b, DMS08, DR84, DS9a4, DS98, DESM10, DM03, DMO05, DGM04, Du96, DKO84, FW21, FG98, FH10, Fol86, FK89, FKK91, FR10, FL97, GB02, GGS91, GT74, Gha86, Gha89, Gha90, GW05, GG91b, Gre69, GW87, GR74, Gui94, GMS96, Had74, HD71, HGR90, HZ87, Har90a, Har73a, Har73b, Har73c, HL77, HL81a, HP93, HW84a, Hey82b, HW84b, HKN89, HL04, HAPV12, JS96, KM01, KZB05, Ke75, KM90, KAR11, Kin66, Kol74, Kol79, KMS83, KS85, KST99, KN05, Kyp71, Kyp72b]. Queues [Lat81b, LT04a, Leh72, Leh86, Lem81, Lem87, Lem89, LO95, LX00, Lou73, Mad75a, MH76a, MT00, MNS01, MO71, Miy77, Miy85, MY88, Miy90, MY91, Miy92, Miy01, Moh72, NSS04, Neu68b, Neu68c, Neu68a, Neu68b, Niu60, Niu61, NR78, O'B75, OM72, Pea67, PR08, Pha93, Rab06, RN80, RHK90, Rey68, Rig99b, Ros70b, Ros74, Ros78, Sen93, ST08, Sha66, Sha80, SS85a, SS87, Sha73, Sha71, Sig88, SW11, SZ06, Sta87b, SP92, SZ93, SD12, SM97, Sze86, SDH94, Tak71a, Tak89, Tan79a, Tso92, Wal82, Wan99a, Web79, Whi71b, Wol77a, Wol87, Wol84, WPN80, WT05, YS99, YT83, Yu74, ZZ04, CHR15, DSZ13, GS15, Hon17, Ino19, KB20, KSBM18, Lóp16, PS13, Sez18, Van22, Yao13, ZX17]. Queuing [Boe69, Bur79, CK90, Hem90, Rád72c, SD87, Wal83a]. Queuing-Theoretic [Bur79]. Quick [BB98]. Quickest [Bal75, Bal76]. Quiescence [MZ01]. Quintuple [Bre10]. Quite [Kap78].

r [Bhu06, DC77, KS71]. R&D [Aas85, PZ90, Zuc80a]. Races [Hen81]. Radial [QW84]. Radially [Gor75]. Radiative [Bro70]. radii [DS17]. Radioactive [Lit09]. Radon [BD75]. Rahman [Hua74b]. Rainfall [ST01]. Random [Adl76, Adl78, Aff89, Agr75, ALM06, Agu09, Ail68, Ala76, Ala77, AFGP91,
Ale96, Ali99, All04a, All04b, AM08, All10, ALS04, AG80, Ano66d, Ano66e, Ano75c, Ano78e, Ano86f, Ano86j, Ant78a, AM78, ACSS11, AFM95, Ave85, Bac91, Bac01, Bad11, BO99, Bal72, Bal01, BMZ07, BE87, BG06, BN06, BCL08, Bar75b, Bar75c, BP04, Bau84a, Bau84b, BKMS04, BF91, BL00, BTH72, Ber94, BM98b, Ber81a, Ber83, BM90, BZ08, BZ09, Ber99, Big77a, Big77b, BG79a, BS04b, BS70, BS82a, BL10, BT82, Blo82, Blo84, BG12, BWY11, BC73, BF96a, Böh00, Bo80, BDL08, BN88, BHX98, Bro04b, BPR08, Bru78, BO90, BL03, BDM12, BM84, BGP80, BR95, Ck00a, CG97a, CMW95, CH91].

Random

[CFRS22, CM07, CS86, CHL98, CCC03, CNO + 84, CR92, CR94b, CCN10, Chi68, Cho94, CZ99, CV09, CP90, CS75, CT81, Coh84, Coh88, Coh94, CS95, CP78, Coh81b, Coh89, Coh81, Coh14, CJ98, CS08, C008b, Coo89, Coo98, Cor87, Cow93, Cox77, Cre74, CL92, CX01, Dal79a, DG93a, DS94a, DD04, DN04, Deh85, Dei10, DDK78, DZ07, DP12b, Det96, DM10b, DS94b, DY97, DS75, Don77, D0n80a, Don80b, Don83, DGK98, Dor82, DG99, DF88, Dow66, DMG09, DKS76, Dwa69, Dwy88, Dz86, EE81, Eml66, Eme72, Eng65, Eng93, EE78, EE93, EW88, FN70, FP97, Fal96, Fan12, FG84, Fed78, Fed91, FM10, FH11, FS14, FD84, FL98, Gal73, Gal66b, Gan82, Gan88b, Gan04a, GPSY16, Gat82b, Gat84a, Gat84b, Gay76, GJ78, Geo87, GK97, Ger77, GC71b, Gir82].

Random

[Gne99, GI11, Gol75, GMD02, GMD03, GMD05, Got87, GGZ91, GS99, Gra85, Gre76a, GZ94, GR74, Gri85, GH09, GS06, GP05, G10, Gut03, Haa92, HJ99, Hai81, Hai90, Hal89, Hal81, Hal83a, Ham92, Ham95, HJ02, HTW09, HS09a, Has76, Hel70, HN76, HW84a, HRF83, HRF84, Hen83b, Hen83c, Hen86b, Hen86c, HIR03, Hey67, Hey69, HG81, HH96, HH00, H10g, HW88, Hols80b, Hols80a, HH84, Hor04, Hor65, Hor98, HS96a, HS14, HS87b, Hu88b, Hüs82, Hüs86a, HL71, IFN19, Ig174, IM10, Iso86, It079, It080, IS86, It089, IMT00, IK70, Jac12, JZ02, JK04, Jan78, Jan88, JLN10, Jaw84, Jaw99, J98, J98, JR82b, Jon99a, JT92, KS72, KS99, Kao78, Kap72, Kap87, Kap82, Kar68a, Kar68b, Kar76a, KP92, KP96, KN75, Kei82, KS86b].

Random

[KM01, Kel85, Ken94, KK97, KS10, KL03b, KN05, Kim94b, Kim70b, Kin69b, KW03, KS82, KKRT12, KM97, KT08, Kol98, KO05, Kol06, Koal07, KK01, KKP10, KP93, Ku06, Ku090, Kuu82, Kyp98, LB89, Lai86, L78, Law83, Law92, LLM10, LL93, LM90, LU96, LPS06, LMS76, LT80, LI12, LV12b, LH07, Lin73, LR96, Lit01, Lit74, L689, LR12, LP94b, Lu597, MM09, MP00, Mace80, MP92a, M001, Man83, MM03a, Mar73b, Mas82, Mas95, Mat84, McC74, McL76, MS04a, Mei10, MSS09, Mil94, Moo73, Moo74, Mor73c, Mor75, MW91, Mor66b, MP93, MS05b, Mul86b, MR11, Mun12, Mut87, NB03, NS80, NH82, Nak79b, Nak79a, NC95, Nau79, Nea03, Nei03, NW70, Neu94b, NT04, NtaYY04, Ngu90, Nic86, Nis74a, Nis74b, Nis75, Nor75].

Random

[Nue10, OP86, Ors86, Ors87a, Ors89, Oza80, Oza81, Oza86, Pak73a, Pak78b, PH82, Pak08, Pap10, Par88b, Peg73, Pel07, PP71, PP06, PT97, Pet83, PSW71, Pin11, Pit90, PP73b, Pod72, Pol75, Pol82, Pol10, PS76b, PZ90, Pra80, PL72, Pru85, QR90, Qui91, QL99, Rad76c, Raf73, RR10, RHS1a,
Rêv04, RT91, Rhe98, RB98, Rob92, RD99, RB91, Roe85, RP03, Ros86, Ros87b, Ros93, Ros81c, RSZ95, Ros12, Rot95, RE01, Rout90, Roy72, Rub77, Rub79, RMV97, Rus83, Ruz10, RS10, Sah83, SY72, SKF79, Sch85, Sch82, Sel91, Sg99, SW97a, Sha78, She96, Sho75, Sic78a, Sic78b, SH82, Sie79, Sim00, Sim21, Ska71, SD76, SS94, Spe73a, Spe86, Spo04, SZ04, Sta77, Sta81, Sta04, Sto08, Sud04, Swi76]. Random [SS03, Tak77, Tak88, Tak89, Tak92a, TW01, Tan83b, Tan83c, Tay99, TW99, TW75, Tol88, Tor79, TP79, Tro83, TK84, Tsi07, Tso71, Van86, VT11, VW86, VC96, Vu09, VT75, VT76, Ver69, Ver98, Via95, VP10, Vo09, Voo87, Voo89, Wal76, WW06a, WF99, Wan99b, WW06b, WW07, WS96, Wat80b, Web80, Wei00, Wei78, Wei75c, Wei71, WG93, Wil09, Wit06, Wol77b, WK94, WW00, WS04, WT95, WDLC99, Xy92, XB11, XH11, Yad70, YZ82, Yan74, YY11, Yao93, YAS88, Yos84, ZZ99, Zha92, ZJ04, vLR13, AH15, ADJ13, ANT17, AB11, ARS21, ASZB18, AH13, BKP+22, BM15a, BS15a, BKJ16, BM17, BS13a, BS15b, BLSGS13, BCK16, BvdHK17, BS16a, BMZ23, BSX19, BMR19, BJMK18, BT18, BBvdMP23, BCP16, BY22, BCN24, BR18, BD19, BRSC22]. random [BMR22, BCKK17, Bow18, BH20, CP14, CD19, CM16a, CL14, Cun23, CdLH*23, CMW16, Con13, CHM*22, De 22, DJSK15, DS13, DPW21, DIM13, DP13, DL17, DI20, DLMR17, DLVZ20, E123, F17, FCP18, FGH*21, FYP20, FV18, FH17, Ga120, Gab16a, GZ16, GA22, GH13, GH14, GS21, HJ13a, HF19, HM23, HLF19, HK94, IK16, IK18, IRS23, Ino23, JP22, JX13, KS13, KY17b, KP23, KK18, KL22, KLP22, Kub24, KW13, KS21, Kur22, Lam14, Le17, Leh21, Lei23, LR23, LN19, LP14, LX18, LZ14, LSWK20, Lop14, LTZ18, MW15, MW19, Mck14, Men23, MS20, NV20, NR22, OT21, OC22, OT18, PZ10, PL17, Pen16, Pen18, PS16, Pit18, Pri19, Ray70, RS22, Rob22, RNJ17, Roy24, RU18, SL21, Sal13, SX18, SG17, Sh23]. random [She13, SK23, Sim14, SUY21, SWZ18, Ste19, Tan17, VLR14, VL15, VD17, Wan14, Win15, Wir18, Zha22]. Random-Coefficient [LPS06]. random-connection [Pri19]. Random-Service [WT05]. Randomisation [MPS15]. Randomised [HZ20, HJL19, JS20]. Randomization [LP95, Mal03]. Randomized [Fel91, HKY96, JKL+20, LW93, Swe88, LT23, VM21]. Randomly [AP13, BCP11, Bri86, C017, CD85, Els95, Hel71, Hin82b, Kel83, Lee80, Lu95, Lit69, Lit79, Mc979, Mly85, RR98, Sam67, Str75b, Sut89, Web86b, BS16a, BCP16, CP14, Cri16, KS18, SW21]. Randomly-Scanned [Lee80]. Randomness [EE81, He82, He83, He84, Ruk00]. Range [ALS04, BS06, BC73, BS08, BR182, CD07, Dai04, De 74, DR94b, DSS11, Gao04, Gne00, GAS03, HY97, Hey02, HW88, Hoo87, KM87, KN00, KS01c, Ki86, Lam70, LS97, LNTZ99, Ma02, Ma03b, MW97, NMG00, OA12, Pen96b, Sk167, Tro83, BS14b, BS16b, BCS13, DV20, Gaa20, KP23, KS21, MV16, WW20]. Range-Dependent [KN00]. ranges [Pap17]. Rank [Ano10e, BF93, BL98, BS09, Gne07, Mar07, Osb82, RW97, Rog87, Yan74]. Rank-Dependent [Gne07]. Rankable [KA09]. Ranked [Pre97b]. Ranking [BCS08]. Rao [Sha74a, Sha77, Tal80]. Rapidly [BMZ07, BS97]. Rare
[ARW94, FTV90, Heu87, Hon17, Hüs93, HS96b, LR09, Seg06, Spo01, Tso92, BRRN16, GH14]. **Rare-event** [BRRN16, GH14]. **Rarefactions** [Ser84]. **Rarity** [GR05]. **Rate** [Aal98, AK96, Att87, Bad11, BD90, BM01a, BLS03, BENP94, BNT02, Bro72, BPS80, CG90, Che96, CW69, Cla99, De 85b, DS86a, DM05a, DM05b, ES11, FT80, FL91, GPW22, GE82, Gla77, GBW92, GM07, GL84a, Hal79b, Hey70, IM10, Jan20, Jin88, KR70, KS01b, Kij98, Kle83a, Kle84, Kle94, KS80a, KR97, Law79, LT76, Li05, Lun97, Mac81, MS02, MK91, MR03, Mit04a, Miy85, Miy94, NS06, Neu80, NP22, Ort08, Pru85, RS04, RT90, Rob99, Ros76b, RSZ05, Rozu4, Sim97, Sud01, Tan97, Tom72, Tor02, VT89, VT75, VT76, Voi00, Win79, Xia97, Yeh97, Yeo75, Zei91, ZG88, ZNF10, BHZ22, BMR19, BLS15, Bro15, Che18, Dal16b, GT14, GS19, GK22, HK19, HJ13b, KK18, LWM20, RY20, Tau20]. **Rates** [AT96, Bar75c, BL01, BSW03, BLSW08, BLSW10, BN05, BG79b, BS79c, Cai02, CG12, CK00c, Dav86, Esh73, FG76, FS98, FRT99, FH95, Git81, GMM06, Gre76c, GZ02, GHL03, Had74, HS72, HS74b, HS78, Hey82a, HW84b, HKQ88, HLZ05, Jac12, LS97b, Mac01, Mar69, Mat90, Mac02, NE01, NE82, New68c, New68a, New68b, PS01b, Rob92, RT00, Sau75a, Sau76c, Sch98, SS88a, SY86, SS96, STC93, Ven79, Wau74b, AB18, AFV15, AW15, BJK16, Bre13, CS23, DHKP18, Gag17, GH21, JOC13, PS13]. **Ratio** [ASC00, BHX98, DFM+06, Heu87, Peg73, Tak64b, Whi82a, MA17, VI14, Yam17]. **Rational** [BT12b, CCH06, CCHY08, LM08, KMG19, ZW17]. **Rational-Valued** [CCHY08]. **Rationales** [YYZ09]. **Ratios** [ARW94, Joy94, Mac80, MK73, Rob92, SW97b, BCdlP17]. **Raw** [Min77]. **Ray** [BPS12]. **Rayleigh** [GNRS86]. **Reach** [BO18]. **Reaches** [KF92]. **Reaching** [HP17, Tsi07, vLR13]. **Reactant** [Ols78]. **Reaction** [Bal88, DF89, DR81, ACK20, AN22]. **Reactions** [HG80, MV86, Mul72, Mul73, Orr69, TL69]. **Real** [Bre75, KS01c, Tak77, KS16, Yor92]. **Realization** [Bau83, Cao89, YY11]. **Really** [DJ09]. **Rearrangement** [Ton85]. **Recall** [Pet81, Swe94]. **Received** [GL05]. **Reciprocal** [Ehr23, Fei94]. **Reciprocity** [And84a]. **Recognition** [Bel66, Gat82a]. **Recognizing** [Tam79, Yan74]. **Recombination** [Gri81, PS09, Man13b]. **Reconciliation** [Dur88]. **Reconfigurability** [BN94]. **Reconsideration** [Hal01]. **Reconstruction** [De 77, Moo73, Win90, BR23]. **Record** [Ano72e, Aro82g, Aro85g, BN06, Ber92, Dal81a, Deb84, Gav76, Gup84, HN00, HS96b, Nag82a, NB03, Neu67, Pfe82a, Res73, Sho72a, Sho72b, Sho73, SH70a, Wes77a, Witt93, Yan75, dHR73]. **Records** [Ano06e, BR85, Bor99, BGSS03, BN92, CCC03, FCP20, GJ78, GS99, GR01, HTW73, Hol09, Iks04, Wei95, FCP18]. **Reconvouement** [Hua95]. **recover** [MZ16]. **Recovering** [HWX18, Lu10]. **Recovery** [Bil75, Hai70, Hua95, Lit69]. **Recreation** [Dav75, McC76, Mc80, Pol67]. **Rectangles** [CHL98]. **Rectangular** [Tor69]. **Rectangular** [Cha75, Lew67, SKF79, Tor69]. **Rectifiable** [Man77]. **Recurrence** [ADLN82, Ano82f, AFM95, Bor92, Bre76, Dwa67, FHT78, GP91, HRF83, Hun76b, Ker86, Kot94, Lam91, Les69, Les10, Let74, McC84, MSCZ78, Mii94].
Peg75b, Pin71, Pro82, Rad74a, Reh77, Ros80a, Rud75, TW75, Twe75a, War99, Win89, XY92, ZG04, CTKR83, ABI17, AK23, CTKR83, MST13.

Recurrency [FT78]. Recurrent
[KS93a, PR08, Whi82b]. **Relation** [Bra72, Bra82, Bré91, Bru71, Fak90, Gha90, HN71, Lau80, Miz06, Råd72c, The79, Yao13]. **Relational** [CD19].

**Relations**
[Ban96, Gla80, HJJ14, Mil94, Miy82, Mor80, Reh77, Möh21, TK15].

**Relationship**
[Bha90, Bra81, CDL88, CT76, Dav83, Lit94, Pré94, Sav88a, Toy97].

**Relationships** [Gup84, JM12, KM88, LWB08, Lyn00]. **Relative**
[Hol00, Jen72, Kru04, MZ01, SD94, Slu77, Yan74]. **Relatively**
[KA09, MT06, RB98]. **Relatives** [Pak08]. **Relativistic** [Gil67].

**Relaxation** [DJ18]. **Release** [BH01, BVJ00, BC75, ÇP72, D 85b, Gly89, KS01b, Mor67, Mor69, TR67, Yeo74, Yeo75, ZC95, LLT^{+22}]. **Relation**
[GKJ80, LR90, LR92, LL24, SP17]. **Relevation-Type** [GKJ80]. **relevations** [YZZ21]. **Reliability**
[Agu03, ADH93, AZA18, Bha91, BM01a, BENP94, BK00, CM92, CDD91, CP90, CS88, Dí 99, Die99, Ebr01, Ebr08, Ebr11, EY11, FS80b, Gás98, GR98, GXY18, Gou98, Gri80, HNF85, HL05, KB87, Kou96, LDL95, LSC97, Lin87, MT95, MI02b, Mus00, NSK08, NSB11, Nay87, PH88, PR95, Pek99, PT97, Phi81, PP73b, Råd76c, Rev93, Sen94, Sen95, SS93, Sko00, SK91, Son96, Ton85, Tor10, VK85, VK10, WR97, XL98, AA14, KI16, Mar15]. **Reliable**
[Tuf99]. **Remainder** [Eng80, Sgi01]. **Remaining**
[Ano83f, BAAB00, Gha90, KNS73, Nat82, Nat90]. **Remains** [Nak91, Ros73].

**Remark** [Bra80, Bré91, CPLZ07, Jof77, Ken92, Bu015, Pro18]. **Remarks**
[Bra02, DG89, GNRS86, Göl75, Grü89, Kin77, Kul87, Lau80, LS08b, Lot84, Pak83, Pak87, Pak93, Smy76, Spe73b, Tak76, Wei80b, Zhe09]. **Removable**
[LT04b]. **Removal** [Cla99]. **Rendezvous** [ABE99, Alp07, AW90, PSZ04].

**Renewing** [ZAFP06]. **Renewable** [SK91]. **Renewal**
[AM16, And79, And81, Ano67d, Ano02e, ANT78b, AG81, BS19, BM05, BOR01, BL01, Ber65, Bli89, Bli91, BGGH71, BMMR22, Bor04, BWZ85, BSS81, CL85, Che94, CK00b, CK07, CG69, CH70, Cse79, Cse91, Das96, De 85a, Del85, Dsh01b, Giris9, HF91, HTW09, HF71, HLS93, Hün86, ISK95, IRS23, Jam66, KS93a, KNS73, Keb07, KSI85, KS86c, Kol82, KNT10, KPW94, Lag05, Lam91, LJ78, LT04a, Law70a, Law70b, Law71a, Law71b, LPS06, Lib85, Lin08, Lin82, LR96, Mar73a, McN85, Mei10, Mod67a, Mur87, Neu87, Nic84, NO85, Nie85, Pia00b, Råd72b, Råd72c, Reh77, Rob05, Sah83, ScH75a, Sen81, Ser92, Sg96, SSI92, SS83a, Sie81, Smy76, SpO01, Ste78, Tan07, Tem6b, Tor10, Whi72b, Whi85a, Wil99, Win89, Yan90, Yan88b, Yan88a, YZ06]. **Renewal**
[Yu11, BMZ23, BCS23, DM19, EOV20, GR18, JOC13, Kev17, RY20, Pia00a]. **Renewal-Process** [Whi85a]. **Renewal-Process-Type** [Lag05].

**Renewal-Theoretic** [Cse91]. **Renewals** [Eng80, Moh76]. **Renormalization**
[Ros87b]. **Rényi** [AN22, Ano71e, BT76, Bro69b, DS86a, Hey68a, Kap77, Ken70, Pyc21, Ste78, Yao96]. **Reordering** [Top86]. **Reorganization**
[VOZ95]. **Repair** [Ano87e, AJ00, BBS85, BLS93, BEN98c, BP83, FH90, Fin04, Fin07, Hu96, JCM98, JK87, Kij89, LS03, Nat90, OA70, SG92, She96, SK91, SZ91, Yeh95, Yeh03]. **Repair-Cost-Limit** [JCM98]. **Repairable**
Repairing [GL84a, RG88]. Repairman [DLR80, Ig65]. Repairmen [Fro93]. Repairs [CF11b, FH90, Rig96, MC13]. Repeat [Van91b]. Repeated [AGC97, AGC99, CS77, CC79, DDM98, EW88, Fal86, Got85, Han87, Kam79]. Repeating [DKK08, GH90]. Repeats [AGC97, AGC99, CS77, CC79, DDM98, EW88, Fal86, Got85, Han87, Kam79].


Resonance [RW64]. Resource [CVW84, Git72, Git74, Gla90, HRZ07, LMS72, O’C98]. Resource-Sharing [CVW84]. Resources [Cow92]. Respect [BM01a, Gra83, Tan83a, VA92]. AHO20, AR15, GW17, Jan21].


restaurant [Moh21]. Restless [WW90, WH88]. Restoration [Tet02].

Restoring [Hus95]. Restricted [Cha83, Eng65, Fan82, Jan88, LSC04, Sch05, Unk79, Van90]. Restriction
Restrictions

Results

Result

Resulting

Results
BPPR16, BFP17, CCCdO24, CCFM17, DZ13, DHJ15, DHM20, DM21, Des15, ESC15, Fin13, Fro15, GS19, HJ13b, LPS17, LWW18, Nyq17, PL03, Ren14, Sha13, SZY19a, WZ18, YWK14, YSL17, ZC14. risk-seeking [CCCSdO24]. Risk-Sensitive [CCdO05, Kuh85, Whi86, GH21, Des15]. Risks [Che11, CY08, DG06a, KR08, R¨us04, CC15, PR13]. Risky [DC77, HT12, Hey99, KS71]. Risque [PL03, PLC03]. River [Hut90]. Road [HTW73, Haw68, Srl91, The69, YY11, YW64]. Road-Hog [Srl91]. Roads [BR79]. Robbins [Bru05, BS09, GI11, McL76, MD18]. Robbins-Munro [McL76]. Robertson [Rog23]. Robin [LT94]. Robotics [MZLSR502]. Robust [BKM19, HW83]. Robustness [HL23, Joy95, M6i98, Ss07, Twe75a, Sha23]. rock [FHI17]. rock-paper-scissors [FHI17]. Role [DN04, GT08, HI01, PT86, Des15]. Roles [Hal83b]. Room [Coh71, Dsh89, Hok75, Hok77, Ros73]. Root [Hai70, Sat77, Gor14]. Rooted [Tak92a, HS22, HLF19, Jon19]. Roots [RS69, Rud76a, Wcw05, Sgc16]. Ross [Hey82b, Zhu14]. Rouault [Khm11]. Rough [Nyr94, Gjp+21, Jps18]. Roulette [HG81]. Round [FM97, LT94]. Round-Robin [LT94]. Routeing [BD007, Ds08a, DG16, DG06b, OV03, Sz06, AKLL18]. Routine [JK71]. Routing [ABGH00, Bm89b, Csz97, Kw85, LT94, Top86, VM21]. Row [KZ88]. Row-Continuous [KZ88]. Rows [DKK08, Gh90]. Rubin [Hop76, Sha74a, Sha77, Tal80]. Ruin [Ano78h, An95, At96, Ak96, Bar64, Bl10, Br96, Cai02, Che11, Cp11, Dr09, Fro05, Gt06, Ht12, Hh07, Hpsv04, Iko4, Ja12, KP22, Ka77, Knt10, M6i95, Nyr99, Plc03, Pp07, Pt23b, Rr12, Sb06, Ta05, Ygn05, Zy08, Ab114, Acvz20, Bppr16, Bs14b, Bs16b, Dh15, Dhm20, Gs19, Hj13b, Ik06, Ly22, Pl03, Rob14, Tt122, Ys17]. Ruine [Pl03, Plc03]. Ruinous [Kk06]. Rule [BF95, Bp04, Cp72, Gm05, Gly89, Gou98, Hd71, Mor69, She13]. Rules [All04a, Am08, Asc98, Bs06, Bsc08, Ccppw92, Cl97, Cl98, Cs85a, Cw04, Es87, Fh89, Had05, Kpsc08, Lm84, Ywr82, Yn90, Hz20]. Rumor [JmZ11]. Rumour [Dun82, Lp94a, Ot77, Sd85, Es23]. Rumours [Pit90]. Run [Ahn90, Ery08, Fwl03, Ksh89, Mp04, Sk86, Tn05, Bs15d, Brsc22, Gxy18, Rul18]. Running [Fer95, Ko12, Ls11, Cpn18, Gr14, Jf23]. Runoff [Jon19]. Runs [Ano77f, Am10, Ban88, Hk15, Imh74, Kpp95, Mo01, Raj74, Wx08, Kly16]. Rush [New68b]. Russian [Eks04]. Russo [Jzg11]. Ruth [Gan84a].
Das96, Dav82b, DM01, De 74, DH85, Di 98, DMT11, DT11, Edd80, Gel77, 
Gne99, Jun94, Kal90, Lac05, LSC04, O'B80, PV12, RH81b, Ses96, Sti94, 
Van89b, Voo89, Wei69b, Wei82, Wol88, BR18, GP13, Sha13, UY23]. 

Sample-Path [Sti94, Wol88, CCdOS15]. Sampled [Bri86]. Sampler 
[WD99, RU18]. Samples [FMRR03, BJ24]. Sampling [Asm09, BCP00, Bel71, Ber81a, Ber83, BL10, BSC04, Bri73, Che76b, DF89, 
Geo87, Han90, Joy95, Kem98, Kla94, ML67, SC75, Saw83, Yan90, BDL19, 
BCS23, DL17, GKS14, HS22, Kim16, LGD20, MLB16, Nyc17, Spi15, Tsi17, 
Tsi18, Glo23]. sampling-consistent [HS22]. Sampling-Tagging [SC75]. 

Sankoff [DSD01]. Sankoff-Ferretti [DSD01]. SAT [MS10]. Satellite 
[Jac99]. Satisfied [Don77, Eri16]. Satat [Mah03]. Saturation 
[Ana92, BF95, New86c]. Saunders [Raa80]. Savage [LS17, Yao07b, YC08]. 

scalar [YL16]. Scale [DS21, DGM04, Du96, FM06, Kat05, Ken82a, LS09a, 
Ros87b, Sur08, Wat80b, Yuk06, FH13, FS17, HH23, MBvLW16, Ste19]. 

Scale-Free [BS23, DL17, GKS14, HS22, Kim16, LGD20, MLB16, Nyc17, Spi15, 
Tsi17, Tsi18, Glo23]. Scanned [Lee80]. Scanning [BY22, CFD09, DE11, DL06, DLMR17, PS16, She13]. 
Scalings [BD96, KM15b]. Scan [BK06, CK00b, Cre77, Ery10, Fut01, FWL12, GW85, KL17, WGF13, YML17]. 

Schemes [AMW88, Tak64b, GM20]. Scheming [DVJ04]. Scramble [AMW88]. Screaming [Tav22]. Screening 
[ANo82f, Dub81, GMW079, Pro82, CF14]. SDEs [BHZ22, LS04]. Sea 
[ALO05, Car67]. Search [ABE99, Alp07, ASB94, BP04, Bat92, BK73b, 
CG97a, Cor80, Cor81, DGK98, DG99, GG87, Hel71, Lam84, MC90, Nak86b, 
NR84, Paha91, PR67, Sar73, Sta91, Sub81, Web86b, Zuc83, Zuc86]. Searchers 
[MM06, Nak86b]. Searching [MM06, Mcc74]. Seasonal 
[God77, LS79, Lvn94]. Secants [EE81, Kin90b]. Second 
[Bla94, BCS93, Bra83, Byt81, Hor80, HZ82, KLM04, Mar86, Mch67, Neu78, 
New70, PM03, Pit80, RS04, Rip76, Tam79, Tas97, Wyn73, Xu17, AB15, 
BJMK18, RY20, Wir18]. Second-Order [Bla94, BCS93, Bra83, Byt81, 
KLM04, Mar86, Mch67, PM03, RS04, Rip76, Xu17, Wir18]. Secondary 
[Sah71a]. Seconds [HM97]. Secretary [AHBT82, CRS97, CB83, KSC12, 
Pfe89, QL96, RF88, Rog87, Smi75, Yeo97, Yos84]. Sections
secure [VI14]. Security

Sedimentation [Gan88b]. Sedimented [Lit69]. See

Seed [KKL01, BCKS13, CPSJ22]. seeking [CCCSdO24]. Segment [Ano04g, FS78, PC76, Ste04]. segmental [GM20]. Segments

Bit69. Segregating [Gri81]. SEIS [Fox16]. Seismic [BCIM01]. Seismicity [Imo01]. Seismology [VJ01]. Selected [Bla92]. Selecting

[BP00, HY02, FHI17]. Selection [AKM10, Ano88f, ACSS11, Bru87, BL98, CNO+84, CC08, Esh73, Gne99, Gra00, Grü98, HD71, Hen73b, HH85a, HØ07, Kin78, Kin88, KSPC08, KA03, Mod66, Nag82b, Pet81, Pre06, RT91, Shi86, Sta04, Swe94, Web86a, CS20a, CP17, Ros14a, Mod67b]. Selective

[Che76b, JP69, Law70a, Law70b, Law71a, Law71b, SR70a, TR65]. Selectively [Saw79]. Selectively-Neutral [Saw79]. Selectors [Gli00]. Self

[Ano87i, Bla94, Bra85, CL97, Chu18, FS23, FS07, FSW12, GL84a, HLMOL21, HO74, KP08, Lam84, LLS84, Law83, NP00, Oak75, RG88, VJO84, Ver98, CH13, CM16a, DHJ15, KPV21, Vid20]. Self-Avoiding [Law83]. Self-Correcting [Ano87i, VJO84]. Self-Excited [Bra85]. Self-Exciting [HO74, Oak75, HLMOL21, CH13]. Self-Interactions [Ver98].

Self-normalized [Chu18, FS23]. Self-Organizing [CL97, Lam84, LLS84]. Self-Repairing [GL84a, RG88]. Self-Similar [BL98, MS02, SKK06]. Semi

[Ano66e, Ano70e, Ano93h, Bal79, Bal99, BMY02, Bar82a, BR87b, Bur76, Che70, CT72, Cin67a, Cin67b, CT95, CH84a, Cse91, DHKR19, Dos79, Dow66, FT78, Fel76, FP05a, FH72, FKK91, Ger83, Ger76, GL03, GBW92, Ham82, Haw70, JR82a, Kas66, LS92a, LP85, Llo71, MS91, Mas93, MCc80, Mce79, MSZ04, Neu66, NC72, OL65, Pi91, Pur75a, Ros82, Ros70a, Sal78, ST01, Ser80, SH03, Smi73, SK98, Ste06, SR88, Sz74, Tor10, Tve75b, VP92, WZ65, WF90, WT05, Zuc78, DN19, Kan23]. semi-contractive [DN19]. Semi-Dominant [CH84a]. Semi-Groups

[Ano66e, Dow66]. Semi-Infinite [Ham82, Llo71, OL65]. Semi-Linear [MSZ04]. Semi-Markov [Ano70e, Bal79, Bal99, BMY02, Bar82a, BR87b, Bur76, Che70, CT72, CT95, Cse91, Dos79, FT78, Fel76, FP05a, FH72, FKK91, Ger83, Ger76, GL03, GBW92, Haw70, JR82a, Kao74, Kas66, LS92a, LP85, Llo71, MS91, Mas93, McC80, McN74, Neu66, NC72, OL65, Pi91, Pur75a, Ros82, Ros70a, Sal78, ST01, SH03, Smi73, SK98, Ste06, SR88, Sz74, Tve75b, VP92, WZ65, WF90, WT05, Zuc78]. Semi-Markovian [Cin67a, Cin67b, Meh79, NC72, WF80, WT05]. Semi-Pareto [Ano93h, Pi91]. Semi-Reflecting [Kas66]. Semi-Renewal [Tor10]. Semi-static [DHKR19]. Semi-Stationary [Ser80]. semi-strong [Kan23]. semicoherent [MR15]. semicontinuous [SS17]. Semiproportional [DT11, KLP22]. Semigroup [Phe96a]. Semigroups [BCL98, CSC13]. Semilinear [LMW98]. Semimartingale [Aas85]. Semimartingales [Ken92, TT86, PG13, Wan15]. Semiparametric [BRRN16]. Semiregenerative [Pra88]. Sengupta [Bré91, Toy97]. Sense [CNS99].
Sensitive [CCdO05, Kuh85, Whi86, Des15, GH21]. Sensitivities [Eli09].
Sensitivity [Cao89, CT95, Mit05, MLB05, TH11, VK00, VM21, JF16].
[Alp89, Ano81e, Ano91e, Ano10e, Ant01, Blo82, BP00, Can73, CCC03,
Che80b, CP88, Deh85, DJ95, FN70, Fu01, FC02, FWL03, FC03, GS99, Gra72,
GR01, Hao92, HTW73, HTW09, Hey80, HL71, IA07, Kar83, KW03, KA97,
LL77, Mar07, MCC03, Nue10, Pak87, Pha88, Pol78, RD99, Se91, Spa91,
Tam79, WS96, Wol77b, Woo82, WDL09, Yan74, AI16, FHC18, GM20].
Sequences [AC94a, AA00, AT91a, AT91b, Ano85f, Ano97e, AMW88, AM05,
Bal99, BR87a, BL09a, BL00, BT82, Blo84, Bor99, CFZ96, CK00b, CZ99,
CV01, CS75, Coh81b, Dek78, HN01, Hol07, Hol08a, Hol09, HS12, HS10,
Hiis86a, Hiis93, Kaj92, KBBW07, Kim94a, Kok95, Kur71, Mak10, RF88,
SS83a, SS85b, Spo04, Spo07, Tas97, TW83, TO92, Via95, Wal76, WCC03,
WC95, AR15, FCP20, JF16, Pap17, ZS92]. Sequential
[BKJ16, BC67, BB88, BS70, BS82a, Bre69, CNO84, Coo74, Coo89, Cow04,
FS71, Git73, Gne99, Hal69, Har91, Hen73b, Hol81b, IS86, Jan83, KPSC08,
Man83, McN85, MWC80, Nak86a, OT21, PR67, Rig90, RW79, SS83b, SS01,
SK06, Sta04, AWA18, BJ14, BHB18, BN13, CI13, TP79]. Serial
[Ary72, Dal90, PV12, SP92]. Series [ARM98, Ano72f, Ano73g, Ano75f,
Ano82h, Ano98f, Bar71, Bar72h, Bar74, BMPR07, Ben70, Ber83, Bl89, BI05,
Bri73, Bri86, BH73, Car67, CA98, CI78, Dai04, DN80b, ENPS86, FH90,
FC03, GG74, GU92, Han71, Han73a, HB75, Har73b, Hen86a, Hey86, Hey88,
Hut90, JP95, Joe96, Jon86, JS98, Kim00, Law92, Lit94, LB88, Lin04, Ma04,
MP70, Mas87, McK82, MeC82, MDG09, MMD11, Mor67, Neu66b, Oga80,
Ors89, Oza80, OI01, Par86, PT81, Qui91, Rob72, Rob86, Sha73, Sol86, Tan86,
TR89, Tos92, Web79, Wil82b, Wil82c, ZT01, Zip11, HPP14]. Series-Parallel
[ENPS86]. Served [Bal72, Emm90, Fak86, Fak87, FR10, LH02, VB02]. Server
[AGC97, AGC99, AIH87, Aye07, Bal72, BM97, BM99b, Bha68b, BM94,
BBP03, Box75, BR69, BS93, CL11, CD95, Coh68, Coh76, Con71, Cra74a,
Dal90b, DJ90, DR84, DK90, Du95, Fak86, Fak87, GH94, GW94b, Har90a,
Har73b, HL81a, HP93, Has64, Has65, Hil67, HT78, HS93, HB02, Ig05,
Kap71, Kei78, Ken72a, KM90, KT94, LSC97, LR04, LT04b, MR04,
Min78, MY91, Miy01, Nai71, Nau83, Neu66, NCT2, NR84, NR78, OV03,
P889, PS86b, Pra70, PT94, Pr97b, PL81, RN80, Rub85a, Rub85b, Sah71b,
Sha66, SS87, Sta87b, SP99, St01, SG88, Tak71a, Tak74, Tam70, Tan94,
Tho85, Wil07, Wol02, Wol84, Xu98, YSS91, Yu74, KSBM18, Ros14a].
Server-Systems [Kei78]. Servers [AGBH00, Ano87, Ary72, AIH93, AI94,
AIGR06, CI72, DLR80, Dow98, DKO84, Fak83, FG84, Ken72b, KAR11,
Ko74, KS79, Lan86a, Leh86, NE81, NE82, PS86b, Rig96, SW05, Sob90,
SM97, Web78, CHR15, HR15, IJB18, Ros14a]. Service
[AA06, AMR01, AN84, Ary72, AIH87, AIH88, APS04, BFL05, Bha68b,
Box75, BG87b, Cao84, Cha97, Coh84, Con71, DT80, Eco00, Eco03, Fak87,
FT80, Gas64, GL76, Gla79a, GADLO4, GR74, Had69, Had74, Hal79a, Har90a,
Has64, HB02, Ish04, Jac78, KK96a, KR88, KS80a, KNR05, KG02, Lan87, 
LG81, Lei05, LZ94, Lin78, Miy85, NE81, NE82, Neu66, NR84, O’B75, 
PS84, Pea67, Pes68, Pra75a, RS04, RSY90, Ros73, Ros75, Sah71b, 
Sah78, Sch88a, Sel97, SS85a, SY86, SS87, STC93, SM97, Tak92b, Tan94, 
Tom72, WP80, WT05, Ye97, Yu74, FS17, PSZ13, ZX17. **Service-Time** 
[BFL05]. **Services** [CPS96, Cin67b, GP04b, NC72, ZZ04, BvdHL17]. 
**Servicing** [Pea65, VS90, Van91b], **ses** [HK94]. **Set** 
[AB86a, CNS99, Dos85, FHT78, Gre80a, Har91, Jan78, Kab83, KN05, 
KSSH98, Mol86, Moo73, Con22, CM15c, Mar16a]. **Set-Chains** 
[Har91, KSSH98]. **Set-up** [AB86a, Dos85]. **SETAR** [GP91]. **Sets** 
[Ail68, Ath88, Bau84a, Bau84b, BL89, Gro80, Gue99, Gzy77, MC70, Mas82, MS05b, 
RR98, Str75b, Wal76, Wei89, AFP22, Bai20, HS14, RS22, RNJ17, MC71]. 
**Setup** [HN00, LZ94]. **Setups** [CNS99]. **Sevastyanov** [HMY17]. **Several** 
[BC95b, BWZ85, EJT05, Gan94, Gas64, Gra00, HL04, Kei78, Kıl74, Kıl79, 
LM06, MS85, PL73, Sch88b]. **S everities** [BB05, IK04]. **Severity** 
[Pre02, Rad76b]. **Sex** [GT86, MM09]. **Shadowing** [YZ82, YZ85]. **Shalt** 
[Ibr07]. **Shannon** [AB16, AES17]. **Shape** 
[Ken91, Le94, Mol88, CPSJ22, CdLH*23]. **Shaped** 
[Bal95, BLSW08, BLSW10, Dan69, GS72, Sav03]. **Shapes** 
[Ano66d, FM10, Hor65, LKZ06b, PC16]. **Shapley** [GR21, GR24]. **Shared** 
[NSB10, O’C97, AZA18]. **Sharing** [AF83, AIH87, AH88, APZ11, Coh84, 
CVV84, CS88, FK98, GR98, HRZ07, HST83, KMM81, LD95, LS86, 
Moy08, Ott84b, Ram84, RHK90, Sch88a, Sen89, WT05, GM15]. **Sharp** 
[Bov99, Bro15, BL98, CK00c, HL05, Pla85, PR13, AI16, Dal16a]. **sheep** 
[Lin16]. **Sheets** [Par75]. **Shef l** [Nel77]. **Shepp** [Glo23, Kisi99]. **Shift** 
[KS76, LT23]. **shift-register** [LT23]. **Shifting** [Chi83]. **Shifts** [Rud76a]. 
**Ship** [BC67, FS71]. **Shiu** [BPPR16, BFP17]. **Shock** 
[AHP75, And87, And88, AG87, BS78, CF09, CF11a, FP94, Fdl76, GE82, 
GM84a, Got80, GL84a, ISK95, Kle81, Li00a, Pel94, Sav88b, SS83a, Sko00, 
Tha81, Won97, Yam89, Zuc78, GXY18]. **Shocks** 
[AH86, An88g, KFM06, LL93, MO01, RG88]. **Shop** [Rig97]. **Short** 
[ETV88, Rec23, SB78, KP23, NR20]. **short-memory** [NR20]. **short-range** 
[KP23]. **Short-time** [Rec23]. **Shorter** [Tur00]. **Shortest** 
[Ale96, Gra00, Hal85, Lit74, STC93, Win77]. **Shortest/Longest** [STC93]. 
**Shortfall** [Dol10]. **Shot** 
[BD12, Dal71, DJ05, DT11, HM95, Huf87, Kel09, Lan84, LS91, Lum96, 
LB99, LMX04, McG97, Pap71, Smi73, SW94, BN15, IR20, PT23b]. 
**Shot-Noise** [Kel09, Lan84, LS91, BN15, PT23b]. **Showing** [MS79]. 
**Shrinkage** [JS04b]. **Shuffling** [Got87]. **Sibuya** [Let19]. **Side** [Pol78, vL13]. 
**Sided** [And79, An86j, BH12, CS86, CY65, Had05, Imh78, IM03, KS06, 
Pyk94, Rog00, Shi65, Iva14, Pat13]. **Sidney** [An00j]. **Sierpiński** [Shi02]. 
**Sign** [De 77, VP10, Zho04]. **Sign-Changes** [De 77]. **Signal** 
[DO97, DFM+06, Dri75, Han67, Heu87, Miz06, Sob78, VILP]. **Signal-Noise** 
[Dri75]. **Signal-to-Noise** [Heu87]. **Signaling** [CZ98]. **Signalised** [Cow78].
Signalling [Wol75]. Signals [Den10, GL05]. Signature [NSB10, NFS20, YBL23]. Signature-Based [NSB11]. Significance [MCC03, Neu80]. significands [BT18]. SII [Cri18]. Similar [Bla94, Car67, FS07, FSW12, LPsv00, NP00, Pol01, Yap09, CM16a, DJH15, Vid20]. Similarity [KP08, KPV21]. Simple [ADLN82, Ano66e, Ano79e, Ano83a, Ano86a, Ano06e, ASC00, BM05, Bar75c, BL79, BL80a, BL80b, BP96a, BPT89, BN88, BGP80, CS86, CD98, Dav78, DG92, DF88, Dow66, FF96, Gan94, Gra85, Har80, Has82b, HS77, Iks04, Iva81, Jen72, Jen70, KP92, KP96, Ken94, Kim70b, Kim78, Kry72, KP83, LL82, Lad05, Lan81, LH07, Mac80, MPS21, Miy82, Pak87, Pap10, PS89, PR95, Qui76, Sen71, Sen73b, Sys94, Van89a, Van89b, Vrb85, Whi79, Yic92, YC82, Zhe91, ABI14, CP14, Kub24]. Simpler [BE73, LN94, Rj81]. Simplex [Rub77]. Simplexes [GGZ19]. Simplification [FPS18]. Simplified [Fox69, WL97]. Simpson [SS99]. Simpson-Type [SS99]. Simulate [RB98]. Simulated [ABD01, AF87, Bé92, Bor92, CD98, FF03, Col95, Loc96, Nie95, Win90]. Simulation [Ana92, ARW94, AR01b, BL11, Bor94, BSS81, BNS90, DP12a, DS86b, GR12, GM11, Gne00, Hs04, Ik11, Lam91, Rid96, Ros14b, SS86, Win89, AD13, BM18, BRRN16, Da14, DQL19, DFV15, FCvS15, LL22, LX18, PLRB23, QDZ21]. Simulation-Based [GM11]. Simulations [Coo89, Tuf99, NR22]. Simultaneous [DHM20, FHT78, HRZ07, Hös86, KM01, KPS81, Sag03]. Simultaneously [Coh67a, DH85]. Sine [BD88b, GS94]. Single [AGC97, AGC99, Aye07, BMY93, BMY02, Bal72, BPP03, Box75, CD95, Coh68, Coh76, CHPT97, Con71, Cow80, CT95, Dal69b, DJ69, DR84, Du07, Du95, Fak86, Fak87, Fal86, Gla93, GW94b, Har90a, Ha73b, HP93, HAS4, HAS65, HF71, Ken72a, KM90, Kin88, KTW69, KG02, LR04, MZ04, Min78, MY91, Miy01, Mut87, Nai71, Nct77, Neu66, Pra70, PT94, RSY90, Sah71b, SS87, Sta78b, SG88, Swh94, Tak74, Wil07, Wol02, YSS91, Zha01, ACK20, Ger23, HM23]. Single-[DR84, Don76b]. Single-Birth [MZ04, Zha01]. Single-Buffer [KG02]. Single-Lane [Cow80]. Single-Line [Fal86]. Single-Movement [CHPT97]. Single-Server [AGC97, Aye07, Box75, CD95, Coh76, Dal69b, DJ69, Du95, Fak86, Fak87, GW94b, Har90a, HP93, HAS4, HAS65, KM90, KTW69, LR04, Min78, MY91, Miy01, PT94, SS87, Sta78b, SG88, Tak74, Wol02, YSS91]. Single-Shelf [Nel77]. Single-Stage [RSY90]. Singpurwalla [Ano90f, Roy89]. Singular [Aas76, Ano98e, ANT78b, C.12, CMW95, Hal79a, Jen74, Las94c, Nie85, DFST15]. Singularity [Blo86, Fei79b, Pro96]. Singularly [ELNT11]. Sinusoidal [Qui86]. SIR [BL09b, BL15, Nea03, Nea07, Nea16, Sim23, Win15, Gan71]. SIS [BBN16, CP03, Cla05, DL06, Kes08, MP12, Nea08b]. Sister [CM69]. Sites [CH97, Giri81, KK01, Lan05, LV72]. Six [Gan10]. Size [AD97, Ano92g, Bal86, Bal90, BSW07, BG87a, BT12a, Cha04, Che81a, Chi68,
CW69, CS72, DFSD01, Don86, Don91, Dun80, Fak87, FT80, Gne98, Gne99, GR96, Gol05, Gra83, Höp85a, Höp85b, Hop86b, JS00, JS04a, KK03, Käm91, Kes80, KKKK07, KT01b, KT01a, Kle83a, Kle84, Kle85, Kle89, KSS8a, Le94, Le78, Li06a, Lip77, LV08, Mac80, ML98, Mas86a, Mi02a, Mi108, MMR02, Mor93, Mor80, Pol10, Rap08, RR75a, SG89, ST86a, Sel83, Sha75, SS83b, Spo01, SC73, Sud76, Sud81, Sud83, Sve95, Tai95, Tsa94, Tsa96, Tsa99, Ver69, Voo87, Voo89, WF99, Wan99b, Wat80a, Wau74a, Wil88a, WX05, ZJ04, FSJ14, FH17, Mia13.

Size-and-Age-Dependent [Wau74a]. Size-and-Shape [Le94]. Size-Biased [Don91, Gne98, Hop86b]. Sized [Har09, Web99]. Sizes [Dav82a, Gue97, Hal89, Möhl94, Möhl97, Saw79, SH82, TV88, VG85, VP92, ACVZ20, De 22]. Sizing [JRS06]. Skeletal [FFK19, FFK20]. Skeleton [O’C93]. Skellam [GK18]. Skew [AS12, LS09c, RRT22, CL14, LPN13]. Skew-Normal [LS09c, LPN13]. Skewed [BDM12]. Skewness [KK11]. skill [HR15]. Skip [Bor95, FP05b, Kij93, Peg73, MZZ16]. Skip-Free [Bor95, Kij93, MZZ16]. Skip-Free-to-the-Right [FP05b]. Skorokhod [BFK16, Pri00, RWZ13]. Slepian [GA93, Lin89]. slice [RU18]. slim [IFN19]. Slotted [Ana92, MT00, Sha38]. Slow [FN11, Kyp98, Rub85a, Rub85b, Sto91, Gén23]. slow-fast [Gén23]. SM [DN99, DS04]. Small [AKK20, AR01b, Cai03, Cov09, DG06b, FM06, Gat84b, Hos06, JS20, MKN11, RWN02, Ros81b, SGS17, Yuk06, Spi15]. Small-Time [AKK20, MKN11, JS20]. Small-World [DG06b, FM06]. Smallest [Wei69b, Gab16b]. Smile [BF08, AKK20]. Smirnov [Dur71a, Gel77, Pol82]. Smoking [MC78]. Smoluchowski [McD78]. Smooth [BL12, H007, LM12, Pau87, Vil07, WG93, TV18]. Smooth-Fit [LM12, Vi07]. Smoothed [FH95]. Smoothing [AK86, Bon89, Her94, Her99, HLT00]. Smoothness [Swi76, KP22]. Sneppen [GMV06]. Snowball [Ber81a, Ber83]. Socks [KR08]. soft [KK24]. soft-killed [KK24]. Software [Agu03, BSC02, ZC95]. Sojourn [BNW13, Cao84, Cse91, DMS08, DSO8b, GC71a, HP93, Hem90, HB02, Kat11, Kat12, Lem87, LRM23, L772, Ott84b, Ram84, RS89c, Sah78, SD87, SS87, TTH91, Wau72, GM15, Ino19, Pro18]. Sojourn-Time [Ott84b]. Solar [HK85]. Solicitation [CB83, KS77, Yan74]. Solidarity [CT72, 5g96]. Solution [ADW73, Ara94, AGC97, BC95a, BS02, Böh00, BB12, BB00, CS97, CYF96, Del85, Dia73, Dri75, GMW07b, GBG02, GC74, Guo01, Hen79, Hui12, Law80, Mar05, McN68, Mor71a, Neu94a, PS89, dNPG96, Pra89, RC73, Sap87, SW05, Sel97, Ser09, SH03, Sri74, Van90, WR74, Eri16]. Solutions [Ass83, Bar72b, Bues72, Boy69, CGR08, CY65, Gue81, HY94, Kur70, Kyp98, Ros87b, Sev67, SH70b, SW88, YZ06, MST13, Rek23, Van22]. Solvable [GN85, New86, Ino23, Lc95]. Solve [FDVF93, CM16b]. Solving [Del98, Irl06, Jen74, Mar16b, Mil94, Sen89, Sev69, vdHKPS23]. Some [Ada75, Al00, AA90, ASKK20, Amo83, And70, Ano74, Ano82i, Ano86j, Ano89f, Bal79, BR89, BB09, Bal01, Ban88, BNGS04, Bas71, BKS02, BK86a, BK87b, Ber77c, Bha91, Bil81, BPT92, Bra81, BG79b, Bre81, Bro79, BR69.
Bro69b, CW97, Can73, CF11a, Cha75, CL85, CS86, CS77, CDD91, CY65, CY84, Cla94, Coh73, CP78, Coh81b, Coh83, CG69, CC96, Con71, Cre77, CH70, Csá94, Cse91, DR84, DM67, Daw74, Don84a, DG89, Don93, DF81a, DF81b, EMR71, Emb83, Eng65, Fei79b, Fen95, Fin07, GG74, GY65, Gap07, Gats7, Ger77, GNRS93, Git72, Gol74, Gol75, GL83, Gre96, Grür89, GS95, GS01, Guo02, Gup84, HS74a, Han89, HF91, Has65, Hea67, HT91, Her74, Hey71, Hey87, Hie83, HF71, HKQ88, Hoo70, Hüp85b, Hüp86a]. Some [Hör05, Hua89, HS93, Hsu93, Hup88b, Iml99, Jac12, Jan83, JR82a, JS81, Kat11, KZ80b, KM04, KK00, Kij89, KS91a, Kij92a, Kni71, KK95, KB91, KSC12, Ku87, LB89, Les73, LK01, LZ02, Li04, Lil68, Lin08, Lit01, Lol09, Loo5, Lot84, Loy88, LN94, Lyn00, Mac80, Mad75b, Man74, MT95, MC78, MI95, MI02b, MI79, Mod66, Mod67b, MR02, MMR07, MR71a, Mul80a, Mur89, Nagg82b, Nat74, NJS96a, Ni80, NRS85c, O’F89, O’N96, Ott05, OW87, Pag74, Pak76, Pak80, PC76, PS84, Peg73, Pek03, PM73, PP08, Pic80, Pic84, Pol71, Pra68, Pur69, RT90, RN80, Ra79, Rey72b, Rod95b, Rud75, Sam70, San06, Sat83, Sav88b, Sch86, Sen99, SD94, Set03, Sev69, Sgf99, SZ92, Sha72b, ST73, Sha74b, Sha80, Spec73b, Sril7, Ste85, Ste06]. Some [SC73, SH70b, Sze86, Szp85, Tak76, Tam85, Tan80a, Tan83b, Tho75a, TP76, Ton73, Ton97, TSN17, TP79, Wan77a, War76, Wat80a, Wat88, Wen86, Wils82, Witi90, Wit93, Wold84, XY92, XI11, Yao93, ZRU68, Zei91, Zha92, ZT01, ZLW06, ZL10, Zho04, AF14, AI15, BCDLP17, BL21, CTKR83, EDSM95, HM17, LS19, MZ20, Ott02, Yor92]. Somewhere [Dav73]. Sooner [HH03, KA97]. Sort [Ibr07]. Source [Nue10, Waki91, vD89, Lei23]. Sources [Ano95e, CW96, Duf96, Guir94, Hal82b, HLT00, LM99, Var80, XSO3]. Space [Ary72, BMN90, BCC04, BCS71, Bcr88, Bér04, Bla84, CD07, FS71, Gil80, Gra00, Gre74, Hal84, JR95, Lin73, LS02b, Mor73e, Mul80a, Mul80b, Sau76a, Sie78b, Ski68, Tru00, Tur06, Tse74, DS21, WPW22, Neu23, RS15, Sim19, SRN21]. Space-Filling [Mul80b]. Space-Ship [BC67, FS71]. Space-Time [Bcr04, Tur06, SRN21]. Spaced [Jon86, NW70, BS16a]. Spaces [All06, AFG11, BS82a, DS06, Dob77, Fra06, GZ92, HZ92, Le94, Sta82, Zäh90, ZPR08, LS19, SST18]. Spacing [Deh85]. Spacings [Ahs78b, GNRW94, Huf88a, Hüs88, McC85, Wei69b, BMRRS16, Hen18]. Spanning [SSE87]. Spares [FH91, MDG90, Pni80, SSO7, SM82]. Sparre [ABI14, Iva16, PP07]. Sparse [KL03b, Krr22, LN19]. Sparseness [SK79]. Spatial [AD97, ANS81f, BFS09, Bri86, Dan77, Dig76, Fud83, HP89a, Ken90, Kin77, KNO90, Ku82, KS84, Lan05, Lot84, Mil92, Pen96b, PM99, Ren80, Ren90, Rou90, CS23, CP17]. Spatially [FS80a, WB19, YNY20]. spatio [Hös91]. spatio-temporal [Hös19]. spatiotemporal [LRM23]. SPDEs [Fat15]. Special [Ano72g, BK87b, Hel71, Taml71]. Specialized [Kij92a]. Speciation [Ald95]. Species [AI89, Bra82, CK05, CR85, DFS01, Hiz81, RR87, Rug14, SS83b]. Species-Area [Bra82]. Specific [Ano83f, Ham88, Nat82, Nat90]. Specified [Kwe75, BS13a, BS15b]. Spectra [C.12, Kei78, ST02]. Spectral [ALS04, Ano91i, BH98, Cra73b, Dah85, DL96, HT71, HR88a, Kij87, Lin04,
Spectrally [Bau09, BV11, CP11, KLP12, KO12, Loe09, Rog00, Sur08, Zha07, BS23, Fro15, LYZ17, LVZ19, NPYY18, Vid19, WZ18].

Spectrum [CL97, GL67, Law71b, MS04b].

Speculations [Con75].

Speculative [Git74].

Speed [JW90, KS04, Kol06, Kol07, RV00].

speedup [Ger23].

Spends [Nor97].

Spent [GR01, KW03, Sch88a, Ser90, WW06a, Ren14].

Sphere [Ors87b, RB91, SS86, Wat82a, Ga`a20].

Spheres [ESE84, Gir82, Hal84, Mor73e, Sil78, Sta82, KR18].

Spherical [Fra07, Zäh90].

Spherically [Sch80a].

Spidemics [KZ84].

Spin [How00b, Pir80].

Spins [KKP10].

Split [AL12, CG97b].

Splitting [Cow04, LR09, LT13, Llo89, FHIM14, LP23].

Splittings [MP93].

Spot [Dur08b].

Spread [AB98, CM82, CDD10, Die66, ELTW10, FS80a, FPMP98, Gri72, Kat02, Rad73b, Rad76a, Wan80, Wol88].

spreading [Mah20].

Spreads [CLS09].

Square [GD74, Gol77, KR97, McD80, Mor73b, Sat77, Sud04, WG93, Wie84, Gau14].

Square-Law [Gol77].

square-root [Gor14].

squared [He21].

Squares [Hea82, HW83, Sol84, dRdC18].

Srivastava [Pye21].

Stabilité [CTKR83].

Stabilities [Jag92].

Stable [Aba80, Ale01, BK12a, BJ79, BC75, CC06, CH84a, CD85, Dal69b, DJ69, DS98, DR94a, DN04, DS04, EMR71, Ebr93, Eva71, Gra12, Hai88, Hai90, Hey69, Hin81, Hin82a, HB83a, HB83b, HB84, Hin95, Kin70b, KMRV00, KKRT12, LH81, Len74, Li12, Luk69, Ner84, Ott79, Shi06, SM94b, Tay79, Wan76c, ZZ09, Bai20, BY22, BR18, CCdOS15, DV20, DDS20, FZ17, Gra18, HIJL21, LW19, Oes18, QDZ21, RS15, SS17, Wat23, ZTML21].

stacked [FL20].

Stage [AI94, BL09b, Fad74, LC84, RSY90, SW05, SG93, Zuc77, BL15, CdOR16, Fox15, Fox16].

Stages [AN84, GM91, Sap87].

Staircase [BHPZ06].

Stalling [Rub85b].

Stamatis [KH96].

Stand [Par94].

Stand-by [Par94].

Standard [Hen83a, Möh05, Wat80b, Bon13, GR21, MWW19].

standardization [SS17].

Standby [KH83, MA69, MMD11, OA70, Raa80, Yeh95, FHC18].

star [FN19].

Starr [Hal2b, Var80].

Started [PT11].

Starting [Sun92].

Starting-Stopping [Sun92].

State [Ano74a, Ano77f, AN05c, AGC97, BO99, Bax81, BBK08, BPM08, Bla84, Bra86, BCMW83, CSZ97, Cao95, CD07, CZ98, Con71, Con74, Con75, CL93, Dek87, FT78, FWL03, GGP05, GC71a, GKPS06, GW94b, Gre74, GHL71, GZ02, Had74, Hel70, HST75, HSI76, HY94, JR95, KP89, Kas66, KN90, Ken92, KT01b, KT01a, KMS83, KP83, KP08, LL82, LR80, LF08, Li06a, Lon09, LS02b, MT95, MF01, Mer80, Mil81, MY84, MY85, Miy79, Nat74, NS84,
NRS85a, Nor97, Ort08, Ped71, PH86, Raj74, RCLW10, RCC12, Rod95a, Sau76a, Sch88a, SS85a, STC93, SZ06, Tru00, TV88, Tue74, Van81, VP92, Wan92, XY09, Yeh03, AA14, AA17, BVW21, BP16, BN15, DO16, EOV20, FFK19, GKS14, HL16a, Jan21, LS19, LP21, LY20, MZ24, Neu23, PSZ13].

**state** [Vid19, ZC14]. **State-Dependent**

[Ano74h, Ano05e, CSZ97, CZ98, Con74, Con75, GHL71, KP89, KN90, KP83, LF08, Lon90, MF01, Mer80, MY84, MY85, PH86, SS85a, STC93, SZ06, GOF15, BN15, GKS14, PSZ13, ZC14]. **state-dependent-killed** [Vid19].

**State-Space** [Gre74].

**States** [FH10, Kal89, Kao74, Kim70a, Pic79, SVJ66, Ser90, Tay71, Wan77b, Wyn73, Yap09, Mar16a, WZ13]. **Static**

[Kän87, DHRK19, OC22]. **Stationarity** [AT98, CSV01, DR00, GP04a, Kel97, KLM04, LS92b, PM03, SP99, Sta99, Szcz79]. **Stationary**

[AB00, AA90, AT91a, AT91b, Ano90e, Ano92f, Ano93f, Ano94f, Ano96f, AK97, Avu79, BS02, BP10, BNCMW09, BM97, Ber80, Ber70, Ber77c, Ber85, BR87b, Bha90, BG71, BP99b, BV100, BL12, BPS23, Bre81, Bri73, CW81, Cam97, CA98, Cher70, CDL88, CP03, Cos90, DS08a, Dal82, Dan99, DS05, DS06, Dav73, Dav86, De 77, DP12b, DM10b, GG93b, DS04, Dur80a, Eas75, Fas90, FT00, FL91, FS06, FH72, Foi86, FFS91, GA93, GG74, GS11, Gha90, GY95b, GG77b, HN71, Has82a, Has82b, Hen72, Hey64, Hey88, Hey82b, Hey91, HH96, Hop75, HR88b, Hor01, HS10, Hü85a, Hü83, Ita78, Jen66, JS98, KH83, KS94b, Kel09, KS91a, Kij92b, Kim94a, KM93, KS80a, KS80b, KMS83, KS83a, KS85]. **Stationary**

[KW89, KR97, KS01c, Kyp71, Kyp72a, Kyp72b, LR80, Law70a, Law70b, Law79, LRS94, Lel05, Lem74, Lie77, LM99, Lit92b, Lit94, LS00, Llo71, LZK06b, Ma04, Mar86, MS94, MV95, Mas82, Mat92a, MRR91, MS93, Mej65, Miy77, MW90b, Miy94, Miy01, Mee73, Mor75, Mor71b, Mor71c, Moy10, Neu81, Ols87, Ort08, PM99, Pfe82a, PS86a, Pou92, RL88, Ra96, RR75b, RWN02, Rip76, Rod95a, Ros76a, Ros86, Ros72, Ros78, RC80, Rud75, Ryc87, Sch91a, SV16, ST5, Ser72, Ser80, Sgi99, Sha88, SS76, SS96, Sim98, Sim00, SC82, Sob67, SR70a, SV71, SP92, SG88, Tan79c, Tav80b, Tho85, TP74, Ton73, Ton74, TSC08, TW83, Tew74, Tew83, VAK92, Wat76, Weg76, WC95, Whi85a, Wit93, XZ09, YZ85, Yan73, Zaj95, Zie87]. **stationary**

[Bai20, BY14, BS13b, BR18, BDG14, CCdOS15, CHM92, CCP10, HZ22a, HL13a, KT15, Mar16a, Mar21, MB16, SK19, Wir18, Yan22, Byt81]. **Stationary-Excess** [Whi85a]. **Stationary-Increment** [Ano06g, FS06].

**Statistics**

[BK06, Cre77, DH85, Fei79a, Fu01, Ksh89, Lib85, Pur82, Win79, KL17, YML17]. **Statistical**

[Agu03, BCF09, BEN08c, BSB99, Fia86, Gil67, MCC03, Phi01, Rah17, RW64, Rus01, SS85b, Wes82, XS03, ZRU68, ZS92, FHZ15, Let94]. **Statistics**

[Ahs76, Ano67d, Ano75e, Ano85g, Ano96, BR89, Ban88, BLR91, Bar86, BH01, BT92, Ber63, BE83, BP96a, BEN94, BS79c, Cam73, Dal87, DGG74, DC06, DC10, De84, DH08, DMT11, Dur68, Dz84, Dz86, Ery08, Ery10, FWL12, Gal72, Gal74, GW85, GEl77, Gup84, Hen81, HJ11, Hu96, Hua74a, Joy98, Kad74, KP96, KX11, Loy88, Ma97, MC11, Mei81, Mill6,
NS06, Pol75, RR10, Rob90, Set03, Sri86, Tak64c, Tan86, VJ01, Wak88, AZA18, BHTLV20, BN13, FPY20, Gau22, Hoo13, JR16, KK16, KK18, LWM20, NS22, Ott20, Owa23, PT23a, WGF13. statistiques [Let94]. Stay [Igl74, Kao78, Rus78]. Staying [LS02b]. STD [Yan90]. Steady [AGC97, DO16, GW94b, Kem92, LY20, Miy79, NS84, NRS85a, Sch88a, Tai95, BVW21]. Steady-Size [Tai95]. Steady-State [Yan90]. Steadystate [AGC97, DO16, GW94b, Kem92, NS84, NRS85a, Sch88a, Tai95]. Steck [Bre76]. Steeke [Rog23]. stein [Psa22, Bar88a, BT23, Dal10, GR96, GR13, Kim00, MS23, Pek96, Ros16, Ve100, Wei10, Wia18, Xia99]. stein-type [Psa22]. Steiner [Mat78, RS89a]. Stemma [NH82]. Step [Abd87, AH77, Ano91f, BM82, GC71b, Gue91, Hai92, Kab83, LR09, Rap08, SC77, Yas88, ARS21, BJMK18]. Stepping [Mar69, Ren74, Ren77, Sat83, WK65]. Stepping-Stone [Ren77, Sat83]. Stereological [JG85, JMS6, Mass2, Mol88]. Stereology [Dav80]. Stevenson [Gan02]. Stick [Hol80b]. Sticky [BPS15, HL81b, JSW19, SW20]. Stei16 [KY17a, Sto04]. Stigum [HWX18]. Still [Jac75]. Stimuli [Cam86]. Stochastic [Aas83, Aas87, Ada79, AT74, AR05b, AMV21, AM07, ASZB18, ASB21, And70, AD98, And03, Ano86d, Ano02e, AK86, AS09, AMW88, Bac91, BBH14, BHK93, BO99, BOP07, BLR91, BNGS04, Bar88b, BV11, BK86c, BK87a, Be70, BOR01, Ben98a, Ben08b, Ben70, Ber73, BW98, Bha65b, BE91, Bil73, Bil75, Bil76, Biz69, Biz69, BMP87, BK64, Blo84, BPT92, BSC02, BSC04, Boo79, Bra70, BL09b, BM66, Bro70, Bro88, BS73, BR77b, Bro00a, BCD93, CW97, Can77, CJ08a, Cer88, CM07, CL11, CF11b, CF14, Cha74, CD13, Che98, CK05, CH97, Cla05, CS95, CC94, CCFR00, CPT99, Dar89, Dav82a, DM10, DZ03, DF89, UC06, DC10, DFP13, Dip98, Dob78, DL06, Dos85, Dow72a, Dow72b, Dsh89, DHO8, DR81, Dur92, DK99, Ebr99, Ebr01]. Stochastic [Eco00, Eko03, EIs96, EIs07, EE76, Epl83, FE87, FI87, FHT87, Fem95, FS98, Fa85, FL97, Gag17, Gal71b, Gan65, GJ72, GK76, GP04a, G97, GS87, Git72, GG77a, GY95b, Gla81, Gl80, Gl90, Gl91, Gl93, GSM810, GB75, Gra71, Gra72, GL83, Gre81, GHL71, Gru89, Gdll18, GG77b, Gue81, Gui02, GMRY07, GG10, Gup13, He73, HG80, Hey91, Hey95, HR87, Hor01, Hos09, HCY21, Hu96, Irl03, IM74, IS83, Jac99, Kal91a, Käm87, Kar88b, Kar74, Kat77a, KW92, KS94b, KW96, Kel97, KW99, Kel76, Ken91, KK00, Kin02, Kol15, Kol95, KS80b, KL00, Kry72, Kry75, KL89a, KS91b, Lam89, Lan79a, LHS1, LS98, LL78, LWB08, LW93, LT05, LX00, Lio00a, LWM20, LS09b, Lud73, Lou14, Ma97, MP92a, Man77, McC78, McQ67, Mil79]. Stochastic [Min77, Mly01, MRSA21, Mod66, Mod67b, MJP87, M95, MH76b, Mu72, Mul73, Mye81, NTW89, Nak98, Nei01, Ors87a, Ors87b, Ova01, Oza86, PT71, Pak10, PB83, PS02a, PC85, PP73b, Pri00, Pur71, RT90, Raj81, RR67, Rie80, Rig97, Rig11, Roe70c, RV08, Roo76b, RE01, RS00, Rü86, Sah71a, SA72, San80, Sau75a, Sau76c, Sc98, SW05, Sch75b, Sch76, Sec97, Sel83, Sel69, SW97a, SW97b, Sha87, SY89, SK90, SY91, SS96, Sob73, SP17, SR70b, SM72,
Sri91, Sri67, Sta99, Sta01, Ste81, Sud12, Swi08, TR67, Ton73, Ton74, TK15, Tru00, TV93, TH72, Van86, Van91a, VPT92, WD99, Wan77a, Web82, Wei75b, Whi80b, Whi82a, Won97, WH04, XMKW90, Yah75, YC82, Yin21, Yu74, Yu09, Zac07, Zen10, dSS04, ASKK20.

stochastic [BVW21, BSC18, BJ14, BKJ16, BH18, BY14, BHB18, BBBN14, BDG14, BL15, Cha13, CC15, CF17, CdOR16, DHRK19, DNY16, ESC15, FX16, FFK19, FFK20, FCKS16, FPS18, Jan21, JL22, KB13, KLL15, LMS18, Lee20, LHT17, MM16, MW22, McK14, MST13, MBM21, NNY20, PLRB23, Pim14, Rek23, RNS18, Sha13, Sim19, Sön23, SB17, Wan15, WBS16].

Stochastically [ACK20, Coh81b, Coh83, DW77, FP66, Hol78, GI11, GP97, GP98a, Guo01, GSL05, Hen73b, HH85a, HK90, IKP01, Irl06, KS77, Kar09, Ken82b, KR00, LR00, LRS07, Mam87, Maz86, Mil81, Mon82, Muc02, MR01, Nak91, Ped00, Rot95, Rot98, Sch98, ST12, Sia85, Sta74, Sun92, Tam85, Tam88, Tam91, Vio79, War76, Whi73, YWR82, Yas83, Yas88, Zac04, Zac78, Zuc86, AM14, AS17, BAR14, Bu06, CD92, CSH12, DL18, DR14, GR14, GA22, HZ20, KOH23, Kli14, LOR19, MA14, MV22, Tam15].

Storage [Aal98, Balo98, Ban07, BG02, Bro72, BS92b, BK73b, De 85b, Gly89, GM94, HL81b, Has82a, Her74, HK85, KB98a, KW92, Kw96, Ke01, Ken83, Kh03, LCH07, OSa85, Pra96, Pra98, PW81, Tr67, WSS03b, Wu68, HPP14, KB13, PSZ13].

Storage/Production [KP89].

Stores [DMO05].

Strahler [Yam17].

Straight [ESE84].

Straight-Line [ESE84].

Strands [MD96].

Strategic [AIGN06].

Strategies [Aba80, AL89, BS92a, BBJ08, Ber80, CL09, CH84a, CD85, DKG00, DC77, Do07, Fas90, FW91, GL82b, Gla90, Hai88, Hai90, Hin81, Hin82a, HB83a, KLP12, SZ91, Sub79, Tay79, Vio79, Zuc80a, AS17, FVS18, FVZ19, FP99, NPYY18, Hin95].

Strategy [Ano87e, CSH04, Got85, GCS07, HR00, Hin80a, Hin80b, Hin82b, HBS83, HBS84, JK87, KS05, Ros71, RZ08, YZ90, YS97, Zuc97, AS17, FPS18, FVZ19, FP99, NPYY18, Hin95].

Strategy [Ano87e, CSH04, Got85, GCS07, HR00, Hin80a, Hin80b, Hin82b, HBS83, HBS84, JK87, KS05, Ros71, RZ08, YZ90, YS97, Zuc97, AS17, FPS18, FVZ19, FP99, NPYY18, Hin95].

Stratified [Wat72].

Stream [SB77].

Streams [Ana88, AK93, Ish94, Me95, NP91].

Strength [Ano87f, DSO8a, Ebr85, KB73, KS05, RP77, Sen73a, SRS70].

Strength [Ano87f, DSO8a, Ebr85, KB73, KS05, RP77, Sen73a, SRS70].

Stress [Ano87f, BHO1, BVJ00, Ebr85, Tsa99, CF14, LLT42, PK016].

Stress-release [LLT+42].

Stress-Strength [Ano87f, Ebr85].

Strict [LS92b].

Strictly [KMMR00, PL73].

Strictly-Periodic [PL73].

Strike [HW02].

String [BC01a, Cai93, Bra14].

Stringent [Kwe75].

Strings [tle96, BL03, Hol07, HS12, Mak10, Ste03].

strip [BH20].

Strong [ADY07, And84b, And85, Ano91g, BJ20, BT76, BDM09, Bre81, Cha74, CL23, Che81b, SRS6a, DSO8, DWS8, DZ38, FPR20, Ger91, Gou97, HGR90].
Hey99, IT78, IA78, JI88, JW11, Lan79a, Mao02, Mat92a, McC85, Not00, O’N96, OC22, Pir80, SA18, SI83, SY91, Ste78, SZ93, Tew81, Via94, YC08, Zaj95, Zha01, BCS23, Dio76, Dio78, EL19, Kan23, MW21, NP22, Pen16, CCN10, Hey75. **Strong-Mixing** [Dzi84, Zaj95]. **Strongly** [BGJ12, Kol82, OS91, THP12, Tas97, BL21, KL22, Nat14]. **Structural** [DWW11, KW96]. **Structure** [Abd87, AAO90, Ano91i, BLBL10, BK86b, BK87a, BL89, BK03, BN92, Cri18, Don84b, DKK08, ER88, ER89, ESM08, God77, He03, Kap10, Kei82, Kei09, Kij87, KB87, Law71a, Lee80, LX00, MM03a, McK81, McK88, McV08, PM99, Pfe82b, QS99, RCC12, Ren88, RZ08, Sum84, Whi01, FS14]. **Structure-preserving** [Cri18]. **Structured** [BOP07, GH90, Not00, Not01, Sam06, ZLA99, JL22, KSN16, LLL20]. **Structures** [Ano86h, Ano91f, Bax84, BK00, CJ06, Dav75, Ebr87, Gue91, Hai83, Hai92, Hen86a, Hop86b, Joy98, Kou96, KZ09, MM82, MR01, SN97, TSA94, Tsa96, VK00, AR13, CM15c]. **Student** [Ano06g, Dur86, FS06, ST16]. **Studies** [GL94, HB99, YI99]. **Study** [Ano64c, Ano72g, Ary72, BRY04, CG99, Can73, CM07, DS86b, H01, Hol66, Kei04a, Kei78, Kou96, KP07, RB91, SS86, Tam71, JF23]. **Sturm** [CCGW23]. **Sub** [Bar74, Bil76, LY20]. **Sub-Critical** [Bar74]. **Subdivision** [Gla77, Pol66, Pol68]. **Subexponential** [APS04, BFL05, BMZ07, FKZ09, Gol78a, JL98, Klu88, KT08, Les89, LR07, Mur87, Mur89, NT04, WCW05]. **Subfair** [Che76a, CCHY08]. **Subgeometric** [HLZ05, MS21, AFV15]. **Subject** [AH84, AH86, Ano88g, Ano89e, Du95, Eco04, Fak83, KKY02, LL93, LM04a, Lio71, Mer80, OL65, PL81, RG88, Wu68, YZ85, YY11]. **Subject** [LM90, Tra81]. **Sublinear** [Hör03]. **Submartingales** [Hal69]. **Submultiplicative** [Sg99, Sg01]. **Suboptimal** [Gla82b, KS05]. **Subordinated** [HK09, BL21, WW20]. **subordination** [BL21]. **Subordinator** [DMZ15]. **Subordinators** [Cov09, Gzy77, Lag05, Win05, HJL21]. **Subpopulation** [CG02]. **Subsequences** [Gne99]. **Subsequences** [ACSS11, CS75, HK19]. **Subset** [AR01a, Ser90]. **Subsets** [Bla92, LS02b, MD80]. **Substability** [Nak86c]. **Substantially** [JS04a]. **Substitution** [Wat82b]. **traces** [BR23]. **Subtrees** [CMW16]. **Success** [Ano77f, HY02, Pit80, Raj74, Web99, BKJ16, KLY16]. **Successes** [BP00, Hol08b, Huj76b, Rig90, WJ95, WCC03]. **Succession** [KN00]. **Successive** [Arn75, BR87a, Lam68, Ryc87, San80, KSS16]. **successors** [HJ13a]. **Such** [Bar75a]. **Sufficiency** [Bof65]. **Sufficient** [CCFG96, CD05, CW86, Ger76, Gla82a, Hav91, IMS98, Joy98, Kot94, KS01c, MSCZ78, Szp85, Was69, Wic79, BMRRS16]. **Suitable** [BL73]. **Suits** [Van06].
Sum [All97, CT04, DN04, DJ95, Gan82, GHL03, GHL05, HH96, HM99, Jac75, LS92a, Mar73b, MQ00, Oht91, Pon07, Rap08, RT91, Rüs06, Sta87b, Sta04, Tam10, CL14, CF17, Wan14]. Summability [BS04b]. Summation [KKRT12].

Symmetric
[AIH87, BE83, CJ08b, Di 98, Don80b, Gor75, JT92, Kar83, KZB05, ML86, Ros07, Sch80a, Shi06, Ver98, WR74, BR18, DFP13, MA17, PP14, Pro18].
Symmetrical [Mar69].
Symmetries [BF09, KADK19]. Symmetrized [BGT04]. Symmetry [DP12b, DGNR95, GNR89, Spe86, Koi15]. Symmetry-Based [DGNR95, GNR89]. Symptotic [LL82].
Synchronization [DLM14, Sah16]. Synchronized [KB20, LX00].
Synchronizing [YY11].
System
[AH86, Abr01a, Agu03, AMR01, AN84, And75, Ano83f, Ano87f, Ano88g, Ano90h, AF83, Ave09, AB86b, BT73, Bax81, Bla84, Boe69, BP01, Bur76, CL11, CD95, CN80, CP90, Con71, CW86, Cra73a, Cra74b, CS88, DF89, DT85, De 85b, Die99, DK90, Dos81, DN99, DS04, Ebr85, Ebr01, Emm69, Eth04, Fak82, Fak83, Fal96, FH90, FH91, FT80, Fel78, Fin69, Fra07, Gal71b, Gas64, GL76, GNN85, GAS03, GP98b, GMD03, Had69, HA96, Hei01, HF70, HS93, IMS98, Jinn88, JW90, Kab83, KH83, Kas66, KM93, KT01a, KM88, LC84, Lan86b, LL93, LM89, Lew01, LAF02, LMA04a, LS86, LKT90, LMW00, LT71, LT72, MR03, Mi95, Mi99, MA69, MDG09, Miy92, MJP87, Nak79b, Nak79a, Nak84, NE80, NE80, Nah82, Nat90, Nor86]. System [OKM86, OA70, PH88, PPF03, Pea65, PS99, Pha74, Pha75, Pie07, Pin80, Pi85, Poo90, Pre97b, Raa80, Ram81, Rev93, Sah71a, Sen87, Ses96, ST73, Sha75, Sha89b, Sim00, SS97, Sko00, Soh90, SK91, SG03, Sta85, SP92, Tam70, Tin85, Ts894, Ts896, TV93, VOZ95, Van89a, VS90, Vis66, WW06a, Wie89, Wol87, WR97, Xu88, Yan90, Yeh03, Yeh05, YZ70, Zha94, Zha05, BV14, DD15, FZL13, FH18, FL19, FS17, GXY18, LL24, Mar15, MR15, Rosi14b, RNR18, YCW15, YBL23]. System-Point [AB86b]. Systematic [CO85].
Systems
[AT74, AMAKAH97, Ano87e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano93g, Bax83, Bax98, Be66, BMPR07, Ben98a, Bse72, Bha65b, Bla87, BR96, BS82b, BLS03, BPT89. BEN98c, Bol01, BI05, BG87b, Bur09, CM92, Car99, CDD91, CC79, Coh67a, CMY98, Con71, CVW84, Cra73a, Cra74b, CX01, Dar89, DJ05, Daw73, Daw74, Dob77, Dsh89, Dsh98, Dsh01a, Ebr90, Ebr91, ENPS78, ENPS86, F98, Fen93, Fen97, FS80b, Gs98, GA99, GR98, Ger90, Ger91, GSS11, GAB12, GLS00, Gra89, Gre91, GP40b, Hal79a, Hal83a, Ham82, HST83, HP98b, HMM93, Her74, Hil87, Hor04, HNG93, JNR09, JK87, KK96a, Kar76b, Kat11, Kat12, Ke178, KS86b, KK00, KFM06, KKY02, Kij89, KT01b, KX09, KS80a, KS80b, KB91, KL00, KST99, KTW69, KSF80, Kul83, KW85].
Systems [Kwe75, LS98, LMM10, LWB08, LC83, LDL95, LP00, LSC97, LX00, Lz02, LD10, LA01, LMW98, LT90, LT04b, LR95, MT95, MP70, Men96, Mil76, MDG09, MMD11, Mou93, Mus00, Nak86c, NS84, NS06, NE07, NBS08, NS10, NS11, Nw83, Now90, OV03, Orr69, Oza86, Pak70, PS84, PR95, PRX03, PT97, Pir80, PS86b, PT94, PH86, Qiu91, Râd76c, RG88, RSY90, Sen01, SH03, SM94a, SC82, STC93, SZ91, SV03b, SG88, TTH91, Tay71,
TR67, Tom72, TV88, Tso71, Tuf99, Van99, Van90, VS00, Vas81, Vas82a, Vas84, VG85, VT89, VGT90, VP92, Wil97, WK94, Yeh91, Yeh95, Zha10, ZLB08, Zhe91, AKLL18, ASZB18, ASKK20, AZA18, BBH14, BBH18, BHP15, BB18, BN13, Ery15, ET21, GN17, Gup13, HF19, HL23. systems
[Hoo13, HLVM22, JTW 13, KZN15, Kan23, LL24, LSW19, MZ20, Nat14, NFS20, OT16, PB14, PSZ13, PB20, Tav20, TSN17, TK15, YZZ21, YBL23]. Sznitman [FSJ14].

Tableaux [DMO05]. Taboo [Wau72]. Tagged [FF96, Gir86]. Tagged-Molecule [Gir86]. Tagging [SC75]. Tail
[Ber92, Bro64, CG99, CL05, CJ06, DPW21, DG93b, GR24, GT06, GN06, GW94b, Gru¨5, Ham95, HST83, KKK07, KHY03, Koo04, Lel07, LS09a, LPN13, Lin96, Mun12, NT04, Nie95, PZ07, Res71b, Res04, RNJ16, SW87, SR21, VP10, FPW19, HJL14, JS14, JTW +13, KS17]. Tailed [CT04, Che03a, DT11, FKZ09, Gay04, GN06, HT12, KM97, Kul06, LPS06, LS09a, Lit94, McC97, TV04, WW06b, ZG04, ACV20, BvdHV17, DPW21, GH14, KS21, Leh17].

Tails
[AT96, AK97, BFL05, BPG20, BV96, CW81, Gol78a, Hit10, HS10, Klii88, KT08, LS09a, NTaYY04, Pak75, Pak08, Tan07, WW07, WL94, WL97, AB19, AW21, Bri20, BDI18, DL17, JTW +13, Leh21, Zha22]. Tak´acs [Sha74b].

Tak´acs [Bin94, DY98, GG94b]. Tak´acz [Ano94m]. Taken [Sud83]. takes [DvdHS24]. Taking [Bin69, DDM98]. Tandem
[AIH93, Al94, BJM93, Cao84, HP95, Hii67, HLTO0, KM90, Leh86, Nai71, Niu80, Niu81, SW05, Sig88, SZ06, SM97, Woi84, CHR15, L´op16, Sez18].

Tanemura [Wei79]. Tangential [Mol86]. Tankov [BJV12]. Tapered [KS01a]. Target [ASB94, Cor80, Cor81, Sar73, BJ14]. target-dependent [BJ14]. Targets [YZ85]. Tasks [Gla79a, GADL04, Pra82, WP80]. Tax [ARZ08, KZ09, Whi05, ALL21, LITZ13]. Taxonomy [Dob74]. Taylor [AL00, BCD17, DDS22a]. TCP [LV08, OS07]. Teaching [Russ01]. Team [WR74]. Teamball [CFY96]. Teams [GKPS06]. Technique [Bri79, Rout69, VT11, War09, FCvS15]. Techniques [Dur71a, MNS01, Tru00].

Telecom [LN23]. Telegraph [BDMZ12, DM10b, DO97, LR12, ORs86, Ren88, SZ04, Zac04, DM13, DM18, LR14b, Ver14]. Telephone
[Err67, Gas64, PT71]. Teletraffic [Lee80]. Temperature [How00b].

Temperatures [Bar74]. Tempered
[BK12a, Gra12, MSS09, ZZ09, Gra18, QDZ21]. Temporal
[BC95a, Nor77, Seg06, Hii81, LWW18, Vid20]. Temporally [Tuc76]. Temps [PL03, PLo03]. tendency [Szy19b]. Tends [CK00c, Sim97]. Tennis [MRP04]. Tensor [Tsa99]. Term
[Ano81e, BL09b, Che08b, Eng80, EN70, KAP10, BL15, Neu23]. Term-Time [BL09b, BL15]. Terminal [FS71, Gol77, Loo09, NHS2, San71]. Terminating
[CF09, Iva14]. Termination [Dsh94, Bre13]. Terms
[Kal91b, MSCZ78, BLSGS13, ISK18]. Territorial [Cow92]. Tertiles [Ahl20]. Tessellations [Ano93c, BK21, MS92]. Tessellations
[KM87, Ori79, FPY20, HKT24]. **Test** [Ave09, Dur71a, Hos86, NSK08, Sen73a, BR18, Hen18]. **Testing** [Ber68, Ber10, BSC02, BSC04, GESK95, GKL01, GW11, Han82, Pri00, Qui86, Ruk00]. **Tests** [Pyk94, Yao93]. **Text** [Bra72]. **Textile** [Rao66]. th **Nearest-Neighbour** [Hen82]. th **Order** [Mul73, Yun00, Mul72]. Their [Att89, BSW07, BCY97, Bor94, Byt81, CT04, Gha90, Gne00, HSY96, JKM12, KR96, Keo90, Kul87, KO12, LM91, LX00, ML86, Miy79, Miy82, Miy90, Miy94, NSK08, New70, Nis74a, PS76b, Ros08, Sap87, Wes82, Yun09, Zha10, BKK19, BB14, Bri20, FHZ15, GLS19, HI20, HM20, Ino23, MO21]. **Theorem** [AD98, AS96, AKM10, Ano72e, Ano91e, AS75, BPS12, Bal83b, BE87, BB96, BF78, BKMS04, Ben98a, Ber04, BCPR11, BKK19, BB14, Bri20, FHZ15, GLS19, HI20, HM20, Ino23, MO21]. **Theorem** [Sgi96, Sho72a, Sz74, Tak64c, VX04, Via94, Wal83a, Wei80a, Win90, WV00, Xu09, Yah75, ZWV10, Ari22, Bow18, DD15, DM19, Fat15, FHI17, IK16, IR20, JOC13, KM15a, KR18, Lam14, MA14, MN16, Pa2a2, RY20, RN19, Rub23, Tor69, Yam17, Zhu13, Zhu23, dL23, vd15, FM12, FG12]. **Théorème** [Mat74, Tor69]. **Theorems** [Agu09, Amm83, And87, AD97, ANT78b, AK76, Bal79, Bal99, Bar75a, Bas10, B692, BK12b, Bon02, Boy69, Boy70, CS77, Che81a, CT72, CY84, Cii83, Col76, DY97, Dur71b, Ell66, Gei99, Gol05, Gre77a, Gut10, Hal78, HL77, HMP06, Hol79b, Hoo83, Hoo70, Höp82, Hsi97, HZ82, Jan83, Jan01, KS77, KS06, Kim70a, KPW94, KH75, Kul06, KP87, Kur71, Les73, Lin08, LR95, ML86, McL76, MS04a, Mod66, Mod67b, Mor79, MR11, Nak74, O’B74, Pak73a, Pak76, Pol82, Pra70, Rád72a, Raj81, Rey72b, RD80, Se91, Sev67, Sha74b, Sta82, Tom72, WJ95, WCC03, Web80, Whi71b, Whi72a, Woll7b, WS04, Yam89, BKP +22, BLSGS13, Cri16, DS23, GZ16, HM14, JLB18, LST19, MN13, NS22, SF17, Sah16, SH21, SGS17, Sei16, VL15, WV00, Zhu14]. **Theoretic** [Ano67d, Ber65, Bur79, Cse91, Joh24]. **Theoretical** [McN70, Tak71b, Hu16]. **Théorie** [PLC03]. **Theory** [AT06, AS89, Ali70, Ano69, Ano73f, ADH93, BD90, BW98, Bin94, Bia94, BWZ85, Br78, Bro64, Bro70, BH75a, BNS90, CC79, Coh67b, Coh73, Con71, CH70, Cse79, Cse91, DG74, Dav65, DV87, DL96, Del78, Del85, Di99, DY97, Ewe82, Fin64, GG74, GL71, Gre69, Han73a, HS72, Hey73, HS74b, HNF85, Ig69, KKL01, KS86c, Kin02, Kö74, Kö79, Kot66, LMS72, LK77, Lin87, LS97b, Mej68, MO71, MMR07, Mor69, MW91, Nay83, Nay87, NO85.
OM72, Orr69, PT71, Phi81, Pic80, Pic84, PLC03, Pol10, PR67, Pra64, Pra68, Pra88, Pur73, Pur69, Rad72e, Rao66, RW64, Rob05, Sch86, Sch68, Sev67, SZ92, SS93, SA73, Sny76, SS72, Ste78, Tak64a, Wat64, Wes73, Wüb12, AH13, BS14b, BIMR22, CDP19, CCGW23, EOV20, FPY20.

theory
[GR18, IRS23, KS19, Kev17, Owa23, Sag20, BS16b].

Therapy
[Ber94].

There
[Sco82].

Thereof
[Jag74a].

Thermal
[Has82a, Kal91b].

Theta
[Kuz10].

Thin
[CL85, Ish80, NG95, Rad72b].

Third
[Gat82b].

Those
[Hul82].

Thinning
[KL85, Ish80, NG95, Rad72b].

Three-Dimensional
[BS16b].

Three-Grade
[BS16b].

Three-Parameter
[BS16b].

Three-State
[GCC71a, Has69].

Three-Valued
[DO97].

Threshold
[AD98, Bal83a, Bal83b, Bal84, Bel71, BK03, CPTW85, DT01, Ebr99, HTW09, Hei01, Hyn94, KJ81, KW03, Lin99, ML86, Oza81, PW84, Raj81, Ros07, Vil07, WW06a, AS17, AS16, BFP17, DP18, EG15, HWX18, MZ20, YW21, ZX17].

Threshold-one
[MZ20].

Thresholds
[Ano73e, BSS72, MS10, Rob05, AB16, GA22, Kli14, Tam15].

Throughput
[Cao89, Moy08, Sob90, TW89].

Tick
[Mia13].

Tides
[Car67].

Tied
[LH07].

Tight
[CT95, Rho98].

Tightness
[Fan12].

Time
[AKK20, AC02, AI89, Ana92, And12, Ano65e, Ano72f, Ano73f, Ano82f, Ano82i, Ano86g, Ano86j, Ano91i, Ano91f, AS12, AM05, AG87, AL88, ALRW99, BFL05, BDM12, Bad11, BMN09, BR00, BY93, Bal72, Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, BB06, Bat06, Bau09, BKMS04, BC01a, Ben70, Ber04, BS76, Bha65a, BB80, BL07a, BMP87, BL11, Bli89, BM94, BP96a, Bri73, BL09b, Bro68, Bro40a, BN88, Bru71, BS09, BNGN09, Cai03, CFZ96, CR72, Car9, CD07, Car67, CS86, CG96, Che91, Che97, CC01, Che11, CDL88, CN80, Cin07b, CS85b, CT81, C06, CCH95, CK81, DL98, D00, DS85, DS67, DM67, DM68, Dav85, DGM08, DT80, DE 85c, DI98, DR09, Dom95, Dom96, Don84b, DF04, Dsh94, Dsh01b, DP10].

Time
[DO85, Eks04, Ell93, Fal86, FF91, FG99, FY82, FP05b, FS07, FSW12, FY83, FF03, F05, FC02, FC03, GG74, GT85, Gao04, GP04a, GT74, Ger90, Ger83, GC71b, GC71a, GL99, GG19b, Gly89, GMSB10, GCK2, GL83, Gre76a, Gre74, GR01, GZ02, GHL03, GHL05, GRR797, Had69, HN71, Hal79a, Hal70, Ham05, HH03, Han71, Han73a, HL76, Har90c, HP95, Has64, HC07, Hen86a, Hey64, Hey86, Hey99, HW84b, HNF85, HJ11, Hoo83, HLZ05, Hou12, How1, Hs16, HB02, HK09, HCK02, Hyn94, IK11, IK04, Imh74, Irl03, IA78, Ish74, Ish04, Jac12, JRR95, JP95, Jen72, JGR91, Joe96, Jon86, JS98, Kap10, Kar74, Kat11, Kat12, KP96, Kei71, KR88, KZD05, Ken78, Ki87, Ki88, Kij93, Kij98, Kim00, KT01b, KT01a].

Time
[KW03, KLM04, KPT99, KS80b, KMS83, KZ95, KR05, KA97, Kyp71, Lad05, LC84, Lan86b, Law92, LW93, Lee11b, Lef97, Leh71, Lem87, Lem89,
LPSV00, LZ94, Lie77, Lin96, Lin82, Lit94, LA01, LB88, Lin04, Liu11, Llo71, LT71, LT72, LT73, LT04b, Lou84, Ma03a, Ma04, Mac01, MU00, Mao04, MC78, Mar05, MW71, ML98, MS91, MW96, McC76, McC78, MT00, McK82, McN82, MP12, MS04a, Meh77a, Meh77b, Meh79, MW90a, MPH10, Men23, Min78, Min79, Mit03, Mit04b, Miy77, Miy94, Mor80, MW91, MKN11, MM03b, NS08, NG05, Nar68, Nat75, Neu81, New68c, New68a, New68b, NR11, NR585a, NRS85b, NRS85c, Nor97, NS05, Nyr99, Oga80, Olt91, Ort08, Ott84b, Oza80, Oi01, Pak75, Pak78b, PS84, Par86, PRS08, PR08. **Time** [Pen96a, PSZ04, PT81, PLC03, PT11, Pol94, Pol99, PS02b, Pra64, Pra80, PRHL12, PS01b, Pro82, Pru83, Pru85, Ram84, RL88, RRS05, Rey70, RS83, RSS84, RS88, Rit80, RTO0, Rob72, Rob86, Ros87a, Ros81b, RS99, Rud75, Ryd96, Sat77, SV97, SA182, Se97, SVJ66, Ser90, Ser06, Sha75, Sha89b, SS76, Sie86, Sol86, Sta87b, Sta91, SV71, Ste00, Ste03, Sud83, Sum84, Suo79, Sze86, Tak74, Tak92b, Tam08, Tan79a, Tan86, Tan05, Tan07, Tav80a, TR89, Tho75a, Tho11, Ton74, Toy97, Tru00, Ts96, Ts99, Tue76, TW84, Tur06, VS06, Var80, Wal98, Wal83b, WW06a, Wan76b, Was69, Wat80b, Wei75b, Whi71a, Wic79, Wie80, Wil82b, Wil82c, Xu89, YXM1, Yao85, Yao07a, YC08, Yap09, YTS3, Zei89, ZT01, ZPR08, Ahl20, ACVZ20, AM16, ADPR18]. **time** [ALL21, BVW21, BS15a, BKJ16, Bai20, BC22, BS16a, BEER15, BGM15, BNW13, BM20, BL15, Cur22, DL18, DI023, DHKP18, EDM15, FCP20, Fox21, GA22, GvdH18, GMdP+21, Gue13, GPZ17, GH21, HWX18, HR15, HM14, HHH23, HL13b, Io19, Iva16, ISK18, JGR91, ALL21, LLZ17, LTZ13, Mar16b, MK17, MV21, MZ16, Nea16, PBB, PL03, Ren14, Rob22, SGC16, SWZ18, SRN21, Soon, Ver14, Win15, WZ13, Yao13, Zha14]. **Time-Average** [PRS08]. **time-backward** [WZ13]. **Time-Changing** [GG91b]. **Time-Continuous** [Che97]. **Time-convergent** [Men23]. **Time-Dependent** [ALRW99, KZB05, LPSV00, Llo71, Mar05, Miy94, New68c, New68a, New68b, Pra64, Pra80, Pra85, Se97, Sha89b, Tak92b, Ton74, YC08, BKJ16, DHKP18, FCP20]. **time-fractional** [Cur22, Ver14]. **Time-Homogeneous** [JGR91, ALL21, LLZ17, LTZ13]. **Time-Inhomogeneous** [Hou12, Min78]. **Time-Non-Homogeneous** [GRRT97]. **Time-Reversibility** [CDL88, Wei75b]. **Time-Reversible** [Su079]. **Time-Scale** [Wat80b]. **Time-Series** [Ano73g, Bar71, Bar72b, Bar74, Car67, Han73a, McK82, Rob72]. **Time-Sharing** [AHH88]. **Time-Slotted** [MT00]. **Time-Stationary** [KS80b, KMS83]. **Time-Varying** [CC01, HW84b]. **Times** [AA06, AH77, Agr75, AMR01, AL12, And87, Ano72e, Ano84, Ano87g, Ant01, AF83, ASS85, Ath88, AB86a, AH88, APS04, BM93, Ban96, Bel71, BR02, Ber70, Ber99, Bha68b, Bla87, Blo84, BWY11, BH12, Bon81, Bor95, Bre05, Bre12b, BC75, BS89b, CP04, Cao84, CG97b, Cha93, Cla99, Clo88, Cse91, DMS08, DNS0a, DR84, Dar66, DP12a, DT01, Die99, Dob70, Dos85, DG76, Dwa67, ER88, ER89, FF88, FL97, FL98, Gal93, Gil76, GKPS06, Gl79a, GAB12, Gut75, Har90a, HP93, Hei09, Hem90, HS09b, HB02, Hun76b, IA07, Jac78, Joh06, Kao74, KS93a, KP92, KS01b, Kij88, KST99, KS93b, Ku86].
Lac05, Lai77, Lam91, LL78, Lat81a, Le92a, Le92b, Le92c, LS97a, LS11, LT72, LW71, Mas87, Mat92a, McK89, MS04a, Mil67. **Times**

[MY91, Moh76, Nád71, Neu66, Neu78, Niu81, O’B75, OC03, Par94, Pea67, Ped71, Peg75b, Pes68, Pol71, PZC07, Pra82, Pro82, Pur75a, Res73, RR88, RS89c, Sah87, Sab83, SD87, Sch88a, Sch88b, SS88b, SS87, Sho72a, Sho72b, Sho73, STW94, Shl77, Sta81, Sta74, Ste85, Ste95, Ste81, SH70a, Sum87, SR88, SM97, TTH91, Van99, VK00, War76, Wat82b, Wau72, WV86, WP80, Wes77a, Wil92, Win89, Woo82, Yan75, YC82, Yao07b, Yu74, Yu11, Zac04, Zha10, Zip11, AF14, BPG20, BS23, BAR14, Bre13, Coh14, DS13, DI20, FS17, GLS19, GM15, Gup13, HJ14, HL13a, HM17, LGCC16, Le14, Le14, LYZ17, LVZ19, Met13, Pro18, Ros14a, SL21, SW20, SP17, Xu17].

**Timing**

[Ber94, ZC95].

**Tin**

[Bal78, Boy87].

**Todorovic**

[Pur87].

**Toeplitz**

[DKK08].

**Toes**

[Tav22].

**Token**

[Bra81, Bra82].

**Tokens**

[Bra72].

**Tollbooth**

[CHR15].

**tons**

[Sau23].

**Too**

[Jac09].

**Tool**

[Kci78].

**Tools**

[Ham05].

**top**

[BRSC22].

**top-to-random**

[BRSC22].

**Topics**

[Hea67].

**topological**

[FH13, Owa23].

**Topologically**

[TK84].

**Tornadoes**

[Lan11].

**torus**

[ANT17].

**Toruses**

[Sil78].

**Tory**

[Wei79].

**Tossing**

[DW72, PP88, FHI17, HK15].

**Total**

[AHN90, AP94, AD97, Bal86, Bal90, BP10, Dal69b, DJ69, Dwa69, GR01, Hol76, HST75, Ken75a, KP83, Kyr99, NSK08, PS84, Ser90, SV03b, Tak92a, TR67, VS06, Weh99, Wei74, YM91, ZW02].

**Totally**

[GY04, Tru00].

**tournaments**

[MR23].

**Toy**

[Ald95].

**Trace**

[ELNT11, BR23].

**tracing**

[APZ11].

**tracking**

[ABZ11].

**Trade**

[LM04b, EL13].

**Trade-off**

[LM04b].

**trading**

[Lin14].

**traditional**

[Jan20].

**Traffic**

[Blo73, BC72, Bou95, BS98, Bri71, Bro69b, CW96, Cow79, Cow80, Cow81, DMS08, Er167, GL71, Gas64, GAS03, Gra83, GMS96, HTW73, HGR90, Har73b, Han73c, Haw68, Jin88, JW90, Ken72b, Köl74, Köl79, Kro97, Kyp72b, Luh72, LF08, Loun73, Mar73a, MRR02, McN68, MO70, MO71, NG95, Nar68, New66, NMG00, OMT2, OW94, VO3, Ott79, PT71, PJ02, PS99, PW96, Pra70, Réun64, RV00, Ros87a, Sha88, SW11, Sis70, SZ03, The09, Tur00, UW74, Unk79, Weg76, Whi72a, YW64, AG12, HLVM22, PS16].

**Traffic-Light**

[Cow81].

**Traffic-Time-Average**

[Nar68].

**Train**

[GW94a].

**trait**

[BS15c].

**Trajectories**

[Tam01, Kan23].

**Trajectory**

[Dow72a, Dow72b, Le79].

**Transaction**

[KPT99].

**Transactional**

[DS92].

**Transfer**

[Bro70, Cha97, Eco00, Eco03, LP85, Sol84].

**Transform**

[CT90, Dav01, HTV92, Har90c, HL05, KPS04, Kle83b, KX09, LR90, LR92, Wak88, Wil99, AHO20, GG14, Kin16, KLY16, Met13, Zha21].

**Transformation**

[Dan82b, NP00, Phe96b, Sch80a, Wat80b, LT13].

**Transformations**

[BL73, BCY97, LM91, Mas77, TV04, Ton74, VW86, Gdl118].

**Transformed**

[Xu09].

**Transforming**

[Bro04b, CA98, GG95].

**Transforms**

[Keb97, LM08, NSK08, Ros08, SW97b, Tok08, LR23, ZW17].

**Transience**

[AFM95, Die87, GP91, Ker86, Let74, MSCZ78, Pre97a, ABI17, LLL20, Die87].

**Transient**

[AR05b, Ano65d, Ano66c, Ano93f, Ano05e, Bal01, BKNZ91,
Bha68b, BM94, BS93, BCMW83, Cam86, CL93, DN80a, DESM10, DF88, Ewe64, FR10, GBG02, Go77, GR94, Gr81, GMS96, Har81, HY94, IFN19, JC06a, Kao74, Kei64b, Kei65, Kij92b, Mar05, Mas86b, MF01, MS86, Mur87, Nat74, PS89, Red03, Rey72b, Van81, Wan99a, Wyn73, DM21, McK14.

Transition [Ano78e, Ant78a, BK87b, Bof65, BJM93, Bur76, Cab84, Cox77, Dal69a, DKK08, GZ02, GHL03, HJ99, Har94, Kal93, KM66, KS93b, Kry72, Kry75, Mili92, MS79, NS80, New68c, Nis74b, Papi96, Peg75a, Pen96a, Pha94, PS04, Sch11, Shi02, Ste95, Tiew75a, Ver98, ZZ09, ZLA99, Zho23, AN17, CP14, CH22, GH21, HL16b, LGCG16]. Transitions [Fen95]. transitory [Hon17]. Translations [Mor75]. Translocation [Wat97]. Transmission [Asm09, Cla05, Hal82b, HI01, Var80]. Transport [Gan88b, GH10, Gor75, Mul68a, Vid23]. Transportation [Cra73a, Cra74b, PW96, RO99]. Transposition [GM05, Nel82]. transient [LV08]. Travel [LA01]. traveling [BS14a]. Treated [Yad70]. treaties [ACVZ20]. Treating [Sud02]. Treatments [Sco82, Whi82b]. Tree [AM07, BR23, FM10, GMW90, Hai70, He03, How06b, JW11, Kat05, KL03b, MSZ94, MS04b, ST02, SSE87, TW99, Att19, BIMR22, CPSJ22, ESC15, Gab16a, IRS23, OC22, Roy14]. Tree-Dependent [GMW90]. tree-like [OC22]. TREES [BPS12, Bas10, BF09, Dek87, Dob96, Dob74, FH11, FSD4, IM03, LS09b, LMW98, LM20, MM03a, MM03b, MR11, Mun12, NH82, O’B80, Sud04, Tiek92a, Tet02, Ver69, AD13, ABD17, AH15, AFP22, BS19, BM17, Ber13a, Bow18, CMW16, Con22, DG16, FH13, FH17, GR18, GvdH18, HI20, HS22, HLF19, IFN19, I18, JOC13, Jon19, LT13, LN13, MW15, ZZ20, PC16, Rob22, SP22, SMB22]. Trend [Dan69, DV87, GKL01]. Trends [BGW83, Bor99, Klü86, NRS85a, NRS85b]. Triadic [RS90]. Trials [Ano91e, Ant01, Bar88b, Bra83, BP00, CS88, Ery10, Fu01, FC02, FWL03, FC03, HH03, HY02, Hun76b, IA07, KA97, WJ95, WZ65, BAR14, KLY16]. Triangle [Ahl77, HJ99, Jon99a, SW67]. Triangles [Gat82a, Hal82a, Hen83c, Ken91, SB78, HKT24]. Triangular [Agu09, And85, BDM09, Cow04, Kad74, WW04, KLP22]. Triangulations [App94]. Tribolium [Ano81f, Ren80]. Tridiagonal [KS93b, Ste95]. Tries [ALM06, MW08]. Trigger [Oga01]. Triggered [Ge93]. triggering [LP02]. Trigonometric [Bri86, Has82b]. Trimmed [Kem79, BIM17]. Trimming [KM04]. Trinary [KA97]. Trivariate [Emm99]. Trivial [FS98]. Trois [Let78]. Trotter [RD80]. True [Kab83]. Truncated [BS08, HS94, Kyr99, Pin11, Vit74, ZTML21]. Truncating [GG91b]. Truncation [SM05, Tew71, Tew75b, Tew98, BS15d]. Truncations [GS87]. Trust [Hit88, Ano22a, Gan10]. Tunable [BDLL08]. Turn [Bur04]. Turbulence [BNL05]. Turn [Tam88]. Turning [Rei67]. turns [JX13]. Tweedie [DMR02]. Twenty [JFS12]. Twist [BLS12]. 'Two [Ibr07, Ali70, AN84, AARJ10, Amb65, And79, Ano66e, Ano77f, Ano87e, AK86, Arn80, Bae86, BCR11, BSW07, BR79, Bas71, Bax81, BKM09, Bec70, BBK08, BCO1a, BF91, Ber81b, BCY97, BS90, B181, Bla84, BH12, BS97, BGNR90, Cai03, Car99, Cha93, CR97, CH06, CH10, CDL88, CW69, CY65,
Two [Lem74, LS04, Les86, Lie78, Lii94, MM09, MT95, MCN70, Mil94, MR02, Nag01, Nak86b, Neau78, Neub88, NA04, NR11, OF89, ORS86, OA70, Pag71, PP73a, Ped71, PS99, Pic71, Pin80, RAj74, RAj81, RCLW10, RCC12, Ren64, RH81b, RR78, Rig97, Rog78, Riis77, SM05, SW05, SH21, Scoc82, Sec97, SD94, Sev67, She96, Shis6, SG93, SR70a, Sta20, SH70b, Tay79, TR65, Ver69, Wan76a, Wan92, WY22, Wat64, WM77, XZW09, Xu09, YYZ09, ZC95, Zuc77, AKLL18, AG16, BLM20, CHY14, CY16, CLZ24, CDOR16, DHC20, EG15, EOV20, Fox15, GK18, HJ13b, KSBK23, KS17, LTZ18, Man13b, PG13, Pil15, RDM19, Rug14, Sez18, Zho15, CD85]. **Two-Armed** [OF89, CLZ24].

**Two-Boundary** [BGNR90]. **two-color** [KS17]. **Two-Component** [Ano87, JK87, Pin80]. **Two-Dimensional** [BCR11, BF91, Bil81, Bla84, Coh94, CRE74, DGNR95, DF81a, GW76, GW80, GSS12, Gra99, HRF84, Kel00, LAi77, Lai86, Lie78, Mil94, ORS86, Pag71, Pic71, WM77, AG16, DHC20, HJ13b, LTZ18]. **two-envelope** [EG15].

**Two-Lane** [BR79, MCN70]. **Two-Level** [Hon04]. **Two-Lift** [Kap81]. **Two-Locus** [Eth79, Man13b]. **Two-Machine** [Rig97]. **Two-Node** [SM05]. **Two-Parameter** [BC01a, CAI03, KS93b, PP73a, Xu09, Rug14, Zho15]. **Two-Person** [CH06, CH10, LS92a, Sec97, ZC95]. **Two-Queue** [Bac86, Lie78, AKLL18, KS17]. **Two-Sample** [Gel77]. **Two-Server** [HT78]. **Two-Sex** [GT86, MM09]. **Two-Sided** [And79, BH12, CY65, Had05]. **Two-Species** [CD85]. **Two-Stage** [LC84, SW05, ZC95, CDOR16, Fox15]. **Two-State** [Ano77, Bax81, BBK08, DHC20, FHL04, GKS06, HE70, MT95, RAj74, RCLW10, RCC12, WY22, EOV20]. **Two-Step** [LR09]. **Two-Type** [Jag69, WY22]. **Two-Unit** [KH83, OA70]. **two-urn** [CHY14]. **Two-Wave** [Car99]. **Type** [Ale01, Ara94, Ary72, Al85, AI94, BCL09, Ber81b, BC01b, Bra81, Bra82, Bre08, BRE10, BU75, CL05, CP14, CG05, CS96, CS00, Che03b, Chr12, CC96, CM02, Cov09, CD98, DON76b, FHTZ10, Fin10, Fra06, FNV11, GL94, Gel77, GR12, Gir86, GP97, KJ80, Hey94, Jag69, JP99, Jon99b, KS99, KSO3a, Kn171, KSS3a, Lag05, Lan6b, Li0b, Lin08, Mad75a, MO92, MNS01, MP04, MS85, Mur80, Nel77, Neu94a, Nis74b, PT71, PSZ04, Pha69, Pur73, Pyk94, Qui70, RN80, Ros75, RIS06, Ryd96, SS99, SCH75a, ST78, SU76, SW88, Tit74, VBO2, VAW04, Wei70, Wei72, AB19, BSX19, CF13, DHKP18, DN19, GR14, He21, KW14, LOR19, LH06, MW21, PD20, PSA22, WY22, He03, LT00, KB13]. **Type-Token** [Bra81, Bra82]. **Types** [BC95b, BY97, Bra72, CD85, HL04, KEL75, LR80, LH06, MAR11, PS99, RAD73a, RED03, SAN71, TAY79, ZHA92, JOR18]. **Typical** [Ban07, Kin88, Rat92].
U [Bal95, Dan69, GS72, Tam88]. **U-Shaped** [Bal95, Dan69, GS72]. **U-Turn** [Tam88]. **Uhlenbeck** [Bee75, BSDG20, BWY11, BDY07, CM97, Dir75, DM72, FLP99, JP99, Jia12, Lac05, Li00b, LS20, LS00, Mia13, NRS85b, Ped02, QDZ21, Ren87, RS87, RS88, Tho75a, Tho11, Vec15, Wan90, XZW09, ZZ16, ZZ09]. **Ultimate** [Lei78, YGN05]. **Ultra** [Yuk06, CH13]. **ultra-high** [CH13]. **Ultra-Small** [Yuk06]. **Unbiased** [Fer83, FPY20]. **Unbounded** [CCFG96, FH95, GZ02, GHL03, GHL05, KKP10, OO07, Rob80, Ruz10, SK91, CCFM17, GH21]. **Uncertain** [CB83, Smi75, Swe94, TH11]. **Uncertainty** [BB88, DL02, EP95, Pet81, PR67, Glo23]. **Unconditional** [Eng64, YML17]. **Uncountable** [WZ13]. **Underlying** [AHP75, EJT05, Pei94]. **Understanding** [Ken94]. **Uncountable** [Coh14, Whi05]. **Unequal** [Ale01]. **Unequally** [Jon86]. **Unexpected** [AGSC00]. **Uni** [GPZ05]. **Uni-Instantaneous** [GPZ05]. **Unification** [Wit90]. **Unified** [AS04, Ano85g, CG99, Deh84, Hol79b, LT76, vdHKPS23, KS19, LLZ17]. **Uniform** [ANT78b, Bin78, Che18, Del98, Gol78b, Gri75a, GR01, Het03, HS78, Hues88, Jel80, KW14, NR20, Ols77, Rus83, SK90, Sta82, Van89b, Whi80b, Whi82a, Whi85b, YWW14, BJT20, Bel23, BT18, HMBL14, Lei23, MWW19]. **Uniformity** [Ber68, Nor77, Hen18]. **Uniformization** [BR87b, Van91a, VS00]. **Uniformly** [BNS90, Coh68, ES87, KBBW07, Law92, LX18, LT72, Mat04, Mit05, Pap05, Sev95, Zaj95]. **Unifying** [Aye07, KY17a, Ker20, Yam22]. **Unilateral** [GW82]. **Unimodal** [App94, QM86]. **Unimodality** [DW85, LT81, OS70, SN97, BB18]. **Unimodular** [BS19]. **Union** [CHL98, Hun76a, Kwe75, Val70, Ros16]. **Unique** [Cam97]. **Uniqueness** [BO90, C.12, CPLZ07, CNZ14, Eri16, FH94, GKR94, Has79, JZG11, Kyp98, HZ22b, MSV14, Mat74, Teh13]. **Unit** [Aff89, BDO07, DH98, GC71b, KH83, OL65, OA70, Zac89]. **Unit-Demand** [BDO07]. **Units** [EE76, Nak84, Par94, Raa80, SK91]. **Univariate** [BSC18, BHB18, Ber77e, ER88, Joe96]. **Universality** [MBvLW16, CF22b]. **Unknown** [AHBT82, RRR75a, Ven79]. **Unlimited** [Wei05]. **Unobservable** [RB05, Wan77b, Yeh03, LY23]. **Unreliable** [CL11, DK90, GH94, HS93, Xu98]. **Unrestricted** [GC71b]. **Unrevealed** [Ano87e, JK87]. **Unrooted** [Dob74]. **Unstable** [IPV03, BPG20]. **until** [Ano85f, Arr72, BT82, Bto82, VK00, Val98]. **Untraceable** [Nak06]. **usual** [MLB16]. **Up** [Coh77a]. **Uprcossings** [Fer06, Lin89]. **Upgrading** [Ros87a]. **upon** [Bra81, LZ02]. **Upper** [AL12, Ano86a, Ano95e, Ave85, Ber92, BS97, Bov99, BD94b, Cha04, CCC03, DKK08, Eva78, Gal93, Gra85, GW87, Gui94, Hun76a, Jan81, KS01a, KW13, Lou78, Pla85, Wol77a, Wol87, Bro15, SS17, YW21]. **Upper-Hessenberg** [DKK08]. **upward** [MZZ16]. **upwards** [Vid19]. **Urban** [Rad74a, HPP14]. **Urn** [ADY07, Agu09, AG07, BMT10, BK64, CW05, Det94, DW89, Ery08, Gan04a,
Gou97, HMPS03, Hol79b, HKQ88, Hol08b, KM65, KS93b, MO93, Pit87, RW79, Tri92, Voi96, AGP13, Bor21, Che06, CK13, CHY14, Cry16, Glo23, GR13, GHW22, GdlI18, HMPS06, Ino23, JR16, KS17, LGC16, Mor06, SGS15, Thö16]. Urns [BCPR11, BDM09, Nak09, BJT20, BCPR16, Jan20, KS23b, LMS18, Sah16, Sim21]. Use [CT00, Hey86, Kab81, Kim00, KTW69, Lew64, Ma04, Sap87, Tak64c, Var80].

Use [CT00, Hey86, Kab81, Kim00, KTW69, Lew64, Ma04, Sap87, Tak64c, Var80]. Used [Bha69, CS82, GAB12, Lam92, MN82, NBS08, Rad76a, Tan78, Wan80, KZN15]. Useful [Jof82, KW92, KB13, KS86c, KIe83b, Wat80b]. Usefulness [Nay87]. User [SZ06]. User-Optimal [SZ06]. Uses [Ewe64]. Using [AHN90, AH00, ABD01, Car99, Che03b, Cow91, Dal87, GoI05, Gre81, Gue99, HS04, Hey74, HKQ88, Hul01, JI88, KPS04, KH75, Las94a, LRS94, Les06, MIISS92, Mat04, NB03, Nis74a, PR08, PH86, R096, ST83, Sha80, Tru00, ADJ13, ASKK20, ABS15, AR15, B120, B23, BR23, But19, KADK19, LCH21, Lee23, SGC16]. Usually [BJ79]. Utile [Jof82]. Utility [Ank06, Lon09, OO07, Wall11, LY23, LHT17]. Utility-Based [OO07]. Utilization [EVC93, PS86b].

V [Mor73d]. V. [IN86, Tso71]. Vacancy [Hal84, Hen86b]. Vacation [Blo91, Kat11, Kat12, KS86b, KR88, LT90, Tak92c, TTH91, Tan94]. Vacations [BM94, BY97, D085, LLPC94, LSC97]. Vaccination [BOP07, Br98, BS13a, BS15b]. Validity [Rot94]. valuation [Ges79]. Value [A70, A86g, BD90, BK03, Bhu06, CCFG96, CCd05, DV87, Di99, FY82, Hal78, HAPV12, Jam66, KS72, Kar76c, Kei82, KM87, Loe09, Nag82a, NS05, RZ07, Res71a, Res73, RS95b, RZ08, Voo87, Wit93, Yas88, ZLW06, BS15c, GR24, Psa22]. Valued [AA09, CCHY08, DO97, Fer95, Gue97, IK06, Mon82, Ruz10, CDSJ20]. Values [Ano85g, Ber92, BZ08, Bin69, BRPS82, BR77b, BCD93, CJ73, Dal81a, Deh84, Dur92, FH94, Gla77, GLS00, Gup84, Gm00H, HS86a, Kab83, K99, KP93, MR01, Nag82a, Sho72b, Sho73, Tav81, WC95, dHRT3, EOY20, GR21, Joh24]. Vanishing [CD09]. Vardi [GCS07, Hal82b, Yao07a]. Variability [Ano84e, Bha91, CI78, DKM93, Hu86, KR05, Miz06, SSS10, VGT90, Wh80a, Wh85b, ZR01]. Variable [B76, BTH72, Bro04b, CP78, Don86, FT80, Ham95, KS82, Möh97, Nea07, Rap08, Sha75, Sta01, Yeo75, FL20]. Variable-Population-Size [Don86]. Variables [AG80, Ano75e, Ano86a, Ano98e, Ave85, BO99, BMZ07, BE87, BG79a, BS04b, BC73, BPT92, Bra80, BHX98, BL03, CMW95, CN08+4, CCN10, CY65, CV09, Coh81b, Coo98, Deh85, Dei86, Dzi86, Eng93, F070, FP97, FL98, Gal73, Gal66b, Gan82, Gol75, GS99, Gra85, HTW09, He70, Hen83b, Hen73b, Hey69, HH96, KS99, KK97, KT08, KSC12, Lef95, LU96, LV12b, Lit01, MR92a, MM03a, Mat84, NT04, NTaYY04, Pin11, Pol75, RT91, Roh92, RZ05, Ros12, Rus83, Rus10, SKF79, Schw8, She96, SD76, SII18, Tak77, Tro83, VT11, VC96, VU09, WW07, Web80, Wei00, Wei75c, Vit96, Wöl77b,
XB11, XH11, AA23, BT18, BBvdMP23, CHM+22, Jan15, KK18, KLP22, Leh17, MWW19, PL17, Wan14, Wir18. **Variance** [AG80, Ano06, Ber11, BH12, BHX98, FS06, FV18, GS79, Hal84, HK77, HS94, HG80, Kei86, Ken79, Law79, Lie77, Lie78, LPP12, Nan82, RH81b, Rus78, Sen04, Sgj96, Sow82, SAS04, Tam68, VS06, Wil92, ZWV10, BvdHK17, Ber13b, Buo15, DHKR19, GR21, GR24, GP13, GKS14, WG15, Wm17]. **Variance-Gamma** [Ano06, FS06, Sen04]. **Variance-optimal** [DHKR19]. **Variance-Time** [Lie77]. **Variances** [FF09, Gir82, Gol74, Hen73b, JNR09, KK97, MW10, Sud12, TV88, VG85, VT89, JR16]. **Variant** [RD80]. **Variants** [FS97]. **Variates** [DJ09, HS04, Mor73a, PS19]. **Variation** [BP10, BNGS04, BNCPW09, Bro79, Coh73, Gol78a, Gra12, Kyp98, MP12, Rou82, Web99, He21, HE16, HJL14, SRT+16]. **Variational** [Pir80, Sun92]. **Variations** [GS21, IM03, HI20]. **Variety** [DFSD01, FM10]. **Variogram** [Ma04, RNJ19]. **variograms** [DS23]. **Various** [Pra82, WP80, Zha92]. **Vary** [O’F89]. **Varying** [Agr75, BMZ07, Ber92, BL10, Bon89, CC01, FG76, HW84b, Jag74b, JS04a, Jon99, KK03, KN75, KS82, KS80a, Me88, Moy08, NThaY04, Pol10, WW07, Web86a, DL17, Ker20, WY22, WG15]. **Vector** [BL89, BNGS04, BCPW09, Bro79, Coh73, Gol78a, Gra12, Kyp98, MP12, Rou82, Web99, He21, HE16, HJL14, SRT+16]. **Vectorial** [Gar74]. **Vectors** [Bor94, CS95, DN04, Gue97, KMRV00, Kot94, Neu80, Sha71, Sta04, ADJ13, CL14, DFP13, FCP18]. **Vehicle** [BD007, Cow78, Sha71]. **Vehicle-Actuated** [Cow78]. **Vehicles** [AL77, Gar74, Rei67]. **Vehicular** [Bri71]. **Velocities** [Ren77, Ren79, Ren81, SZ04]. **Velocity** [FS80a, Jan81, Kar76a, Wie79, Chin23]. **Velocity-Dependent** [Kar76a]. **Vere** [Hop76, Ano01, Phi01]. **Vere-Jones** [Hop76, Ano01, Phi01]. **verifiable** [Jas15]. **verifying** [RNR18]. **Versatile** [Neu79]. **version** [BRSC22, YBL23]. **Versions** [BB96, FR10, JM86, THB23]. **Versus** [Lan11, AIGR06, DMT2, HS00, IFN19, SS97]. **Vertex** [De10]. **Vertices** [NH82, IK18, Pen18]. **Vervaat** [DQL19, LT13]. **Very** [LS08a]. **Veto** [JS08]. **Veto-Voter** [JS08]. **Via** [BMT10, Bha80, Br678, FG12, IK11, LI96, Mah03, Me99, Nak09, NMG00, RR10, AD13, Ano05e, ARW94, AN95, Ber77a, BT23, BR18, BCdlP17, BD94b, CG00b, DLM14, FPP19, GKS14, Hay00, KM23, MF01, Miy01, NG95, NPO0, Oes18, Pek99, Pro96, RR16, RD80, San06, Spe86, Vel04, Wex99, XU98]. **Viability** [KF70]. **Vibration** [Els07, HS96a]. **Vibrations** [Els95, Els96, ORs9, Oza80, Oza81, Oza86]. **Vidanges** [Dio78, Dio76]. **View** [AR01b, DM19, MO21]. **Viewpoint** [FN82]. **Viot** [AFG11, CS20a]. **Viral** [Rad76b]. **Virology** [Mor71a]. **Virtual** [Coh68, FF91, Gha89, HL76, Kyp71, Neu68a, Tak74, KT15]. **Virus** [CS12, BBBN14]. **Viruses** [CD10, BB14]. **Visibility** [YZ85], **visited** [Gab16b]. **Visits** [Pol78]. **Vitality** [KL89b], **Vladimirovich** [Kal96]. **Voice** [LG81, OS91]. **Volatilities** [Dur08b]. **Volatility** [BNGS04, BM09, CPT99, DM01, Dur08b, Eks03, JKM12, Lu10, RV08, SS07, Teh09, AKK20, BL13, DHKR19, EM24, GM15, HJL19]. **Volterra**
[Bil77b, Ito89, JRR95, PT71, Pur73, SW88]. **Volume**

[Ano64f, Ano65h, Ano66h, Ano67i, Ano68h, Ano69g, Ano70i, Ano71j, Ano72l, Ano73m, Ano74m, Ano75l, Ano76i, Ano77l, Ano78m, Ano79k, Ano80j, Ano81k, Ano82p, Ano83k, Ano84j, Ano85l, Ano86q, Ano87n, Ano88o, Ano89k, Ano90m, Ano91n, Ano92m, Ano93m, Ano94n, Ano95j, Ano96i, Ano97i, Ano98k, Ano99j, Ano00k, Ano01l, Ano01m, Ano02j, Ano03i, Ano04n, Ano05j, Ano06i, Ano06m, Ano07j, Ano07k, Ano08i, Ano08j, Ano13, Ano14, Ano15, Gat84b, GS15, JG85, JW11, Mas82, Mor73e, Rat92, Rub77, Rub79, Sta81, Ano17b, Ano17a, Ano18a, Ano18c, Ano18b, Ano19b, Ano19a, Ano19d, Ano19c, Ano19f, Ano19e, Ano19h, Ano19g, Ano20b, Ano20a, Ano20d, Ano20c, Ano20f, Ano20e, Ano21b, Ano21a, Ano21d, Ano21c, Ano21f, Ano21e, Ano21h, Ano21g].

volume

[Ano22c, Ano22b, Ano22e, Ano22d, Ano22g, Ano22f, Ano22i, Ano22h].

**Volumes [CO85]. Voronoi** [Ano93e, BK21, DGLW17, MM82, MS92, Ori79].

**Vortices [He01]. Voter [JS08, LN07]. Vylder [ABSKT19, Rob14].

**Wagering** [Har09]. **Wait** [FA85, Jac09]. **Waiting** [AN84, Ant01, Arn72, AM05, Ban96, BS76, Bla87, Blo84, BSB99, Coh68, Coh71, CNS99, DN80a, Dal99b, DJ69, DR84, Dsh89, DG76, Fal86, FF91, FC02, FC03, GKP06, Had69, HNT71, HH03, HL76, Hey64, Hok75, Hok77, HS69b, Hoo83, HCK02, IA07, Jen72, KA97, Kuh86, Kyp71, LC84, Lan86b, Len89, LT71, LT72, LT73, LT04b, MU00, MW71, Mck89, MS04a, Min79, MY91, Moh76, Mor80, NG95, Nat75, Neu81, Niu81, Pak75, RL88, Ros87a, Ros73, Sch88b, Ser06, Ste00, Sze86, Tak74, Tam68, Tan79a, Toy97, YM91, EDSM15, Ino19, KT15, Yao13].

**Waiting-Time**

[BS76, Fal86, Hoo83, Lan86b, Mor80, Nat75, Neu81, Pak75, Sze86, Tan79a].

**Waitingroom** [Neu68a]. **Waitingtimes** [Neu67].

**Wald** [Bac86, BE73, FL98, GP97, Hal70, Mou99, RS66, Rot94]. **Wald-Type** [GP97].

**Walk** [All04b, All10, Ano86j, BG06, Bar75c, BF91, Big77a, Big77b, BG79a, BP96a, Böö00, CS86, CR92, CR94b, Coh88, CS80, CJ08b, Cre74, CX01, DS94a, Det96, Don80b, Don83, DF88, DKS76, Dwa69, Eng65, Gan88b, Gre76a, HS69a, HRF83, HRF84, HGS81, Hog86, HW88, JL98, Kap82, KP92, KP96, KS86b, Ken94, KK01, Kyp98, Lal86, Law83, LH07, Lun97, Neu94b, Pak73a, Pak78b, Par88b, PL72, RH81a, Rév04, Rit80, Rou90, Sie79, Sim00, Sta77, Tay99, TW75, VT75, VT76, Ver98, WW06b, Yad70, YY11, Zha92, BLSG13, BMJ18, BDL19, BH20, Con13, DPW21, DLMR17, Gab16b, GH14, G221, IK16, KS13, Kub24, KW13, LSWX20, PP14, Roy24, RU18, She13, SWZ18].

**Walker** [McC74].

**Walks**

[Ali99, All04a, AM08, Ano66e, AFM95, Bac01, Bal01, BCL98, Bar75b, BKMS04, Bér04, BZ08, BZ09, Ber99, Bie98, BL10, Bor95, Cho94, Coh94, Dal79a, DD04, DP12b, Don77, Don80a, Dow66, Eme72, Fan12, Feh91, FL98, GC71b, Gru85, GS06, GP05, Hey67, Hor98, Ig174, IM10, Ios86, Kao78, LB89, LMM10, LMS76, LT80, Li12, LR96, MP00, MM03a, MS04a, Me10, Mil94,
MS05b, NS80, Ngu90, Peg73, PP71, PWS71, Roe85, Ros93, Rot95, Sgi99, Spe73a, SS03, TW99, Voi96, XY92, AH13, BS16a, BY22, BIMR22, Bow18, CP14, CSC13, DL17, FGH+21, GPSY16, IFN19, IRS23, Lam14, Lei21, LP14, LTZ18, McK14, NV20, PZ10, Rob22, SGS17, Sim14, Zha22, vLR13.

wall [Roy24]. Wandering [Han67, How00a]. Warfare [Kin02]. Warm [KH83, FHC18]. Warm-Standby [KH83]. Wasserstein [BKM19, BJ24, DDS22b, GPW22]. Waste [DJ09]. Watanabe [Bre75]. water [HPP14]. Watson [Car99, Dan77, KO05, Ors87b, Ren88]. Way [RB98]. Weak [AML82, Agr91, And75, Aov83a, Avn79, BB84, BRPS82, CJ08a, Che80a, CMS06, CS82, DMS80, De 74, DJ00, DI20, Gut75, GKL85, Hey01, HM95, IK70, IK18, Iva81, JR95, Jan21, Karl92, Kid97, Li09, Lie77, Lie78, Lin95, Lin97, Lin73, Loy88, MC85, Mö99, Not01, Reh79, RV00, RJ94, RS98, RS89b, ST16, SV97, Sen81, SD12, Tro83, Whi71a, Whi71b, Wie80, BCS23, BL21, JY21, Kur22, Zha14]. Weakening [Sei16]. Weakest [LRS07]. Weakly [BL00, BCN24, Eeg79, Lat81a, Lie77, Wüb12, ACK20]. Wealth [BMRRS16]. Wear [CF09, KFM06, MC13]. Weather [Fox65, ZR01]. Web [CL11]. Weibull [BBH18, DS08b, TK15, Wan76c]. *Weighted [Hen82, BC08, Bon02, CPLZ07, GMDB03, Kal89, Kal90, Lin08, MR11, Pha88, dRdC18, Ari22, BvdHK17, GAb16a, MS20, NR20]. Weights [BP04, KLO3b, LN19]. Weiner [Hor79, Hor80, PT80, Tan79b, Tan80a, TP79]. Weiss [Die66, KM15a, Ron82]. Wentzell [Gag17]. Wheels [GW94a]. Where [DP00, KP92, Nat74, SCZ77, Van81]. Which [Ano65c, Bro72, CI72, CJ73, Dav73, FG84, Gri72, HL05, JGR91, Kad74, Kap78, Kra64, Lit92b, LV72, ML85, NR84, New70, Ros73, Russ83]. While [Fro05]. White [BC01a, Ca03, Sly07]. Whitt [LY20]. Whittle [Cow91, Git73, Gla82a, Har80]. Whole [CH70]. Whose [Fra07, JAC75, Lamh8, Nar73, Mar16a]. Wickells [Zäh90]. Wide [DFSD01]. Wider [NvdB0d24]. Width [HR88a, Kat05, TK84]. Widths [Ros07]. Wiener [Ano64c, BN05, Bro74, Cab84, Cha75, Dom95, Dom96, Fer83, FCvS15, Fos75, FG12, Ha69, HZ92, Hör05, IS83, Kei64a, Ken94, KMG19, Kuz10, Lef89, Le90, LM80, ML98, ML67, PP73a, PS76a, PS80, PS83, PB83, RRS05, Sat77, Schn2c, Sch79, TR89, YHS7]. Wiener-Hope [LM08]. Will [Rog78]. Willem [BS01b]. Williams [Lin16]. Win [CH06, Hai96, Pon07, Sie89]. Win-by- [Hai96, Sie89]. Winding [BF91]. Window [HR88a, LV08, WGF13]. winner [DvdHS24]. Winning
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